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WAR.
By W. DOUGLAS NEWTON.

THE
l-'.ast, even if it is tin: Near Kast, lives up

to its historic- reputation of ambiguous un-

certainty It i\es us, ol " \ii tones, and then, in

a IH uinn as disinterested, L;I\VS us our s-tbacks

Monastir was the happiness "I a week end. yet

Craiova follows in the mid-week. Kven of its

decisive moments it is itidc, 1-

sive, lor how far is MonaMir

UUIIIL; to hel]i us ? How much
will the fall of Craiova help
the enemy- How much, or

how little, will each react on

each ?

The German success thai

took them down the wide Jiul

\.dley and to the important

junction ol Craiova can have

very little direct bearing on

the fighting north of Monastir,

since the forces of the Allies

engaged in Macedonia cannot

be tapped for direct reinforce-

ment for the Roumanian Allies.

i MI the other hand, it is not

very certain that the progress
of the Allied line north of

Monastir will render any pro-
nounced aid to the Rouma-
nian defence. Monastir, for

the moment, was not con-
nected with the German plans.
Monastir was not merely the

peculiar perquisite of the Bul-

garians, but it is obvious that

its defence was left almost

entirely in Bulgarian hands.

They were not peculiarly re-

solute hands, but it would seem that the Austro-
Germans had staked as much as they could
accumulate in man-power and gun-power on the

A BARRISTER WELL DISPOSED TO THE
ALLIES : CHINA'S NEW FOREIGN MINISTER,

MR. WU TING FANG.

Wu Ting Fang "ate his terms" at Lincoln's

Inn, and was the first Chinaman called to the

English Bar. He has been Chinese Minister to

Peru, Spain, and the U.S. [Photograph by C.N.}

Danube and Transylvanian frontiers, and were not

in the least inclined to check their scheme for the

beneiit of their Balkan Ally. It is not certain yet
whether they will depart from that attitude. It

is true that German troops were sent by forced

marches to the aid of Monastir only to fulfil what
is always the very regret-

table function of being "too
late

" and it seems certain

that with the aid of these

troops the enemy was able to

take to earth in the strong
defensive ground between
Monastir and Prilep. Kven

so, and from the way the

Allies are forcing a way for-

ward, it does appear that with

the enemy the attack upon
Roumania is the main idea,

and that Macedonia will have
to look after itself until that

big task has been accom-

plished if it is ever accom-

plished.
So far, no doubt, the enemy

have the positions and the

military theories with them ;

but whether they will continue

to be favoured is another

matter. To support the enemy-
defence in the rough country
north of Monastir there are, as

has been said, some particu-

larly strong positions, those of

the Babuna Pass being not

among the least. There is also

the fact that the resistance,

made easy by the lie of the land before the Allied

right and particularly before those sectors of

the Vardar and Struma where the British are

AS DELIBERATE A CRIME AS THE ENEMY HAS COMMITTED AT SEA : THE RED-CROSS HOSPITAL SHIP ' BRITANNIC "

(OUR LARGEST ATLANTIC LINER) AS SHE APPEARED WHEN TORPEDOED.
That there could be no possible mistake as to the character of the -Britannic," the above illustration proves. Nothing could be more

emy submarine officers than the white funnels and hull, the wide green stripe, the big red crosses.

Plmli'grapli by C.N.
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engaged is forcing the attack almost exclusively on

to the Allied left wing, running from Lake Prespa

to the Tcherna that is, the enemy defence can

be concentrated here. And, to add to these diffi-

culties of movement, winter conditions here are

such that they may gravely hamper effective

movement. On the other liand, the Allies are

very certainly pressing northward on the whole

front from Prespa to the Serbian wing on the

"VALEUR ET DISCIPLINE": M. DOUMERGUE, THE FRENCH COLONIAL MINISTER,

DECORATING COLONIAL MOSLEM SOLDIERS.

The ceremony took place at the Jardin Colonial, Nogent-sur-Marne, before the Moslem Mission of

Algerian and Moroccan notables visiting Paris. [Photograph by RoL]

Tcherna, and they are pressing in such a manner
as to show that defences, when held mainly by
Bulgarians, cannot be scheduled as invulnerable.

Moreover, this pressure is threatening to have a

strategical as well as a tactical menace. As the

Allied line goes upward it is freeing the country for

a most effective juncture between the Allies and

the Italians somewhere
north of Lake Prespa,
and such a juncture

might force the Austrians

out of Albania and bring
our extended left towards

Uskub it would be a

good distance away, yet
still the sense of danger
to Uskub might be felt.

At the same time, the

progress of the centre

northward to Prilep must

make the enemy think

uncomfortable thoughts
about his main Vardar

communications, especi-

ally that vital spot in

those communications
the railway town of Veles.

As Monastir fell, not by

Germanic route to the East would be thrust into

the dangerous balance of events.

The situation depends, then, upon develop-

ments. If the Allies in Macedonia cannot press

strongly forward just now if, that is, circum-

stances, including the season, make it necessary

to halt, and war is made melancholy by the

necessity to halt then, perhaps, the Germans can

continue to leave the defence here to Bulgarian

troops stiffened with but

weak forces of Germans.

If, on the contrary, the

Allies show that they have

the means, the tenacity,

and the ability to push
on in Macedonia, and to

press successfully, then,

for the sake of all their

ambitions in the East to

say nothing of the dan-

ger that might come to

their rear and flank

the Central Powers are

bound to turn their whole

attention to this sector of

their front. They will

have to consider it as of

primary importance, and

not, as now, of import-
ance secondary to Kou-

mania. Such an action

would, of course, relieve

the great strain which Koumania is encountering.

Roumania, is just now facing the concentrated

effort of the enemy, not merely in men, but in

heavy guns. In their break through at Tirgu Jiu

the Germans adopted those tactics of massed

bombardment which they brought into play on

the Dunajec and before Verdun, and which the

THE DECORATION OF FRENCH COLONIAL SOLDIERS AT NOGENT - SUR - MARNE :

OFFICIAL REPRESENTATIVES AT THE CEREMONY.

The grey-uniformed officer in front (the third figure from the left) is General Dubail, Military

fighting DUt trom tnreat
Govern0r of Paris. Next him, in civilian frock coat, with his hat off, is M. Doumergue, Minister

from the Tcherna flank, for the Colonies. Next is the Chief of the Moslem Mission. [Photograph by Rol.]

so the Doiran fronts of

the enemy might fall if the Vardar line was

imperilled. If the Doiran line went, the British

would know well how to make full use of their

advantage ; and, indeed, very quickly there

might evolve a situation in which the whole of the

Allies brought to bear successfully in the Lutsk

salient, in Bukovina, and on the Somme.

Roumania, weak in heavy guns, has not been able

to hold her line, and the attack has been able to

force its way to the edge of the Roumanian plain
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and to capture Craiova. The capture of Craiova,

however though it would be idle to minimise its

gravity, or to be blind to its disadvantages is

merely tin: beginning and not the end of any
nnasion <>( Koiiiuania. It will not put

an end to the exerttOfU ol tin- enemy, it will

increase them. Then-line, anj call upon
the enemy, any demand upon hi-, resources

in men and nuns, is bound to O >.a at a

time when such embarrassment \. .uld be

-s.

The< on< -cut rat ion ol'the Austro-Germau
attack wliieh gave tliem Craiova will prob-

ably lone th>' Konmanians to yield the

\\hole of \\'allachia. \\allachia is a valu-

able agricultural province, and its loss in

this respect cannot be anything but melan-

choly : but mure than this, too, its loss cuts

the line to the I >rso\ a bastion head of the

frontier, and will let the enemy into the

angle of the Danube a fact that nviy help
both his communications to the Dobrudja,
his acts of invasion, as well as depriving
Konmmia of an important power in de-

fence. At the same time, \Vallachia is not

the main, nor the richest, tract of Rouma-
nia ; and the enemy has yet hard fighting
before he can achieve even a pronounced
victualling victory. The Danube valleys
between Craiova and Bucharest are admir-

ably situated for defence, and it seems

highly likely tint some of the swiftness and
(A the German victory came from the

tact that our Ally has held his reserves in

hind, so that the defence of these valleys

The West has been quiet on the whole, yet the

purpose of the new move north and south of the

Ancre has been undergoing development, Grand-

court, south of the river, is receiving its full and
ominous share of attention, and, though the

enemy insists that he pressed us out of the fringe

RALLYING TO THE FLAG AS STAUNCHt-V AS EVER : AN AUSTRALIAN
DIVISION MARCHING THROUGH MELBOURNE TO ITS TRANSPORTS.

No slackening is apparent in the stream of reinforcements from Australia to

the various fronts whene Australian troops ar* fighting.

[I'liotograp/t by C.N.]

in. iv be successfully undertal*en. In the Dobrudja
there are signs that the Russians may keep the

enemy even more than fully occupied.

TOPPED BY A WEATHERCOCK
CAMP WELL

A 1-RENCHUNIQUE IN DESIGN :

IN MACEDONIA.
local sanitation in Macedonia being non-existent, the Allies have to create

their camf drinking-water supplies by making their own wells. The weather-
cock on the French camp well seen above, representing a /"ii/u kicking a

Boche, may be taken as symbolic of the spirit of General Sarrail's men.

Freml- fvraph.

of this place when we broke in, there can be little

dojiibt that it is now suffering the processes by
which Thiepval, Combles, and the rest came to

their decline and fall. More than this, we
have steadily worked our way on to those

heights that hold guard to the south over

Miraumont, north of the Ancre. How far

(he weather is nullifying effectiveness can
be gauged not merely by the quietness of

o,ur front, but by the reticence in Germin
counter-attack. Apart from a great deal
of shelling and some trench raiding, there
has been little activity. On the other hand",
there lias been a great deal ofaerial fight-

ing and bombing, in which the Allies have
done great thingswith magnificent initiative.

There are two other largo items of war
which, though they hold our attention, have
little effect on events. One is the death of

the Austrian Emperor ; the other is the

sinking of the hospital-ship Britannic. There
are some who might think that the death
of Francis Joseph should have an effect on
the war

; it will probably have none or

rather, it may do no more than make the
whole war more than ever an exclusively
< lei-man affair. The sinking'of the Britannic
in the ^Egean appears to be an act of pure
barbarity, for she was obviously a hospital-

ship. But beneath this senseless ugliness
might be the idea of removing some of Ger-

many's dangerous rivals in the Transatlantic

passenger service ? LONDON: NOV. 27. 1016.
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CCUnter Campaigning on the Hlcstern front.

THE MUD OF FLANDERS : BRITISH CAVALRY WADING ALONG A ROAD ; TRANSPORT LOCOMOTION.

In the war days of Europe in the
"
good old times," It was the

mud all over battle-areas, even more than Ice or (now, which
caused armies to go into "Winter Quarters" regularly every year.

To carry on active hostilities meant only to stick In the mud.
The period from October to April was by tacit convention made
"close time

"
for fighters, except {or sporadic outpost skirmishing.

What mud on campaign means in the "Low Countries," as our

ancestors called the present Western Front districts of Flanders and

Belgium, our illustrations show. The upper illustration shows a

detachment of British cavalry in the Ancre-Somme district, wading

fetlock-deep in the mud. In the lower we see what mud means

for Army transport movements. {Punch Of/inal Photographs.]
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On the Ggvptian Sinai-peninsula front.

WATERING CAMELS : LINED UP BEFORE THEIR WATER-BAGS ;-THE WELL-MOUTH AND SUPPLY-HOSE.
Camels on service need regular watering, like other animali used
in transport. The day's journey of the Soudanese camel (which
is principally used in the Egyptian service) when in the desert is

from sixteen to twenty-five miles according to the ground, but it

should have water at least on alternate days. Worked without

drinking for three days, a camel requires some days to regain Its

powers. If
" run down " from working longer up to five or six

days, which is the limit a camel will want weeks, eren months,
to "pick up." The upper illustration shows camels in the Sinai
Peninsula watering at a desert well. The well - mouth is shown
in the lower illustration, with the hose through which Ul water
is pumped into the buckets in a row before the camels.
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OTith the British Hrmy protecting 6gypt.
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FRONTIER NOTES: A COLUMN ON A DESERT MARCH ;
TWO PATTERNS OF CAMEL " CACOLET " LITTERS.

The upper illustration shows a column of troops, infantry with

camel transport, winding its way along a desert track on the

Sinai Peninsula. The lower illustration shows one way in which

camels are used in Egyptian ambulance service. In spite of the

camel's awkward gait, the animal can serve for Red Cross work

as a litter-carrier. In that capacity, in fact, camels have proved

valuable auxiliaries in the campaigns on both frontiers of Egypt.

Two special designs of camel-litters, constructed for carrying patients

on the cacolct system, one litter at either side of the animal, are

employed ;
after the method illustrated. In the one, more severely

wounded casualties, or
"

lying down "
cases, are carried. In the

other,
"

sitting-up
"

cases are taken.
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The ]Vew emperor and empress of Hustria.

AUSTRIA'S NEW SOVEREIGN : THE EMPEROR CHARLES
;
AND HIS WIFE, THE EMPRESS ZITA.

The death of the Emperor Francis Joseph of Austria raised to the
throne his heir, the Archduke Carl Prarut, whom, It was stated

recently, the laU Emperor was about to proclaim as ruling
"conjointly

"
with hinuelf. a step thai was regarded as tantamount

to abdication. The new Emperor, who was born on August 17,

I7. is the son of the late Archduke Otto (second son of the

Emperor Francis Joseph's brother Louis snd younger brother of
(he Archduke Francis Ferdinand, assassinated at Serajero). His

mother, the Archduchess Maria Josephs, is a sister of the King
of Saxony. He will be known as the Emperor Charles. He married.
on October ji, 1911, Princess Zita of Bourbon-Parma, and has tw.
sons and a daughter.- [1'hoto. supplitd by Stanley.]
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t^ H Tragic Reign ended: The Late emperor of Hustria.
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LEAVING AUSTRIA UNDER THE HEEL OF GERMANY : THE LATE EMPEROR FRANCIS JOSE

of hii ton Rudolph ;
the MMMiiMtlon of hit wHe, th Emprui

Eliwbrth, and finally th.t of hi nephew Mid heir, the lite Arch-

duke Francis Ferdinand, in 1914- Through Aurtria's .ubsequent polit

the late Emperor must be held largely reponjible lor plunging

Europe into war. He ha leit hU country under the military domina-

Ihe aged Emperor Francis Joseph of Austria died at Sch6nbrunn

Castle at 9 p.m. on November 21. He was born on August 18,

1830 and was thus in hi eighty-sixth year, the oldest Sovereign

in Europe. He ascended Ihe throne on December *, 1848, on the

abdication of his uncle, the Emperor Ferdinand. His private life

was darkened by many tragedies, including the mysterious death lion of Germany. [P/iata. ifplud by Stanley.]
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THE BEGINNINGS OF WAR-MACHINESjJLITARY
TRACTION-ENGINES.

THE first serious attempts at mechanical road to the present-day Belleville and Serpollet

1 transport date from the middle of the Hancock's three - wheeled steam - coach, 1828

eighteenth century, when a number of inventors (Fig. 3), carrying four persons, was c

concentrated on this subject. One of the first

road locomotives (Fig. i) was that constructed

in 1769 by Cugnot, a French engineer. In

this case, a crude form of boiler was suspended

oscillating cylinders acting directly on the single

front steering-wheel. This machine was a suc-

cess in that it ran many miles without serious

trouble. In Bovdell's endless-rail vehicle, 1855

at the forward end of the vehicle, which sup- (Fig. .)), we have the forerunner of the
"
eater-

plied steam to a vertical engine driving the pillar
"

tractors which are doing so much in the

single front wheel. This machine travelled present war. In both these vehicles the wheels

are so constructed that

the weight is taken on

large plates automatically

laid down in advance of

the wheels and taken

up after the weight has

passed over them. In

the 1855 machine, which

was used in the Crimean

War, the plates were

attached by hinges to

the wheel-rims, but the

modern machine is pro-

vided with an endless

two-and-a-half miles per

hour, carrying four pas-

sengers, but could not

run more than fifteen

minutes without stopping

to raise more steam.

Three years later, an

American named Evans

invented another steam-

carriage, and obtained

the sole right to make
and run these vehicles in

the State of Maryland.
His scheme, however,

was never developed to a successful issue.

Symington's carriage (Fig. 7), made in 1786,

was shown at Edinburgh, but the bad state of

the roads induced the inventor to drop it in

FIC. 7. EXHIBITED AT EDINBURGH IN 1786:

SYMINGTON'S STEAM - CARRIAGE A DIAGRAM

AFTER RIMBAULT.

chain of plates which embraces the pair of

wheels on the same side of the engine as a

driving-belt does its pulleys. Vehicles fitted

with this contrivance are capable of passing

favour of steam navigation. In the same year a successfully over ground so soft that it would

not support the weight of the machine on

ordinary wheels, the bearing surface on the

ground being so much increased by the plates

that the pressure

per square inch falls

very low, although
the total weight

supported may be

considerable. A
' '

caterpillar
'

'weigh-

ing many tons will

operate over ground
so soft that a man
can only pass over

it on foot with

difficulty, and that

would not support
the weight of a

horse. Boydell's
traction engine was used for artillery transport in

the Crimea, and was the first mechanically pro-

pelled vehicle employed for that purpose.
In the Franco-German War of 1870 the

Germans made use of two Fowler's steam traction-

engines (Fig. 5) to assist in transporting baggage
and stores behind their lines. ic,u</ <7

neat working model of a steam road-locomotive

was made by a Cornishman, William Murdock.

This little vehicle is said to have run so fast one

dark night that it

outstripped its in-

ventor, and, meet-

ing the local pastor,

left that gentle-

man firmly con-

vinced that he had

at last seen the

Devil in person.

Fig. 2 shows a

steam - coach built

in 1802 by Richard

Trevithick, another

Cornishman, and a

pupil of Murdock.

This machine ac-

complished some trial runs in Cornwall, and

was afterwards driven to Plymouth and sent

by sea to London, where it ran for one day
in a private enclosure for exhibition pur-

poses, but was never put into regular use.

Griffiths' steam -coach, 1821, was the first

vehicle driven by a water - tube boiler similar

FIG. A WAR OFFICE TRACTION . ENGINE : A 25 - H.P.

THORNYCROFT TRACTOR.
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Beginnings of Olar-Machines : Military Traction-engines.

GUGNOT'S
ROAD LOCOMOTIVE J7G9

TKEVITHJCK-i VIVIAN'S
. IrtOil

HANCOCK'S
ROAD CAR .

BOYOELU'3 TRACTION ENGINE" AND TRAIN Of WAGGONS
<KS USF:D IN THE CRir-'iE:/\M vwvft . IBJ^-J

ARMOURED ROAD TRA.1M
BOER NA/.A.R .(

INCLUDING A CRIMEAN WAR "CATERPILLAR" WHEEL TRACTOR: OLD-STYLE MECHANICAL ROAD TRANSPORT
Cimtinutd.]

These two engines were the ole repreenttivei of mechanical

road traction with their forces at that date, only about forty-fire

yean before the preient war, In which that particular branch of

the lerrice has had such a marked influence on military operations.

The Russians used 12 traction - engines only In their campaign

against the Turks In 1878 ;
and Italy was at that time trying

these engines for military use, but discontinued their employment

about 1883, as their speed was not considered sufficient to outweigh

disadvantages in other directions. The steam traction-engine did

excellent work in the Boer War, when a number of uses were

made of it. A traction-engine of this type is shown attached to an

armoured train. [Drawings by W. B. Robinson.}
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Oleetern front Staff-Cdork Keeping

1

CARRYING A MESSAGE : A TRAINED DOG DESPATCH-RUNNER, WIT
,

The "Liaison, "or Llnking-Up, Department, it a branch of Staff work which has become very highly developed during the progress

meat' oTkee TnT T^'ffh "^l em^ment
h

" the WeSter" Fr nt There " fo ! * liable and extremely efndent
keeping un.ts and the BnUih and French senior officers in charge of Brigades, Divisions, and on the Staff at Army
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w"s?ries]-

3ctwcen Units: tlbe Dog "Liaison" Service.

A LETTER FASTENED UNDER HIS COLLAR, LEAPING A TRENCH.

Headquarters in the closest possible touch with one another. Special officers of hnguist.c attainments are to d off for the purpos

They have auxiliaries for message-carrying. Trained dogs are often used, such as the hound shown m tt ation on

and taking a flying leap over a trench. The hound here is carrying his message tied under his collar.!
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ROMANCES OF THE REGIMENTS : XXV.-THE 71si HIGHLANDERS.

ROBERTSON OF HUNDfDROOG.

MACAULAY,
in a well-known passage, asked

why we take care to be familiar with the

histoiy of the conquest of Spanish America and
almost entirely neglect that of the conquest of

THE FATE OF A "RUPERT": A KITE-BALLOON SET
ON FIRE BY A BURSTING ENEMY SHELL, AND THE
OBSERVER MAKING HIS ESCAPE IN THE PARACHUTE.
Fames are visible, fust beginning to blaze out st one end of the

balloon envelope (to the right). The parachute Is seen unfolding
u It drop*, with the observer (looking like a dot) holding on below.

Pkotofrap/t by S. and G.

India. Perhaps more attention is now paid to
the subject than was paid in the essayist's day ;

but many passages of arms and many names in

that great story do not enjoy all the fame which
is their due. Among such incidents of the first

rank as military exploits, the taking of Nundi-

droog is certainly not the least, and it is highly
probable that to the majority of well-infoimed

people the details are quite unknown. The leader
of the storming party performed great things, but
his name is little known, and he received no
special honours for his service on this occasion.
The great events of Europe in 1791 blurred the

impression of what was taking place in the East
;

there was a tendency to regard the performances
of the Indian Army as all in the day's work. So
much pay, so much fighting. No Press blew the
soldier's trumpet ; the soldier never blew his own ;

and so Captain Robertson of the 7ist, like many
another hero, reaped no direct reward of the

victory at Nundidroog, but was left to climb the

ordinary ladder of promotion, until, broken by a
life of toil, he retired late in life as Lieutenant-
General. He was a son of Dr. Robertson, the
historian and Principal of Edinburgh University.

Nundidroog was a hill fortress in Mysore. It

barred the way to Seringapatam, and cut off

supplies from the north and east of Lord Corn-

wallis's headquarters. The fort stood on a mass
of granite rock, rising on three sides sheer 1 700 feet

from the plain. The fourth side was the only one

accessible, but any enemy had to face two lines of

strong stone fortifications, planned according to

the most advanced principles of Western military
science in those days. It was armed with heavy
guns and light wall-pieces and jingals. To reduce

Nundidroog was no child's play. Strong in itself,

the place was commanded by Lutf Ali Beg, one of

Hyder and Tippoo's most skilful and most dis-

tinguished leaders.

Cornwallis had first to cut a road to the

fortress, and then had to haul heavy guns over

precipitous ground to a battery formed with

extraordinary labour on the brink of a cliff. Such
work was not done in a day, and all the time, as

the British toiled in the fierce climate of India,

they were harassed by a constant fire from the

enemy. For fourteen days they strove, without

being able to fire a single shot in reply. But at

length six siege pieces were in position and opened
fire. Three days later, the outer wall had been so

A STEEPLE-JACK JOB WHICH COMES ALL IN THE DAY'S
WORK FOR OUR TELEGRAPH LINESMEN : FIXING UP

FRESH TELEGRAPH-POLE INSULATORS.
French O/ficial Photograph.

far breached that an assault could be delivered.

But the inner wall still stood unharmed. There
was nothing for it but to rush the broken outer
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"Che Royal fteadquarters in Roumania.

*

NEAR THE FRONT : THE KING AND CROWN PRINCE AT A SHOOTING-BOX ;
BODYGUARD TROOPERb.

King Ferdinand of Roumania left Bucharest for the front on war

being declared, accompanied by the Crown Prince Carol, who was

twenty-three last month. The royal pair hare had quarters at

different places within touch of both battle-areas. Not long since,

they were at a royal shooting-box, the exterior of which is seen

in the upper illustration. A squad of the Royal Bodyguard is

shown in the lower illustration. The spiked helmets of Prussian

type they wear were introduced by the late King. In X866, wher

elected Prince of Roumania, King Carol was a Captain in the

2nd Prussian Dragoon Guards. At Bucharest he put his Body-

Guard into helmets resembling those of his old corps, which they still

wear, with mignonette-blue tunics. (Photos, by Illustrations Burtau.}
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defence, and hope to obtain there a footing from

which the second wall might be attacked. Corn-

wallis therefore ordered a final bombardment,

which was to cease at nightiall on Oct. 18. There-

after, the rising of the moon was to be the signal

for the rush to begin.

Captain Robertson, of the 7ist Highlanders,

was ordered to lead the storming party. His

regiment, like himself, was young ; but both had

ONCE "A LANDSCAPE SMILING FAIR": A CORNER OF THE BATTLE-

FIELD AT TAHURE AFTER THE HEAVY SWAMPING RAINS OF
THE EARLY PART OF THIS MONTH.

Photograph by C.N.

already won an honourable place for themselves.

The 7ist had been in existence for only fourteen

years, but it had spent those years in constant

war, and nine of them had been passed in India.

Robertson had seen nine first-class battles, besides

many minor affairs, and had the reputation of a

dashing fighter. At Cuddalore, out

of fifty-two followers, his two subal-

terns and twenty-six of his rank and
file had fallen at his side. With him
at Nundidroog were twenty grena-
diers of the 7ist and 36th, under

Lieutenant Mackenzie, and twenty of

the 7 ist Light Company, under Lieu-

tenant Moore. Two Hank companies
of the Highlanders were in sup-

port, and the whole party was
commanded by Captain Robertson.

General Medows, waiving his rank,

volunteered to superintend the whole

operation. As darkness fell the final

bombardment died away, and the

stormers moved into the advanced

parallel, two hundred yards from

their objective. There they rested on

their arms and waited for the rising

of the moon. In that suspense be-

fore action which tries the hardi'-.st

and most seasoned troops, a whisper
of apprehension went round

" What
if there should be a mine ?

"

Luckily, General Medows heard the remark,
and turned it off by a stroke of ready wit.

" A
mine I To be sure there is, but it 's a mine of

gold !

"
Possible panic was averted as a smothered

laugh ran down the trench. Then the moon sailed

up in Eastern splendour. The great moment

had come.
Medows gave the word, and Robertson leaped,

sword in hand, out of the trench. Followed by

his forlorn-hope, he rushed up the steep and rocky

ascent. The enemy was not caught napping.

Down upon the stormers came a hail of musketry,

a storm of cannon-shot, rockets, and

huge stones so curiously were the

methods of modern science blended

with those of primitive combat. The

defenders burnt blue flares, which

searched the darker corners of the

outworks and blazed from the battle-

ments. Many fell in the first rush,

but the attack swept on. They
carried the breaches at a swoop ;

within, the death - grapple was at

close quarters. Shouts, groans, and

the clash of weapons bore witness to

the grim combat that surged and

heaved in the weird lights and

shadows. But the Highlanders were

not to be denied. The Mysoreans
wavered, broke, and fled to their

second wall. But Robertson was hard

at their heels, and before they could

establish themselves in the new

position the Captain and his leading

files forced the gate which the enemy
was vainly trying to close, and the

citadel fell. As soon as the place had

surrendered, Robertson directed all his energies

to the saving of .life. Lutf Ali Beg and most of

his followers were spared, and all the women and

children were sent under safe conduct to Vellore,

where they were allowed to join their country-
men. India learnt from Robertson of Britain's

SPEARMEN WHOSE DEADLY EFFICIENCY IN ACTION THE TURKISH
WOULD-BE INVADERS OF EGYPT HAVE ALREADY EXPERIENCED:

INDIAN LANCERS ON A DESERT MARCH.

Photograph by L.N.A.

mercy as well as Britain's valour
;
but for his

magnificent exploit he wore no special decora-

tion, he heard no word of public praise.
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in Hction : Long-kooked-for Illustrations.

A MYSTERY REVEALED : SOME OF THE FAMOUS TANKS GOING INTO BATTLE ON THE BRITISH FRONT.

The Tanks, which it is now permissible to illustrate, were first

" mentioned in despatches" by Sir Douglas Haig on September 15,

in reporting the great advance opened on that day : "In this

attack we employed for the first time a new type of heary
armoured car, which has proved of considerable utility." A few

days later in another despatch it was stated ; "Our armoured cars

gallantly led the action, knocking out hostile machine-guns, in*

flicting heavy losses by their machine-gun fire, enfilading the German

trenches, and causing indescribable demoralisation in the enemy's
ranks." Some German prisoners are seen in the lower photograph,

with a Tank in the background. The upper one shows troops

advancing with a Tank. [Canadian War Records and British Official,]
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prehistoric Monsters": CanNs in Hction.

IKE KANGAROOS. THEY SIMPLY LOVE SHELL-CRATERS -
: TANKS ADVANCING

._,,
w~ pe^iUe il.u,,,.,, the T.nk, they were com. rt(uM ^ ,,, ^^ ^ ^ oyef .^pit<! g"ly by wir-cormpondfnU lo >11 >orti of r.nce reptile,

myt),icl .nd .c^ntific. Thus Mr. Ph.'ip Cibb., quoting . conJ
TetMtion with n o(ficr .fttr th.ir Ant .ppt.r.nc? on the field
writ : "-Like prehiilork maniten. You know, the old Idlttrn.
Muni*.- u.d the o(ftc. ... 'They cut up houw. nd put the

. em . . -rknock down tre like n^lchttidu. They go de throurh .
'And ,thint elK , I uked. Ererythta^ ebe. TheyUk M like k^.roo,. Th^ ^mply . in^L,T'

..Wn, but . dir^ hit from . Wr-^ed ,heU would do them ,hwm. "-[/>/,<*. by Canadian War Hoards.]
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Hn Object of German Respect: H panzcrfcraftwagen.

COMING INTO ACTION : A TANK ADVANCING OVER SHELL-PITTED GROUND, CRUNCHING OVER TRENCHES.

The Germans have acquired a healthy respect for our Tank,, to

which they hav* Riven the typically Teutonic name of pnrf.r-
krafhnixm. It has eTen been rumoured that they intend if. pay
them the compliment of imitation. At first they raised an outcry
against their use, which, however, did not sound well from the
inventors of poiion-gu and liquid fire, and was soon dropped.

The Tanks have proved, as Mr. Lloyd George pointed out, that

the enemy does not possess a monopoly of inventiveness in war-

mechanism. Officially, the Tanks call themselves His Majesty's

Land Ships, and each has a name, such as H.M.L.S. " Creme

de Menthe," "Cordon Rougt," "Daphne," and so on. They
also have many other nicknames. [Plioto. by Canadi^'i War Records.]
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. . Like JVotbing that even JVigbtmares Can Hatch

PLOUGHING ITS WAY ACROSS TRENCHES, PARAPETS, AND SHELL-CRATERS: A

es, "!" mite's '"
mc^edf'lahor-

G'rman redoubt near Beaucourt, wa given recently t>y Mr. Perceval

hyihells. ... The Wind, hlunt head, the swollen carcMe'of the tWng lt~
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': H Onk Going into Hction on the British front.

TANK ADVANCING SLOWLY BUT IRRESISTIBLY TOWARDS THE GERMAN LINES.

inges and lurches as it drags itself across the breaks in the ground these, in their sum, must hypnotise and fascinate. For

ile a standing Tank is like nothing else on earth, a moving one is like nothing that even nightmares can hatch out," When
: Tank hove to within 100 yards of the redoubt the Germans surrendered. {Photograph by Canadian War Records.}
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The TTorpedoing without darning of the Uncr "Hrabia."

PERFECT DISCIPLINE : BOATS WITH WOMEN AND CHILDREN ; A WOMAN LOWERED INTO A BOAT.

Lady Graham, widow of Sir Jamc* Graham, formerly Lord Mayor

of Sydney, one of the women passengers MTed from the torpedoed,
"
Arabia

" ma boat (indicated in the double-page photograph

over leaf) , b one of those who men t ions how perfect or der was

observed thioufhout on board the finking P. and O. liner, Every-

thing was done quietly, and the discipline traditional in the P,

and O. service could not have been better shown. " Women and

children first," wa* the word. It was carried out to the letter,

both with regard to the ship's boats and to the rescue-boats. Our

upper photograph shows some boats with women and children, just

after quitting the " Arabia." In the lower illustration, one of the

woman passengers Is being lowered down the liner's side.
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be Installation of the Crown prince or japan.

HEIR TO THE THRONE OF JAPAN : THE HEREDITARY PRINCE OF JAPAN, H.I.H. PRINCE HIROHITO.

With stately and dignified formalities, H.I.H. Prince Hirohito,

having reached the age of fifteen, was installed as Crown Prince
of Japan, at the Imperial Palace, Tokyo, on November 3. The
whole of Japan, and Tokyo especially, was en fete and ancient

ceremonies and picturesque processions through decorated streets

made the city rich in the colour and symbolism of a national

pageant. The Crown Prince passed through mites of streets on his

way to the Palace at eight o'clock in the morning. H.I.H. received

the Diplomatic Body, the British Ambassador, Sir W. Conyughame
Greene, acting as spokesman ;

and the British, French, Russian, and

Italian Ambassadors presented his Imperial Highness with high Orders.

[Photo, by Chugai Photographic Correspondence Agency.}
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FOOTNOTES TO ARMAGEDDON: XVI.- DREAMS- OMENS- SUCHLIKE.

PRIVATE
HARRY RUSSELL, No. 123,798

Kalliam Regiment, could see that Mrs.
Russell was really anxious. A picture had fallen

down in the sitting-room his photo, of all

things and everyone knew
what that meant. Then

Emily, that was Harry's
sister, had broken the mirror

in his (Harry's) bedroom,
and broken mirrors spell

catastrophe. Finally, there

had come this horrible and
circumstantial dream.

Harry had read his

mother's letter before he
had gone into action. Now,
as he lay on the stretcher

outside the Dressing Station,
he read it again with a
new and startled interest.

The letter was all about
the dream ; and the dream,
and the picture of that

dream, were terribly true.

In her dream, Harry's
mother had seen him go
into action. She had made
the whole description of the

thing very plain and simple
and real. As Harry read

her description of trench
and chalk-mud, shell-holes

and hill, Harry gasped a
little and swore to himself.
"
Lummy," he said,

"
that is

the old Ancre
trenches to

theveryspit."
Mrs. Rus-

sell had
dreamed that

her son had
been waiting
in those
trenches ready
for the word
to go. She,

obviously,
knew no more
of prelimin-

ary bombard-
mentsthan she

had learned

from her
paper, but the

sentences
with which
she described

the bombard-
ment in the

A FUTURE SOVEREIGN OF " THE BRITAIN
OF THE FAR EAST": PRINCE HIROHITO,
THE CROWN PRINCE OF JAPAN, WHOSE
COMING-OF-AGE WAS CELEBRATED THIS

MONTH.
The young Prince was publicly and officially nom-
inated witn universal rejoicings as Crown Prince on
Nov. 3, on his reaching the statutory age of fifteen.

Pkotograpli fcy Ckugai Pluto. Cart, Agency.

RED CROSS SERVICE ON THE BALKAN FRONT: WOUNDED SERBIANSOLD.ERS BE.NG BROUGHT DOWN BY MULE - UTTER FROM A
NTAIN BATTLE DURING THE ADVANCE ON MONASTIR.

Official Photograph.

mist, the very feeling of it, was was it.

She had heard the whistle blow
; saw the

rank of the battalion rise in a notched line.

and go over the top. She saw the advance

going on, almost blindly, but slowly and cer-

tainly, through the trailing rags of fog.
" She

might 'a been there. She might 'a been there,"

gasped Harry.
She saw a line of messy

wire, and deep but tumbled
ditches.

"
It didn't happen

there," she wrote.
" You

were quite all right up to

this, and for much farther
too."

"
That 's Gorspel," com-

mented Harry.
It was when the line

" Much fewer men now," she
wrote.

"
Only one or two

of you I could see in the

fog. You seemed all lost
"

it was when the line got to
a place that was all coverrd
with rubble, a very untidy
place, bits of wood and tiles

and filth all strewn anyhow,
that the terrible thing hap-
pened.

There was a lot of fight-

ing in this place. Men hid
behind the heaps of rubbish
and fired off guns. Men
came up from cellars and
fired off guns ; and some
ran away, and some came
on. A lot of them fell down.
Little crowds of men ran

out of the
mist too, and
ran at Harry's
lot. There was
a great deal
of movement
and excite-
ment. " And
it seemed all

so very silly ;

both lots of

men, the other
lots and
yours, seemed
so nervous of

each other."

Harry
grinned at
that. "Near-
est thing I Ve
seen to war,
that," he
commented.

Presently
Harry seemed

be alone in the mist and the dream. He
was walking cautiously, his rifle forward and
ready. While he was alone and walking,
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'Che franco-Serbian Victory at JMonastir,

HEAVY METAL THAT CLEARED THE WAY : FRENCH SHIP-GUNS IN SAND-BAG EMPLACEMENTS.
The Serbs, thanks largely to French aid with heavy artillery,

turned the tables on the enemy in the advance on Monastir. By
so doing, they reversed the situation in which they found them-

selves during the Austro-German invasion. In that campaign the

enemy's big guns outranged and outclassed the Serbian artillery,

beating the defenders helplessly out of one position after another.

What heavy ordnance Serbia then possessed some British and
French jjuns were mounted in the Danube batteries, an v uld not

be removed in time, owing to the numerous places at which the

invaders passed th<- river. Two French heavy pieces of ship-

artillery type, used in the winning of the recent Serbian victory
at Monastir, are shown above in gun-pits. [FrtHck Official Photos,]
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a big man came out of the mist and fought
him.

Mrs. Russell described the big man acutely.

Larger than Harry he was, taller and thicker both.

He had a big and wild fair beard that had caught
the dirt of the fog. He had gold-rimmed

spectacles. He kept his mouth open as he fought,
and showed his teeth a great deal. He had a

little metal cross on his chest, and that cross

seemed a terrible and fatal thing for the son of

Mrs. Russell.

The two men fought together in the mist

Harry and the bearded giant moving round each

other, shuffling, stabbing, jerking. Mrs. Russell

explained the mist and the movement confused

her in her dream. It made all things jumbled.
She only saw two men fighting in a sort of whirl.

Harry read the letter, smiling curiously at

its marvellous accuracy. The dream had been

right. The blond-bearded man with the Iron

Cross was the man he had met and fought.

He smiled grimly. With labour and pain, he

fished in his tunic pocket for his writing-wallet

and his stub of pencil. In agony and groan-

ing, he began to write a letter to Mrs. Russell.

He wrote
" DEAR MA, Yours re dream received. It

was very rummy. I received same the day before

we went
'

over the top.' It is all over now.

The dream was quite true. I did have a fight

with a big man with a beard, just as you

say. He was a real big one. lie kept his

mouth open, just as you say. It was a

pretty tricky fight. But you haven't got that

THE SALONIKA TRIUMVIRATE AT THE HEAD OF THE CREEK NATIONAL UPRISING ON BEHALF OF THE ALLIES:

M. VENIZELOS (CENTRE); ADMIRAL COUNDOURIOTIS (LEFT); GENERAL DANGLIS (RIGHT).

Photograph by Manuel.

One man fell down dead. She woke up with a
loud cry.

The dream had frightened and moved Mrs.
Russell. She knew she had seen her son receive

his death wound. She knew it was either that
or that the vision had been sent as a warn-

ing. The dream had been so
"

real," and the

falling picture and the broken mirror pointed
to such a determined end that she could
not doubt the meaning of the vision that had
been given her.

She was in terror, but she was also wise. If

the worst had not happened, she could warn

Harry. She beseeched him to beware of large,
blond-bearded men who wore crosses. If he met
such a man he was to go away and not fight him.
The dream had been sent to warn him against
these fatal bearded men.

dream quite right. One man did fall down.

Only it wasn't me. Big beard is the man who
goes under the daisies. I am quite in the pink,
so you need not worry much. The dream 's

finished, and I am quite all right. I hope to
see you soon. They are sending me to Eng-
land now very soon. I 've got what we call

a '

Blighty one.' Not dangerous, but painful.
It was a machine-gun bullet what did it. It

went through the place I sit down on. So
you see I shall soon be with you all. Rummy
about the picture and the dream. Fond love
to Emily tell her that her breaking my look-

ing-glass didn't do me no harm. Excuse more
from Your affec. son,

" HARRY."
"

P-S. You was quite right about the cross
on the man too. I 'm bringing it home to

W. DOUGLAS NBWTON.
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franee's fielp to the Serbian Hrmy in Macedonia.

TROOPS IN THE ADVANCE ON MONASTIR: A FRENCH "120" BATTERY
;
-COLONIAL INFANTRY.

The French shared in the erie of Serbian victories which led up
to and resulted in the taking of Monastir. One of their batteries

of " 120 "
position.guns is seen in action in the upper illustration,

mounted on substantial wheeled carriages on which they travel

almost as easily over broken ground as the lighter "73" field

batteries. The white gas-vapour pouring out of the breech of

the neirest gun, indicates that it has been opened after several

rounds, and the gun-muzzle depressed for clearing the chamber.
The next gun (in the centre) has just fired, s the wisp of vapour
round the breech tells. A French Colonial infantr; battalion on
the march in Macedonia is seen in the lower illustration. {French
Official Photographs.}
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Our Cttar-rime Grain Supplies from Overseas

nver

HOME PORT ACTIVITIES : UNLADING BY LIGHTER
;
CLEARING A WHEAT CARGO BY ELEVATOR.

Docksidc scenes at one of our ports during the landing of grain

cargoes are shown above
,
work that goes on daily and late at

night. In the upper illustration, maize sacks are seen being trans-

ferred from a ship's hold to a lighter alongside. In the lower,

wheat in bulk il being removed from the hold by means of an

elevator, work done quickly and cleanly. [I'liolos. by S. and G.]

Grain-ships from abroad, hailing from American porta, North and

South, ai well a* fiom our ovrseal Dominions and Colonies, come

and go regularly in spite of tli* German submarine menace. For

witneas of that we have the testimony of the quays and unlading

wharves in the docks at all the great commercial seaporta and

M'uaries where trade is carried on in the British Isles.
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Our dar-TTime Grain Supplies from Overseas.

HOME PORT ACTIVITIES : TRANSFERRING A WHEAT CARGO WITH A FLOATING GRAIN-ELEVATOR.

There is no lack of efficient appliances at the great seaport* at

which our food-cargo carrying-ships from across the oceans dis-

charge their grain freights. As fast almost as vessels come in

and can be moored, arrangements for dealing promptly with their

ladings are taken in hand, so as to prevent loss of time or waste
of labour. Our leading mercantile Captains of Industry, despite

difficulties from shortage of men in consequence of universal

military service, have risen to the occasion and provided means,
as far as machinery can serve in the required work. The un-

lading of a wheat-carrying vessel by means of a floating elevator

alongside is seen in operation above, the grain in bulk being trans-

ferred directly across and filled into bags. [Photos. S. and G.]
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On the Belgian front in Cttest fUnders,

BARRING THE ENEMY FROM CALAIS : INSIDE A GUN-PIT
;
A FIRE-TRENCH AND DUG-OUT.

The Belgian sector in the Allied line on the Western Front extends

from Ypres westward to the sea. It it nearly all a dead-level,

featureless tract of country. The upper illustration shows how the

batteries lie sunk out of sight below the level of the wide-stretching

plain, in ranges of gun-pits, connected by a general trench-line.

Beside each gun-pit, as seen in the upper illustration, are the

gunners' quarters, consisting of dug-outs with overhead shelter from
aircraft bombs. The lower illustration shows a fire-trench dug-out,
the supporting walls of which, and of the trench adjoining, are

formed by rows and layers of gabions and fascines made with osiers

growing in the district, with wire netting to fill gaps in parts.

[Belgian Official Photographs,]
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On the Belgian front in meat fUnders.

A FAMOUS CORPS AFTER RELIEF FROM THE TRENCHES : THE " GUIDES " RETURNING TO QUARTERS.

A detachment of one of the regiment! of "Guides" of the Belgian

Army is seen returning to quarters in the loft of a barn, on being
relieved from duty in the trenches. In their khaki-covered steel

helmets and khaki uniform coats, few tourists in Belgium who
remember the "Guides" of former times would recognise the corps
for -the same. The Belgian "Guides" of pre-war days were a

crack corpi par excellence, and in their natty turn-out the dandle* of

the Brussels garrison. Their officer*' spick-and-span uniform* were

quite street sights in the Belgian capital for visitors. That the
" Guides

"
can fight as well as any soldiers in the world, the

Germans have had proof on more than one occasion, and will know

again when King Albert's men advance. [Belgian Official Photo.]
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WOMEN AND THE WAR.
"

'X X .
TOMEN have shown themselves mnst

VV capable and eagerly patriotic in the

years of the war ; they have had a chance to
show what they tan do, and they have already
demonstrated their skill and adaptability to new
and strenuous

activities. Their

skill, goodness,
and bravery are

beyond all praise.
The future pros-

perous Britain

will certainly ar-

range to utilise

to the utmost
women's work in

many industries

both manufac-

turing and dis-

tributive."

The words

quoted were
spoken at a re-

cently held meet-

ing of the Koyal
Society of Arts,

are yet an-

other proof of

the value of the
services women
have been ren-

dering the coun.

try during the
last two years.

They are valu-

able, too, as an
indication that

prejudice against
women's work as

such is slowly
dwindling. Not
so very long ago,
even the most
ardent male sup-

porter of the
can sc of feminism
would hardly
have ventured to

express publicly
such unbounded
faith in the ca-

pabilities of the
"
weaker sex."

INDISPENSABLE: IN THE BELGRAVIA WORK-ROOMS AND WAR-
HOSPITAL SUPPLY DEPOT FOR BRITISH AND ALLIED WOUNDED.
Our photograph shows ladies at work in the packing department of this excellent
depot, loi the funds of which a sale and entertainment are to be held, to enable
the depc-t to increase its output of materials. [Photograph by Sport and General.]

all the
"
resources

"
of the country are to be really

mobilised, women must be included in the process,
and the part that women will play when the

mobilisation has been concluded is a subject of

keen speculation amongst those most interested

in her future ad-

________ vancement.

In whatever
other spheres of

labour they may
be called upon
to enter, it is

fairly certain

that agriculture
in one or other
of its numerous
branches is

pretty sure to

occupy the time
of a large num-
ber of women.
Someone sug-
gested the other

day that planting
the parks with

potatoes instead
of flowers might
have served as a
valuable object-
lesson to a peo-
ple to whom,
even now, the
serious results of

war have not
been sharply
brought home.
Whether the hint
will be acted on
or not remains to
be seen, but Mr.
Runciman's re-

cent pronounce-
ments on food
do suggest the
idea that its pro-
duction, even on
a small scale, is

the duty of

everyone with a

square inch of

ground they can
call their own.

SPLENDID RED CROSS WORK ON THE SALONIKA FRONT:
A SCENE AT A SERBIAN FIELD HOSPITAL.

Nothing could be more complete than the devotion with which the wounded
I in the various war-areas, and our picture afford, an incontestable

proof of this.- [Official Photograph.]

But quite
apart from their

value as a general tribute to women's work, the
words are rather specially interesting at a time
when the .nieMiou of a complete mobilisation of
all labour and resources for war purposes is under
consideration by the Government. Of course, if

Foreseeing the
need of women's
services likely

to arise in agricultural work, the Women's
National Land Service Corps was formed last

February with the object, as stated in its recently
published interim report,

"
of speeding up the

recruitment of all classes of women for work on
\Cattinned pvtrltuj.
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Doing F)er QIar-SIorh: H Scottish Dairy-Olomar,,

CARRYING OUT WHAT WAS FORMERLY A MAN'S JOB : TESTING MILK
It goes without saying that the adaptable Scot, of either sex, is

rery much and Tery creditably to the fore in the industrial revolu-

tion brought about by the war ; and the intelligence and industry
shown by the new army of women workers are beyond praise. A
branch of war work taken up by women in Glasgow is shown in

our illustration of a woman worker in a large depat of the Scottish

IN A LABORATORY.

Dairy Company, where women now not only test the milk,
shown in our picture, but also carry out heary tasks preriously
assigned to men, such as loading the Tans, cleaning the cans, and
tipping milk into the tanks. They engage in their Tarious branches
of work without hesitation, toil conscientiously and steadily, and
carry them through with success. [Photo, by illustrations Bureau.}
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the land, in order to ensure the maintenance of
the home-grown food supply." At that time the

question of labour on the land had, owing to

depletion caused by the war,
become rather serious. The
only labour available to re-

place it WAS that of women,
and the Government, in con-

sequence, took the step of

establishing an organisation
throughout the counties which
by means of local committees
was to urge on women, on the
one hand, the patriotic duty
of working for the farmers ;

and, on the other, to impress
upon farmers the desirability
of utilising such services when-
ever opportunity offered. It

was just about this stage that
the Women's Farm and Garden
Union sent a deputation to
Lord Selborne, then President
of the Board of Agriculture,
as a result of which the society
received permission to organise
the training of women for land

work, a concession that ulti-

mately led to the formation
of the Women's National Land
Service Corps, as a war offshoot
of the older society, with the

object of dealing with the pro-
blem of emergency war work
as opposed to permanent em-
ployment.

Apart from the object al-

ready mentioned, the corps
aims at creat-

ing a favour- ^H
able opinion as

to the value of

women's work
in agriculture

by sending out

only such
workers as are

capable of

making a good
impression, and
so helping to
break down the

prejudices of

those who ob-

ject to the em-

ployment of
women in

agricultural
work. Further,
the members
are used not

only as workers,
but as organ-

TO SUPERVISE WOMEN WORKERS
OF CANADA : MISS BESSIE McKENNA.
Miss Bessie McKenna, of St. Thomas,
Ontario, is a graduate of Toronto Univer-

sity, and has specialised in social work.
She has now been appointed Supervisor of

Women Workers In Canada, by the Mini-
ster of Labour. She qualified herself for

the position by working In a Canadian
munition factory, her previous experience

having been in settlement work.

Photograph by Sport and Gtneml.

IN FRANCE : WOMEN ON THE TRAMS
rf women driving tram-car, and heavy vehicles generally in Londonn raher hotly debated, but in Bordeaux they are to be seen actimr adriver, and .bo a. conductors. Our Illustration show, a woman driveTand a tfck"

: and a poilu. [Photograph by C.N.]
isers of the work
of village women, and help also in general pro-
paganda work by helping county committees in
organisation work and speaking at meetings if

there happen to be a call for such duties. With a

view to avoiding disappointment both for em-

ployees and employers, inexperienced candidates
for work have to undergo a pre-

liminary six-weeks training. Of
course, it is not claimed that

thoroughly competent
" hands "

can be turned out in that time,
but it has been proved that

during that period the students

acquire a pretty useful knowledge
of milking, of the handling of

tools, and the care of animals,
which enables them to tackle
their first paid job with more
intelligence than would otherwise
be the case. Above all, the con-

sequent hardening of the muscles
results in their being better fit,

physically, to tackle really hard
manual work without being un-

duly fatigued.

After about six months' work,
it has been found possible to
form some sort of idea of the
success of the enterprise, and the
evidence available points to a
successful start and an even
more successful future. The
women who have taken their
work seriously and the corps
has no room for those who do
not find the life healthy and
attractive, in spite of inevitable

hardships and discomfort. On
the other hand, employers have
not been slow to express their

appreciation of the work of the

educated wo-
man who has
been carefully
selected and
"
placed

"
with

discrimination.
For the rest,
the announce-
ment by the

Government
that after Jan. i

next all exemp-
tions of agricul-
tural labourers
will be recon-

sidered has
merely urged
the corps to
even greater
efforts. But
funds are, of

course, neces-

sary to the up-
keep of a volun-

tary organisa-
tion such as**" vvu aa

us, and anyone who would care to help financially
should write to the headquarters of the Corps
50, Upper Baker Street, N.W. CLAUDINE CLEVE

'
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"H Tribute to the Brave Indian Hrmy."

QUEEN ALEXANDRA'S PRESENTATION TO THE SOLDIERS OF INDIA : AT THE INDIA OFFICE
Queen Alexandra presented, at the India Office on November 23, a
silk Union Jack and silver shield provided by the League of the

Empire, to representatives of the Indian Army. She said that
she did so "on behalf of the women and children of the British

Empire, as a tribute to the brave Indian Army for its gallant
services during this great war." Each Indian officer, as he was

presented to her Majesty, formally offered to surrender his sword,
and Queen Alexandra touched the hilt to symbolise its return to

him. In the central group are (left to right) Mrs. Austen Chamberlain
and her daughter, Mr. Austen Chamberlain (Secretary for India),

Queen Alexandra, Princess Victoria, and Mis3 Chamberlain, who asked

Queen Alexandra to make the presentation. [P,Vo/os. by C.N.]
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Great Yellow Shells
"

that " Blaze a Urail' for

KEEPING "OUR VAST ARTILLERY" SUPPLIED WITH AMMUNITION: A LORR\

"
U
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S

r "some* daf/ 2 B" "^'i H
tha

,

batt
!

e f ^e Ancre. Describing the preliminary bombardment. Mr. Perceval Gibb
r some days past Beaumont Ham-1 and the line generally at its strong points and salient knots have been treat

. The miserable litt.e v.Hage,^ long the target of our vl^t artUlery
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ntry : Bringing up Hmmunition for Big Guns,

: SHELLS, DRAWN BY A STEAM-TRACTOR, ON ITS WAY UP TO THE GUNS.
ins and great trench-mortars ... was shelled afresh. . . . This morning, before daylight, the barrag* fire began The
I their work as the guns never fail to do it. One needs, I think, to be a German ... to realise quite what that work
what is happening upon that awful line where the great yellow shells are arriving. "-[Official Photograph.]
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in Service Suspended!-Beaumont Ramel Station

ALL THAT REMAINS OF BEAUMONT HAMEL STATION : EVIDENCE OF EFFECTUAL BOMBARDMENT.

At Beaumont Hamel, one of the places captured by our troops in

the battle of the Ancre, the Germans had constructed a labyrinth

of underground shelters, but the village itself was practically

obliterated by the British shells.
"

It was levelled," writes

Mr. Perceval Gibbon. "As in a dozen other villages over which

the tidal wave of battle hu rolled, there was not so much as a

house.
' ' In another message sent a few days later, the same

correspondent says : "Beaumont Hamel shows as a rag of shattered

trees, and, at one point, remarkable as a rock in a desert, a spike

of wall still standing." This, perhaps, was the fragment of the

station butf lings seen in our illustrations, with the name of the

place still partially visible upon it. [Official Photographs.]
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AWAITING ORDERS: A FRENCH GUN ON THE SOMME
;
AND ITS "SPOTTING" KITE-BALLOONS.

Photograph by C.N.
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By W.

WHILE
these notes were being written last

week the attack upon Kouniania had
entered upon a new and critical phase. Mackensen
hail pressed his forces across the Danube at

Simnitza, ai.d already the nver

line, which was held to he the

lirM likely front of del"

the Alt line had been turned.

At the tune of writing this was
not strikingly apparent, nor
W,,N it easy to ton-see the de-

velopments that were to follow.

It was not easy, for example,
to judge how much of that

rive! crossing was feint or fact.

for it did not seem likely that

Mac keiisen had very powerful
forces to support a big move.
It is not quite certain yet if he

had very powerful forces ; but,
whatever his backing, the effect

of his well-judged stroke was

enough to cause the defence to

fear for its southern flank, to

withdraw it, and, in so doing,
throw open the whole line of

the Alt.

The rapidity of the enemy
movement on to Bucharest has
its root -cause in this turning
movement, though that move-
ment was only made possible
after Falkenhayn had pressed
the defence back,' freed the
Danube at the Iron Gate, and
let the Aus-
trian river flo-

tillas through
to help the

troops on
the southern

bank. It was

only after
Mackensen
had got be-

hind the Alt

line that that

line f i om
Alexandria to

Slatina, and

particularly
from Slatina

northward to

the Rotei
Turin Pass,

gave way. In

this the suc-

was in-

estimable, for,

whate\ ei In-

had been able

todo in south
W a 1 1 a c h i a,

DOUGLAS NEWTON.

Falkenhayn had not been able to force the brave

and tenacious resistance holding in the hills below

Roter Turin. With the fall of Alexandria to Mac-

kensen, and a further crossing at Giurgevo, the

next possible line of defence

was also opened from t he south.

and again the German centre

was able to press forward be-

yond the Vedea and reach the

line of the Argesu at the im-

portant junction of Pitesti, and
break it here and at Curtea de

Arges in the north. This on-

rush, in which the Russo-Kou-
manian forces have succumbed
to strategy rather than tactics,

has swung the enemy right
across the cereal-raising plains
and liver valleys of Wallachia,
made the defence of good na-

tural positions impossible, and
enabled the enemy to come
close up to the defences of

Bucharest itself, its forts and
the river lines. Bucharest and
its permanent defences were
made extraordinarily powerful

by the old regime of military

engineers. The forts themselves
were built by Brailmont, the

designer of the Liege and
Namur works, but they were
considered by him to be power-
ful beyond the Belgian con-

structions, and the triumphs of

his design. In

themselves, of

couise, they
are not likely
to resist the

power of mo-
dern heavy
ordnance, but
lessons have
been learnt

since August
1914, and one
of the most

important is

that strong

permanent
defences do
form a very
adequate nu-
cleus for a

strong system
of defence.
Verdun is the
teacher of this

lesson.

The Ger-
m a n e n-
croachment

THOUGHT FOR THE WAR-WORKERS :

THE MINISTER OF MUNITIONS OPENS
A MUNITIONERS' RESTAURANT.

The Hon. E. S. Montagu, Minister of Muni-

tions, opened last week a new restaurant for

workers in a factory. Lord d'Abernon spoke.
Our picture shows Lady d'Abernon *ith Mr.

Montagu, the Munitions Minister.

Photograph by CJf,

THE OPENING OF A NEW Y.M.C.A. HOSTEL FOR RELATIVES OF WOUNDED :

ADELINE, DUCHESS OF BEDFORD
Adeline, Duchess of Bedford, who is never weary of well-doing, opened las, week a ne
hostel, at 74 South Audley Street, W., thoughtfully provided by the Y.M.C.A. for relatives

ur photograph, taken in the hall of the hostel, shows the Duchess, the*cond figure from the left
; and ne* to her Grace is Colonel Sir Thomas Sturmy Cave

K.C.B., who takes much interest in philanthropic work, and is on the Executive Board of
the Church Army. [Photograph by C.N.]
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on the capital followed, almost inevitably, the

processes of concentric attack that is, the flanks

of the advance were pressed forward to envelop
from the Danube side and from the north. In
the face of this manoeuvre tlie Roumanians, very
wisely, adopted the policy of retreat rather than
that of standing and risking envelopment. And,
indeed, the whole business of retirement was
carried out in a manner which robs the German

" THE TOCSIN OF THE SOUL- THE DINNER BELL "
: MUNITION-

WORKERS TAKING " TICKETS " FOR A WELL-EARNED MEAL.

Despite their immense number, munition-workers find every care taken that their

dinners shall be served decently and in order, as our picture suggests.

Photograph by Sport and General.

victories of much 01 their sting. The enemy has

described the retiring force as being routed and

disorganised, but they themselves can show no
indication of this. There are no great hauls of

captives such as the'

Russians made in June
and there are no

hints of debacle. There

is, in fact, a certain

close parallel between
the retreat of the

Roumanians with the

retreat of the Anglo-
French force from the

Belgian frontier in

1914. The Rouma-
nians have been show-

ing that they realise

the wisdom of refusing
to fight until they can

give battle on their

own terms, and it is

obvious that they have
carried back their

armies practically in-

tact. They have, it is

true, ceded valuable

ground, but they still

control the most im-

portant portions of

their Fatherland, and,
while their line holds from the Predeal to the
Bukovina, they still cover the oil-fields that lie

to the north of Bucharest. The Germans, who

are now getting into touch with the Southern

Armies, will undoubtedly try to force a battle, as

they tried to force a battle on the line between
Paris and Verdun in August 1914. The victory
in that battle is absolutely necessary to them.
But it need not be accepted that the victory will

go to them. The Roumanians have gained time,

they have been reinforced from Russia, they have

kept their enemy on the move, and that move has

brought him well away from his points

F3KETSB]
of supply. The Roumanians, too, can
choose their ground. Until that big
battle has been fought out and finished,
little of profit can be said. Like the

Marne, it may change the situation en-

tirely though we must not forget that
the Germans learnt a lesson at the
Marne also.

There are, too, other factors at work
in the resistance of Roumania. The
staunch defence of the Moldavian Passes
is such a factor. While this line remains
in action in its present positions, the

enemy advance to the south can never
feel entirely safe. If this line advances
at all, then the main routes of com-
munications in Transylvania are threat-

ened. That this line has the ability to
strike is shown by the fighting both
here and higher up in the Wooded Car-

pathians, where the Russians have been

attacking with some vigour. Along- this

line advances have been registered, and,

though these advances have not been of great
depth so far, they may be exceedingly distracting ;

particularly is this so in those made by the
Russians east of the Jablonica Pass and in the

"THE TOCSIN OF THE SOUL THE DINNER BELL": THE INTERIOR OF A DINING-HALL
FOR MUNITION-WORKERS.

In dealing with large numbers, and limited time, order, in every sense of the word, is essential. That
it is the rule with munition-workers and their meals is shown by this interesting picture.

Photograph by Sport and General.

Kirlibaba area. It must be pointed out, however,
that the Russians have a formidable front to
attack here. It is not merely that winter holds
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sway, hill that our .\llv has already found these

heights very dillicnlt obstacles. It was the xxing
ait ing ni this region that xxas held at the time
tliat the rest, ot thi-ir advance \vas ;ible to press
for w aid almost up to Cracoxx. Still, the lij'hting

there and the lighting in the 1 >i .bi udja- \\hich has

broken out again are the natural omnter-
irntants to the un-

pleasant progress in

the south : they are

tacts that may help
t<> readjust a critical

situation.

The sit u, it ion in

M.I' cdonia has not

undergone very Kreat
i halite . though what

change has come
about lias been

ily in the lax our
of the Allies. The

lighting lias been

mainly concei ned

with pressing the

enemy out of holding

positions to the west.

north, and north-east
of iMonastir. On the
west the Italians have
been pushing up very

bravely, and have
taken over points
from the enemy be-

yond Lake Prespia. To the north-east of the
town the Serbs and French Zouaves have made
it their business to capture one or two good key-
positions, and in the process have handled the
crack German Guard Chasseur rather roughly.
The British, &^M
on their front,

have gone on

too, though
here theAllies

are hampered
by the very
strong natu-

ral positions
of the Vardar
and Struma
defences, and

flanking
seems to be
the only me-
thod by which
the front can

be opened to

any great
progress. The
efforts of the

Allies are not

helped by the

defiance and
turbulence of

the Royalist

party in Greece. A strong attitude has been
shown in the handling of this faction.

The Western front has continued quiet ; there
has baen a fair amount of raiding, and again

BOY AND GIRL WAR-WORKERS : A SCENE IN BRADFORD.

Council and industrial schools are "doing their bit" for the war with
method and energy. Besides knitting, sacks and bags for the Army
are made in large numbers, saving much public money. The Council
schools of Bradford, seen in our picture, were the first to take it up,
and now over 600 schools are working, and in that way releasing a

large amount of labour for other purposes.

the air lighting, particularly the bombing expedi-

tions, has been a notable feature of our work.

The naval programme has been made notable

this week by a couple of tip-and-run raids by
German destroyers and by important changes
in Admiralty Command. The naval raids were

episodes of infinite haste and little effect. The

changes in Admiralty
Command make im-

portant leading. Ad-
miral Sir Henry Jack-
son has been ap-

pointed to the vacant

post of President of

the Royal Naval

College, Greenwich,
and his office of First

Sea Lord has been
taken over by Ad-
miral Sir John Jelli-

coe, Vice-Admiral Sir

David Beatty assum-

ing command of the

Grand Fleet in suc-

cession. There can
be no doubt of the

value of both the

latter officers to the

offices which they

A PRECAUTIONARY MEASURE: POILUS PAINTING THEIR HELMETS.
To avoid a preventive becoming a peril, the French troops, to whom the steel helmet has

e as a valuable adjunct to their kit, themselves paint the metal to pr-vent the reflec-
tions which might otherwise reveal their whereabouts to the enemy.- (Photograph by C N }

will now control. Sir

John Jellicoe's bril-

liant ability has, since

the outbreak of the

war, gained him a place in the opinion of the

pundits which is almost unique in the annals of

the Navy. If there is any discussion on the

change, it is only that which centres round the

problem of the loss of so capable a leader to the

active arm.

ThatSirDavid

Beatty was
the inevitable

choice as ac-

tive leader is

obvious : by
his dash, his

sureness, and
his ability he
has already
marked him-
self out as a
leader of ge-
nius in war.

The combina-
tion of the
two great
men holdsout

hopeofaction
and strength
for the future.

The Zeppelins
are not very
important
items, but the

defeat of them is a matter for satisfaction. The
defences of anti-aircraft guns and airmen have
proved satisfactory on the coast-line, as they proved
satisfactory about London. LONDON : DHC. 4 , I9 ,6.
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t!be fate of One of franco's historic edifices.
t

-i

RHEIMS : WHERE FRENCH CORONATION BANQUETS WERE HELD ; -A SHELL-WRECKED BEDROOM.

The upper illustration thowl a portion of what remains of the

historic Archiepiscopal Palace of Rheinu, A handsome and imposing

building dating from the fifteenth-seventeenth centuries. It stands

quite near the Cathedral, and has suffered almost equal injury
from the German bombardments. The part of the Palace specially

seen here, roofless and internally a ruin, its floor littered over with

the di'bris of fallen masonry, is the famous "Kings' Hall." It

was here in the days of the French Monarchy that the Coronation

banquets of the Kings of France were held, on the State procession

returning from the crowning ceremony in the adjacent cathedral.

In the lower illustration we have an interior at Rheims- A bedroom

in which a German shell burst.- IPrtntk Official Photograplis.}

...j
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TTbe German Bombardments of-french Cathedrals.

Soistons hat been within the battle-area practically throughout
the war : (torn almost the ery first ; erer since, indeed, the
German retreat after the battle of the Maine, now more than two
reari ago. The French hare held Soiiaoni all the time, and ita

defence] hate wfncej to keep the enemy at bay, although the
Cermant itill remain within lonf-ranfe bombardment dittance. At

DAME

I

OF SOISSONS : THE BATTERED-IN NAVE.
at Rheinu, Arras, and other places, the enemy make a special
target of the Cathedral

; but, from one cause or another, Soissons
Cathedral has not been damaged to the extreme and irreparable
extent to which the others have suffered. rhe illustration sbote,
of a huge breach in part of the main walls of the nae, shows
where German shells have bit. [French Of/Kitd Photograph.]
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The German Bombardments of french Cathedrals.

-i I Kill

SOME OF THE DAMAGE DONE TO NOTRE DAME OF SOISSONS ABOVE THE NORTH AISLE.

The northern side of Soinons Cathedral, u being that directly

facing the direction of the German lines, has suffered the worst

damage from their shells, although serere enough injury has been
done all over the edifice from sheila whic'.i burst insit'e the walls.

In the illustration we have an interior view of part of the bat ed.
in north aisle. A great section of the main wall above the aisle,

as saen here, has been completely destroyed, smashed down from

top to bottom, and leaving a yawning cavity which gapes widely
between the flying buttresses of the lisle roof. Notre Dame of Sniisons

was under fire during the bombardment of the city in the \ anco-

Piussian War of 1870-1, but the Cathedral suffered comparatively
little serious harm then. [ttst'-H Official Ptiolugrap"!.]
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Bulgarian prisoners Interned in france

IN THE PRISONERS' CANTONMENT AT NtMES : RECREATION TIME ; A CAMP MARKET-DAY.

In lh present political situation In Greece, the Alliet it Salonika

hart found it difficult to make local arrangement! for the lafe

custody of the Bulgarian prisoners taken along the frontier. The

prisoners make up a considerable total ; including those captured

by the British in the Doiran quarter, and the big hauls made by
the Serbians and French during the adrance on Monaitir, and after

the Tictory. Shipping the Bulgarian prisoner] out of the country

is one expedient that is adopted, and many have been brought to

France for internment there. How the Bulgarians fare at one

place, Nlmes, is seen in these illustrations. One shows the

prisoners at recreation. The other shows them riaited by market

women from whom they make purchases. [F* Official Photographs.]
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Hustralia's Splendid t>oops fighting in francc.

LAUGHING AS THEY GO TO THE FIRING-LINE : AUSTRALIANS ON THEIR WAY TO THE TRENCHES.

The Australians hare shown on the Western Front the splendid

fighting qualities they exhibited in Gallipoli and in Egypt. In the

battle of the Somme their greatest exploit so far has been the

capture of PoriOres, a place which has been described as the key

position on that part of the front, and which the Germans defended

desperately. The struggle continued day after day for weeks.

"What the Australians did," write* a "Times" correspondent,

"would hare been impossible for any troops who did not possess

both perfect courage and determination and a magnificent physique.

The reputation of the Australians will have no need to reft on

any single achierement. They hare done much more, and are holding

a proud place in the battle line to-day," [Official Photographs,]
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THE BEGINNINGS OF WAR - MACHINES : CAPTIVE BALLOONS.

TliK
value of the captive balloon for observa-

tion puqwses was first recognised by the

h in 1 703, when experiments were com-

menced which led up to the formation of a

Balloon Corps for serviri: with the French

Revolutionary Armie^. Tlii-. Corp;, was employed
for the first time in actual warfare in I7<)3 against
the Mutch and Austrian troops then besieging
M uibcuge. This balloon (Fig. 2) was controlled

by two ropis attached to the netting. It was

only thirty leet in diameter, but was capable of

g two men, in addition to 130 Ib. of ballast.

Hydrogen uas ;ised as its lifting medium. The

appearance of the balloon as a combatant so

demoralised the besieging army that the siege was
abandoned. The second

triumph of this balloon

occurred at C'harleroi, to

which place it was trans-

ported, while still inflated,

to assist the French in their

attack on the town. Sur-

render followed shortly after

the arrival of the balloon,

the defenders being ap-

parently convinced that

they could not hope to hold

out when all their move-
ments were observed by
the eiiomy. This balloon

also did good work at

Fleurus in 1794 (Fig. i,

after an old print), and
afterwards followed the

fortunes of the French at

Bruss'-K \ix-la-Chapelle,

Liege, and on the Danube.
The first French Balloon

Corps was serving in Egypt
when their apnar.it us was

destroyed in the Battle of

the Nile, 1708. Several

Montgolfier fire-balloons were, however, sent up
by the French at Cairo in the following year.
War balloons are stated to have been employed
by the Prussians against the French in 1813. but
ii" m.irkeil >m< es.i appears to have been attained.

We are told by Mr. Charles C. Turner, in
"
Aerial

Navigation of To-L>ay," that Venice was bom-
barded from the air by the Austrians in 1841; by
means of Montgolfier fire balloons. These, pro-
vided with tune fuse bombs, 30 Ib. in weight, were
liberated on the windward si'le of the town. The
enterprise \.a* attende 1 with considerable suc-

. dling in the town and having"
great moral i "<. t

W.ir balloons were first used in America in i8i>i

during the Civil War. and the movements of the
Confederate troops were kept under observation
on -'veral utc.isions, valuable information being
so obtained On M;i\ 2\, i.Sii, General Stone-

ham, of the Federal Army, was the first to
use a balloon as an observation post to direct

artillery fire. A captive balloon attached to

FIG. 10. --" WIND - GUYS " IN POSITION FOR
STEADYING A CAPTIVE SPHERICAL BALLOON

IN A HIGH WIND.

'

a locomotive did good work for the same force

in the field.

At the Siege of Paris, in 1870, balloons were

very extensively employed for carrying passengers,

pigeons, and mails out of the city, the pigeons

being eventually sent back with messages from

friends outside. In all, H>4 persons left Paris by
this means during the siege.

In 1885, the science of military ballooning had

so far advanced that a Balloon Section was

attached to the British Army in the Soudan. The

hydrogen for inflating the balloons was sent out

from England in cylinders.

In 1900, in the Boer War, excellent observation

work was done by our military balloons. The
final surrender of Cronje at

Paardeburg was materially
accelerated by the accuracy
of our artillery fire due to

their work.

Observation from an

ordinary captive spherical
balloon is by no means

easy, as the balloon fre-

quently sets up a rotary
motion in alternate direc-

tions. It is never station-

ary for more than a few

seconds, just when it

changes its direction of

motion. Eight cameras can
be so arranged round a

captive balloon as to take

instantaneous photographs
simultaneously. Thus the

whole district below the

balloon can be covered, the

diameter of the
"

field
"

b'-ing five times the height
of the balloon. As the

exposure is instantaneous,
the motion of the balloon

does not affect the result. The modern "
kite

"

balloon was designed to overcome the difficulty as

to rotation, and to give the observer a stationary"
platform." The shape of the balloon and the

method of attaching its cables keeps it head-to-
wind as steadily as a kite. Ordinary captive
spherical balloons, when used in high winds,
are provided with

"
wind-guys

"
(Fig. 10, g g g),

or stay-ropes connecting the upper part of the

netting with the mooring cable. That expedient
keeps the basket in a more or less steady position
below the envelope when the latter is subjected
to high wind -pressure.

The "
parachute," which is like a huge

umbrella with a hole in its centre, is at present the

only device by means of which a person can leave
a balloon in mid-air with the chance of a safe

landing. Blanchard, in 1787, experimented with
a parachute at Strasburg, and a dog descended
without accident. Such a contrivance was devised

by a Frenchman named Garnerin while a prisoner
of war in Hungary in 1794. ioiinrf .*.
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Beginnings of War Machines : Captive Balloons.

CAPTIVE WAR BALLOON
U3ED BV THE FRENCH
AT THC BATTLE OF FLEURUS

JUNE

GARNERIM'S PARACHUTE. 1797.

CAPTIVE BALLOON
PASSING AN
OBSTACLE

telfc

QARNERIN'S
PARACHUTE DESCENT (.0ootr)

LONDON SEPT 18OS.

6
CROSSING
TELEGRAPH
WIRES WHEN
ON THE
MARCH.

.

COUTELLE'3 CAPTIVE WAR BALLOON. 1794-S.

MIi.lTA.RV
BALLOON.

-VTW* " '""^B**FRENCH BXO.LOON WAGGON.

9
DESCENT BY

PARACHUTE.
FROM A

KITE-BALLOON ,f

OF TO-DAY.

<v_. AIR WORK IN WAR: SPHERICAL AND KITE BALLOONS, AND PARACHUTES
Three year, later, he exhibited its ..efulnes, by cutting himself ft ,FleBloose from a balloon at ma altitude of 6000 feet, and makine

" observer in the basket of the modern
Mf landing in the Plain of Monceau, in the presence , LI ^.-balloon

,s pro.,d,d w.th a parachute to hi, balloon (Fig. ,).

number of people, most of whom, doubtless, had come exprctin* T^ '" "" """ ' * '*'"" Zeppelin MMa* **<*
to see Garnerin dh,d to pi. The same aeronaut gave several fete b

" T "' ""^ ""' "" ^^"^ ^ *

exh,bition, in England-one, i, i, s.id, from an aUitude of ,0000 1 '"*',
" P " *""" S "" "" ""' Wtfc

10,000 balloon ever used in warfare. -[Drawn by W. B. Robinson.]
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New Commander-in-Cbief of the. Grand fleet

SIR JOHN JELLICOE'S SUCCESSOR AT SEA : ADMIRAL SIR DAVID BEATTY.

No mart acceptable appointment to both Nation and Nary of a

successor to Sir John Jellicoe could hare been made than that of

Admiral Sir David Butty, the leader of the Battle-Cruicer Squadron

in the action! of Heligoland Bight and Jutland. Hit magnificent

tartica in the lattf.r battle, indeed, hare been described at "more

than muterly." Sir Darid Btitty la in hii forty-tint h rear. Ha

became Captain at the early age of twenty-nine, and Admiral at

thirty-eight, a modern record. Few sea officers have scan more
hard fighting than Admiral Beatty. H won promotion first to

Commander and then to Captain in the Soudan and Boxer cam-

paigns ;
and Heligoland and Jutland proved ha capabilities.

(Official Photograph. Cronm Copyright Reserved.]
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from Commanding the Grand fleet to CThitebatl.

THE NEW FIRST SEA LORD OF THE ADMIRALTY : ADMIRAL SIR JOHN JELLICOE.

Coming; to the Admiralty direct from his quarter-deck at the

strategic centre of naral operations, Sir John Jellicoe would

undoubtedly seem the best possible choice for the all-important

office of First Sea Lord at Whitehall. For the past fifteen years

and more, he has had alternating periods in high command afloat,

and in administratire posts at the Admiralty ; as Director of Nar.il

Ordnance, Third Sea Lord, and Second Sea Lord, which last office

he held in August 1 91 4. From the outbreak of the war, Sir

John Jelllroe has bern in chief command of the Grand Fleet, a

all the world knows. As a Captain, he was Sir E. K. Seymour's
Chief of the Staff in the Peking Campaign in 1900, where he won

the C.B. Sir John Jellicoe is fifty-seven. [Photo, by Speaight.}
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ROMANCES OF THE REGIMENTS: XXVI. -THE INNISKILLING FUSILIERS.

THE TAKING OF SANTA LUCIA

THE
old 27th. now tin-

1st Royal Inniskilling

Fi'.>m.-r-. h.i.i tin- honour

on a memorable oc< aM.m

of being led in person

by Brigadier-General Moore,

afterwards Lieut - General

Sir John Moore of Corunna.

re's own immediate

regiinent.il connection was
with the soth and iist

^iments, but in his West
Indian < ampaiun in

his print ipal force con-

.-.isted ot the 4.2nd (Royal
Highlanders : Black Watch),
the 53rd, and the. 27!!)

Foot. Moore had received,

at thirty-five years of age,

the rank of Brigadier-

General, in reparation for

the slight put upon him

by Sir Gilbert Elliot in

Corsica. Moore had con-

ducted a brilliant little

campaign in that island,

but Elliot sent him home
on a charge of having
used undue political in-

fluence with the forsicans.

Moore, much hurt, came
to London and interviewed

the authorities. Finally,
the Duke of York, seeing
that Moore had been most

unjustly treated, recom-
mended him to the King,
who made him

Brigadier - General
in the West In-

dies, a position far

beyond anything
Moore could have

hoped for at his

age. Moore, how-
ever, entirely jus-
tified the appoint-
ment. His rirst

task w.is the- sub-

jugation of s

Lucia, where the

natives, misled by
the doctrine--

the French R<-\o

lution. had com-
mitted horrible ex-

cesses.

Early in the

operations Moore

gave a remarkable

proof of his magna-
nimity. Finding
his work too heavy

PRODUCE OF A BROUGHT-DOWN ZEPPELIN'S
WRECKAGE: USEFUL ARTICLES, ETC., ON
SALE TO BENEFIT L. AND N.W. RY. CO.

EMPLOYEES TOTALLY DISABLED WHILE IN

THE RANKS.

A load of Zeppelin aluminium dtbris was presented by
the War Office to the London and Noi th-Western

Railway Company. The above and other fancy articles

have been made from It. [Photograph by IV.us. Bureau.]

MAIL-VAN DRIVERS : THE LATEST POST OFFICE DE-
PARTURES FOR UTILISING WOMEN WORKERS DURING THE

WAR: A WOMAN DRIVER ON HER ROUND.
k try Record. PrtK.

to be thoroughly accom-

plished by one man, he

applied to Sir Ralph Aber-

crombie for assistance,

and named General Knox.

Abercrombie was surprised
that Moore should ask for

the aid of an officer who
was his senior. Where-

upon Moore replied that

he had named Knox as

being the most suitable

man, adding "It is of the

utmost importance that

the Service should be well

conducted, but of none

which of us commands."
The result was that rare

thing in war a co-opera-
tion of complete harmony
between two equally emin-

ent leaders.

On the morning of

May 24, 1796, Moore ad-

vanced to attack the fort-

ress of Morne Fortune.

After an artillery prepara-
tion of the main position,
he attacked an outlying
outwork, known as a

fieche ; and, having bat-

tered it for hours, he

took command in person
of the grenadiers and light

company of the 2;th, and
carried the work by storm.

But no sooner had he
driven out the

enemy than a

shower of grape-
shot poured upon
the stormers from
the Morne For-

tune, only five

hundred yards dis-

tant. But Moore
was not to be

dislodged. What
he had gained he

meant to hold.

He accordingly
bade his men re-

verse the parapet
and prepare a

trench to cover

the flanks of the

remaining portion
of the regiment,
which was hasten-

ing to their aid.

Under a cannon-
ade still fierce,

the 2 7 t h dug
\CeittuiMtit ir^tr'faf.
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In the Belgian Lines between

READY : A TRENCH DUG-OUT ;- THE SENTRY WHERE FIRE AND COMMUNICATION TRENCHES JOIN.

The Germans deliver infantry attacks at intervals on positions of

the Belgian trenches in West Flanders, but without gaining a

footing anywhere! The enemy also keeps up a long-range bom-
bardmeM of the trenches practically daily ,

but again without any

advantage resulting The role of the Belgian A: my, according to

the Allied programme of operations, is to hold its ground in the

trenches steadfastly, a task efficiently carried out. The above

illustrations show "
bits,'

1

to use an artist's term, in the Belgian

trrriches. In the upper illustration we have the entrance to a

dug-out in which the trench garrison shelter when shells are coining.

In the lower is a fire-trench (right) with a sentry at its junction

with the communication-trench (left).- [Belgian. Official Photographs.}

=y
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themselves more securely in. While the British

were thus engaged, the enemy made a sortie,

and, covered by some houses and inequalities
of the ground, poured in a heavy fire of mus-

ketry. Moore ordered the Hank companies to

charge and drive the French back. It became
an atfair of. bayonets, and the enemy was com-

pletely repulsed. But as the 2yth returned to the

A MUD TRAP ON THE SOMME FRONT: A FRENCH GUN
TEMPORARILY STUCK FAST AND BEING LEVERED UP FOR

ITS HORSE -TEAM TO TAKE IT ON AGAIN.

i fry Mfini.

flick* they suffered heavily from grape-shot fired

from the enemy's main batteries.

The enemy now attempted another sortie,
and advanced to close quarters. The narrow
British front, necessitated by
the confined nature of the

ground, made the enemy's fire

very galling. Men were falling
fast, and Moore, fearing that
the regiment might give way
at any moment, ordered another

charge of two companies. This
was carried out, at heavy cost
of officers and men

; but the

survivors, undaunted, again used
the bayonet with terrible effect,
and drove the assailants back,
with great slaughter, to the fort.

As before, the victors suffered

heavily, as they retired, from
the guns of the fortress.

Moore then ordered the
houses in front to be set on
fire, and at the same time he
commanded that the work of

entrench!ng shou Id proceed . His
ranks were now sadly thinned,
but, rallying his gallant rem-
nant, he prepared them to

repel a third sally, which he
believed to be imminent.

But the fire from the fortress

ceased, and as the smoke cleared away the
British saw issuing from the gates not an

armed band, but a train of negro stretcher-

bearers who had come out to collect the

wounded. The ground was strewn with heaps
of dead, and with a great number of des-

perately injured men whose groans and cries

for help did much to daunt the spirit of

the enemy, who offered no further resistance.

The fighting ceased, the wounded were borne

away, and Moore turned his

men once more to entrenching.
On the fl&che they at once
erected a powerful battery.
Moore then went to report to

Abercrombie, who had watched
the whole affair with deep
interest, and he attributed the
success to the valour of the

27th Regiment. Abercrombie

clasped Moore's hand, and said

he could
"
never requite the

obligations he felt for his efforts

on that day."
The garrison of Morne For-

tun6 was now past fighting,
and before night sent out a'

flag of truce with a request
for an armistice. Next day the

fortress surrendered uncondi-

tionally. The garrison, mostly
negroes and mulattoes, to the
number of about 2000 marched
out and laid down their arms.

Thereupon Moore took pos-
session of the citadel. The gallant 27th
marched in at the head of the British troops,
and the colours of the regiment, in token
of its exploit, were planted on the ramparts.

A PLACE OF INTERNMENT FOR CAPTURED BULGARIAN SOLDIERS:
PRISONERS AMUSING THEMSELVES IN THE COURTYARD OF THE PRISON

QUARTERS AT NiMES, IN SOUTHERN FRANCE.
The contented faces of the prisoners testify to the good treatment they receive, a do

nemy prisoners in the hands of the Allies. There being no place in Greece for

securing Bulgarian prisoners, they re shipped off elsewhere.

French Official Phvtopaph.

Moore was immediately thereafter appointed
Commandant and Governor of Santa Lucia.
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tn the Belgian Lines between

THE BELGIAN AIR SERVICE : AN AERODROME AT THE FRONT ;
A FLYING-SCHOOL LESSON.

extend! acrots Weit Flinders from the neighbourhood of Ypres

to the sea comt a little north of Dunkirk. A Belgian aerodrome,

stationed within convenient reach of the Belgian battle-front, is

shown in the upper illustration, with its hangar* and equipment

of aeroplanes. In the lower an officer-pupil at a Belgian Firing

School is teen under instruction. [Belgian Official Photografks.}

Although, for some reason or other, the public do not hear much

through the daily communique* of the doings of Belgian Army
aviators, practical attention i paid to air work in King Albert's

army, as the enemy in front know. As a fact, indeed, curiously
little is made known officially of the work of the Belgian Army
in general in maintaining its section of the Allied line, which
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In the Belgian Lines between Tpres and the Sea.

< ^

CLOSE BEHIND THE FRONT : INFANTRY ROAD-MAKING
;

A LANCER REGIMENT AWAITING RELIEF.

The upper illiulration shows Belgian soldiers road-making close

behind their miii trench-line. Ai with our own strrtch nt front,

and that held by the French. network ol new rod radiatn in

all direction* in rear of the tienches, for er.ablin( transport and

inforr*ments to pa rapidly to and fro, and freh roads are

constantly being made. A detachment of one of the Belgian

cavalry reglmrntt, a Ian'-- curpi, is seen in the lower illustration

at a rendezvous in rear the trenches, waiting for its relief to

arrive The troopers, as * \ be noted, are in infantry uniform.

While keeping their horiw.s .n camps in rear, sections of Belgian

cavalry do dismount-d duty jn the tremhes u reu'.iirrd, together
with the infantry.-' [lidsian Official
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In a french tTrench : H Rochet-Sentry post.

READY FOR GERMANS NO MAN'S LAND" AFTER DARK; PREPARED TO LIGHT UP.

" No Man's Land," the intervening space between the opposing

trenches, is, as a rule, lighted up nightly, practically all through
the dark hours, by the series of star-shells, parachute light-balls,

rockets, etc, both sides send up, with little intermission. There:

are, however, dark intervals which offer opportunities for trench-

raids or more serious attacks. To be prepared for attempts by the

Germans in such circumstances,
"

light-rocket
"

twntry-posts are

established in the French trenches at suitable points. One is seen

here. The rocket-sentry stands ready to light up the ground in

front by firing the rocket he holds, which is lighted automatically.

Other rockets are then fired in succession from the magazine
"

in

front.- -[Pliato. by C.N.]
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tlbe "
Impregnable fortress

"
of

SHOWING (AT THE CENTRE OF THE THE MOUND OF
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umont f)amel after its Capture. J-gl

>EBRIS WHERE THE VILLAGE CHURCH STOOD ; ALL NOW VISIBLE.

it was openly declared ; but the
"

fortress
"

fell to the British in November. Artillery fire first reduced everything above
ound to the state seen in the illustration, in the centre of which a mound of fallen masonry and splintered timber shows the

e of the village church. The subsequent storming placed the entire
"
impregnable fortress

"
in our hands. [Official Photograph.',
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excavations and Hblutions at the front.

ON THE BRITISH FRONT: HIGHLANDERS DIGGING; AND A '.CLEAN-UP" IN THK SOMME SWAMPS.
Th.r. U . peat J,,,l ol d,g|[ in|! to be don ,

wad*. ,. ^,.. ,,mo,, ,,, in . MWa ,

t h>nd
' ! Tt,c jppt, photograph ol theie two, both Uk

m F'.n, show, ,om H.ghl.nd.r,
l -.r* on ^rui,, c a .,io,,, The ,,,-,iptWn ., th board

th the fl.K on Ihf top ( tht bank indic.tc, th.t tht

pot is a Divisional Head Quarters. In the lower photograph we
ee the conditions unHet which TI.PP campaigning sometime have

to PV (orm their personal ablutions. In this case they hae
utilised, for washing purposes, one of the countless yoolA formed
in rainy weather in the Somme valley, wh-r,. the giound 1.1 iurnwt
into a combination of iwamp and quagmire. (I'/I.'M/ P*uf('x#*.]
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and Refreshment for droops from the Frenches,
i*&#\

~j

It is not surprising that the cheery glow of a London roff-staU

i,established, as thereon announced, in the 'nineties! proved a

centre of attraction to the hungry British soldier. The lower

photograph affords an idea of his life in billets. In a recent appeal
for mure recreation-huts at the front, the writer say* :

"
It is up

to the British public to see that means are increased for rein*

BILLET : BRITISH SOLDIERS IN FRANCE.

vigorating the spirit! of oirr men before they leave their rest to

fac* again the hell of the trenches. . . . Photographs and cinemao

!ead people to think that Tommy or Jock is always smiling. They

must get rid of that idea. . . . Field canteens are necessarily

small, and little bettei than chestnut stalls at a slum corner. . . .

Erect a hut. The effect is magical." ;c.y/i.-i,!i >'uftignt/>*s.j
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TTbe "
Impregnable fortress" of Beaumont RameU

MEMENTOES : CRATER OF THE BRITISH MINE EXPLODED LAST JULY ; -A GERMAN MONUMENT.
la the upper illustration is seen the prevent Appearance of the

crater of the monster mine exploded under the German outer

trenches at Beaumont Hamel last July, during the first British

attack on the position. The autumn rains hare made the lips

at the huge cavity crumble in somewhat, but enough remains
visible of the yawning pit that the explosion made to show its

original dimensions. In July the German underground fortifications

held up the British in front of Beaumont Hamel, but, in spite of

additions to the defences since then, it was bombarded and carried

by assault, in November. A chipped and scarred cairn-monument to

German soldiers killed in defending Beaumont Hamel last year is

shown in the lower illustration. {Official Photograph ',]
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German Guns Wrecked on the Canadian front

The Canadian troops fought splendidly in the battle of the Ancre.

The Canadian War Record! Office stated: "Shortly alter 6 a.m.

on November 18 our guns opened a heavy barrage along the trenches

opposite the Canadian positions, and our troops went orer the

parapet. The German guns promptly put up a counter-barrage,

but it proved comparatively weak, and our men went through it

with fewer casualties than were to be expected. . . . The main

portion of our objective was a strong line which our guru had been

smashing heavily for several days. The whole objective was quickly

consolidated. . . . The unwounded prisoners taken by the Canadians

consisted of 17 officers and 452 other ranki. to which should br

added 150 wounded prisoners." [Photos, by Canadian War Recur,/*
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FOOTNOTES TO ARMAGEDDON: XVII. -THE LITTLE GIRL.

THE
remnants of Billy the Babe's platoon got

into what was left of the village, but they
couldn't hold it. Even as the defenders scuttled,

a peculiarly bad-tempered barrage came over.

And the machine-guns opened. Too hot, Billy
->.i\v. He ordered his men back, he was going
himself ; but something large with U.K. in it

ttumpfed off, and Billy was knocked out.

When he came to he was alone amid the muck
of bricks that had once been a street of homes
alone as if he had been marooned on one of Jack
London's doert islands. The climate, however,
w.iMi't so engaging. The Germans were shelling,

the British were shelling ; all was not right with

the world. Billy crawled along until he found a

practicable opening into a reputable cellar.

The little girl was in the cellar.

why she was there anything about her. They
never exchanged names even. Somehow well,

Billy didn't seem to feel that was at all necessary.
She stood up as he came into the cellar it was

then when she seemed in doubt of him ;
but she

saw his uniform, and then his wound, and at once

she was smiling and not unhappy. She had a

little hand ;
she put it on his wrist, and pulled

him gently across the cellar. Billy wanted to

laugh. It was just as if she was a girl at home

inviting him to come and romp. She made him
sit down on a box ;

she found bread and meat

somewhere, and made him eat. She found water

somewhere, and began to wash the cut in his head
as he ate. The touch of her fingers was very

gentle, and she was so serious about the busi-

ness the deep and comely seriousness of youth.

WHERE GERMANY MENACED FRANCE IN 1911: AGADIR FORT, ON THE ATLANTIC COAST OF MOROCCO,
RECENTLY VISITED BY GENERAL LYAUTEY, THE FRENCH RESIDENT-GENERAL.

Agadir, now In French occupation, has been specially visited by General Lyautey, who there received the Chiefs of Southern Morocco,
who assembled to renew their Oath of Loyalty.

She was a little slip of a girl, slim and rather
fine and so pretty. French, of course, and with
the French way and French eyes. Billy, who was

young and shy thought her almost too charming
for one so unsophisticated as himself. She was
about eighteen lu- was nineteen himself but she
had a sort of pride, an air splendidly above him
in years.

She was not frightened, only shy she saw his

uniform. She touched his uniform, and said
"
Anglais." It was as she looked at him the

way she looked at him, perhaps that made him
know how pretty she was. Bilh blushed, and
said

"
Oui," and there conversation stopped. She

could not speak English ; he had never troubled
about French. He never found out who she was,

Billy hoped she would go on dressing his wound
for ever. He liked it. He liked her. He looked

up through the soft movements of her hands and
caught her eyes. She smiled softly down at him.
and he smiled up. The quick and pretty ripple of
her lips as they parted was delicious. The beauty of
that seemed beyond his powers of analysis that
and the turn of her throat as she bent over him.

He took one of her little hands and kissed it

very gently, very chivalrously, and she blushed
never so little and said something in French
which he did not understand. She touched his

hair with her free hand, laughed softly, and then
she sat down in front of him.

He gave her some of her own food, and they
sat and ate and smiled at r-rh other. Perhaps
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In the frcnch firing Jvinc : drench-fighting Tactics*

_
A " BREAK-THROUGH " ALMOST IMPOSSIBLE : A TRENCH BARRIER-GATE, AVAILABLE AS A TRAP,

It happens constantly all along the front that, in spite of the

machine-gun And rifle -fire of the defenders, a determined onrush

of the enemy in successive waves carries a section of one of the

front-line trenches. To prevent the assailants getting possession

of the remainder of the trench, and. If possible, to trap those who
have managed to get in, various expedients are adopted. One

French method is illustrated above a trench barrier-gate of thick

barbed wire. When >et down, it not only holds up the en*...

in the trench and prfvents therti carrying their successful charge

further, but traps the men Already thr* caged in until they
surrender. Barbed wire overhead prevents clambering out, cr

impedes it while the defenders keep shooting. [jp/w/o. by C.N.}
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she tried to tell him about herself, but he never
understood. The shelling was going on in its

enormous way outside and all about them, but

they seemed alone*. It was the desert island

roiu mo- all over again and Billy the Babe, who
had known sisters and cousins, but never woman,
wanted it to go on for all time.

But it couldn't, of course. They noticed the

shelling presently
was working up to

a tremendous fury.

Heavy stuff and all

kinds of stuff were

being dumped into

and about miinly
about the village
in concentrated
fashion. Billy
guessed this was
another

"
prelim."

Presently . . .

The girl had
been plucky during
the ordinary straf-

ing ; this piled -up
affair seemed to

press her nerves

badly. She was
pale now, her lips
were shaking. Now
and then, when a

clump of big ones
came near, she
crouched down and trembled.

AFTER AN ACTION IN THE ANCRE-SOMME DISTRICT: BRITISH
SOLDIERS GIVING A LIFT THROUGH THE MUD TO A WOUNDED

COMRADE FROM THE TRENCHES.

Official Photograph.

A howitzer put
a big 'un almost on top of them, it seemed, and
the girl jumped up.

She jumped up with a little cry and put her
face in her hands, and how she trembled I Billy

very delicate, and tender had happened to him.

They stood in the half-gloom of the cellar, and
the shelling was all about them. They were two
in the world, alone, and both were so young.

Then the shelling passed over, went on. The

barrage had moved up towards the German line.

Something should follow that. . . .

He heard the shouting of the British rush the

yells of men of his

own tongue. They
were coming out of

the English line,

coming on and up
again. They would

pass over this place.

Something
stirred in Billy
then. He would
have to go. He
looked down at the

girl, and her eyes
were looking up at

him.
He heard the

scuttle of feet, and
British shouting all

about and above
them. The British

had come up. They
had reached the

village. They were

going on against
the enemy. He

took his arms from about
released him at once. She
face, laughed in his face

jumped up.
It seemed

the only
natural thing.

She was in

his arms
trembling ; he
could feel the

quiver of her

slight ness
against him.
One of her
arms curled

round his, and
held tight.
The other
went round
his shoulders
and held on,
as though she
knew she was

clinging to a

pro tec t i ve
rock. As thi-

stle 11s c a mi-

she shook, but
she seemed
more content,

seemi

He was gl.i'l.

And she was in his arms.

the little girl. She
smiled up into his

so beautifully, so

bravely, and her right hand pressed him towards
the cellar door.

Then, as he moved, her hand caught his head
and pulled it

down, and
Billy's lips
were on hers,

and his arm
was round
her, and her.-:

round him.
Then they

loosed i-arh

other, smiled
into each
other's eyes,
and B i I 1 y
w<_-nt. As he
went out
through the
door In- -,av

her looking
after him and

smiling, and
that w:ls tho

last of lu' r

GETTING THEM READY FOR USE AGAINST THEIR FORMER OWNERS
MEN IN THE TRENCHES EXAMINING AND CLEANING THE

OF CAPTURED GERMAN MACHINE-GUNS.
Official Photograph.

Hilly just held her tight. It

usual, and she was so pretty.
He felt that something very big,

MECHANISM
H \v a S

W O 11 n d e d

again, and
went home from that fight. He doesn't know who
the little girl was, or what had become of her He
never will, perhaps. w. DOUGLAS NEWTON
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Ht the frcnch front on the Somme.

WITHIN VIEW OF THE ENEMY : A ROAD WITH REED SCREENS ; TAKING OFFICIAL PHOTOGRAPHS.

In the low-lying, twampy districts of the French battle-area along
the Talley of the Somme, it is impossible, in consequence of the

boggy and water-logged soil everywhere, to dig sunken roads, or

to construct roads at all except actually on the surface. As the

roads would otherwise hare to remain exposed to the enemy's view
oTer long stretches, artificial measures for effecting concealment

for those using the roads have to be resorted to. One of the

means adopted, by planting reed-screens, in keeping with the marsh

vegetation on either side, is shown in the upper illustration. In

the lower, we again show how the intrepid official cinematograph-

operators with the Allied armies risk their lives on duty. A
French operator is seen at work. [French Official Photographs.}
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H Requiem ]VU39 for heroic Irish Guards

SSIVE SCENE: THE CATAFALQUE IN WESTMINSTER CATHEDRAL, DURING THE CELEBRATION.
An imi-:-:irt tribute was 'paid to Ihe memory of the Iriah Guard*
officer,, w. .ant officers, non-commissioned officers, and men who
have fallen :n the war, when
Ponlifioil Miui of Requiem w,

and orei

AmeTia

Monday, November n, .
celebrated at Westminiter Cathedral

-sand >.! the rank and file occupied the nare. Queen
were the Duke of Connaujht, senior:ent, a>,

Colonel of the Brigade of Guards
; Lord French. Conimander-in-

Chief of the Home Forces and Colonel of the Irish Guards ; Major-
General Sir Francit Lloyd, commanding the London Dislir.';
Colonel Probjr, commanding the Irish Guards ; Colonel Lord Ard-v
and the officers commanding the Grenadier Guards, Coldstii-au

Guards, Scots Guards, and Welsh Guards.- \l>hut<j. by /..\. I.
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H Requiem Mass for Heroic Irish Guards

ON THE STEPS OF WESTMINSTER CATHEDRAL : LORD FRENCH AND SIR FRANCIS LLOYD CONVERSING.
Nothing could have been more impressive oc more touching in its , Connaught, Lord French, and other famous officers of the Guards
lirave dignity, and its

'

beauty of holiness," than the solemn were present, and the Mats * as celebrated by the Bishop of
Pontifical Mass of Requiem for the officers and men of the Irish Cambysopolis, assisted by the Cam.n<; ol the Metropolitan Chapter,
Guards, which was celebrated at Westminster Cathedral on Monday, and other clergy. Our photograph shows Lord French, Colonel of
November 27. A thousand rank and file of the comrades of the Irish Guards, and Major-General Sir Francis Lloyd, command,
the dead we gathered together in the nave, and the Duke of ing the London DistrU-t, conversing. [Photo, by Topical.]
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OTith the Canadians on the Western front

PREPARATIONS BEFORE BATTLE : SCREENING OFF A HILL-TOP ROAD ; -FORTIFIED COTTAGE RUINS.

Cover from the enemy's observation during tactical movement* is

u important in its way A3 solid protective cover against shells and

bullets. Roads have to be screened off, ere . when within range

of the enemy, as a check on artillery interference with the move-

ments of troops. In a previous issue we showed how, before

their Gortzi* victory, the Italians screened the neighbouring high-

ways with boughs and matting. Elsewhere we show a French

method, amidst the swamps of the Somme, of screening roads with

reed palings. Canadian soldiers are shown in the upper illustration

screening a road to prevent the enemy knowing when men are

passing. In the lower are seen cottage rums converted by the

Canadians into a fortified post. [Canadian War Records Photographs.]
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flditb the Canadians on the Western front.

Except at intervals between the Advances on the Western Front,

the field artillery horses have mostly to remain in waiting, kept
near at hand to wherever they may be wanted. For the time,
their principal work is in moving tne batteries forward from one

firing position to anjther. That done, they return under cover or

to quarters until next ordered up. During the intervals of stand ing-

THE ROAD ;-AT THE TROUGHS.

by, the service routine of camp duty goes on. The Canadian

artillery share all duties with their Woolwich-trained comrades,
alike in action and in camp. A Canadian artillery watering-pvty
is ^een here : In tne first illustration, taking the horses to be

watered
;

in the second, at the troughs. [Canadian War Records

Ptotographs.]
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WOMEN AND THE WAR.

MR KfN( IMAVS statement to the deputa-
tion from the London hotels and restaurants

that extravagant menus must be cut down, and

th.it the enforced substitution of a meatless bill

of-fare once or twice a week
w.is by no means beyond ___^^_
the bounds of possibility,

together with the proposed

appointment of a Food Con-

troller, naturally led to

s]Kvulation as to whether

women would be included

on the staff of the new
official. As guardians of the

domestic destinies of the

majority of the nation,

women, it was argued, ought
to have a hand in a matter
in which they had a vital in-

terest. Meantime, there can
be no doubt that if women
are ultimately offered yet an-

other opportunity of serving
the country, they will not

be backward _
in availing

themselves of it. There are

still plenty of women ready
and willing to help in any
direction that their services

may be required, and, if

only someone could be ap-

pointed to tackle the problem
intelligently, vague hints and

suggestions of conscription
for women would very soon
vanish into

thin air.

While the

discussion

at the mo-
ment of writ-

ing as to

whether or

no woman's

help should

be enlisted

in tackling
food pro-
blems is still

raging, wo-
men have
been quietly

"breaking
out

"
in one

or two other

directions.
The latest in-

dustry to

open its doors

to admit fem-

inine workers

WOMEN CARPENTERS FOR FRANCE: KEEN
ON GOING A CONTENTED PUPIL.

A contractor at Byfleet is taking a number of

women carpenters to France. They are picking up
the work rapidly, and many will shortly proceed to

their new scene of active war-work. Our picture

shows one of them.

Photograph by AVtts Uluxttatiotis Company.

is that of watch an.l clock making. So far, it

is one in which men alone have been em-

ployed. But not long ago the Horological

Institute, waking up to facts, decided to allow

women to enter for its ex-

animations. The work is

light anil essentially suitable

for women, and it is antici-

pated that it will not be

long before a large number
of girls are engaged in this

particular form of indusf\.

The woman Koyal \l.ii!

van-driver is one of tin-

latest products of the war.

Clad in the. khaki uniform of

the Reserve, she made her

first appearance in the streets

of London the other day ;

and it is interesting to know
that there are still vans in

the great garage of the Post

Office waiting for women, to

qualify to take them out.

As a beginning, it was de-

cided that the women should

start with one-ton lorries,

though. once they have

proved their fitness for the

new work, heavier vans will

be entrusted to their care.

The women are bring em-

ployed by (Government con-

tractors, and it has been
stated that

apart from

'chauffeuses,'

the same firm

are ready to

employ wo-
men to look

after their

hors es, so
that it looks

as if the wo-
man groom
would shortly
be added if

she is not

already there

to the list

of war-work-

ing women.

WOMEN CARPENTERS FOR FRANCE: THE ASSISTANT FOREWOMAN
INSTRUCTING NEWCOMERS IN THE ART OF SAWING.

Mr. W. T. fan-ant, an Army hut contractor of Byfleet, Surrey, has been given permission to

take a large number of women carpenters to Fr.ince. More than thirty are being trained at

his works, and, although comparatively new at the task, recently completed in one day
the walls and floors of seven portable huts.- [Pliotngniph by Nat's Illustrations Company.']

The im-

portance of

the work
done h\ !i;cd-

ii al women
during the

war has been
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<uomen tuorhers in an Iron-foundry,

!

A NEW VERSION OF AN OLD PHRASE: MEN MUST FIGHT, AND WOMEN MUST WORK.
No part of the United Kingdom has provided more willing and
hardworking women workers than Scotland. Hardy and good-
tempered, they undertake strenuous manual labour with a light
heart. Thei. work is heavy, but they are well paid for it, tome

r them e.ming 3 a week. Our first picture shows two women
working in an iron - foundry in the North

; and In the second

photograph, women workers are seen at a cutting - machine. The
higher grades of their woik require something more than mere
physical strength, nnd they have to use their brains as well as
their muscles. But they like their work, and have the further
satisfaction of feeling that they are "doing their bit" in the
War.- [Photos, by llluslratiims Unrtau.]
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emphasised over and over again, and the exist-

ence in London in Kndell Street of a military

hospital
"
run

"
entirely by women is sufficient

proof of the value the Government medical

authorities attach to their services. The recently
isMieil report of the Medical Research Committee
shows that since the war pathology, a highly
scientific branch of medical work,
has been engaging the attention

of a number of women. Before the

war the women who devoted them-
selves to pathological work were
few and far between, but during
the last two years women have
trained as pathological assistants to

fill the gaps created by the calling
of the men to other spheres of

activity.

The Medical Research Com-
mittee, too, have been employing
the [services of women in other and
new directions. Two have carried

out clinical observations on gun-
shot wounds in the chest, and, to

mention only one other instance,

the woman pathologist at the Endell

Street Military Hospital undertook
to study in detail the bacteriology
of infected wounds. Whatever
sins may be laid at the door of

women, lack of enterprise cannot be one of

them.

huts for the use of troops ; and though at present

comparatively few women are engaged on the

work, more are gradually being taken on, and the

Government have given permission for such

workers, when trained, to be sent to France

to assist in the erecting of wooden huts. At

the moment these pioneers are working at

Only the other day newspaper readers learnt

with a certain shock of surprise that women were

THE KING AND QUEEN AND THE V.A.D. : FROM BAR TO DISPENSARY.

Their Majesties visited last week the Auxiliary V.A.D. Hospital at Southall. and
chatted with the wounded. Our photograph shows the dispensary, which, before the

war, was used as the bar attached to the recreation rooms for workers.

Photograph by Sport and General.

Byrleet, in Surrey, where comfortable hostels
are provided for their especial benefit, with
a competent housekeeper to supervise the
domestic arrangements. On the preceding page
we give some photographs showing women em-
ployed on their latest form of war work.

MINISTRANTS TO THE WOUNDED: A SCENE AT TOULON.
Red Cross ladles in France bring comforts and refreshments to the wounded soldiers
on hospital trains, a kindly act which l.i Immensely appreciated by the sufferers.

French Official Photograph.

being trained as carpenters to help in Government
contract work. And very useful work it is

nothing less, apparently, than the construction of

More women are wanted as Army
cooks. After the initial surprise
occasioned by the appointment of

women as military cooks had evap-
orated, it was quickly realised that
the military cook new style was
a most desirable person. As a con-

sequence, the Military Cookery
Section of the Women's Legion are

being constantly asked not only for

cooks, but for waitresses for officers'

messes, training camps, command
depots, and other places, and, al-

though 1200 and more women have

already been supplied, there is still

a cry for
"
more."

Now a school of cookery for train-

ing women has been started at the
Dartford Convalescent Camp, in order
that untrained women who are yet
willing to offer their services in this

way may be taught the elements of
their work. With food economy the

watchword of the hour, the woman Army cook
has an opportunity of doing real and valuable
service to the country's cause. CLAUDINE CLEVE.
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photography in the Shies: H Wonderful Snapshot*

A NOTABLE AIR PICTURE: A NIEUPORT "CHASER" TAKEN FROM ANOTHER FLYING AT 6500 FT.

The extraordinary results obtained in photography by airmen have

been among the scientific wonders of the war. As a rule, of course,

the object is to photograph the enemy's positions, with a view to

guiding artillery fire and affording data for the organisation of

infantry attacks. From such photographs, of which our readers

have been enabled to see various examples from time to time,

elaborate maps are prepared which prove of the utmost value to

the commanders. Occasionally, also, as in this instance, a snapshot
is taken of one machine from another, flying thousands of feet

above the earth. The aeroplane seen here is of the type known
as a Nieuport chaser, a fast machine employed, as its name

indicates, for driving off the enemy's airmen. [Photo, by C.N.}
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On the french front on the Somme.

RECAPTURED DOMPIERRE : THE CENTRE OF THE VILLAGE, FORMERLY HOUSES
; -A CLEARED STREET.

Dompierre is one of the recaptured villages in the Somme battle-

area. It is within a short distance of Fricourt, which was the

centre of a stubborn resistance by the enemy, as the despatches

have told. It was formerly a large and thriving place with some

900 inhabitants, who mostly found employment in a targe beet-

sugar refinery, the battered ruins of which still stand. The upper

illustration shows the central portion of Dompierre as it apptared
after the village was bombarded and carried by assault by the

French. Formerly the space was all houses and gardens. In the

lower illustration we see one of the streets lined with buildings
that stand as empty shells. The roadway has been cleared to allow

military traffic to pass along. [Photos, by C.N.]
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H few of franee's thousands of German prisoners.

SOME OF 41,000 AND MORE CAPTURED BY THE FRENCH IN FOUR MONTHS : GERMAN PRISONERS.

Although the weather has interfered with large movements on the

French front for some little time, and, in consequence, prisoners
have not been coming in by thousands, as in the big battles, yet

additions to the number continue to be made. In the lower

photograph some German prisoners are seen outside a French

dressing-station, to which they have brought a wounded comrade.

He is lying on a stretcher in the background by the entrance to

the dressing-station. A recent French communique stated: "From
July i to November i, the Franco-British troops, in the course of

the fighting on the Somme, have taken 71,532 German soldiers

and 1449 officers prisoners. The share of the French troops in

this total includes 40,796 soldiers and 809 officers." [Photos, by C.N.]
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On the Balkan front: frcnch position-HrtiUery,

GUNS USED TO RETAKE MONASTIR : A FRENCH " Ib5
" ON THE MARCH

;
IN CAMP AND SCREENED.

From accounts of the battles in the neighbourhood of Monastir,

and throughout the fighting before that during the Franco-Serbian

advance, the French heavy artillery played no unimportant part in

ensuring success. The French position - guns, two of which are

seen above, "iSS's," or 6-inch pieces, in particular, proved more

than a match for the German and Bulgarian batteries opposing

them. Their long range and heavy projectiles at the same time

forced the enemy from strong mountain positions and covered the

attacks of the Serbian infantry on apparently impregnable heights.

In the upper illustration a French
"
155

"
is seen on the line of

march. A similar gun at a camp, partially sheltered from over-

head view, is shown in the lower illustration. [Photos. lllus. Bureau."]
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THE NEW PREMIER : THE RIGHT HON. DAVID LLOYD GEORGE, M.P.

Photograph by Vandyk.
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ALTHorC.H
I have tin' strongest clisiiu lina-

tion to drag political facts into notes

dealing with war topics, a British Cabinet

upheaval cannot very well be ignored. 1 am not

going to plunge into controversy, nor am 1 going
to mutter either

"
Noithclifte

"
(that King

Charles's head to many) or
" Na Poo

"
; but it is neces-

sary to suggest how this change
i- a war condition to be noted,
and how this change may be

likely to affect the war. To be

brief and as unpolitical as pos-

sible, it must be said that the

change seems an evidence of

the national impulse towards
"
keying up." Germany, not

merely by her Roumanian vie

lories and her renewed sub-

marine endeavours, but by her

great national effort in the

mass levy, is showing that she

is throwing her whole weight in

the scale, and that she wants
that weight to tell in the spring.
That the Allies must react to

meet this output of power was
to be expected. From a purely

non-partisan point of view we
must consider our Govern-
mental change as our effort in

countering Germany. Without

indulging in any political

opinion at all,

it can be said

thatMr.Lloyd
George, who
is the new
Prime Minis-

ter, is to the

great mass of

the people the

expression of

the deter-
mined and

fighting Brit-

ish war spirit.

The tighten-

ing t'p, which
we have seen

in the matter
of food, coal,

and other
things, is

likely to con-

tinue, and the

thing that is

certain is

that, strong
and sure as

By W. DOUGLAS NEWTON.

That

NOT "SUPERFLUOUS": "CHOP-CHOP,"
A VALUABLE PEKINGESE, GIVEN A
GOLD MEDAL BY QUEEN ALEXANDRA
FOR COLLECTING THE LARGEST SUM
OF ANY DOG FOR THE RED CROSS.

Photograph by Alfieri.

THE KING'S WOMEN FARMERS : MISS NORTH AND MISS THOMPSON IN CHARGE
OF HIS MAJESTY'S PRIZE DEVON BULLOCKS AT SLOUGH SALE.

/'''<
. lllu.tiatu.ns Co.

was our determination before, we will come
through these times of domestic affairs stronger,
more resolute, and more determined.

is all that need be said about

politics ;
meanwhile there is still the war.

And the war has not given us the greatest satis-

faction during the week. With the West mainly

quiet, we have had to watch with particular

and unrelieved concentration the affairs in Ron-

mania. Last week - end it

seemed certain that Bucharest
was doomed to fall, the ques-
tion being whether the forts

were ready to make a fight for

it. and perhaps delay the final

moment, or whether some
counter-effort would relieve the

situation. We have learnt now
how the forts had been dis-

mantled even before the war,
and that in the past few weeks
the Roumanian Government
had removed to Jassy in

Northern Moldavia, while the

Headquarter Command as well

as the Army had gone else-

where, so that only the shell of

a city, with those of the civilian

inhabitants who remained, fell

to the invader. Last week, too,

it was obvious that much would

depend on the battle which was

beginning on the Arges, for if

the defenders had held and \vc >n
,

the Marne might have been

repeated. The battle, however,
seems to have
been a Tan-

nenberg, not

so drastic a

defeat as the

Masurian
fight, but still

an emphatic
repul?e. The
Roumanians
certainly did

make their

stand, and
made it

pluckily. A
severe check

was adminis-

tered to the

southern Ger-

man force,
both on the

Alexandria
road, and
lower, where
the villages
of Comana
and Gostinari

were recaptured. By this time, however, the Russo-
Roumanian centre on the Arges had cracked,
and, with the enemy thiough. the southern
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assault was able to make all ground once more.
The progress of this central attack had a graver
effect even than the fall of Bucharest. The
advance seems to have uncovered the flank of

the splendidly stubborn line which for two months
barred every enemy effoit to make headway into

the important Prahova Valley. This defence

was at last forced to give ground, and the enemy-
were able to drive their way by Ploesti into the

region of the rich Roumanian oil-fields. We must
not minimise this loss to the Allied strength, for

it will probably prove a useful enemy accession

in power. Ploesti was the oil-storage centre of

tto'e Government pipe line, and its stocks and
refineries, though they were probably destroyed,
form a prize (even by deprivation) of real value.

On the side of loss, too, must be placed great

Falkenhayn, have never been forced. Whatever
the expedient in defence, there is bound to be
some very stern fighting. Not merely will every-
thing be done to save the rest of Roumania, but
unless the invasion is checked the Germans will

in time bring their forces against the Russian
flank in Bessarabia ; that is, they will hold a

position behind the main Russian line. Specula-
tion on what is to follow in Roumania is idle,

just as it. is idle, for the present moment, to try
and find reasons for the failure on this front.

Obviously the Germans threw every concen-
tration against this front and overwhelmed it.

The enemy inability to hold the Allies north of

Monastir, is, perhaps, as has been indicated here

already, a sign that Roumania came before

Macedonia, or anything else
; but there are

WOUNDED, BUT NOT DOWNHEARTED! CANADIAN "WALKING CASES " INCLUDING A JAPANESE SERVING

UNDER THE CANADIAN FLAG.

This is one of the many interesting subjects shown at the Official Exhibition of Canadian War Photographs, on view at the Grafton

Everyone ought to visit the Exhibition, the proceeds of which go to the Canadian War Memorial Fund.

Canadian War Records.

Galleries until December 16.

quantities of grain stores (some of this the pro-
perty of England), and captures of men, some-
where beyond 12,000 all told. The total Roumanian
loss in prisoners since the beginning, Berlin tells

us, has been 100,000 men.
The next move of the enemy will probably be

to clear or attempt to clear the country as far as

Cernavoda, to link up with the force holding in

the Dobrudja, and also to give a clear rail run to
the Black Sea. The defence will be hampered
by the fact that the enemy, though the Danube
is between, is on the left flank, while he is also on
the right with no Danube to hold him off. A
new Roumanian line may be found along the
Prahova to the east of Bucharest, or along the
Buzen-Braila railway, each of these lines having
its right flank along the mountain ranges which,
in spite of the first and continued assaults of

suggestions that again a shell shortage led to a

set-back, a fact borne out by the curious weakness
of the defence in the face of the Danube crossing.
Of the counter-attempts at relief the difficulties

in the path of that engineered in the Kirlibaba
zone of the Carpathians were pointed out last

week, and it is a melancholy fact that the actions

of this week have confirmed our opinion, though
the Russians are still exerting pressure, parti-

cularly on the Transylvanian front, at Gyimes
and elsewhere. Of the actions in the Dobrudja
(in which British armoured cars probably not

Tanks took part), we have it from the Bul-

garians that success was not pronouncedly on
the side of the Allies ; and though the Bulgars
are not notoriously afflicted with truth, there is

no reason on this occasion for disbelieving them.
In Macedonia there has certainly been a
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steady headway of the Allies. The Serbians,

again, are finding no resistance adequate enough
to hold them bark. North-east of Monastir. the

Griinishta heights, and those north-east of ]!udi-

inisci, and the strong positions on them were
carried

;
and this, with victories over several

villages, has brought the Franco-Serb force rathei

more than fifteen miles away from Monastir.

(inns, including howit/ers. were captured, as well

as some troops. The new successes level up
the Allied line into

.1 straight fighting |BhMMMMKaBMMM
front, and though
no more than a still

ruing of Germans
ma v h.i \ r been
sent to reinforce

tlie defence while

the Roumanian in-

vasion is m the .111,

the steady progress,
in spite of adverse

weather conditions,

shows the fine tem-

per of the attack.

It is an attack, too,

that might, even

vrt
,
have s, une defi-

nite bearing on the

fighting beyond the

Danube. Mixed up
with this fighting is,

naturally, the Greek
trouble.' It seems r<c,,ch official

likely, however, that the strong hand of the Allies

has brought the dawn of sense into the hostile

element. There appears to have been a period of
mob rule in Athens, but a shot or two from the

Fleets, and the marching of Allied troops on to

Royalist positions, proved a strong argument to-

wards reason. Eight batteries of Greek artillery
out of ten have been handed over, and the

Royalists have, in the main, climbed down. L;t
us hope they have pacified themselves for good.

In the West conditions have been compara-
tively "as they were," though gunnery work

THE RELIGION OF ISLAM AT SALONIKA : PRAYERS IN HONOUR
OF MAHOMEDAN SOLDIERS FALLEN IN BATTLE.

has bi en marked, and there has been a certain

amount of trench-raiding. Whether the good
weather conditions which have been apparent in

this country for many days of the week have

obtained in the West, or whether they have had

any pronounced effect on the ground, only events

will show. Flying has not been so notable, so that

perhaps the conditions have not been so good.
()u the sea there has been a resumption of

submarine warfare, directed with a certain amount
of reckless virulence

against neutral (es-

pecially neutral) and
British shipping
alike. An unex-

pected touch has

been the appearance
of a German sub-

mersible in the Ma-
deira waters. This

venturesome craft

appears to have-

come within striking

distance of Funchal,
and to have tor-

pedoed the French

gun-boat Surprise, a

British cable -
laying

vessel, and a French

transport. Then, at

arangeof two miles,

it fired about fifty

shells into the town
1'iuanfrapn. .. . . ,

until driven off by
the Portuguese forts. Another unexpected touch
has been the official Admiralty statement that
a German commerce-raider is at large in the
Atlantic "an armed and disguised vessel of

mercantile type."
In internal economies, this week has seen a

screwing-up in matters relating to food-stuffs

and railway travel. That not until the third

winter of the war have we felt the stress in certain

food-stuffs, and in higher prices, is a thing that
we must be thankful for, and, more, to thank
the Navy for. LONDON : DEC. ir, 1016.

ON DUTY IN CAIRO ON THE DAY OF THE RETURN OF THE MECCA PILGRIMS : AN AMBULANCE OF THE EGYPTIAN
RED CRESCENT. I'lmtograph by Topical.}
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On the frcnch front: Drawing Coohcd Rations.
1

r
i

MEAL-TIME IN THE TRENCHES : SERVING OUT THE HOT FOOD AT THE FIELD KITCHEN.

Tht " an army marches on its stomach "
is a commonplace maxim

that we hare all heard. That an army fights on its stomach,
the defenders of Verdun proved. The French Army cooks at

Verdun, with their constant supply of hot meals to the men in the

trenches, It has been remarked, had almost as much to do with
the saving of the situation as the soldiers themselves. That is as

It may be
;
at any rate, the French Army department charged with

the feeding of the soldiers is admittedly a model of expert organisa-
tion and practical efficiency. In the above illustration, a French

field-kitchen station in rear of the trenches is shown at nu!

time, while cooked rations are being served out. The value of such

excellent arrangements is inestimable. [Photos, fry C.N.\
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Battle-Line Life on the destern front.

OK RELIEF : A RIFLE INSPECTION AFTER RETURN FROM THE TRENCHES ; PICKING OUT MUD.
Rifle liup*ctlon Is an Indlipenaable dtUll In war-time with troopi

erring In the trenchea, A neglect*), or overlooked, clot of mud
In the barrel or at thi munle nittni * burit or bulfed birrel

th nrxt time the rifle It Bred. Both the muulei and the breech-

mechmnlsm hive to be teen to, for mud, or frit, at the breech is

detrimental and * caui* of future nut. In the upper

Illustration, a detachment jutt back from the trenches it harlnf
Its rifles examined. The lower Illustration shows a mud-bespattered

LOldler, mud-soiled on helmet and clothes, picking out mud from
the breech of hii rifle, while a fafged-out comrade lie* beside him
on the wet soil to rest awhile. These apparently small details are

of great Importance In fact. [Offinal Ptiotagnplis.}
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Recreations of Campaigning in east Hfrica.

IN EAST AFRICA : A MASCOT LEOPARD CUB j

The leopvd cub ihown In the upper photograph ii the mucot of
South Africtn unit serving In Eut Africa. The boxing match

een below took place during a tournament held at an advance
camp of the Britith forces. A despatch from But Africa of
December x gave details of ererl luccenful operation! against
the enemy that had recently taken place there. " On October jo,"

AND A BOXING MATCH AT A BRITISH CAMP.

It stated,
"

the BritUh column* on the Ruhudje Hirer (alned a

contplcuout tucceai, dririns the enemy opposed to them orer the

rlTer, with the loat of orer aoo men killed or wounded, 82 prisoner.,
and a quantity of arm and material." Another German force

surrendered on November 6, Including 7 officers, 47 other Euro-

peans, ind 440 native troops, with a io-5-cm. howitier, etc.
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OTtth the fleet at Sea-

ON BOARD SHIP : GETTING OUT A GUN FOR SENDING ASHORE IN MID-AIR j MACHINE-GUNNERS.

Tht upper illustration shows * ship's gun In the slings, being hoiited

out of a ihlp And lowered into 4 dockyard lighter, or similar craft,

for transference ashore to thi repairing rkihopi. Although to

a Urge exttnt to an enttnt that few people outside the naval

lerrlee realite- quite heary repairs can be managed afloat without

ihlp* requiring to return to port, then are, of couree, occaaiona

when the nature of the defect! neceeaitatei that courae being
taken. The celerity with which the dockyard departments work
on tuch jobs la almost incredible, the object, of course, being to

let the ship return to sea duty as quickly aa possible. In the

lower Illustration is seen a ship i machine-gun squad with their

weapon, during a tp^ll of rett.
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Olitb the fleet at Sea Repairs,

READY FOR SERVICE AGAIN : SLINGING A SHIP'S GUN BACK ON BOARD FOR REMOUNTING.

A naval gun if shown In the above illustration bning slung on

board * ship for remounting alter repain. Less extensive repairs

are carried out on board ihip, often at Ha, either by artificer* of

the ihip, or by meani of one of the vessels specially equipped for

repair - work, which all navies possess, whose function it it to

accompany fleeti to tea and serve at floating workshops. In

cam where the repairs, whether of guns or machinery, are beyond
the capacity of the appliances in the attendant vessels, the damaged
guns or parti are either exchanged at tea for efficient tpare parts,

kept stocked in reserve, or the ships return to a dockyard port
to have the defects teen to. If necessary, defective weapont art

replaced from the reserve storehouses.
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THE BEGINNINGS OF WAR - MACHINES : ARMED WAR- CARS.

THE
first war car of which we have any called a

"
Sow," was constructed by the Royalists

knowledge is the chariot of the ancient in this country in 1645 to assist in their attack

Egyptians (Fig. i), its use dating from about on the Parliament forces in the town of Frome.

2000 B.C. These vehicles were mounted on

two small wheels, and drawn by two or more

horses. They were not provided with seats,

the fighting man or men standing by the

driver's side. The floor of the chariot was

very near the ground, and free ingress and

The machine was attacked and destroyed before

it reached its
s destination, but such terror was

inspired by it that one good parson is said to

have given public thanks from the pulpit for

such a deliverance.

Fig. 2 shows a fifteenth-century gun-cairiage

egress was obtained from the open "back, no in- which the cart was placed before the horse,

door or tail-board being fitted. It was, at so that the gun could be trained on the enemy
a later period, usual to attach scythe-blades as the vehicle approached his position. A
to the axle - ends in such a manner as to

inflict terrible injuries on the

enemy's soldiers with whom
they came in contact when
driven through their ranks in

a charge. In Old Testament

history we hear of war-chariots

on many occasions, from the

600 lost by Pharaoh in the Red
Sea to the chaiiot in which

Ahariah, King of Israel, was

slain by an Assyrian archer who
" drew a bow at a venture

and smote the King of Israel

between the joints of the

harness."

In the days of the Romans
a war-wagon called a

" Testudo
"

'was used to protect a party of

men attacking a fortification.

This device was merely a

substantial roof on suitable

columns, mounted on wheels to

make it portable. The vehicle

was pushed up to the wall which

was to be attacked, and its roof

protected its occupants from

missiles thrown down by the

defenders. It was usual to cover

the roof with hides to prevent
its destruction by fire.

A development of this idea

is found in the Roman " Tur-

res Ambulatoriae," or moving
towers tall wooden buildings of many storeys,
sometimes twelve or thirteen in number. These

wooden towers were usually built on the spot,

just out of range of the enemy's missiles,

and, being mounted on wheels, were pushed

up to his fortifications, when a drawbridge,

pivoted at the floor of one of the upper storeys,
was allowed to fall on the wall and so provide
a passage over it for the fighting-men occupying
the tower.

PIG. 8. OF THB TYPE USED BY

THE CRUSADERS AT JERUSALEM :

A MEDIEVAL "BELFRY," FOR

ATTACKING FORTRESSES.

sloping shield protected the gunner, and a

spear-head, more dangerous in

appearance than in practice, pro-

jected forward to protect the

car from frontal attack. A
" war-cart

"
propelled by horses

from within, and carrying a

fighting crew in an upper storey,
is shown in Fig. 4. This vehicle

was designed in the reign of

Henry VIII., but was probably
never built. A "

war-cart
"

of

the same period is shown in

Fig. 5. According to Grose,

several of these vehicles were
stationed in the centre of a

square battalion of halberdiers.

Coming down to more modern
times, we have Cowan's Loco-

motive Land Battery (Fig. 7),

patented in England in April

1855. This was to be a steam-

driven fort armed with 14-

pounder carronades and with

scythe-blades, like the chariots

of old, but so arranged as to

iold against the side of the

vehicle for more convenient

transport. The whole thing was
to be protected by steel armour.
In i8fx>, at the time of Napoleon
the Third's threat to invade

England, a French engineer

designed a similar machine of

smaller dimensions. The Emperor approved
the idea, but it went no further. The Kaiser,
about 1897, is said to have designed a steam-
fort as large as a Pullman saloon, but no
use w.as ever made of it in fact, it is doubt-
ful whether it ever got beyond the paper
stage.

In the year 1899 we have the Simms armoured
car, one of the very earliest war - cars driven

by an internal -combustion engine, the agent
Similar towers, or

"
Belfries

"
(Fig. 8), as they -which has alone made possible the aeroplane.

were called, of four or five storeys only, were

used throughout the Middle Ages, one of them

being taken by the Crusaders to Jerusalem, in

sections, and erected in the neighbourhood for

use against that city. A similar contrivance,

airship, submarine, and the war-car of to-day
the famous " Tank." The Simms machine was
built by the Daimler Company at Coventry in

1899, and was designed to run on rails up to

thirty miles per hour. tc><w //*.
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Beginnings of CHar-JMachincs : Hrnied Olar-Cars.

ANC1EJST EGYPTIAN ^.

(AFTt-FT WiLKINfiON)

2 CURIOUS LATE WM CENTUXY CAW
WITH GUN AND SHJFLD

4
TUDOR"WAR-CART" BROKEN AWAY IN

THE SKETCH TO SHOW HOW HORSES AND
MUSKBTEE/13 WERE PJ.A.CCD UNDEITCOVCH

K EARLY IC^CENTY'WAR-CAKT
APTER VEGET1U5.

JS* CENTURY
WAH-CMAR1OT

COWKI^I'S I-C-.COMOTiVE
LANU BATTERYTUDOR "WAR-CART"

FILLEB WITH MUSKETEERS.

TANKS OF OTHER TIMES : ARMED WAR-CARS FROM ANCIENT EGYPT TO THE NINETEENTH CENfURY.

The wheels and machinery were protected by steel plating, but the present war have secured the production of number of armed

artilleryman was exposed, lave for the protection he got from the and armoured cars of mare or less successful design, from the

shield fitted to the Q.F. fun with which the car was armed. In 5-h.p. Talbot touring chassis converted into a war -car by the

the following year Mr. B. J. Pennlngton brought out a somewhat addition of bullet-proof armour, etc., and armed with two light

similar machine, but its engines were not a practical proposition, machine-guns, to the huge
" Tanks "

of to-day, which were, of course,

and it never did any effective service. The necessities of the designed for that particular purpose. {Irau>if by W. B. Robinson.]
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Hftcr the British Capture of St. picrrc Divion.

The Bnttah ptur. m Nornb- of Bumont Hn,l, Bwucourt,nd St. P,,rr. D,Tion rultl in th. Ukin, of . hu. hrd onn7 mun.Uon., bide. th. 6000 odd pri^,^ Th. pUc Mprpi (or month, u Tt fortlfi*! nugMlna for th.
j)T't tnd.d portion in th. Ancr. district* Th. mx.

unnd. d !,, W

Tl
ncluding *-"* ' mouldy -* -tTh. upp illu.tr.tion .how. th. .*, to . brick-

ti * no^T"*"*
'1U -OUt " St ' Plw" D*""- * -hell, i

. , ,,f
' g<>n' thrOUgh '" ""P*"* ncrft.d roof. Inlr iUu.tr.Uon i, ^ httry ^ ^munition which ,,

.mr h.d not tiro, to UN or to r.mv..-[o/AcW
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OTith the Serbians on the Monaatir front.

UTILISING BULGARIAN PRISONERS : BUILDING A
(n addition to the large number of Bulgarian prisoners taken by
the Serbians and French in the Monastir campaign who hire been

hipped abroad (or safe custody, a considerable number are being
retained at the seat of war, for road-making and similar labour.

As correspondents' letters in the newspapers hare told, there U
hardly a road on the Macedonian front At for wheeled traffic, except

CAUSEWAY ;
-ROAD-MAKING UNDER GUARD.

those made since the Salonika army arrived in the country. To

supplement these and extend them as the Allies advance, Bulgarian

prisoners, who are mostly of the peasant class and inured to Aeld

labour, are being employed. A gang constructing a timber cause-

way orer a morass is seen in one illustration, and in the other,

another gang road-making in a Tillage. [Frettch Official Photographs.]
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ROMANCES OF THE REGIMENTS : XXVII.-THE 13TH LIGHT DRAGOONS.
'DON SANTIAGO WHITTINGHAM.

THE
first Englishman who fought in the

Peninsular War was Captain Samuel Ford

\\1iittingham, otherwise Samford Whittingham, a

Bristol man, who came to great eminence as a

soldier, rose to Lieut. -General's rank, and died

before his time in India,

much beloved and re-

gretted. Before the British

troops had entered into the

struggle against Napoleon in

Spain and Portugal, Captain
Whittingham, of the I3th

Light Dragoons, obtained

leave to serve abroad as a
volunteer. He had connec-

tions in the Peninsula, and
had also business lelations

there, for he had entered

the Army somewhat late in

life, after a mercantile career

in Spain. He had, there-

fore, little difficulty in ob-

taining employment. His

knowledge of Spanish and
of the Spaniards gave him

especial qualifications, and
he had already served Mr.
Pitt very ably in a secret

negotiation which required
intricate knowledge of the

comers and goers to and
from Spanish ports. When

COMMANDING RUSSIAN TROOPS AT

SALONIKA: GENERAL ARTAMANOFF;
WITH A RUSSIAN CHAPLAIN.

Fnnck Official PHoiogrnph.

the British expedition was ready to set out,

Captain Whittingham was appointed a Deputy-
Assistant Quartermaster-General in Sir Arthur

Wellesley's forces, but he received special per-
mission to

remain with
General Cas-

taflos. With
that leader

he took part
in the events
which led to

the memor-
able surrender
of Baylen, and
was present
when Dupont
and his Staff

delivered up
their swordsto
the Spaniards
and 17,500
Frenchmen
laid down
their arms.

action, winning the praise and confidence of

Wellesley, and even of a Marshal of France.

He did Castaftos a good turn, also, on a chance

occasion not by any feat of arms, but by his

powers of oratory in sonorous Spanish.

Whittingham (" Don San-

tiago," as his men called

him, in the nearest attempt
they could make to

" Sam-
ford ") had fallen ill with
rheumatic fever just before

the battle of Tudela. To-
wards the close of that

unfortunate action, General
Graham sent to say that,
as retreat was inevitable.

Captain Whittingham must
be moved forthwith or he
must be taken prisoner.
His own horses were too

spirited for a man in the

Captain's condition, but
General Graham another
volunteer had sent a strong,

steady beast. A pillow was

placed on the saddle ; Don
Santiago was carried down-
stairs and lifted up on horse-

back. Suffering unendurable

agony, he managed to reach
the village of Ablitas, about
three miles distant. There

ROAD TO THE TRENCHES: CANADIAN TROOPS RETURNING FROM
TRENCH -DUTY PASSING PACK - MULES ON THEIR WAY TO THE FRONT.

Canadian War Ktcords.

He served

Castaflos well

in the field, and, despite the poor quality of
the Spanish troops, Whittingham contrived to
bring his own command into more than pre-
sentable order. He handled them well in

he was taken off the saddle and thrown upon
a mattress.

About ten o'clock that night Castaflos and his

Staff, in full retreat to Cuensa, reached the same

place. Cas-

taftos pro-
cured a little

covered cart,

into which he
had a mat-
tress put, and
directed that

Whittingham
should pro-
ceed to Cuen9a
at once a

I *? distance of

three hundred

miles, over
abominable
roads ! It
was the depth
of winter, the

cart had no

springs, Whit-
t i n gham's
joints were

now more violently inflamed than ever; he
could only be moved by lifting up the sheets
on which he lay.

There was no choice, however, and the
[QMMMI
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TThc enrolment of the Greeh Rationalist Volunteers.

AT SALONIKA : M. VENIZELOS REVIEWS A CORPS

Immediately M. Vrnizelot took hU stnd for the AliiH, the enrol-
ment beg.n of th Creek Volunteers who uuwered the Nition.lUt
leader 'i tummoni. Ai the men arrired at Sulonlki, flocking from
all parti of Greece, and numbera by ihip from the Agean iilmndi,

they were reflmented and equipped. Many were old loldlen, which
made the drilling and organisation eaaier and tpeedler. M. Venlielot

STARTING AGAINST BULGARIANS ; A PRESENTATION.

b shown in the upper Illustration, rerlewlng at Salonika a battalion

ready for actlre serrlce, on Iti marching agalnit the Bulgarian*.
The Greek leader U the white-bearded figure In drlllan dresa, la

the second Illustration, Mme. Vatyano, President of the Greek

Woman's Patriotic Council, is seen presenting M. VenUeloi with 4

specially worked flag. [Bntiih and French Official Photopaplu.}
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penitential journey began. Castafios directed

Dr. Turlau, his principal medical officer, to

accompany the patient. Day by day they

jogged along, every jolt a new martyrdom to

the sufferer. One very cold morning, before

daybreak, Dr. Turlau begged to share VVhit-

tingham's mattress. The Captain readily con-

sented. But before they had gone another
mile the ( . rt was overturned and pitched down
a precipice. The doctor landed under the

mattress, with Whittingham, who weighed a
substantial number of stones, on the top of

him. Neither could move.
" For the love of God 1

"
screeched Turlau,

"
Seftor Don Santiago, I am stifled for the love

of the most Holy Virgin, 1 beseech you to get up,
or I shall die."

"
Dearest Turlau," replied Samford,

"
you

see that I am totally incapable of movement,

had preceded the fallen General on the

road to Seville, and had spread a report
that Castaflos was a traitor and deserved to

die. The General came near being lynched
at Miguel Turra, from which town, he es-

caped only by the coolness and address of

the priest with whom he lodged. On his

way to Seville, Whittingham also passed
through Miguel Turra, where he found an
immense crowd assembled in the Plaza. The
Spaniards crowded round the British soldier,

shouting
" What news of the traitor Cas-

taflos ?
"

Whittingham reined up, and, glad of the

opportunity, addressed the mob. "
Gentle-

men," said he,
"

I am grieved, astonished,
afflicted to see so many good and worthy
persons duped by the vilest of men." He
then rehearsed in picturesque Spanish the

WOOD PANELLED. PAPERED, AND COMFORTABLY FURNISHED: A CAPTURED GERMAN DUG-OUT,
WITH ITS BRITISH OCCUPANTS ENJOYING GRAMOPHONE SELECTIONS.

Official Pliotograpk.

so that, if it should appear to you that
your last hour is come, recommend yourself
to (led. for from human aid you have nothing
to fxpcct."

Some stragglers came up at this point
and released the prisoners, set up the cart,
and tnsililrd the afflicted jesters to proceed!
In due time they reached Cueii9a, and there
Whittingham so far recovered as to be able
to go to Seville on business before many weeks
were over.

. Castaftos f who had been superseded after
Tudela, was expected at Seville to answer
to the Supreme Junta for his conduct. Mean-
while, his enemy, the infamous Count de
Montijo (whose beautiful kinswoman was one
day to ascend the Imperial throne of France),

story of the surrender of Baylen.
"
I saw

17,500 Frenchmen lay down their arms to
this very General Castaflos." Giving chapter
and verse, he spoke of Castaftos' career, of
his incorruptibility amid much temptation.
He explained the disaster of Tudela as the
blunder of the Supreme Junta, which ordered

Castaftos, against his better judgment, to give
battle with an inferior force.

"
This same

Castaflos," he concluded,
"
you have desired

to murder, because an infamous and lying
coward fled from the field of battle to de-
nounce him here."

With a great shout of
" When the English-

man says so, it must be tiue !

"
the crowd

carried Whittingham in triumph to his quarters,
and an ugly incident ended happily.
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On the Macedonian front: <Gttitb the french Gunners.

AWAITING ORDERS : AN ARTILLERY POST AMONG THE HILLS
; A HEAVY PIECE AT CLOSE QUARTERS.

In the upper illustration we have a French hear? artillery pott on
th Macedonian front, placed at a point where it can keep under

long-range fire certain enemy positions far ahead. The port, at
it evidenced by the array of ammunition-wagons loaded with a
reserve supply of big shells and other ammunition (shown drawn
up to the side of the guns), hai been prepared for heavy work.

The intervening high ground between the guns and the enemy's
previously mapped position, the guns' allotted target, presents no
Impediment, as the steep angle of fire carries the shells high orer

hills in advance. A French poiition-gun, fitted with "girdles"
or "caterpillar feet," on its wheels, is seen at c!oie quarters in

the lower illustration. [FrfK* Official Photographs,}
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On the Macedonian front: frencb Lc
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mgc Hrtillery Supporting a

WARDING THE ENEMY ACROSS THE RIDGE IN FRONT: FRENCH *EAVY GUNS.

*come public knowledge that a powerful contingent <

here.

. "lumn oi troop, with tr.nn-ort
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On the Balkan front : CKbcrc the Oppo
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READY, LANYARD IN HAND, AND AWAITING THE WORD 1

on, .nother .. th. tr.nch., on

"
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trenches are Only a Short Distance Hpart.

TRENCH-MORTAR GUNNERS ABOUT TO DISCHARGE A BIG BOMB
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" Smokes " from Rome : On the Western front.

GIFTS FROM "BLIGHTY": CIGARETTES DISTRIBUTED TO TOMMY IN THE FIELD.

Our pictures show one of the plemwmt breaks in the round of

routine and the sterner duties of men. at the front : the srriTal

from '

Blighty
' '

of boxes of ever-welcome elfarettes sent by friends

and well-wishers to the soldiers who are fighting for them with

such derotion. Cigarettes for the troops are received from various

quarters, including manufacturers and personal friends of the men,

and in the rough and perilous happenings of war the all-consoling

tobacco is doubly welcome. The sand-bags, and shells, tell the con-

ditions under which presents are received. When parcels arrive they
are opened by the battery commander for distribution, and the out-

stretched hands show how welcome they are as reminders of home.

-r\PfficM Photographs issued by the Press Bureau.]
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"five o'Cloch": Jvifc on the Balkan front.

'AN INTERVAL FOR REFRESHMENT "
": TOMMY'S TEA-TIME DURING A BRIEF RESPITE FROM ACTION.

Even In the itrtM and turmoil of the life of the troopi who ar

In the thick of the fluting In the Balluni, there an ehort ipellt

of reit, devoted among other thlnp to refreshment. Tta-tlnw In

the trenche* U not exactly the tame thing at it I* In a London

drawing-room, or trtn at it li under th* reitrictloni ImpoMd In

the public Intereit upon thi menus of faihionabl* hoteli and

reetaurantt, but It b non the leu welcomed by the men who ta.it

been In action. It U for them a rough-and-ready mal, to be
.

taken In clrcunutanctt often of Impending danger and demanding

corutant watching and caution ; but, for alt that, It leema to many

th nwal of the day for the lak* of Iti aMoelatioiu. [Official

Photograph issuat by tiu Prtu Bureau.]
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Koumam'a'8 Capital Hbandoncd to the enemy.

,

I CAPTURED BUCHAREST: ONE OF THE BOULEVARDS; AND THE MINISTRY OF FOREIGN AFFAIRS.
The fall of Bucharest had been anticipated for tome little time as
the German aimiet drew nearer, for it wai known that the
Roumanians did not mean to defend it should their field force be
unable to check the enemy. A semi-official Roumanian statement
of December j laid :

" The Wolff Agency, for propagandist purposes,
claims that measures haie been taken to transform the city of

Bucharest Into an armed camp, whereas, on the contrary, well
before the commencement of the war, as is known to our enemies
Bucharest was deprived of the character of a fortress, snd when
the danger of occupation presented itself steps were taken for the
evacuation of the city by the military elements, but not by the
cirll population, which has been enjoined to remain in the city."

[Continue* otfolitf.
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Clnfortffted Bucharest J^dvo in German Rands*

ROUMANIA'S FALLEN CAPITAL : A GENERAL VlfcW OF BUCHAREST
;
AND THE ROYAL PALACE.

The Roumanian Government was transferred to Jassy, in north-

eastern Moldavia, near the Russian border. Bucharest has been

called
"

the Paris of the East," partly from its buildings and

boulevards, and partly from th character of its inhabitants.

Socially, it 'ii a cosmopolitan place, where all the nationalities of

Eastern Europe are to be found represented. Architecturally, It it

a mixture of East and West. While the centre of the city is

modern, the suburbs look somewhat Oriental. The Royal Palace

was rebuilt in 1885, having consisted of a very unpretentious one-

storeyed house. The fine Catholic Cathedral was built between

1875 and 1884. The population has been recently estimated at

about 346,000. [Plioio*. by Illustrations Bureau.}
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FOOTNOTES TO ARMAGEDDON: XVIII.- JOHNSON.

THE
man came out of the tumbled churn of

earth beyond the bags. For a second he

stood above the trench looking into it, then he

said
"
Hullo, there I You 're our side, aren't you ?

"

The nearest

sentry said, very

promptly
"

'Alt I

" And
he annotated,
" Or I puts a

blinkin' 'ole in

yer."
The stranger

merely said,
" That 's all

right," and drop-

ped into the

trench.

In the Com-

pany Dug - Out

they saw him to

be a dirty and in-

describable crea-

ture, tunicless,

with shirt torn,

and identity discs

gone. They found
out nothing else,

USEFUL SPOIL FROM THE VAST QUANTITY FOUND IN THE GERMAN
UNDERGROUND MAGAZINE-VAULTS AT BEAUMONT HAMEL : REMOVING
AN ELECTRIC DYNAMO AND FITTINGS AFTER THE VICTORY.

Official Photograph.

He couldsave the marking
"
K. J." on his shirt,

not, or would not they were not certain tell

them anything, though they thought it was that

he could not. He told them quite clearly
"

I 've been
over the:e a long
time a very
long time. I 'm
rather hungry.
And thirsty."

" What 's your
regiment anyhow
my man ?

"

said the Captain,

deciding on "
my

man "
at the last

moment. The fel-

low spoke quite
well a Kitch-

ener, no doubt.
The man ap-

peared puzzled.
"
Regiment ? ^^mm
But, isn't

this . . . isn't

this my . . .

lot ?
"

"Royal offM
'

Toughs
'

here," said the Captain.
" You don't

belong to us, do you ?
"

"
I thought yes, I thought

my lot."

(" May be one of the new chaps of
' D ' Com-

pany," said the Sub.
"
They had a draft up a

week ago.")

" What were you doing over there ?
"

asked

the Captain.
"
Oh," said the man. "

Oh, fighting, and

hiding. I had to hide a great deal. I 'm very

hungry." The Captain nodded to the Sergeant,
and the Sergeant

^^^^^^^^^^^m took the man
outside for food

and clothing,

!

which he needed
so badly, and re-

organisation
generally.

"What do you
make of him ?

"

the Captain asked

the Sub.
" Seems

a bit queer."
"1 thought he

was shell - shock
at first," said the

Sub. "But then,
he speaks sensi-

bly. Memory
seems a bit

wanky but that

may be he 's

dazed. He 's had
a rough time out

there and that affects them queerly at times.

He 's not one of our lot, of course
;
but I shouldn't

be surprised if he was one of
' D ' new draft."

" Wonder what one ought to do with him ?
"

" You moan
about sending

him back to
'D' ?

"

" Or the M.O.
I '11 see the Ser-

geant about it."

He saw the Ser-

geant about the

man.
" No ; 'e 's all

right, Sir," said

the Sergeant.
"

'E was real

'ungry, but 'e 's

quite sensible-

like. I 'anded 'im

out a noo tunic,

an' rifle, an' kit,

an', tin 'at, an'

'e got inter 'em
all sensible. 'E

knows 'is work,
too. Does wot 'e

THE BRITISH ATTACK IN THE WEST: WIRING PARTIES GOING
UP TO THE FRONT LINE AFTER HEAVY RAIN.

OfKcinl Photograph.

is told, same as other men. Nothin' wrong with
'im at all, Sir tho" 'is memory seems a bit dicky.""

Ah, you find that, too ?
"

i

"
Oh, it don't interfere. 'E does all 'is work

proper, like a good 'un. But 'e seems a bit

oncertain about wot 'appened to 'im over there ;

but then, Sir, a lot o' men are like that when

this was
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Steel Relmets made for the Htlies by franee.

&

.

\ ,

THE BATTLE HEAD-DRESS OF FOUR ARMIES : (L. TO R) BELGIAN ; SERBIAN ; RUSSIAN ; ROUMANIAN.

France hu provided three armies of the Allin -the Belgian, 'Serbian,

and Roumanian with the "
casque Adrian

"
(as the ateel helmet 1

called by General Joffre's men, from the name of the Colonel who
Invented It) at well aa the Ruatlan contingent* in France and at

Salonika. Similar ateel helmets are being made in Ruatia for the

troops on the Eastern front. Great Britain and Italy follow their

own patterns. Upwards of twelve million
"
casques Adrian "

altogether have been distributed since May 1915, using over

11,000 tons of steel. The helmet* shown are : (i) Belgian ;

(a) Serbian ; (3) Russian ; (4) Roumanian. They bear national

badges and are painted to match the uniform* ; the Belgian,

Serbian, and Russian, khaki
; the Roumanian,' a greyish blue.
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they 've 'ad a close 'aul. An' it don't inter-

fere."
" Have you found out his name ?

"

"
Yessir, Johnson, Sir."

" Eh ?
"

"
Oh, yes. Sir. 'E tole us. Someone said,

' Wot 's yer name ?
' And I ses,

' K. J. 's on 'is

WINTER MUD ON THE ROADS OF THE WESTERN BATTLE FRONT
A TWELVE-HORSE TEAM REQUIRED FOR GETTING AN AMMUNITION

WAGON OVER THE HEAVY GROUND.
Official Photograph.

shirt-band.' An' then someone else ses,
'

Oh, it 's

Johnson, then.' An' 'e ses very quick,
'

Yes,
that 's it.'

"

The Captain was still puzzled. He asked
" Where 's

' D '

Company ?
" And the Ser-

geant told him that it was a long and vague way
away, somewhere on their left.

" Of course, he
might have drifted across from them," the

Captain thought. He said to the

Sergeant,
"
All right, let him carry

on here. Report anything unusual."
There was nothing unusual to

report. Johnson was all right. He
did his work well.

The company didn't go into
billets with the battalion. The men
were hauled off to support some-
where. Then they were shifted

again, until it seemed they had lost

all touch. But they hadn't. One
day they were sent off on a longiah

cross-country march to join up in

billets. The Captain had forgotten
about Johnson by this, and probably
wouldn't have remembeierl to make
inquiries when they did come
with the rest of the battalion.

On the way they halted in a vil-

lage. While they rested arul ate, a
" How "

battery lumbered through
the street. They sat and watched
the passing

"
Hows," and tin; men

bandied chaff with the gunners. As
the

" Hows "
rolled by Johnson stood up, and it

was seen that he was nervous.
As he stood up a Bombardier called out some-

thing, and then shouted to a mounted Sergeant.
The Sergeant turned in a scared way, looked at

Johnson, and nearly fell off his horse. Then he

spurred, and went at a rush down the battery.
In a minute he was back, and an aura of officers

followed him. There were two Lieutenants, and
a Captain, and there was the Colonel. The
Colonel looked and gaped, and then he rode

forward. As he rode forward he called out,
"

Jollife I Jollife I

"

Johnson started, but not with

great perception, and looked at

the Colonel. He seemed puzzled.
The Captain of the Toughs came
up. He wanted to know what
was the matter.

" The matter is," cried the

Colonel,
"
the matter is What

are you doing with my Major
Jollife ? And why the blazes

have you put him into a damned
infantry private's kit ?

"

Johnson came forward.
" Am I Major Jollife ?

"
he

asked.

The Colonel gasped." Good God, Kenneth, don't

you know ?
"

"
No," said the other.

"
I

don't know anything beyond the
fact that I woke up over there,

against the German position, that
I had to hide a lot, and that I made my way back
to this regiment. I couldn't remember anything
particular, though I knew I was a soldier, and that
I could do the soldier things. When I was turned
into a private, it seemed all right. I supposed I

was a private who had lost a bit of his memory in

some way . . . What 's the matter shell-shock ?
"

Major Kenneth Jollife, who had been leported

up

A WINTER SCENE ON 'A WESTERN FRONT BATTLEFIELD: THE REMAINS
OF A GERMAN WIRE ENTANGLEMENT (AND SHELL-HOLES) AFTER RAIN.

Official Plintograph.

"
missing, believed wounded," was restored to the

strength. He had gone forward too far forward,
his Colonel said to observe, and something had
happened. But nobody ever knew what had hap-
pened. Jollife least of all. W. DOUGLAS NEWTON.
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french Courtesy and Goodwill towards the Moslem dorld.

THE MOSLEM MISSION IN FRANCE : THE DELEGATES WITH GENERAL GOURAUD AT A REVIEW.
Ev'dence of the excellent relation* prevailing between France and
thl Motlem communities of her colonies it afforded by these

photographs They how the member* of the Moilem mission,

eompowd of delegates from various French colonies, which recently
arrived in Paris after visiting Mecca in connection with the great
pilgrimage and having audience of the Shereef. They were able

to report to the President that they had been most favourably

received in Mecca, and they handed M. Poincare a letter written

by the Shereef himself expressing his confidence in France and

her Allies. During their stay the delegates visited the hospital for

Motlem soldiers at Nogent-sur-Marne. Here they are seen at a review

on the Marne with Gener.' Gouraud. [French Official Plwtagraphs.]
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Ht Verdun : Winter Cttorh for the french Colonials.

BEHIND THE LINES : SHIFTING STONES FOR ROAD-MAKING ;
LAUNDRYING OUTSIDE BARRACKS.

As Paris communiques hae told, French Colonial troops took part

In tht defence of the Verdun linei, tat fought well. With the

coming on Of winter, howerer, mny of them, inhabitants of

warmer climate*, have been withdrawn from the trenches for

other work in rear of the Immediate front line. In particular,

the leai hardy by nature hare been selected. They are hutted,

or otherwise housed, at night when the cold is most lercre, and

in the daytime work in keeping the roads leading to the battle-

front in order. French Colonials quarrying stones are seen tn the

upper illustration. In the lower we see how the authorities arrange

sanitary matters among the Colonials. Moroccans are shown cleansing

underwear in a stream near Verdun. [French Official Photographs.]
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Ht Verdun : Winter dork for the french Colonials.

INDO-CHINESE PREPARING
prevalence of b.ttorly cold winter we.ther on th. French

.tern front ha., a, .. .ntldpatcd by th. French HigherComnwnd, bn an ordeal for .ome of th. Colonial troop. !.

Jr Tr^r- Wh *" na" ' WMm """trie, wh.r. a
omparativ.ly high twnperature remain, constant all th.

round. To . ,h.m trench po.ur., detachment, of th. i[

ROAD METAL
; HOW EACH MAN .IS CLAD.

cclim.tld rc twrportrlly r.Ueved from duty In the trwichet
' re btlng found employment In road maklnj and mendlnc

ir of th. battle-front. The upper Illustration iho*. ,ome
warmly clad Indo-Chtaew toldierp at work .tone-brtakln. the

nd .hows . private In the out-of-door.' winter garb served out
to th. Colonlals.-[FrK* Official Photographs.}
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Ht the frcnch Naval Base in the Mediterranean.

TOULON DOCKYARD : FRENCH BLUEJACKETS PAINTING THEIR SHIP WAR-COLOUR ; FLOODING A DOCK.
Toulon, if the public do not read much About it in the papers, is

yet one of the most important centres of war activity on the

Continent. The great French Mediterranean arsenal and dockyard
U the "hub" of military and naral movement* for the Near East,

and throughout the great inland MIL From there the Mediter-

ranean ii kept under Allied control In accordance with the scheme

of naval strategy arranged between France and ourselves. A French
cruiser in a Toulon dockyard basin is wen In the upper illus-

trstion, having her hull given a coat ol
"
war-paint." In the

lower, a war-ship is seen in a dry dock which u being flooded

lor the vesel to be floated out by opening the luck-caisson

lulce*, \_Frmck Official
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Ht the french Naval Base in the Mediterranean.

TOULON HARBOUR : A RED CROSS HOSPITAL.

The hospital-ship service (or General Sarrail's army to and from
Salonika b mainly baaed on Toulon (or arrival* and departures,

although a considerable amount of traffic in the same connection

la conducted at Marseilles. Red Cross ships come and go from
both ports, putting in at either as may be convenient. One of

the French vessels, with the conventional hull-marking of green

SHIP BEING TOWED IN FROM THE ANCHORAGE.

band, Geneva Cross, and white side, is seen in the Illustration

being towed up Toulon Harbour. As is the general custom t

dockyard ports where the entrance fairway is tortuous and may
be congested, the Toulon Harbour regulations forbid vessels entering

under their own steam. On their approach being reported, they are

taken in charge by harbour tugs. [Frtnch OJfictal Photograph.}
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WOMEN AND THE WAR.

TWO years ago even the most progressive of

people would have hesitated before in-

cluding engineering in a list of possible pro-
fessions for women. Now, not only are thousands
of women employed in various departments of

this particular form of industry, but their

numbers are continually being increased, and

though nothing can be definitely stated on
the subject at the moment, there are indications

that the woman engineer will remain, even when
there is no war to account for her existence.

In a paper read

at a meeting
at theWomen's
Institute the

other day, .the

Hon. Lady
Parsons gave
some interest-

ing facts about
the work and

prospects of

women in this

direction. Long
before the
shortage of
munitions had
thrown open
the doors of

the engineering
world to the

woman worker,

university
women had
attended en-

gineering lec-

tures, but the

difficulties in

the way of

obtaining sub-

sequent prac-
tical training
in large works

effectually pre-
vented any real

progress being
made. Women,

WOMEN WAR -WORKERS IN GERMANY: EMPLOYED ON THE RAILWAY

Pkotapaphi by CJV.

too, have been engaged in comparatively un-

important work in small munition-factories for

many years, but it was not until the war that

they were given an opportunity of proving
their capacity for engineering work.

Broadly speaking, woman's work in this

direction falls into two divisions : on projectiles
and in general engineering shops. On account of
the quantities required, the work of shell-turning
has simply become a process of more or less

mechanical repetition, and it is here that strong
and capable women are earning excellent wages,
sometimes as much as & and 10 a week. More
skilled and, therefore, more interesting work is

also in the hands of women, some of whom are

engaged in milling and machining parts of gun-
mechanism. They are, for instance, entrusted

with turning and finishing the steel -rings part
of the breech-mechanism, work that requires

great accuracy, and is finished to micrometer.

Screwing the breech-screws for howitzers, mark-

ing off parts of breech-mechanism, and turning
and milling firing-pins are other duties laid upon
their shoulders. In other spheres of work women
are forming turbine blades, riveting boilers with

a hydraulic
riveter, as-

sembling and

fitting all the

patts of elec-

tric - switch

gears, marking
off steam
jackets for

pumps, and
are engaged on
innumerable
other assem-
b 1 ing and
finishing pro-
cesses.

rBut the dilu-

tion of labour,

especially if it

be skilled la-

bour, is a deli-

cate business,
and it was not

long before
women suffered

"jars" on
their path of

progress. To
begin with,
there was the

setting of
tool s t h e

most cherished

privilege of the

machinist, and
work at one time confidently believed to be
far beyond the grasp of any member of the
female sex. When the early pioneers, ignorant
of Trade Union regulations, proceeded to set
their own tools in their own lathes, the con-
sternation that followed can be better imagined
than described, though things have progressed
since those early days, and there are not
a few women all over England who are

setting and grinding tools after only a few
weeks' tuition.

Here is another instance of woman's success,
and of her unwitting reversal of accepted tradi-
tion. Last year a firm in the North of England
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On the french front near the Hisne: Winter Necessaries.

TO KEEP THE MEN FIT : BRINGING UP SLEEPING-BAGS AND CLOGS ALONG A COMMUNICATION-TRENCH.

the cold and wet winter months. It was largely the lack ofThe subject of thlt illustration affords useful testimony, incidentally,

to the careful and detailed organisation In matters having to do

with the health and comfort of the troops at the front by the

staff at the French Ministry of War. A party of pollus Is seen

on Its way along a communication-trench with sleeping-bags and

clogs for wear by men In certain parts of the trenches during

attention to such apparently secondary details that in the war

with Germany In 1870-1 accelerated the demoralisation of the

French troops after their earlier defeats. Nothing can outdo the

efficiency In minor organisation details of the French administrative

departments In the present war. [French Official Photograph.}
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admitted specially selected girls to learn some
of the experimental work on which it is en-

gaged. They mastered it quickly, and they
did it well. They learnt to set up their

own work in the lathes and milling machines,
and to set and grind their own tools. They
became, in fact, so expert that the period
of probation had to be cut out and full fitters'

wages were demanded from the start, a request
that effectually checked the development of the
work for the time being, since no employer
could afford to pay full fitters' wages to girls only
starting on the work. Here again, progress
has been made, and the girls can now centre
and finish (f the various metal parts allotted to

them, and ir.ike a pretty job of the silver soldering
work required in the shops. One or two are

testing dynamos and flashing electric engines,
or making glucose in the laboratory ; and some
two or three are learning to design from the

rough sketch, work that is far more difficult

and infinitely more interesting than that which
falls to the lot of the ordinary worker. Here,
too, the girls are able to back the mirrors
and do all the numerous finishing processes
for the searchlight

- reflectors used for naval
and military purposes.

But when all is said and done, the work now
being performed in the engineering world by
women is on the lines of the skilled mechanic,

SOLDIERS' WIVES AS TOY - MAKERS :

PACKING THE TOYS.

In th toy factory at the Albany Institute, Deptford, where many
soldiers' wives are employed, the work Is carried out completely by
women, from sawing the wood to making, finishing, and packing.
Th Inatltute has received large orders from leading London firms,
and will supply a good percentage of the Christmas demands.

Photograph by L.N.A.

and not of the scientific engineer, for which a

high standard of education is required. For
university women, now that technical training
can be had without trouble, it is a fairly easy
matter. Those already at work without univer-

sity qualifications might attend technical col-

leges, but experience shows that, for the pre-
sent, at any rate, workers are chiefly intent on
reaping a golden harvest while they may, and

SOLDIERS' WIVES AS TOY - MAKERS :

CARRYING MATERIAL.

A large toy factory has been established at the Albany Institute,

Deptford, with success, and a large number of soldiers' wives
are working there carrying out the work thoroughly from betin-

nlng to end, and our picture is evidence of their content.

Photograph by L.N.A.

show but little interest in the theoretical side
of the work they do with so much skill.

As to the future, managers and owners of

engineering works are chary of making definite
statements in the face of so much uncertainty,
but engineers expect a rush of work when the
wat is ovei, and no doubt those who are best

organised will reap the benefit. It really rests
with the women themselves whether they are

going to make good their position in the en-

gineering world and prepare themselves in order
to be able to grasp opportunities as they come
along, for as far as can be ascertained, the
authorities are ready to appreciate good and
original work, irrespective of sex. In conclusion,
it may be added that in order to increase the

supply of technically trained men and women
at a quicker rate than can be done in busy
shops, training workshops are being estab-
lished in large towns, and good and efficient

operators are always snapped up by engineer-
ing firms. CLAUDINE CLEVE.
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enemy Hircraft that Met Their fate*

GERMAN AND AUSTRIAN VICTIMS : ONE WINGED NEAR THE NIEMEN ONE ON FIRE NEAR VENICE.

Two enemy aircraft brought down in widely different places in the

European War area are seen on this page. The upper illustration

shows the skeleton remains of a German aeroplane, shot down near

Nesvizh, a town on a tributary of the Niemen, in the northern

sector of the Russian front while being examined by a party of

Russian officers and soldiers. One of the Russians may be

observed creeping on hands and knees through the stays of the

framework to search for documents where the pilot had his seat.

The lower illustration shows an Austrian aeroplane which was

brought down in flames by Italian anti-aircraft guns on the

Venetian plain. The Austrians adopt the same mark for their craft

as the Germans, a Black Cross, the Imperial German aeroplane badge.
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Cdbcrc Important events are Oking place: Htbem

" THE EYE OF GREECE "AT PRESENT SOMEWHAT DIMMED : A VIEW OVER ATHENS, V
"
Athens, the eye of Greece," as Byron called her, has of late had the lustre of her fame tarnished by the treacherous atta

made upon the Alhed forces on December i. Since that date events in Greece have been moving rapidly and at the mome
of wnting it is impossible to say what the situation in Athens may be now. It will be recalled, however that on December
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3eneral View of the Disturbed Capital of Greece.

G OCCURRED ON DECEMBER i BETWEEN AN ALLIED FORCE AND GREEK TROOPS.

lies declared a blockade of Greece and of the islands
"

at present under the dependency or occupation of the Greek Royalist
lities." Describing the fighting in Athens on December I, Mr. G. J. Stevens wrote :

" The Fleet started sending shells into
; about five o'clock in the evening. Four shells fell near the Royal Palace, one damaging the Royal kitchens." [Photo. C.N.]
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french Reserves on the Somme front.

AWAITING ORDERS : A FIELD ARTILLERY PARK AND HORSE LINES
;
AN INFANTRY COMPANY.

The upper illustration shows a French reserve artillery park in

rear of the Somme battle-area.
" Park "

is the term for a

stationary collection of guns awaiting disposal. It is also used

for the place in a fortress where heavy artillery not mounted on

the ramparts is kept, ordinarily ranged on some vacant space

within the fortifications Before the war huge parks of guns

allotted to local army corps on mobilisation were to be seen in

the larger German fortresses, as well as reserve fortress guns. The

French batteries seen above have their guns grouped by themselves,

and the artillery teams also separately grouped. A French infantry

company in second line on the Somme front, awaiting orders, is

seen in the lower illustration. [Photos, by C.A'.J
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By W. DOUGLAS NEWTON

WHEN"
tin- German Chancellor called together

the members of the Reichstag and ex-

plained to them that C.ermany and her Allies

had deemed this the time to
"
enter into negotia-

tions
"

for peace, he did not merely surprise

his heareis and the world, he compli< ated matters

by uttering the message of the dove in the tone

01 the eagle.
As Hethmatm-Holhveg puts it, we seem to be

seeing an aggressive peace, just as we saw the

German aggressive
"
defence

"
in Belgium. It is

not meet, of course, for any of the belligerents to

turn their faces from any opportunity of discuss-

ing terms that may serve the cause of humanity
(and the Germans are in-

sisting on the cause of

humanity), but a peace
that is armed with such

military phrases as
"
un-

conquerable strength,"
''
unshaken lines," and

the rest, does not seem
to be the best ground
upon whicri to base dis-

cussion. The German
Chancellor might have
been playing his cards

with all their value and

power so that Germany
might get its full reward
in the game of diplomatic
treaties, but the first effect

of his suggestion was not

merely to leave Germany's
enemies cold, but to

move them to further

suspicion.
What is the meaning

of the new move ? There
is 'a great deal of specu-
lation as to Germany's
reasons, since two years
of war with Germany has
made us feel that we
must go carefully when
dealing with acts and

expressions Teutonic. It

is conceivable that Ger-

many is quite sincere,
that she docs wish to put
an end to a state of

things that has plunged
practically the whole
world into a condition of

anarchy. But the first thing we ask is :

she is sincere, is she sincere in the world's way,
or merely in the wav of Germany ? There is a
difference. We have come to understand bynow that ordinary facts of life, which appear
quite clear and simple to every other race
in the world, have a totally different aspect in
German eyes. For instance, there can be no

THE NEW FRENCH GENERALISSIMO IN SUCCESSION TO
GENERAL JOFFRE : GENERAL NIVELLE.

As the :nan whose masterly tactics saved Verdun, and after

beating off the last desperate German attacks in the summer
of 1916 took the offensive and drove the enemy back baulked
and baffled, General Nivelle's name will live in history. Under
the new organisation scheme of the French Higher Command,
General Joffre is to remain permanently in Paris as Adviser-
in-Chief to the War Cabinet. General Nivelle replaces him
as Generalissimo of the Armies on the North-East and East -

from where the French and British lines touch on the Somme
to Switzerland. He is half English. His mother before her

marriage was a Miss Sparrow, a member of a family that has
had, and has now, many representatives in both the British

Navy and Army.

If

doubt that to a German the mere acts of a Ger-
man are right because they are German whether
the act is an invasion of Belgium,

"
to protect her

against England
"

; or an attack on France,
'

to
cure her of decadence with German solidity

"
; or

the breaking of treaties, which were made for

ordinary men and not Germans. You cannot

argue with the German about the wrong of these

matters, because he simply cannot see it : he is
"
Young Hans, the only one of a thousand men

who is marching in step." Thus the German
may be perfectly sincere about humanity, he

may be anxious to do things for humanity
the trouble will be that the curious, inconse-

quent millions of human-
ity may, to his mystifi-
cation and anger, disagree
with him.

One of the obstacles,

then, to peace if Ger-

many is really sincere

is the point of view. The
Allies entered this war,
and are waging this war,
in defence of certain

points of international

equity ; their intentions

in this war will not have
been fulfilled until it has

been made certain for all

time (by fighting or by
some really binding treaty)
that those points of inter-

national equity shall not
be endangered. But even
now Germany, apparently,
is not conscious that she

has anything to icproach
herself with. Kven in his

speech the Chancellor

protested that Germany
was fighting a defensive

war forced upon her.

How can she see the

Allies' view -
point of

humanity, if she con-

siders her own unshak-
able ?

There are, however,
other reasons why Ger-

many considers this mo-
ment the best for peace.
These considerations are

also set out in the Ger-
man Chancellor's speech. She holds, at present,
all the tricks. ;She has played her hand, we
must admit it, well. She has Belgium, Serbia,
North France, Montenegro, Poland, a portion of

Russia proper, and the whole of Wallachia in her

grasp. We have all her colonies, a fraction of

AIsace-Loiraine, a portion of Austria and a

fragment of Galicia, as well as having her
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sea-borne trade in our hand. IT/ actual bargain-

ing, she can put down territory for territory

and come out to advantage. She has won this

at the height of her power, before the Allies

have come to the height of their power. The
future is problematical, but she has what she

holds. She feels that we might be willing to

exchange rather than risk the future, with its

vicissitudes. She may feel that, though her

future may be risky, the Allies might not be

too confident about their own, and therefore

may be willing to treat. There is, finally, a

reason that

may come
from her own
real need. She
has suffered

heavily in this

war, not
merely in men
and munition-

ments, but in

tr a d e and
finance, and,

mightily, by
hunger. She
has used up
her resources

lavishly, and
she has not

broken those

four enemies

who count
those enemies

who are not
little Belgium, or little Serbia, or little Roumania,
but great France, great Britain, great Russia,
and great Italy. She has expended the major
quality of her strength, and by her acts she has
shown it, and she is in danger of starving to

THE CONTINUITY OF THE ALLIED LINE ALONG THE WESTERN FRONT :

WHERE THE BRITISH AND FRENCH LINES MEET AND LINK TOGETHER ON

THE SOMME EVERYDAY TRAFFIC.

French Official Photograph.

last great attempt to stir her own children to a

fanatic passion of anger and resistance. This

peace move may be a double-edged sword an

attempt to try and win the world, biit more to

try and win her own people.
If this is bluff, and the Allies fall to it, Germany

will come out, as she says,
"
unconqveiable

"
and

unconquered. She will, unless she really acts upon
what she says about humanity, come out winner
with her unbroken forces still holding enemy
territory. If she fails to carry her negotiations,
she hopes, first, to turn to the world with

clean hands
"
solemnly de-

clining every

responsibility
foi this before

hu manity,"
but, more
than that, she

hopes to set

alight an in-

ternalemotion
which will
"
cause every

Geiman heart

to burn in.

sacred wrath

against our

enemies, who
are unwilling
to stop human
slaughter in

order that
theii plans of

conquest and annihilation may continue." Per-

haps, after all, that is the secret of the peace
move. No nation can

"
solemnly decline

"
respon-

sibility once the act has been committed the

accused is not the judge, and the neutrals can

OUR ARMY PROTECTING EGYPT : A YEOMANRY REGIMENT ON ARABS PASSING THROUGH CAIRO

ON THE WAY TO AN INSPECTION PARADE.

Photograph by C.N.

death. This pleading for peace, though it is a

mail-clad pleading, may be her last great throw
to come out with success or, what is more, her

form their own opinions without the help of

Germany. But to give a new passion to one's

war-weary subjects is another matter. To be
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able to turn to one's own people, and say :

"
Well,

we have done what we could, but see, these

Allie1* are determined to annihilate you at all

costs I

" That is a great asset ir> the hands of

a Government.
And it may be the asset the Germans are

playing for. Germany, as we know, is war-

weary ; Germany is feeling the pinch of hunger

THE ALLIES' CONTROL OF THE SEA ENSURES THE SUPPLYING OF

FRANCE WITH EXTRA FOOD AND MUNITIONS : CARGOES FROM
OVERSEA ON THE QUAYS AT A GREAT FRENCH ATLANTIC PORT.

rrcnch Official Photograph.

in a painful degree ; Germany, moreover, is

facing the great levy in mass, a measure which,

though it is vitally necessary to Germany in her

Straits, is also grievously burdensome, and not
at all popular. The peace proposition may be
the means of making that measure not only
popular, but a sweeping success. The
failure of the peace negotiations may ^^^
be the victory for the extreme demands
of Germany. Germany, failing to attain

her own peace, may turn to her peoples

crying out :

" You are against the wall

now. We have tried to reason with your
enemies, but they will not listen. They
mean to exterminate all Germans

; not

war, but annihilation, is their intention.

All that remains now is to fight to

the last gasp, for victory, or in sheer

self-defence." These peace negotiations

may prove to be the greatest bluff, not

played on the world, but played on
the German people. It may prove the

means, not of attaining peace, but

engendering the last and most terrible

flame of hate in the hearts of a war-

weary people. It will bo interesting to

watch whether
"
humanity

"
or

"
Ger-

many
"
bulks larger in the negotiations;

that is, whether sincerity or domestic

diplomacy will prove the main factor in

the treating.

matter, we are only just beginning to make
our powers felt ; and if we have not been so

dramatically successful up to this, we can go
on, and we will go on. We are not asking

anything of Germany, save that the test of

arms shall continue, though, if Germany is

really sincere, we will meet her sincerely. But,

though we know what we want, we feel that

it is not what Germany wants, and
thus we go into negotiations a little

lukewarm.

Truly, we have not done many
dramatic things, even in the past
week. Germany still advances in

Koumania, though the Russians and
Roumanians have fought well and

gained at local points, these gains,

however, not impeding the general

advance, which has gained a good
hold over all Wallachia. On the

Salonika front, there has been a little

righting, some of it in the nature of

counter-attacks by the enemy, none
of it, yet, of emphatic meaning. As
to the intentions of Greece the news
remains doubtful and incomplete, owing
no doubt in part to the Greek Govern-
ment's Press censorship but, as hinted

in Parliament, a clearing of the situa-

ti..n is likely.

The West has, again, been mainly
mud-logged, and on the sea the German sub-

marines have been showing their apparent activity,

though even the German submarines have not been
able to loosen the

"
unapparent

"
grip that is play-

ing havoc with Germany's food supply. We are

quiet, we are not demonstrative in victories, we

FRANCE'S WELL KEPT-UP PROVISION OF MUNITIONS : STOREHOUSES
AND WORKSHOPS AT A DEPOT BELONGING TO ONE OF THE MILITARY

ADMINISTRATIVE DEPARTMENTS.
French Official Photograph.

The course of the Allies is not so complicated.
We know exactly what sort of peace we mean to

accept. We know that we are going to get it

or fight for it. We have no illusions about the

are putting our political and military hous-s in
order

; but we are not offering peace terms.

Possibly we are more confident of the future
than Germany.
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tThe leb of OUre that JUnhs the french Hrrnies.

FRENCH MILITARY TELEPHONE EXCHANGE
The Ulu.tr.tion .how. . comer in . French military telephone

iange somewhere in the Somme district, with .oldier-oper.tor.
it work. The scat! are occupied by relay, of men continuously
day and night. Interralt when meage. are not being transmitted

few. Brigades, division., army Corp., .rmie., group, of armies
ar so Unked, and keep touch with one another and with General

IN THE SOMME AREA: TRANSMITTING MESSAGES.
Army Headquarters and the Ministry of War in Para. Score,
of exchange, work lines which radiate between the Somme on one

s and the Southern Vosges on the other. That seen here,
as the patterned wall-paper and the Venetian blinds suggest, has
lt quarter, in what was formerly a private dwellinr-house. {Pnnch
Official Photograph.}
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H Rot-Bath Caravan for droops in the field.

TO PROVIDE 1600

Two new bath-caravans, recently Inspected by the King and Queen,

han been presented to the Belgian Army, for use at the front,

by the Wounded Allies Relief Committee. It is estimated that

the bath-caravans will supply hot btus continuously for 14 hours,

and that in that time they may be able to deal with about 1600

men. The water it heated by petroleum, and the caravans are to

HOT BATHS IN 14 HOURS : A BRITISH GIF' TO THE BELGIAN ARMY.

be drawn by horaei and jet up whererer water is available. They

can be taken close to the trenches. Each ran contains 12 baths

of llfht steel, "nested" one irnide another. Attached to the side

are waterproof sheetings for forming tents with poles and spars.

The lower photograph shows a bath-cararan being tested In

Regent's Part [Photos, by Central Prtss.]
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On the British Qlestern front: Our Men in possession.

"NO THOROUGHFARE" FOR GERMANS THEN AND
The upper illustration show, men of . British bitUlion which ha.

* * part in the flgh.in, ., he Western Front, occupying .* dug-out. They are seen ju.t inside the entrance to the
dug-out Orer the doorway the German notice-board still remain.
In

portion,
w.th its lettering to w.rn o intruder, on the privacythe original Inmate^' 'Durchging Verboten "

i e "Ho

NOW : A CAPTURED DUG-OUT AND ITS BOARD.
Thoroughfare." Two German steel trench-helmets, .poll, to the
rfctor., lie in front of the entrance. The lower Ulu.tration .how.

officer standing outside the entrance of th ume dug-out,
enamed "The Corner HOUM." As the brickwork to the left

:ate, the dug-out was constructed beneath a hoiue. The
b supported by Iron girder., and shored up. {Official fkotogra.

! roof

.**.)
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OLinton Bombardments of frcnch Hnccstral fiomee.

IN A HISTORIC LORRAINE CHATEAU : SHELL-DAMAGE

"*, district in the invaded departments of Northern France hat

<*ra|>*<< paying the toll of war in the shape of serious too often

irreparable damage to the historic ch.Heaux and ancestral mansions

which, before the war, were the pride of the countryside. Some
dated from Mediaeval and Renaissance times, and had been spared

even by the frenzied peasant incendiaries of the French Revolution.

IN THE DINING-ROOM AND A BEDROOM.
It was left for the Germans of the twentieth century to perpetrate

the outrage of wrecking or destroying such buildings, wantonly

and, in nine cases out of ten, without a shadow of military excuse.

The upper illustration shows the dining-room of a chateau in

Lorraine used by the enemy *s a target for random shelling. The
lower shows a bedroom. [French Official Photographs.]
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TTbe french Bluejacket Brigade in Olest flanders.

FUSILIERS MARINS AT NIEUPORT : BRINGING
The French Fusiliers Marins have won a reputation (or heroism
second to none. Their (eats of daring and devoted endurance in
action in the Dixmude- and Nieuport district! of West Flanders
are almost incredible. The first phase of their war service was
during the German desperate effort to " hack through

"
to Calais.

There have been other phases since, and, as our upper illustration

IN FIREWOOD
; NIEUPORT CHURCH AND TOWER.

of a firewood-collecting fatigue party shows, some of the corps
are in the battle-line there now. They are French bluejackets,
originally drafted from the Brest Fleet as a Brigade to help save
West Flanders during the critical autumn weeks of 1914. The
lower illustration shows the wrecked church and scarred tower of

Nieuport, where the/ are in garrison. [French Official Photographs.}
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THE BEGINNINGS OF WAR - MACHINES : ANCIENT ARTILLERY.

BEFORE
the invention of gunpowder all

artillery work was done by means of

mechanical throwers, which were superseded by
cannon when that propellant became available.

A review of these early
" war -engines

"
is of

interest to-day, in that similar contrivances have
been used in the present campaign for the purpose
of throwing hand-grenades at long ranges. War-

engines of various types were known at a very

early period, allusions being made to them in

the Old Testament (2 Chronicles xxvi. 15), in the

reign of Uzziah, 808-757 B.C. We again hear of

thsra in 397 B.C., when Dionysius of Syracuse
attacked the Carthaginians. These weapons were

unknown to the Romans until their conquest of

Greece, 146 B.C., after which they made use of

them in all their campaigns. It is therefore fair

.
to assume that

the catapult and
balista were
Greek weapons
afterwards
adopted by the

Romans.
The catapult

(see Fig. 4) con-

sisted of a heavy
timber frame
across which a

powerful cable of

several strands

was stretched .

This cable, usual 1 y
made from ani-

mal sinews or

hair, was at-

tached at both
ends to ratchet

wheels on the frame, by means of which it

could be twisted. One end of a throwing arm
was inserted between the strands of the cable,

the other end being provided with a cavity to

accommodate the projectile. A heavy cross-bar

was erected, against which the .arm rested when
in vertical position ;

whilst the cable was twisted

by the ratchet wheels in a direction forcing the

arm against the cross-bar. The desired tension

having been applied to the cables, the ratchet

wheels were locked, and the throwing arm pulled
backwards by means of a winch until it lay in a

horizontal position, where it was retained by a

catch, the operation of pulling back the arm

putting still more twist on the cables. A stone

ball or other projectile having been placed in the
"
cup

"
at the end of the arm, the latter was

released by knocking away the catch, and the
" muzzle velocity

"
imparted to the shot as the

arm flew forward gave it a range amounting in

some cases to 450 yards, the weight of the shot

itself being about 60 Ib. The construction of an

efficient arm for a catapult was by no means an

easy matter, great strength and little weight being
vital necessities strength to resist damage when
the arm struck the cross-bar, which was padded to

FIG. 8. FROM A PENCIL SKETCH BY LEONARDO DA VINCI :

A MECHANICAL DEVICE FOR THROWING TWO STONES AT ONCE.

soften the blow ;
and absence of weight so that

the motion of the arm should increase as rapidly

as possible, the range of the shot, of course,

depending on its speed. The arms of the early

catapults were built up from strips of flexible

wood,'with layers of animal sinews between them,

the whole thing being lashed together and bound

with raw-hide thongs. In order to admit the use

of a light arm, and incidentally to increase its

range, the projectile
"
cup

" was sometimes

replaced by a sling, and this practice was con-

tinued in the case of the more modern "
trebu-

chet
"

of the Middle Ages.
Another war -engine contemporary with the

catapult, called the balista (Fig. i), obtained its

power from two sets of twisted cables set vertically

in its frame and twisted in opposite directions by
means of ratchet

wheels, each set

actuating a hoii-

zontal arm pro-

jecting towards

the rear of the

machine. The ex-

tremities of the

arms were con-

nected by a
" bow

string," which
was pulled back

by the usual

winch when the

weapon was
loaded , and
which, when re-

leased, imparted
its motion to a

heavy arrow or

javelin in the

same manner as an ordinary cross-bow. Balistas

of various sizes were in use in Roman times,

the smallest being very little larger than the

hand cross-bow, whilst the largest were capable of

throwing arrows weighing six pounds or more to

a distance of 500 yards. Stone balls instead of

arrows could be hurled from a balista with a

suitable
"
bow-string." Leonardo da Vinci (1445-

1520) gives an illustration of an enormous
balista of the latter type (Fig. 7) which propelled
its shot by means of a double bow-string actuated

by a gigantic bow. In Fig. 2 we see a catapult
on wheels, presumably the

"
field gun

"
of the

Roman period. Tracing the development of war-

engines down to the Middle Ages, we find a

decidedly retrograde tendency, the weapons of the

twelfth and thirteenth centuries showing less

efficiency than those of the Roman period, owing
largely to the fact that falling weights had been
substituted for twisted sinews as a propelling force,

the special methods of manufacture of the latter

having apparently been forgotten. The trebuchet, a

twelfth-century
"
engine," is very similar to a cata-

pult, but the upward and forward swing of its arm
is occasioned by the fall of a heavy weight attached
to it beyond the point at which it is pivotted.

(Continued
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FIELD
CATAPUL

SIEGE: CATAPULT.BALISTA
'Grose)

tr THE ONAGER

.AN ENORMOUS
THE SCORPJON"-
A. OINE MAN MACHINEAND THE eiMALI.FCIiT OF*
ITS KIND.

AFTER LEONARDO DA VINCI
c*

A//ah/i'co}

FROM ROMAN TIMES TO LEONARDO DA VINCI : ANCIENT PROTOTYPES OF MODERN GRENADE-THROWERS.
.

It is tud that dead horse* were on aome occasions thrown into

besieged towns by the agency of these machines, and that it was

a common, if impolite practice, to send a herald back through

the air from the arm of a trebuchet as a hint that his message

did not please the party to whom he brought it. We are told by

a French historian that the dead bodies of soldiers, together with

2000 cartloads of manur.e, were thrown by trebucheta into the

besieged town of Carolsteln in 14" with the object of causing a

pestilence. Catapults and balistas played a rery important part

in the Siege of Jerusalem by Titus, and much interesting Information

concerning their operations is given by historians of the period, notably

b/ the well-known writer, Josephus. [Drau'H by W. B. Robinson.}
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With the British Hrmy Guarding Ggypt.

EVERYDAY INCIDENTS : A CAMEL WORKING A WATER-PUMP ; SOLDIERS BOATING ON THE NILE.

the work u rarity. The lower illustration shows a soldier's

boating party on the Nile, coming in to the bank. J-'or the time

being, u far as ii generally known, the British forces holding

Egypt are mainly occupied in watching and safeguarding the

frontiers and otherwise awaiting the shaping of erents in their

camps and quarters. [Photos, by C.N.]

A camera-snapshot on the ouukiru of one of our camps In Egypt
Is seen in the upper illustration. It shows one use to which Army
camels in E&ypt are put water-pump working at a camp well,

while two little
"
Gyppies

"
stare open-ejed at a soldier. The

camel's task is to walk round and round and keep the horizontal

wheel moving. Oxen are employed in most places a camel for
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COKtb the British Hrmy Guarding Ggvot.

THE HORSE-SUPPLY OF OUR YEOMANRY : AN ARAB REMOUNT UNDER TRAINING FOR FIELD SERVICE.

Arabs, and "Walers," as the big-boned, fifteen to sixteen hands

weight-carrying Australian horses are generally called (from their

principal place of origin, New South Wales) are employed for

mounting our cavalry regiments almost ererywhere outside Europe.
In hot countries, such as India and Egypt, Arabs and " Wnlers

"

stand the climate well. The ordinary "country breds
"

of

Egypt and India, except those crossed with European blood at

stud-farms, are, as & rule, lacking in stamina, being under-sized

animals not up to the weight of * trooper with his field-service

kit An Arab remount, for our Yeomanry in Egypt, it seen above,

being broken in to cavalry work. Before the war, Eastern Arabia

supplied most of our Arab remounts. [Photograph * C.N.]
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ROMANCES OF THE REGIMENTS : XXVIII.-THE 1st BORDER REGIMENT.
i HE NURSERY OF A HUMOURIST.

THE 34th Regiment of Foot, now the ist Border

Regiment, has among its distinctions one
that is somewhat rare for a fighting corps that

of bc-ing the nursery of a very great English man
of letters. He never served with the corps, but
he followed its fortunes during the most formative

years of his life, and
there received those

vivid early impres-
sions which he was
afterwards to weave
into immortal fiction.

It is the early impres-
sions that really count
with an author what
would Rabelais have
been without the

legends of his native

Touraine ? and thus

the writer in question,
as he trailed in in-

fancy at the heels of

'the 34th Foot, in

which his father lived

and died a simple sub-

altern, came to know
those military matters
and stories of old wars
which were to serve

him well when in

manhood, wearing
lightly the disguise of a parson, he, the prince
of witty sentimentalists, came to produce the most
worldly, the most exquisitely entertaining in a
word, the most Rabelaisian, bien entendu, of all

English books. His father, whose Christian
name was Roger, joined the 34th as an Ensign

-

ON THE BALKAN FRONT.-A CLASS OF LIGHT ARTILLERY
AVAILABLE FOR ACTION OVER ANY GROUND: GETTING

A BRITISH MOUNTAINGUN READY FOR ACTION.

Official Photograph.

named Nuttle who had served the British Army
in Flanders. The marriage was peculiar in its

circumstances. Possibly there was attachment
between the high contracting parties, but the

famous son of the union makes a note, whimsi-

cally, and perhaps cynically suggestive, quite after

his own mannei :

M9| "N.B. He (my father)
was in debt to him
(i.e., Nuttle)." Be
that as it may, the

former Mrs. Hebert
was a faithful and
devoted wife to the

poor Ensign; she

plodded patiently after
him in bis wander-

ings, and did her best

for an increasing
family, some of whom
died young. The lot

of a junior officer's

children in a march-

ing regiment was not

enviable, and those of

this family were fra-

gile. The first was
born at Lille in 1712.
Of one little sister her

brother, in his inimit-

able style, writes :

"
This pretty blossom fell at the age of three

years, in the barracks of Dublin. She was, as I

well remember, of a fine delicate frame, not made
to last lone;, as were most of my father's babies."

He himself first saw the light at Clonmel on
Nov. 24, 1713. That day was not marked at the

ON THE BALKAN FRONT.-ARTILLERY WHICH CAN BE TAKEN ANYWHERE THAT MULES CAN KEEP THEIR
PING: BRITISH MOUNTAIN BATTERY TEAMS MOVING FORWARD INTO ACTION.

Official Photograpk.

somewhere in the early years of the eighteenth
century. On Sept. 25, 1711, he took to wife a
widow, Agnes Hebert, step-daughter of a sutler

time with a red letter in the Ensign's domestic or
professional calendar. The Peace of Utrecht had
led to a reduction of military establishment, and
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droops of a Great power Hiding Rouimnia,

THE RUSSIAN ARMY IN THE FIELD : ARTILLERY, CAVALRY, INFANTRY, AND ANTI-AIRCRAFT tJUNS.

At a moment when the hopes of retrieving the military situation

In Roum-mia test mainly on the further help that Russia can give

her, these photographs of Russian troops in the field are of special

interest. The first shows a force moving to a new position, with

artillery leading, followed by cavalry. In the second Russian in-

fantry are seen resting in their trenches, their rifles left ready in

the loopholes ; and in the third, Russian anti-aircraft guns being

prepared for action. Already Russian soldiers hare fought aide by
side with the Roumanians, to good effect. Thus, a Russian official

report regarding the Roumanian front stated on December 9*:

"We attacked the enemy and dislodged him from two heights,

capturing nearly 500 prisoners." [Photot. by Korsakoff.}
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this poor subaltern,
" with many other brave

officers," was, the day after his son's arrival,
"
broke and sent adrift into the wide world with

his wife and two children." All he had to depend
upon was the handsome half-pay of his rank say,
three shillings a day. He and his household went,
therefore, to live with his mother at Elvington,
the family seat. Two ye.irs passed,
ami then the '15 saw the re-embodi-
ment at full strength of the 34th. The
Ensign was recalled to the colours,
without promotion, which he had
neither meaas nor influence to obtain.

And so the old roving life began again.
The itinerary is varied. First to

Dublin ; then almost immediately to

Plymouth, by a miserable sea voyage
from Liverpool ; and once more to

Dublin, where for a time fortune
seemed kinder. There is word of a

large house and the spending of much
money how obtained does not appear.
In 1719 orders came for the 34th to go
to the Isle of Wight en route for ser-

vice in Spain. After a narrow escape
from shipwreck, the family remained
in the Isle, while the Ensign fought at

Vigo. On his return he was sent to
Wicklow. There his wife and children

joined him, but not without further

perils by sea. For a time they were

given up as lost, for the vessel was
weeks overdue. Another year in

barracks passed uneventfully, and then the good
lady, now blessed with a fifth child, went for a
time to live with her kinsman, the Rev. Mr.

From Wicklow the 34th moved successively to

Dublin, Drogheda, and Mullingar, and later to

Carrickfergus, where the fifth child died and a

sixth was born another pretty blossom fated

to fall, like the others, in infancy. The gifted
second boy, however, throve, and about his tenth

year means were found to send him to school.

ON THE WESTERN FRONT.-HOW WINTER CAMPAIGN REQUIREMENTS
ARE SEEN TO BY HEADQUARTERS: A HORSE-LOAD OF TRENCH-

BOOTS GOING ROUND FOR DISTRIBUTION.
Official Photograph.

Fetherston, clergyman of Anim'o, County
Wicklow. There the future writer fell into a
mill-race, when the mill was going, passed
through, and was taken out unhurt. He became
a nine days' wonder.

ON THE WESTERN FRONT NECESSARIES OF EVERYDAY LIFE AT
THE FRONT: THREE OFFICERS WEARING WADERS TWO OF THEM

IN WINTER SLEEVELESS JACKETS.

Official Photograph.

The much-tried Ensign was now sent to

Londonderry, where his seventh child was born.

Of his boy, now at school, he very probably saw
no more, for he was ordered to Gib-

raltar, which he reached with six

surviving companies of the 34th.

Shipwreck had once more been his

fortune, and the regiment lost several

companies on the way to the Ruck.
After a year he returned to Ireland,
and there quarrelled with a brother

officer, who pinned him to the wall
He recovered, but his last days were

spent in pathetic imbecility.
But the hard life of this obscure

soldier was not to pass into oblivion.
He had begotten one who was to im-

^^ mortalise him, this
"
smart little man

active to the last degree in all exer-
cises most patient of fatigue and dis-

appointments of which it pleased God
to give him full measure."

And many of the Ensign 's amiable
traits doubtless survive in a yet greater
portrait, albeit that portrait does not
bear his name. The famous parson-
author of later years was a wonderful
master of the military character and of

military detail, and that he owed to
his rough, informal apprenticeship with the 34th
Foot. Thus it came about that he drew, with
so loving and faithful a hand, Captain Shandy,
Corporal Trim, and other creations which are the

imperishable glory of Laurence Sterne.
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"Che Bearer of Germany's dithered Olive-Bran cb.

\

PROPOUNDER OF THE " PEACE " OFFER IN THE REICHSTAG: CHANCELLOR VON BETHMANN - HOLLWEG.
In the crowded Reichstag on December u the Imperial Chancellor,
Heri TOO Bethmann-Hollweg, announced that Germany and her
Allies hai! offered to negotiate for peace with the Entente Powen.
"Our strength," he said, "has not made our ears deaf to our
respoiuibility before God. ... In a deep moral and religious
sense ol duty towards his nation, and, beyond it, towards humanity,

the Emperor considers that the moment has come for officir.l action
towards peace." The reply is that it is a pity Germany and her

Emperor did not feel their "responsibility before God" and sense
of duty towards humanity before beginning the war, which they pre-
tend was forced upon them, but which they alone caused. At this

stage peace is impossible. [Drarcin? from a German Paper.]
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personages of the lar: Characteristic facial Cypes.

Britain.
( sent*. Afriej)

Germany
Marshal
Lmvn v,.n Sander.

Britain.
Th ftince of Wale* Germany The Crown Prince

CONTRASTS : LEADERS IN SOUTH AFRICA AND GALLIPOLI
; THE BRITISH AND GERMAN HEIRS.

Thi four contrasted facial lypm in the tketch-portrilti of per-

ton*fe> prominent In connection with the WAT . shown on this

pfe are curiou* and interesting as representing, in each case a

characteristic expmtlon. Not. I ind i are two leaders on, so to

speak, the outer fringes of the world-war operations : CertVial

Botha, the great leader of the South African Union forces in the

campaign in German South-West Africt
;
and Mirshal Liman Ton

Sanders, the German Cornmander-in-Cnief of the Turco-German

Army which defended the Gllipoli Peninsula. No. 3 shows the

frank expression characteristic of the Prince of Wale>. No. 4 U
the Kaiser's Heir, nhose familiar smirk has given plice here to

a hard expression which typifies exactly the Brandenburger.
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personages of the dar: Characteristic facial T^ypes.

.

vTri Africa.)

Genral SnrH>
r
:>

Britain General
Sir-John Maxwe

Germany
Crown Prince Kupi*<

of Bvri.

General
von MacKenjen.

CONTRASTS : BRITISH LEADERS IN EAST AFRICA AND EGYPT
;
NOTABLE ENEMY LEADERS IN EUROPE.

General Smuts, the South African commander whose complete];
succeuful campaign in German Eut Africa a now drawing to its

cloge, is the first of this set of four sketch-portraits. Prince

Rupprecht, the Crown Prince of Bararia, it the second. Hardly
another German commander has equalled the larage rirulence of

hit expressions of hatred for the British troops. Per contra, his

Bavarian* have undoubtedly
"
got it hotter

" trom our men than

perhaps any other troops in the German armies. Thr third por-

trait is that of General Sir John Maxwell, whose masterly strategical

arrangements for the safeguarding of the Egypt frontiers foiled

every effort of the enemy. The fourth sketch-portrait shows the cele-

brated Marshal Mackensen, German commander-in-chief in Roumania.
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Cditb the Serbians on the Cdest Macedonia froi

SERBIAN INFANTRY LINING UP ON A RIDGE JUST tAKEN, TO

Very much as with the Italian infantry fighting on the Trentino and Cadore fronts, the Serbian regiments on the Western
"icedonia front taking part in the Monastir campaign are for most part engaged in mountain warfare. They have to fight a

iei of uphill battles in succession As they go forward, first one line of ridges and hill-crests has to be cleared 4f th enemy ;

Mac
ser
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fountain <0arfare from Rill Crest to Hill Greet.

fTHE ENEMY FROM THE NEXT RIDGE BI..OND: OPENING FIRE.

hen the next beyond. So the battles all shape. In each, as the enemy draw off, the crest line they have been occupying if

aken possession of, and the advancing Serbians line up along it. From there they exchange fire with the enemy on the ridge

n front, until their opponents .-aken. Such a hi i- crest action is shown in progress here. [French Official
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On the Balkan front: Officers Off Duty.

NEAR CAMP : A THRESHING-FLOOR TENNIS COURT
It U u much u anything at * means of keeping physically fit

that British officer! everywhere turn to iport and games during
off-duty time. In MrjopoUmia, for instance, when they can,
officer* play polo, improvising (tick* and borrowing transport ponies
for a game. At the Dardanelles, officers joined with the men in

football and cricket matches of a sort. In the upper illustration

SHELLED OCCASIONALLY
; VILLAGE BADMINTON.

here some of the officers of units on the Balkan front are seen

having a game of tennis. The court was originally a dried mud
threshing - floor. Enemy shells, in fact, occasionally plump down
on it -the wrecked house seen at one corner was destroyed by a she)!

shortly before the photograph was taken. Officers at Badminton in
a Balkan Tillage are seen in the lower picture. {Official Photographs.}
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Kth the fleet in the Hegean: football Off Duty.

A "FRIENDLY" BETWEEN A SHIP'S OFFICERS AND MEN: THE MATCH IN PROGRESS FOUR GOALS ALL.

If any stray copy of this issue of "The Illustrated War News"
should get into enemy hands and reach either Wilhelmshaven or

Kiel, one rather wonders what naval men there will say to this

pair of illustrations 1 Officers of a ship of war playing football

with their own men, and actually matched against them ! One

may imagine the Teutonic comments on the looseness of discipline

that can allow such things. Yet the subject is only a typical

sample of the good-fellowship that characterizes the British Nary.

The idea of officers of a German man-of-war personally mixing

in active sports or recreation with their subordinates is knowing

the Junker stand-offishness of German officers afloat or ashore

towards their men unthinkable. {.Official Photographs.']
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france's Channel Seaplane Station at Dunkirk.

ONE OF THE FLOTILLA ABOUT TO CRUISE : BEING LAUNCHED
; AFLOAT AND AWAITING ORDERS.

Dunkirk, which ii situated at the northern extremity of the French

Channel seaboard, nearly opposite Ramsgate, is a Channel station

and base for a French seaplane flotilla which has done notable

service in the war. From Dunkirk as a starting-point, several

French seaplanes have co-operated with
.
ours in bomb-dropping

attacks on Zeebrugge. Dunkirk seaplanes, also, operating either

singly or in escadnUes, have bombed German hangars and munition
storehouses in the neighbourhood of Ghent and Bruges, and yet
further afield within reach of their headquarters. In the upper
illustration, a French seaplane is seen in the harbour at Dunkirk,

just about to be launched. In the second illustration the seaplane
is shown preparatory to its flight. [French Official Photographs.]
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france's Channel Seaplane Station at Dunkirk.

THE SEAPLANE WELL OFF AND BACK AGAIN : MOUNTING TO MID-AIR ; LANDING AFTER THE CRUISE.

It was from Dunkirk that the news was sent to the Admiralty in

London that thr German aeroplane raider which dropped bombs

on the capital rarly on the afternoon of November 28 had been

intercepted ami brought down on the way back by French airmen.

Whether the French aviators to whom London owes that debt of

gratitude were on board seaplanes, or in other aircraft, was not

stated in the official Admiralty message, nor hare particulars been

published as to how near Dunkirk the encounter took place.

The upper illustration shows a French seaplane of the Dunkirk

flotilla in flight. It carries its tail like a scorpion. In the second

illustration, a seaplane is seen on its return to port, being hauled

up on the Unding-sUge.--[French Official Photographs.}
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FOOTNOTES TO ARMAGEDDON: XIX.-'ENERY.
"
\ 1 7ELL, enny'ow." sniffed 'Enery,

"
I can't

VV stick this enny more. I 'm out o' it."

He dropped to his knee in the captured
trench, began to fumble with his instep. He 'd

say it was a wound if the Sergeant asked, or

something wrong with his boot if the Sergeant
was too close to lie to. He thought the Sergeant
would say something
Sergeants have the ^
habit.

" Over again, lads,

and splashy lively,"
said the Sergeant, and
to no one in particular.
As for 'Enery 'Enery
doubted whether the

Sergeant knew he was
alive. The frayed rank
went in a kick and a
heave over the Fritz

parados. 'Enery waited
for a moment. Some-

thing seemed to tug
him forward in spite
of his decision. The
Fritz barrage began to

come down thick. The
whole place was fluff-

ing and crumping and

bumping off. 'Enery
was glad he hadn't
done it.

Those lads must be 'aving a 'ell of a show.
He stood in the trench. He thought out what

he must say if and when the supports came up
He couldn't think of anything bright. He per-
spired a little,

because the

orficer of the

second rush

might have a
'ard 'eart, and
mist a k e

things. It
occurred to

him that a
man if his

name was
'Enery-

:-could

get into dug-
outsand blush

unseen.

He made
for the near-

est dug - out

satisfactorily deep as German dug-outs. 'Enery
went down thirty steps before touching bottom,
and the relief of knowing how solid good Mother
Eaith was above him cheered him enormously.
At the bottom it was particularly dark, and rather

quiet (considering the shelling that was going on),
and he stood waiting and listening, and bidding

'is little flutterin' 'eart

be stil).
" Wonder if enny

of those blinkers are

down 'ere 'iding ?

The curs, "he thought." Wonder if enny of

'um is ?
" He heard

nothing. Secretly he

pulled out his electric

torch. He saw no-

thing.
"
Orl right," he

muttered. "
Bit o'

orl right. I 'm cushy
till arter this 'orrible

offensive."

He walked along
the dug-out looking
for food and the wine
that 's lager.

In the usual way,
the dug-out was con-
nected with others by
a passage. There were

ON THE WESTERN FRONT -A TRENCH TROPHY OF WHICH WE HAVE
NUMBERS TO SHOW: A HIGHLANDER CROUP WITH A GERMAN M1NEN-

WERFER, THEIR OWN CAPTURE.-[0//fcl

entrance. A
splash of
shrap. aided
him. The
Germans wrn
firing straight into the trench . . . what did they
mean by that ? The line had gone on, hadn't it ?

He didn't trouble to consider the ethics of Boche.
He dived for the entrance. There is nothing so

ON THE WESTERN FRONT.-LIKE THE HEAPED DEBRIS
OF A TREMENDOUS RAILWAY SMASH : CHAOTIC WRECKAGE
OF CORRUGATED- IRON ROOFING FROM A BOMBARDED

GERMAN DUG-OUT. [Official Photograph.]

two or three biggish chambers in line, and a
smaller one (" orficers' ") at the end. There wore
many evidences that the late owners had left
their abodes without the usual quarterly notice

in advance.

'Enery con-
sidered he
could stock a

pretty good
rag- and -bone

shop with
what theyhad
left about on
the floor. But
he was grate-
ful. There was
food. He
wandered
along, ami-

ably looking
at things and
German comic
papeis, which,
he considered,
were not the
sort of things
his wife
Emmy should

see. As he meandered he felt that the world wasn't
a bad ole place. At least, that was his idea until
he heard a scuffling on the thirty dug-out steps,
and heard the voices of men coming down.
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On the Belgian front in Sdcst flanders.

CLIMBING DOWN AFTER WATCHING THE ENEMY: A BELGIAN OFFICER LEAVING AN "
O.-PIP.'

Owing to the general flatness of the terrain in Western Flanders,
nd, in particular, all over the tract of country wliich extends

between Ypres and the sand-dunes along the coast to the north of

Dunkirk, where the Belgian Army holds the line, artificial measures
nT to be adopted for keeping watch in the enemy's direction.
Look-out scaHolding and lofty objenration-posts of timber, reached

h/ ladders from the ground, are erected at erery point where they
can be of service. Thus a wide general view is obtainable.
Observers with telescopes and instruments occupy these posts night
and diy. The illustration chows an officer descending from one
after his watch is over. [Pliolo. by llu Photographic SeUion of Uu
Belgian Army}
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He stopped, alert. The second line was up,
then ; they were coming down into the dug-out
to clean it up of Fritzes. An', lummy, 'e 'adn't

thort of ennythin' to say. Then he reflected
"

If they throw down one of them blinkin'

bombs . . . even a stink bomb ?
" He stood

hesitating whether to hail or not, and he heard
the voices plainly. There was no mistaking those
voices.

"
Allemans, me foot !

"
he gasped. He

turned and bolted to the furthest

and smallest of the dug-outs.
He knew he might be in con-

siderable danger. The Germans had,

obviously, counter-attacked and had
retaken their trench. He reckoned
that a German under those circum-
stances was not to be trusted with
the little life of 'Enery. There 'd be
none of the "

clasp hands and be
friends

"
about 'em just now.

He waited, crouching, and a
considerable racket went on over-
head. The British were shelling

pretty hard, he gathered, and there
seemed to be a hefty mix-up in

fighting going on. All that 'Enery
cared about was that the British

wouldn't blow in the entrance, and
that the British would so paste the
Allemans that they would go away
without 'armin' 'im.

It was the deuce of a racket.
It was all muffled down here, but

'Enery guessed it was 'ot business,
for some time. He thought he heard shouting at
one time, but it was all mixed up. In the end
it got quiet. And then \ae 'orrid bit 'appened.
He heard the Allemans collecting in the next

lasts." It put him in a very bad 'ole. Wot was
a feller to do, he wondered. If he waited there,

some one of them would come in and see him,
and start murdering on sight before he could

explain. Whereas, if -he went out to them, showed
'e meant no 'arm, they might be decent. Might
see he was really the sort of man to take prisoner.
He decided to go out. There was an awful lot

of them packed tight in the dug-out outside,

ON THE WESTERN FRONT. WHILE THE MIDDAY MEAL IS BEING
"HOTTED UP": MiN WARMING THEMSELVES OVER THE COOKING-
PAN WHU.E THEIR PORK AND BEANS ARE GETTING READY TO

SERVE OUT.-[0//ioa( Photograph.]

dug-out. He heard them gathering and talking
a lot of them and he guessed it wa^ all up with
'Enery.

"
Bin reinforced probably, an' down

they comes into the dug-out* while the racket

ON THE WESTERN FRONT. DINNER-TIME IN THE TRENCHES: SOLDIERS
COMING UP TO GET THEIR CANTEENS FILLED FROM THE COMPANY

STEWPANS CLOSE TO THE FIRING-LINE. [Official Photagnpl,.]

It went on and the way they jabbered was crool. They
were all looking the other way. Silly blighters,

'Enery had to attract their attention. He
yelled

"
Kamerad," and then didn't they 'arf

swing round on 'im ?

He expected rifles to go up. He
expected a score of shots into particu-
larly painful parts of his anatomy.
The rifles, all the rifles, fell clown.

He expected every hand to be
raised in rage against him. Every
hand was raised in quivers before
him.

He expected snarls of hate
and anger. He heard sniffing
voices bleat

" Kamerad ! Kamerad !

Kamerad !

"

It was a fair knock-out.
He began to surrender

; they
all threw themselves in surrender
at his head. He tried to say he
was outnumbered. They told him,
in all the accents of BJoomsbury,
that the British second line held
the trench, that they were cut off

and were his prisoners.
He placed himself in their

hands. They shook their hands
free of him, and pushed him to-
wards the dug-out steps, towards

the British. ... It is understood that 'Enery
is to get something or other with a ribbon
to it for capturing twenty-five sound Bavarian
prisoners. \y. DOUGLAS NEWTON.
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British and frcnch Red-Cross dorh in france.

*m

HOW BRITISH WOUNDED ARE COLLECTED ; AND
Our first photograph illustrates how British wounded, collected in

France, are removed from the base hospitals to which they have
been taken, and are, when in a fit condition, sent by hospital-ships
for further treatment at home. Our second shows one of

,

those

numerous incidents of helpful war-work of the humblest kind which
is undertaken by ladies of France in the hospitals. They are

FRENCH SOCIETY WORKING FOR THE WAR.

shown here peeling potatoes in a hospital in Northern France.

They are girls of aristocratic family, but have, it would seem,

heard of George Herbert's worthy lines: "Who sweeps a room

as to Thy laws Makes that and the action fine." It has long been

felt that all wir-work is honourable, and that the humblest as well

as the highest kinds are of value. [French Official Photographs.]
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"Oat Great Battlefield . . now

A SLOUGH-BUT NOT " THE SLOUGH OF DESPOND "
: A SCENE OF DESOLA1

.,
be inferred (rom this

..Kind the line, quite fintastic.lly

I
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limy and Glutinous : On the Hncre,
SI
v'i

UHE ANCRE, ELOQUENT OF WINTER CONDITIONS ON THE BRITISH FRONT.

is not the Germans they feared those poor, bogged wretches in front of them but ' General Winter,' with his devilish powers
: exhausting the bodies and souls of men. Away behind them . . . was that great battlefield, churned up by shell-fire and mine-

plosions during months of ceaseless bombardment, and now all slimy and glutinous in a series of swamps." [Official PMogtapk.\
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Canadian Indians Taking part in the lar.

FEATHER HEAD-DRESSES LEADING KHAKI: GLASGOW; CHIEF "CLEAR SKY " AND THE LORD PROVOST.
A number of Canadian Indians have enrolled in certain Canadian
battalioni. Some hare been, and are, at the front, where they
hare done useful work ; others are on the way there. The famous
"Six Nations," of which the historic Mohawks are the leading

tribe, sent 150 recruits last year from the Indian Reserves in

Ontario, They have trained in Scotland, and are shortly to start

for the front. A few days ago they were invited to visit Glasgow and
meet tht Lord Provost at the City Chambers. The upper illustration

show the contingent marching through the streets, all in khaki except
four chiefs who for the* occasion headed the party in Indian full

dress. The lower illustration shows Sir Thomas Dunlop speaking
to the Chief "Clear Sky. "[Photographs by C.N.]
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Christmas parcels for TTotnmy at the front

SEASON OF REMEMBRANCE ANU GOODWILL : ARMY POSTMEN BUSY AT THEIR BIG JQB.
Our photographs show a number of .Army postmen, dealing;, like

so many replicas of Santa Claus in khaki, with some of the

mounds of parcels which are being sent to the Front by friends

and relatives f men on active service abroad to show them that

they are not forgotten, and to give them a pleasant reminder of

home at the season par cxcelltnu of home reunions, to so many

impossible in these anxious days. The Army postmen work hard
and willingly to ensure that Tommy shall not suffer disappointment.
The number of parcels to be despatched is enormous, but

'

it is

good to know that everything is done with care and system, and
that there is every reason to anticipate that all the men will

receive their presents in good time for Christmas. {Photos, by L.N.A.]
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WOMEN AND THE WAR.

OF
all the societies and organisations khaki-

clad, as befits their war origin, or clothed in

the civilian garb of peace that the present con-

flict has called into being, none is doing better or

more useful work than the Women's Reserve

Ambulance, known also as the Green Cross

Society, by reason of the Green Maltese Cross

worn by members as part of their badge equip-
ment. A writer

in the Press, de-

scribing its activi-

ties, wrote :

" The
Women's Reserve

Ambulance might
be respectfully
named the

'

Stick-

at-Nothings.'
These ladies have

organised them-
selves on military
lines. They wear
khaki uniforms,

and have weekly
drills. They un-

dertake any kind

of work done by
Army orderlies

the job which

Tommy declares

he did not join
the Army to do is the job of the Women's Reserve

Ambulance."

"SOME" GLOVES: FEARNOUGHT GAUNTLETS FOR THE NAVY.

Our photograph shows four pairs of the admirable gauntlets which are being made

by ladles in Glasgow for our sailors, and are of a most practical and comfortable

character. [Photograph by JUustratitms Bureau.]

That sums up the reason of the Corps' existence

as well as anything. Officially, it is laid down
that the ob-

ject of the vw^^^^^^nwMM^^^^BMi
Corps is to
"
provide a

trained, dis-

ciplined, and
efficient body
of women for

work in and
in connection

with war hos-

pitals an d

other forms
of emergency
war work." In

practice, the

members in-

terpret the
r61e in the

broadest pos-
sible sense,

and the actual

work accom-

plished is a pi-

quant blend-

ing of those

purely domestic labours for the performance of

which Providence is popularly supposed to have
created womankind, and the widely different task

"SOME" GLOVES: GAUNTLETS FOR THE NAVY.

Glasgow ladles are busily making gloves for the Navy, which are known In the Service as

Fearnought gauntlets, and have won the commendation of Admiral Sir John Jellicoe. Our

photograph shows ladies making the gloves with oddments of woollen materials and pieces of

waterproof given by sympathetic donors. [Photograph by Illustrations Bureau.]

of driving motor-ambulances along a dark road

when an air raid is in progress, and it is just luck

whether a bomb lands on your car or on a field

a mile away.

Everyone knows that the country wants all

the help it can get from its women. Large num-
bers of women have responded to the call, and

given generously
alike of their time

and money. But
even when every
available woman
has been called

up if it should

ever come to that

for war service

in one form or an-

other, there must
still remain a

numerically large

body who for do-

mestic or econo-

mic reasons are

prevented from,
so to speak,

"
go-

ing the whole

hog." It is just
such people that-

the W.R.A. prides
itself on helping. Economy is its motto in the

sense that nothing in the way of time placed by
recruits at its disposal need be, or is, wasted. If

you go to 199, Piccadilly, W., the headquarters of

the body, and state your intention of joining the

Corps, if ac-

cepted as a
suitable can-

didate you
will immedi-

ately be asked
what time you
can devote to

its service.
Critics might
be disposed to

doubt the
efficiency of

work done un-
der such con-

ditions. In

reality, the

thing is sim-

ple and emi-

nently prac-
tical. The
Corps, as has

been said,
takes a wide
view of its ob-

ligation to

help in every possible way. As a result, its duties

are so varied that the enlistment of
"
part time "

volunteers is a perfectly workable proposition.
\Cant\ttitttt yvtrltnf.
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Hmcrtcan Sympathy in franee: parcels for the Hospitals,

KINDNESS KNOWS NO FRONTIERS : AMERICAN LADIES MAKING UP GIFTS FOR THE WOUNDED.

There are greater virtues than neutrality, and necessity demands

that in time of war the efforts of benevolence should ignore frontiers

rather than leave the suffering troops who have been wounded and

are in hospital without practical and tangible mark* of sympathy.
Out photographs show how beneficently this feeling is interpreted

by American ladies in Paris, who are working energetically in send-

ing parcels for the Allies in hospital ; the first picture in particular,

showing them making up surprise parcels for Christmas Day. Each

parcel bears the Stars and Stripes, and a Urge number of them

will be sent to the Front. The second photograph shows American

ladies in Paris busily making up parcels of .appliances, etc., to be

sent to the Parlt hospitals. [*>M* O/fuial Photographs.]
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The fact that those who cannot devote the

whole of their time to the work of organisation are

enrolled as members does not in any sense imply
that any slackness in regard to work is tolerated.

Recruits who enrol promise
"
to serve faithfully,

to obey their superior officers, to attend the

Most people by this time have heard of Peel

House, the club for Overseas contingents in

Westminster. Every day from seven in the

morning until eight o'clock at night a contingent
of the VV.R.A. are hard at work serving meals,

making beds, and otherwise attending to the

comforts of the inmates of the institu-

tion. There are quite a number of

small hospitals owing a debt of grati-
tude to W.R.A. members for services

rendered in the kitchens. It supplies

messengers to the Y.M.G.A., orderlies

to war hospital supply depots, and

recently rather more than a dozen of

its members have replaced R.A.M.C.
orderlies at the Military Hospital run

by women in Endell Street. There

they do the work of the men,
whether it be "

receiving
"

patients
or attending to the incinerator, and
the

"
experiment," said Mrs. Charles

Beatty, the Corps Commandant, re-

cently,
"

is working well."

JOB

A WOMAN "BAKER AND POULTERER": MISS ISA AUSTIN.

Miss Austin, a Scotch girl who, industriously contriving
"
a doub'.e debt to pay,"

in the dearth of masculine labour, is seen in our photograph turning her time to
further account after going a "

bread round
"
by fseding the poultry at her father's

home in Leniie, near Glasgow. [Photograph by Illustrations Bureau.]

appointed drills, to perform the duties required of
them in the times stated on their enrolment
form," and the promise must be kept. Failure to
fulfil the obligations, without a reason-
able excuse, involves dismissal.

The Transport Section does im-

portant work whether in transporting
wounded and munitions, meeting
soldiers home from the trenches to

convey them to destination or station,
or driving limbless patients to and
from Queen Mary's Auxiliary Hos-

pital at Roehampton on certain days
of the week. Incidentally, it was a

W.R.A. motor ambulance that arrived first on the
scenes at two of the worst accidents in the first

Londvn Zeppelin said, and in recognition of ser-

You may recognise the members of
the W.R.A. by means of the brass
letters on their green shoulder-straps,
and the green Maltese cross with a

gold centre they wear on each arm,
with the khaki coat and skirt, turned-

up felt hat, belt, and puttees that con-
stitute the Corps uniform. And here
it may be said that the adoption of
khaki uniform was not done with a
view to

"
apeing men," as the saying

is, but because in a body constituted
for purposes of public service a uni-

form, besides making for discipline
and public spirit, very often secures
for its wearer immunity from unplea-
sant attention when she is going about
her business. As for the work, even
those and there are still many of
them who look askance at the duties
that war-time conditions impose on
women, could scarcely take exception
to first-aid, home nursing, canteen
work, cooking, and domestic economy Photograph by Illustrations Bureau.

that are amongst the duties members undertake,
others being motoiing, and running repairs,
and orderly work, with, of course, the under-
standing of other responsibilities as "emergency

"

shall demand.

A WOMAN "BAKER AND POULTERER": MISS ISA AUSTIN.

Miss Austin is a very energetic worker in these strenuous days. She helps her
father in his business, and has taken the place of a van-man who has been
called up for service. Our photograph shows her on her daily round, after com-
pleting which she helps with the poultry at her home in Lenzie, near Glasgow.

vices then rendered the Corps is officially attached
to the D Division of the Metropolitan Police for

Air Raid Relief. Apart from that, it is on the list

of societies the Government may employ. Lastly,
more workers are needed. CLAUDINE CLEVK.
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On the frencb front: t^hc training of Bombers.

AT A SCHOOL OF INSTRUCTION A PRACTICAL LESSON : FLINGING A GRENADE AS IF IN ACTION.
Schools for instruction for bombers are established at many places
in rear of the Allied Western Front ; both British and French
schools. The men taught are either volunteers or selected by
reason of special aptitude and physique. They are sent from their

regiments to undergo tuition in the handling of the missiles, which,
if ordinarily safe to deal with, prove sometimes "

tricky
" and

dangerous. The knack or art of throwing hand-grenades also does

not come naturally with most soldiers. In the illustration, a

French soldier is seen practising. The instructor stands by the

corner of the sand-bag traverse at one side. The compartment itself

is walled in with sand-bags on three sides front parapet and two

traverses in case of short bursts. [French Official Photograph.]
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On the Western front: t:he Remains of Combles.

TAKEN BY THE BRITISH AND FRENCH JOINTLY : HOUSES AFTER BOMBARDMENT ;-IN A STREET.

Combles is described by Mr. Philip Gibbs, who saw it immediately
after its capture, as a "

place of some importance and more than

a mere village." It was attacked on two fronts at once
; by the

French at one side and by ourselves at another, the immediate

objective of the operations happening to be just where the Allied

armies linked. The result of the joint attack was that each Ally

took and occupied its own half of the place. The Germans, for

their part, abandoned Combles just before the final Allied advance,

making no defence in the streets as was expected. Combles had

previously been severely bombarded. The upper illustration shows
what remained of some of the houses on the Allies entering : the

lower shows a street in Combles.- [Trench Official Photographs.]
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f)o\v "poilu" Now has J^ost its JMcaning*

IN THE FRENCH TRENCHES ON THE SOMME FRONT : A BARBER'S DUG-OUT AND CUSTOMERS.

The bushy and often unduly long beards affected by not a few

French soldiers during the earlier part of the war, in particular

the Territorials from which the popular sobriquet of
' '

Poilu,
' '

or "hairy," originated have for some time been officially banned.

Hair on the face, moustache, and shoit beards are allowed, but

only that. Beards must either be kept closely trimmed or else

be shaved off. The conditions of trench life made such an order

necessary in the interests of the men. Now, even while the men
are in the trenches, barbers are at work. A barber's trench dug-
out on the Somme front, with a customer being shaved and another

waiting his turn outside, is shown above. Health, not vanity, is the

first consideration, and very properly so. [French Official Photograph.]
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The Iar at Sea On Board a Submarine.

THE NAVIGATING COMPARTMENT :

This is what it looks like in the navigating compartment of an
Allied submarine just after submerging, on being fired at by hostile

surface craft. The submarine, at the moment illustrated, has only
her periscope above water. Through it, by means of the lower

lens, the officer in charge, as shown here, is watching the surface,
and observing the enemy's movements and endeavours to locate

PERISCOPE, AND HIS STAFF.

the submarine. To the left of the officer's legs is seen one of

the crew, standing ready to call down orders to the engine-room
or elsewhere, through the voice-pipes. To the right of the officer

is the steersman at the wheel, alert to follow the directions called

to him by the officer. Another of the crew is seen noting down
each order as the officer gives it.

LONDON : Published Weekly at the Office. 172. Strand, in the Parish of St. Clement Danes, in the County of London, by THE ILI.USTRATHD LONDON Np.ws AND SKETCH. LTD..
173. Strand, aforesaid ; and Printed by THH IM.USTHATHII I.IINUON NHWS N|> SKRTCH. LTD.. Milfoni Lane. W.C. WEDNESDAY. DEC. 20, 1916.
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A BRITISH OFFICERS' QUARTERS ON THE BALKAN FRONT : A MUD-WALLED COTTAGE.

Official Photograph.
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And, consider

By W. DOUGLAS NEWTOS.

the four corners of the globe. We have,

emphatically, in every arm sea arm, land arm,

and air arm developed our supremacy until

it has assumed a para-

monntcy.
This fact is generally

but vaguely assumed.
It is obvious that
we have come to our

full strength now in

man - power and gun -

power, just as it is

obvious that we always
had supreme strength
on the sea, and that we
would show a supreme
strength when the

organisation of our aerial

arm was complete. But
we do not realise how
obvious all this is until

we consider the past

year in the detail of

events. Events show us

how solid and concrete

has been our develop-
ment. The events of the

year read like an almost

logical and mechanical

progress from inefficacy
to power.

Wre will take the

land war first ; it is the largest and most
dramatic field, and it responds to the changing

of c i r c u in-

stances most

readily. The

beginnings of

the land war
in 1916 were

tragic. We
were tasting
the fruits of a

whole series

of failures.

Russia was

only now re-

covering from
the great
Polish drive.

Our heroic
unsuccess in

the Dardan-
elles had
arrived at the

melancholy
curtain of the

evacuation by
Jan. 8. Our
setback in the

Balkans was made complete by the fall of

Ccttinje and the collapse of the last real resist-

ance in Montenegro and Albania by Jan. 13. The

NEAR A FRENCH TRENCH : THE GRAVE OF A FALLEN

OFFICER TENDED BY HIS MEN.

Photograph by C.N.

Till.
year ends significantly. Tlu- Allies, fight-

ing successfully, are organising their Govern-

ments (after Britain's lead) for keener war, and

tlu' Germans arc propos-

ing peace. Hut. signiti

cant as is this year's

end, it is only fitting.

if we
111'- l

of the past twelve

months, we will see how

fitting are the present
circumstances how the

Geiin.m peace terms

have evolved, not as a

surprise, but from the

inevitable circumstances

of warfare during the

past most interesting

year.
Indeed, the study of

this year-long period of

fighting is more than

acutely interesting it is

of acute value. It is a

period in which we can
see with an almost

emphatic movement the

swinging of the balance

from weakness to

strength, from Allied

defeat to Allied victory,
from defence to offensive. Born in the days
when the Allied effort seemed at its lowest, 1916
has passed
through the

time that has
seen the ;u

cumulation
not only of

our power, but
of our pro-

gress in vic-

tory. The
change is most
curious 1 y
marked. Be-

fore, the Allied

successes were
almost en-

tirely those of

negation : the

successes of

defence the

successes that

oiight to hav i-

A HERO'S FUNERAL ON THE FRENCH FRONT : A SOLDIER-PRIEST READING PRAYERS

AT THE FUNERAL OF A SOLDIER WHO IS BEING BURIED WHERE HE FELL.

year it has
Photograph by C.N.

been different.

This year we have won our battles, not checked

the enemy in his. This year, in a way that was

not apparent before, we have forced the pace in
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aftermath of the plucky, brilliant, but weak too

weak for the task, anyhow Mesopotamian cam-

paign was travelling to decline at Kut, which fell

in April. We had but the tatters of fruitless en-

deavours about us. The West was locked, and

not only were we without sign of hope there, but

already, by Feb. 20, we were hearing the first

and ominous notes of Verdun. If ever a year

A CANADIAN TRENCH COFFEE - STALL, ALWAYS OPEN AND FREE
TO THE SOLDIERS : SUPPLYING THE NEVER-ENDING STREAM OF

PASSERS-BY WITH SATISFYING HOT DRINKS.

Note how most of the soldiers are standing ankle-deep in liquid mud.

began in the grey and sere of depression, 1916
did. There was, in fact, scarcely a glimmer of

comfort. The only definite success we held in our
hand in the opening of the year was that our

victory in the Cameroons was now
assured, and we had only to wait for

its complete capitulation on Feb. 16.

And what was the Cameroons among
so many German joy chants ?

We began, then, at a low ebb, with
the German shouts like the first in-

troduction of the
"
Marseillaise

"
into

the
"
1812

"
Symphony triumphing

over all other suggestive threads of

melody, Germany was certainly over

all at that moment. Napoleon's bands
at Moscow had even less right to

play their National Anthem in the

face of rivals than had the German
bands in the first two months of the

year. The analogy is chosen with a

purpose. As with the
"
Marseillaise

"

theme in "1812," so with the Ger-

man shout of triumph in 1916. As
the sound of the

"
Marseillaise

"

reaches its high chant of victory in

the Russian symphony, there is heard
the invading note of the Russian
National Hymn. The hymn swells

and grows in its gradual power, until

its strength has borne down the fiery song of

enemy victory. At the zenith of German triumph,
while its results were apparent in the East, in

the Balkans, in Gallipoli, and in Mesopotamia,
while its final waves were charging at Verdun,
the invading note of the growing Allied strength
began to develop. And, curiously, this new note
came from Russia.

In the first days of January the Grand Duke
was winning some speculative victories in the
Caucasus. The first of the fights was on Jan. 17,

and it was a startling and brilliant

success. Yet it was speculative. Vic-

tory had been won in the Caucasus

before, and little had come of it. But
the campaign was watched at first

idly, but soon with eagerness. It was
realised that this was the first full-

powered effort made by the Allies, and
it was soon seen that it was to be
a full-blooded success. Erzerum fell

on Feb. 16 ; Mush, Bitlis, Trebizond,
in due order

; and by July the great
central point of resistance, Erzing-
han, had come into our Ally's hands.
The Allies were beginning to win.

We will find, on examination, that

this great offensive was the beginning
of a development in offensives. By
the middle of January Russia felt

she had the strength with her to

manoeuvre for positions along her

European front, and she gained those

positions on a line from Lake Narotch
to Czernovitch. She did no more, but
she had won her stepping-off points in

spite of Germany's works in defence.

Winter prevented further activity, but by the

spring it was becoming certain that the full value
of power was swinging to the Allied side. Verdun,
which should have fallen, now showed that it was

OF THE CANADIAN HEAVY GUNS ON THE SOMME FRONT :

ARTILLERYMEN RAMMING HOME A HOWITZER SHELL.

Canadian Official Photograph.

not going to fall. By the summer it was proved
that the Allies had taken to themselves the

supremacy. We need not go into familiar details,
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we only need point out that with the exception
of th wrecked Austrian offensive from the Tren-

tino towards Yene/.ia it was the Allies alone who
had the means to strike ; and they struck from

every angle. In June, Russia opened with victory
that series of victories which carried her front

beyond Lutzk and Hrody, beyond the Styr and
the Strypa, beyond Dubno, Czernovitch, and
Stanislaus, and into the Carpathians. In July,
the Western Allies struck above and below the

Somme, and gained
the victories dealt

with at the time in

these notes. On Aug.<>
the Italians had al-

ready pushed back
the ill-advised Aus-

trian assault, and
were themselves going
forward in that tight-

ing which was f>

carry them through
the iron Gorizia
works, and bring them

steadily across the

Carso towards Trieste .

The echo of Italian

success had scarcely
died before the
Franco - Serb batta-

lions had won Mon-
astir and beyond ; and
while this fighting had
been going on the

French had returned at Verdun, and had won one
of the most amazing

'

victories of the war. The
whole trend of power on land, then, has been to

the credit side

A BRITISH ADMIRAL WITH THE SERBIAN ARMY AT MONASTIR:
WALKING THROUGH THE MAIN STREET WITH ANOTHER BRITISH

OFFICER AND A SERBIAN OFFICER.

the Lutzk-Bukovina advance, the Somme offen-

sive, the Isonzo and Carso offensives, Monastir,

and Verdun. It is obvious on which side of the

book the credit will go, even though I have pur-

posely set down the bigger items on our side and

have said nothing of the minor German set-

backs the capture of the Cameroons, the defeat

of the Senussi, the gradual subjugation of East

Africa, the two failures against Egypt, the Arab

revolt at Mecca, and the rest of the smaller anti-

German happenings
of this year. The big
events strike the

balance and the bal-

ance, in spite of Rou-

mania, is entirely to

our favour.

I have left small

space to the sea and
air affairs. The sea

might is silent, but

its effect is emphatic.
The food question in

Germany is a third

winter more strin-

gent than before, and
we can hear the voices

of the hungry lifted

against our voiceless

Fleets. But, over and
above this, there has

been one great naval

fight Jutland. Is

that to the German
If it is, the German.

of the Allies.

We admit that

the Germans
have had suc-

cesses. They
were able to

hold their
fronts in spite
of enormous
defeats and
losses in
Russia. The
Austrian offen-

sive was able

to gainground.

Gallipoli has

been evacu-

ated; Kut fell;

the Turks were

able, for a

time, to check
the Russians
in the Cau-
casus ; and,

moreemphatic
than aught else, Koumania has been invaded and
her forces driven out of a considerable area of the
fatherland. But, against those successes, balance
the main big successes of the Allies the Caucasus,

IN THE RUINS OF THE
CASH SAFES, AS FOUND

balance ? We think not.

Fleet has shown an astonishing fashion of reaping
the fruits of their victory for they have reaped

them in dock.

Of the air,

even less need
be said. Not

only have our

airmen driven

the enemy
aeroplanes to

earth, but they
have also
mastered the

enemy instru-

m e n t s of
frightfulness.

The beginning
of 1916, that

saw us feeling .

rather vaguely"
in the air for

a mode of de-

fence against
the Zeppelins,

BURNED-OUT PREFECTURE AT MONASTIR : THE CITY

BURST OPEN AND CLEARED BY THE BULGARIANS
ON RETREATING.

closes with the
fall of those

incandescent
monsterswhen

they attack. And thus at the end of the year we
find ourselves girding our loins for fresh effort

and the Germans are offering to negotiate peace.
Is it to be wondered at ?
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Ht the frcnch front on the Somme.

MAKING FOR FIRE-TRENCHES : BRINGING-UP AIR-TORPEfiOES ALONG A COMMUNICATION-TRENCH.

In this illustration, French loldiert carrjlng lr-torpc<loei lor a
trench-mortar In * fire-trench in advance arc wen negotiating an
awkward place In the communication-trench. A hedgerow crouing
at right angle* makea It difficult to pan. Alr-torpedoea art

ponderous welghta to carry ; their bulk and length, with the

torpedo tall-fins at one end, add to their cumbrouaneM at comeri

and In cramped passage-ways. It la only In exceptional caiet that

commonicatlon-trenchea are of the difficult character here ihown

owing to the trench having had to be haitily run acrOM recently,

won ground. In tuch clrcunutancM the digging of the'' trench of

uffldent depth to give head-cover la the prime consideration.

Width U a secondary matter.- (French Official Photograph.]
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Cditb the frcnch Hrmy on the MCUSC front.

MOT FAR FROM VERDUN : A GENERAL INSPECTING A BATTALION
; WOUNDED WAITING FOR A TRAIN.

The Meuse KCtor of the Frcnch northern front include! Verdun
and it> recaptured northern outworks, which extend across the

rtrer. A French General in command In that quarter la shown
la the upper illustration putting along the front of an infantry

battalion, paraded for inipection. Beyond the General (the mounted

officer wearing a ktpi) Is teen the officer commanding the battalion,

also mounted and with drawn sword. Another Meuae front scene

appears in the lower illustration a railway platform scene with

wounded men waiting for the train to take them for treatment

at a hospital in rear. As will be remarked, the "casualties" wear,
attached to their coat button-holes, labels on which the nature of

their injuries is written. [French Official Photographs.}
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t;be Retaking of JVIonastir by the HUies.

AS LEFT BY THE ENEMY : A BOMBARDED CHURCH WITH FRESCOES; REFUGEES RETURNING.

Monastir, as wu stated at the time of its inoccupation by the

Allies, wu found to have suffered terereljr from the enemy.
Parti of the city had been sacked, and other parts bombarded by
Germans as the Franco-Serbian advance-guards entered. As

usual/ the enemy shelled the churches remorselessly. One destroyed
church is seen above. The concave vaulted roof cf the apse, with

Its Byzantine style of fresco paintings, is seen, as it had collapsed
on the apse-walls beneath giving way and falling apart in a heap
of masonry nibble. In the background, put of the main walls

of the gutted church are seen. The upper illustration shows
Monastir refugee families and women returning to find their homes
wrecked and pillaged by the Bulgarians. [Official Photographs.]
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THE BEGINNINGS OF WAR - MACHINES : PISTOLS AND REVOLVERS.

THE
introduction of the pistol dates from the

early part of the sixteenth century, and is,

by some writers, attributed to an Italian in-

ventor, Vitelli, of Pistoja, and this may possibly
have led to the name "

pistol." given to this class

of weapon. Other authorities, however, give

Perugia as the first place where pistols were made,
and suggest that the name may be derived from
the word "

Pislallo," a pommel. The earliest

pistols of any note were fired by means of

the wheel lock, a contrivance consisting of a

spring
- operated

" wheel
"
or drum

wound up by
hand and held

by a trigger-
catch, the release

of which allowed

the drum to re-

volve very rapidly
when in contact

with a piece of

flint or pyrite
held in the nose

of a
"
serpentin,"

or hammer, the

resulting sparks

igniting the pro-

pelling-charge by falling on to gunpowder
in the priming-pan of the weapon. Fig. i illus-

trates a sixteenth -
century wheel -lock pistol

of German origin having a barrel -20 inches

long, a somewhat cumbersome weapon to

manipulate, pistol
- fashion, with one hand.

The ball stocks of the next two pistols

(Figs. 2 and 3)

bear evidence of

Italian influence

in design, though
these fire - arms
are also of Ger-

man manufac-
ture.

The wheel-
lock firing mech-
anism was at

length super-
seded by the
flint lock, a much
simpler auU more

FIG. 8. OF QUKBN ANNE'S TIME : A FLINT-LOCK CAVALRY PISTOL,

WITH BARREL FOURTEEN INCHES LONG.

find indications that these disadvantages were

appreciated, in that double-purpose weapons were

constructed, such as the flint-lock pistol con-

taining a dagger (Fig. 5).

The pistol shown in Fig. 8 is of a type which
was in use for some considerable time after its

introduction in the eighteenth century.

Attempts were made at an early date to

construct pistols capable of firing several shots

before reloading. A weapon of the class (Fig. 4),

fitted with a flint lock dates from the middle of

the seventeenth

century, being
used in the reign
of Charles I.

One of the
first really suc-

cessful designs of

repeating pistols
was that of the

American, Samuel
Colt, whose
muzzle - loading
revolver (Fig. 7)

was patented in

1835. This in-

ventor employed
the percussion

system of firing, which superseded the flint-

lock device described above. To operate this

system a percussion-cap, placed on a hollow

nipple carrying a train of powder communicating
with the propelling

-
charge, was struck by a

spring-operated hammer released by a pill on
the trigger. The action of the present-day re-

volver is similar

in principle to

that of the origi-
nal Colt, in that

they both em-

ploy a rotary
cylinder contain-

ing a number of

charges in cham-
bers parallel with
its axis, this

cylinder being
mounted on an
axle between the

compact device.

In its case a chisel-shaped piece of flint held
in the nose of a spring - operated hammer
struck a glancing blow on the hinged steel

lid of the priming pan, and, throwing the
former backwards on its hinge, uncovered the

powder in the priming pan and allowed the
resultant spark to fall amongst it. This device
eliminated the waste of time involved in winding
up the wheel lock every time the piece was dis-

charged. In the early days of fire-arms, their

reliability was not very great, and their useful-
ness as a means of defence distinctly limited, in

consequence of the time taken in reloading. We

DATING FROM ABOUT 1850 ! A FRENCH CAVALRY PISTOL stock and the

barrel in such
a manner that the rotation of the cylinder
on its axle brings each chamber in turn into
line with the barrel, the charge in the chamber
being fired by the fall of a hammer at that
moment.

Double-acting revolvers are so constructed
that a pull on the trigger does all that is lequired
between the shots ; but the length of pull and the
pressure required are such as to make accurate

shooting very difficult. Modern revolvers are
almost all double-acting, but can be used as

single-acting when required, the cocking mechan-
ism being usable in either way.
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>\ Che Beginnings of War-Machines : pistole and Revolvers.

1 LONG GERMAN WHEEL-LOCK PISTOL, . 16* CEN
Bhe woodwork is, richly inlaid wili^ fiduree. in.

repreoenlfn^ the. Cbaee. Lenijrh of barrel 2O

WHEEL.- LOCtS. PISTOL. -

Inlai3 ire placets wihhi ivory.
Circular* pommel

WHEEL-LOCK PISTOL, - Ko'bCENTURY.

ichly inlaid cuith, ivon/and mort?ep.o pearl.
ISne rrcassivfe poroircens inlaid cuito bea^er^
and chased old .

4<ic

SHAPHAUNCE SEL.F-1.OADJNQ
PETRONE1- oFlhe Mme oF Charles 1.

(Revolver)

DOUBLE- BARREJ-UEO
FUNT-L.OCK PISTOL
CONTA1N1NG A DAGdEFt

Barrels are damascened.
otock ia inlaid witb silver

COLT NATIONAL
DER1HGER.

THE ORIGINAL. COLT REVOLVER.

ANCESTORS OF THE BROWNING : EARLY PISTOLS AND REVOLVERS, FROM THE SIXTEENTH CENTURY.

Th drmwinp on this and the oppotlti (wft ihow Mm* lUget In

thi etolutlon of the snutln firt-rmi, the plttol nd rtrolrer.

tif*. I to 5, It thould be itnted, were drawn from umplea in

t> collection of the United Strrire* Muieum, where to nun?
iotcrtttlng ipecimer.i of early war-machlna can bf te*n and studied.

Nowtdmyi, the rarolrtr has practically tupeneded the pittol, though

the latter li uaed occaionaUy, and at abort rang* the French

duelling plitol U more accurate. Samuel Cult, the inventor of , the

drat really xrriceable revolver, waa a naUre of Hartford, Con-

necticut, U S.A. From the drawings it will be aeen that the early

mikera of piatola devoted much a;ter.tion to the dcortire tide of

their work. [Drawings by W. B. Robinson.]
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H Local Success by German Storme

AN INCIDENT THAT MAY HAPPEN ANYWHERE ON OCCASION :

' A FRENCH TR1
The enveloping and shrouding effect of artillery barrage-fire with smoke-bombs on a wide scale is shown in the illustration above

The German description of the incident, printed underneath the picture, calls it

The attacking enem;

It is reproduced from a German paper." The capture by assault by a German storming party of a French trench under cover of smoke-bombs.'
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from the Snemy's point of View,

n* * V*l**m . ^^iMfc vB ^^^^HB

IRMED AND TAKEN UNDER COVER OF SMOKE-BOMB AND ARTILLERY FIRE.

n seen in possession of part of the trench. Some are firing from there, some are charging along the trench round a bend,

-thers are coming up at a run to reinforce the stormers. The smoke-bomb barrage Art has lifted and been advanced on the

iccupation of the trench. It is spreading along the next set of trenches, which are dimly visible through the smoke in the background.
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Cdtnter Cttork for frencb Hfrican Colonial 'Croops.

ARSENAL SERVICE IN FRANCE : UNLADING EMPTY SHELLS ; ROLLING SHELLS OVER THE RAILWAY.
To aroid unnecessarily exposing the French Colonltl troops to the

serere trial of winter trench duty on the Wwtern Front in Northern

France, si many el can be ipared from the fighting line, In par-
ticular the naUrm of the French possessions In the Soudan and

Equatorial Africa, are being turned to useful account in the great
nal* and munition worka of the South of France. They are

bowing thenuelra excellent workers In Tarloui employment!. In
the upper Illustration African Colonials are Man at work In an

arsenal, clearing empty J4o-mm. ahelli from a truck and sucking
them for transference to the department where they an loaded.

In the lower illustration empty aai-mm. shells are seen being got
acroata track of rails. [Frtnch Official Photograph*.]
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Shell-power that dins Victories for franee.

MANIPULATING A PROJECTILE AS LARGE AS HIMSELF : A FRENCH SOLDIER WITH
It u artillery that wins modern battles, for infantry only advances
under cover of the (Una. This ws the case In the French victory
at Verdun. " Th French went forward," writes Mr. H. Warner
Allen, "behind a line of imoke and Are that protected and
destroyed. . . . The French guru wore pounding awy at the

Oorman positions mercilwily. . . . The nearer hllliidei were

A 370-MM. SHELL,

flickering with innumerable tongues cf flame, shot out by batteries

that were firing at their utmost speed. Vet at the point where
I wis standing there was a stringe, unaccountable ailence, broken

only at minute intervals by a big naval gun. . . . There were

guns nearer to us firing as hard as they could. It was only the

naval monster which made us jump." [FrmcH Official
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ROMANCES OF THE REGIMENTS : XXIX.-THE 20ra LIGHT DRAGOONS.

THE FIRST SHOT IN THE PENINSULA.

HOW THE CANADIANS IN THE TRENCHES TAKE THE GERMAN

PEACE "KITE": CHALKING UP THEIR ANSWER ON A HEAVY

HOWITZER ON THE SOMME.

Canadian War Records Pkotofraph.

IT
may not always be possible to ascertain

exactly the occasion of the very first shot

fired in any particular war, but in several instances

the fact is well authenticated, and, where certainty

is impossible, there usually exists some more or

less legendary
assertion on this

point of curious

interest. In the

Crimean War,
for example, it

is generally ad-

mitted that a

Russian ball
drew first blood,

killing a British

artilleryman who
was seated on

the limber of a

gun. In the

Franco - German
War of 1870, the

first drops of

iron and leaden

hail fell at Saar-

bruck, and it

may well be that

the actual open-

ing shot was fired

by that little

party of Uhlans under Count Zeppelin (of

endeared and pious renown) who, earliest of the

German troops,
crossed the
French frontier.

In the Peninsular

War, however,
the circuinstances

attending the

firing of the first

British shot are

minutely authen-

ticated by
Colonel Land-

mann, of the En-

gineers, in his

rattling reminis-

cences. The in-

cident, strangely

enough for so

serious a busi-

ness, was farcical.

Landmann,
attached to
Fane's Light Bri-

gade, had but

newly arrived in

the Peninsula,

and was moving towards a place called Cham-de-
Kuaes. It was Aug. 10, 1808. Evening was

drawing on, and General Fane, who had been

introducing to each other the newly arrived

officers of the units under his command, noticed

that Landmann and a Lieutenant Stanway had

no proper transport and no provisions except such

scanty refreshment as their haversacks might
contain. He therefore invited them, during a

brief halt, to join

him in sharing
some cold meat,
which his ser-

vant was setting
out at the road-

side.

Having dined,,

the officers rode

on at a very
quiet pace, for

there was no hint

of alarm, at the

head of the brig-

ade, and just as

dusk fell they
werej'startled by
a shot, which

rang out at a

short distance on
their front. The
next moment the

whole advanced

guard of the zoth

A CANADIAN TRENCH REPLY FROM THE SOMME FRONT TO
BETHMANN-HOLLWEG : SCORING IT ON A BIG SHELL READY

FOR FIRING.

Canadian War Records Photograph.

Light Dragoons,
some twenty men in number, came galloping psll-

mell against the brigade officers. The Dragoons
knocked down

everything in

their way ; the

officers were all

pitched over into

the ditch, and
tne General's can-

teens, baggage,
and mules, which
were closebehind,

shared the same
fate.

General Fane,

naturally believ-

ing that the

enemy was at

hand, halted the

brigade and
formed it in line

across the road.

At the same time,

he sent back
orders for the

nearest brigades
in his rear to

come up as sup-

ports. These arrived quickly, and were also

formed for immediate action. Meanwhile, Fane

examined the impetuous advanced guard of the

zoth Light Dragoons (a corps which has now no
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"Che fate of a German North Sea Submarine" a 20."

STRANDED AND BLOWN UP ON THE DANISH COAST : THE WRECK AFTER THE EXPLOSION.

The fate of a German North Sea submarine.
" U zo," reference to

the Kranding of which wai made in Danish papers at the time,

U shown in the abort three illustrations.
" U 20

" went ashore

oa the wot cout of Jutland on a November night, and embedded
herself hard and fax in the lands. The Germain tried to get her

00 within the time allotted by international law for a renel to quit

neutral waters, but in rain. Then the? tried to blow her up, but

only destroyed the fore part, waterlogging the hull. No. I fhows
" U 30 " as >he stranded, with her iu ifice-gun on deck. No. 2

shows the vessel with her fore-end broken away, shortly after the

explosion. No. 3 shows " U 20
" when the incoming tide had

begun to sweep away the fore-end from the >""
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direct descendant in the British cavalry), from

whom he learned that they had seen one of the

enemy's vedettes, and had fired upon him. There-

upon, believing that they ought to fall back, they

had done so in the manner already recorded.

So far, so good, bar the ludicrous accident,

which was not, however, a reprehensible matter

in war. The brigade waited, but all re-

mained quiet on the front. Fane accord-

ingly put himself at the head of the now
re-formed Dragoons and rode forward to

investigate. Very soon they discovered

that the first shot had not been without

effect. They made out, as well as the

gathering darkness allowed, the figure of

a wounded man sitting on the grass beside

a horse. But the casualty was no French-

man. He proved, in fact, to be a 2oth

Dragoon, who had a deeper grievance

against his comrades than the General had

for the upset of his Staff and canteens.

When the sufferer had been attended

to, he told his pitiful story. He was

corporal of the advanced guard, and as

the party rode along he had, without

mentioning his intention, left his comrades

for a little in order to look over a small

bank he had observed at a short distance

on the right. Evidently the worthy cor-

poral was well versed in outpost duty, and

was leaving no suspicious piece of ground

unexplored. On the other hand, it is

just possible to detect a Falstaffian

allusion in the droll text of Landmann's memoirs

as explanation of the non-com. 's digression. Had
he been content merely to gallop after his men,

worse might not have come of it ; but, besides

delay. The country was entirely unenclosed, and

he could see, as well as the faint light served, that

the road along which the advanced guard was

proceeding meant a considerable detour. What

more natural than that he should take the obvious

short cut and head his men off ? He did not

reflect that although he, knowing the road, still

THE
WAR
FOR

THE FIRST GRIP OF WINTER IN THE EUROPEAN SOUTH-EASTERN WAR.

AREA: AN AUSTRIAN PROVISION CONVOY IN THE TRANSYLVANIAN ALPS,

EN ROUTE FOR WALLACHIA, HALTING IN THE SNOW FOR A MEAL.

Photoftaph by Topical.

being a wary scout, he was an economist of time.

The lie of the land gave him opportunity, as he

thought, to rejoin his party with the least possible

FIRST GRIP OF WINTER IN THE EUROPEAN SOUTH-EASTERN

AREA: AN AUSTRIAN DONKEY TEAM WITH PROVISIONS

HUNGARIAN TROOPS IN WALLACHIA CROSSING A SNOW-

COVERED TRACT IN THE TRANSYLVANIAN ALPS.

Photograph by Topical.

had track of them, they had entirely lost sight of

him. He gained on them considerably, and,

reaching the end of the chord of the arc some
time before the others had come up along the cir-

cuitous route, he waited quietly

^^^^^^^ at the corner.

In due time the beat of hoofs

and the jingle of accoutrements

told him that his comrades were

at hand. The regulation two

troopers, riding ahead, came on,

and made out a mounted figure

right in their path. Never dream-

ing that a British trooper could

be between them and the enemy,
they challenged thrice, but so

quickly that the corporal had no
time to reply, A trooper loosed

off his carbine, and a pang as of

red-hot iron struck through the

poor corporal's arm. If he

shouted, none heard him, for at

the shot the two troopers wheeled
about and galloped back to their

comrades, who, now convinced

that the enemy was at their

heels, likewise wheeled and
went scampering to the rear,

there to .spread confusion among
the head of the advancing Light

Brigade. Such was the first

of the Peninsular War, and

among first shots, was only to

British shot

its effect, rare

disable a friend.
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Ht the french front on the Somme.

TWO WAR-DOGS : A RED CROSS DOG NOTED FOR RESCUING WOUNDED
;
A CHAMPION RATTER.

Two notable Frcnch war-dogi, each with a local reputation among
the troops of one of the Army conunandc, are seen here. Each

dog hai a mJtitr of iu own. The buiineu of one 11 to saye life ;

that of the other, to take life. The bigger dog, In the foreground

to the right, wearing a Red Crow badge, belongs to a field am-
bulance section, and It it stated, his a widespread reputation in

the battlefield region where It ii employed, for the number of

wounded men to whom the dog has borne succour in action. The

smaller dog, a terrier, seen in the background to the right, ha*

gained its reputation in helping to keep down the plague of rate

in the trenches for the number of raU it has killed. [Frtndi

Official Photograph.}
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Hn Hirman'9 panoramic Snapshot: Olberc Italu

THE BATTLEFIELD OF THE TRENTINO ADVANCE-GUARDS AMONG THE CI

A German paper reproduces this illustration as having been taken from an Italian paper. It represents a photographi<

snapshot from an Italian biplane in mid-air during a cruise across the Alps, well up above the topmost mountain peaks. Thi

scene is a remarkable one, if on\j from the artistic and scientific side. It gives a wonderful impression of what the high*
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roops of the Ocntino Hrmy arc fighting.

AND RIDGES OF THE ALPS : LOOKING DOWN FROM AN ITALIAN BIPLANE

pine ranges look like in early winter, when seen from above. Everybody knows what snow-covered mountains look like
ewed from earth level. But it is amid surroundings of snow, ice, and bare rock that the Italian northern army in the
entino is now actually battling, some of the troops above the limits of perpetual snow, with a hardihood unexampled in history.
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"Debris of eun-Cdbecla ": German Hmtnumtiom

'

EVIDENCE OF THE DESTRUCTIVE EFFECT OF BRITISH SHELL-FIRE DURING THE ADVANCE <

In the recent fighting on the Western Front, the Germans have had to endure the same kind of bombardment which they infli

on the Allies at the beginning of the war, when they possessed the preponderance of artillery. Our photograph recalls Mr. Pi

Gibbs' account of the Somme campaign, as it must have appeared from the enemy's side :
" As the roads went nearer to
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Smashed bv British Hrtiller? on the Hncre.
J

I

THE SHATTERED REMAINS OF GERMAN AMMUNITION-WAGONS AFTER THE BATTLE.
(battlefield, they were choked with the traffic of war with artillery and transport-wagons and horse-ambulances, and always

I gry men. . . . Into the midst of all this turmoil shells fell shells from long-range guns. The bodies of
1 horses lay all over the roads. Men lay dead or bleeding under the debris of gun-wheels." [OfAicial
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British Hrmoured Care' Hdvcnturcs that

I

IN THE CAUCASUS AND ARMENIA : A HALT
;
AND AN ANCIENT GATEWAY NEAR MUSH.

The British NT1 Armoured-Car squadrons with the Russian Army
hre traelled immense distance* and had "

roarrclloui adrentures
"

eclipsing thoe recorded by Malory. "Probably no unit of the

British forces," says Reuter,
" ha had more Taried experiences

than thoe that fell to the deroted men who, coming Irom all part*

of the British Empire, hare, after being ice-bound for month! in

the Arctic, traversed European Russia, and alter performing the

remarkable feat of crossing the appalling
' roads

'

of the Caucasus

and doing good work against the Turks there, have now appeared

in action side by side with the Ruuo-Roumanian Armies in the

Dobrudja. ... At Sarakamish the cars were inspected by th

Grand Duke ;Nicholas), and it was then decided to send one portion
lCett'iHtd offotat.
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British Hrmoured Cars with the Russian Hrmy
j
'^*jy

DJSTANT
GRAVES ON THE ROUTE OF OUR ARMOURED CARS : A RUSSIAN TOMB

;
A BRITISH FUNERAL.

01 the squadron to the Russian left flank near Mush. A note-

worthy Inspection journey of 2000 miles was made by one of the
officers beyond Erzerum and Trebixond. ... On his return a

squadron was despatched to Mush. . . . The great distance of

this front from the main artery of supply made the question of

supplies and transport very difficult, but, in spite of this, another

squadron was despatched to Mush. Progress was extremely

difficult, as the bridges had been destroyed, and one of the squadrons,

despite heroic efforts . . . was unable to proceed. Undeterred by
all obstacles, another squadron proceeded to Charborg, and after

incredible difficulties, what was left of it duly arrived. ... The
cars were then ordered to proceed to the plain of Mush."
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OTith the Serbians on the JVlonastir front

SERBIAN SAILORS WITH THE ARMY

Before the war Serbia maintained a small Danubian flotilla of two

gun-boats ;
with hllf-a-doien small steam-vessels, principally em-

played in transporting troops and stores between the fortresses on

the river. During the autumn of 1914, while the Austrian troops

were massing on the north bank of the Danube for the Ant

invasion, which ended disastrously for Austria, the Serbian Danube

TYPES OF THE MEN ; A BRITISH ADMIRAL'S INSPECTION.

flotilla was added to and organised. It made heroic attempts o

hold the river in October 1914, and at the outset of the invasion

by General Mackensen. After sharing In the retreat, the Serbian

sailors were eventually transferred to Salonika and the Monastir

front. A British Admiral with the Serbian Monastir forces appears

in the second Illustration. -[French Official Ptototrapks.}
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Hn "Indispensable" on Hctive Service.

KEEPING THE ARMIES IN TOUCH : A LINESMAN AT WORK.
In * war luch u that which Is now devastating Europe, involving

operations of unprecedented extent, it ll * consideration of the

nnt importance that free communication should be maintained

between the armies engaged. Science has revolutionised the

whole system, and things are possible to-day which in the time of

Waterloo, or even the Franco-German War of 1870-71, would hare

been dismissed as fantastic dreams. But now that electricity plays

so Important a part in the grim drama, the linesman is a man of

real importance. To keep the Armies in constant touch is one

of the first essentials of modern warfare, and the man who keeps
the lines of communication in reliable condition is a factor that

tells. [British Official Photograph. Crown Copyright Reserved.]
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FOOTNOTES TO ARMAGEDDON : XX.-THE EYE-FOR-EYE IDEA.

A LFRED'S pal, Dicky, slid down on to the

/\ fire-step, rolled off it, flopped sinewlessly

on to the muddy duck-plank at the bottom of

the trench. Alfred yelled
"
Off the butt, Dicky. Missed Ginger Nob

again
"
only then ^did he see what had hap-

pened to Dicky.
He jumped down,
clutched at his pal,

turned him over on

his back, and as he

did this he yelled
" B e a i e r s !

Bearers, here I Get

a move on, Bear-

ers !

"

The Corporal in-

terrupted.
"No go, A If.

Dick 's done in.

Look at his head."

There was, in

fact, a small, clean

hole in Dicky's fore-

head above the right

eye - brow. Alfred

He stood up ;
he

Ginger swine I knows 'im. 'E 's done Dicky
in, same as 'e 's done in other good blokes. 'E '11

pay-^so 'elp me, 'e '11 pay ! An' I 'm goin' to

make 'im. The dirty, scurvy, little swine. . . ."

Alfred stgod cursing in his passionless and terrible

voice. The other men regarded him with a
little uneasiness.

They knew Alfred.

He was a most
terrible fighter. A
wicked chap to meet
at any time they
guessed the man
who had killed

Alfred's pal would
have an unenvi-
able sort of death,
even in this war
of

t
unenviable

deaths.

Alfred swung
round on them.

"
My God, I '11

pay 'im ! . . .

An', mark you, you
lot, you leave 'im

to me. Just unner-
to be left to me. 'E 's my
any of yous kills 'im easy

. ."Alfred licked his dry
tork to you ernest, arter

the dirty hugly
"

stand that :

meat. . . ,

and quick,

lips
"
well,

see. 'E 's

'e's

If

I'll

my meat.

WITH THE SERBIANS ON THE MONASTIR FRONT: OFFICERS

AT AN OBSERVATION AND TELEPHONE POST WATCHING A
BIG FIRE THEIR SHELLS HAVE STARTED IN THE ENEMY

LINES ON THE HILLS OPPOSITE.

French Official Pkotograpk.

had come to know
what such a hole must mean.

said in a violent voice
1

My God ! so that 's Dicky !

" He stood

staring down at his dead pal. In a moment he

turned and stared at the parapet it was as

though he
was looking __
through the

parapet into

the German
trench that

hid the slayer.
He did no-

thing dram-

atic, he just
stared. In a

moment he
said in a thick

voice
" God 'elp

you, Ginger,

you . German
swine, when
I gets across

to you this

afternoon !

God 'elp you ON THE SEA COAST NEAR WHERE THE OUTER BELGIAN POSI

THE FRENCH NORTHERN FRONTIER-LINE CONVERGE: MAKING
ALONG THE BEACH CLOSE TO THE SAND-DUNES.

French Official PHotografk.

you s go-

ing to blinkin'

well pay for

this !

"

The Corporal said something.
"

I saw 'oo did it," said Alfred with a

passionless passion.
"

I seed 'im. That
most
little

Alfred
stood sullen,

looking out

over No
Man's Land
for the rest

of the morn-

ing. He knew
that the line

would at-

tack some-
time p.m. He
was painfully

eager that no
one should
put Ginger
the Sniper out
of action be-

fore that time.

___^ When the
prelim, shell-

NS AND ing began, he

TRENCH shuddered
with terror.

Perhaps one
of t h'O s e

blinkin' shells would catch Ginger a swipe and
he would never be able to pay what he owed
for Dicky's sake. He almost prayed that the
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Slith the British on the dcstcrn front.

LIFE BETWEEN BATTLES : ROAD-WIDENING ABOVE-GROUND
;

RESTING IN A CAPTURED DUG-OUT.

In the upper illustration, British troops are shown widening a road
on the Wrstern Front. To permit of several parallel linn of

traffic pauing, string! of vehicles going to the front, and the

others in the opposite direction, the roads hare to be exceptionally
ride. Widening work is always going on. In the illustration

the men are working on a road through a wood, cutting back the

trees at each side, and clearing the undergrowth. In the lower

illustration is seen the interior of a captured German dug-out,

50 feet underground, with some of our men snugly lodged there.

Note the German spring mattresses on the bunks, in tiers, as in

the cabins on board ship ; also the match-boarded side walla of the

quarters. {Official Photographs.]
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shells would be merciless and spare the little

sniper, so that he could settle with him.

They went over and across in a machine-gun
swish of the usual style. The Fritz trenches had
been badly scrapped, but they still had sem-
blances of existence. Alfred, running regardless
of Germany, was the first in the trench. He
scrambled in and ran along. His passage was

ARTILLERY OF THE REORGANISED BELGIAN ARMY: A LONG-

RANGE 120-MM. 51-INCH POSITION-GUN BEING MOVED FORWARD

TO A NEW FIRING POINT.

Btlfian Official Pkolograpt,.

complicated by a large man, who thought it his

duty to fight.
"
Oh, get out o' the way," snarled Alfred.

And he put himself to the inconvenience of

bayonetting the fool. He
pressed his way on to the end
of that section of trench it

was a shortish switch-trench

and found no sign of Ginger.
He came back.

The men were getting ready
to follow the barrage a step
nearer Berlin.

"
My Lord I I ain't found

'im yet I I ain't found 'im."
" Who ?

" asked the Cor-

poral. Alfred gaped at him.
" That little Ginger swine,

him wot did in Dicky."
" A crump found him,

p'raps come on, Alf." A
voice came from the cluster

of men
"

I saw 'im. He nipped
down into the dug-out along"

the direction up trench was

pointed out.
" Saw 'im just

as we come in."
" Hah !

"
breathed Alfred.

" Look here, you leave

There was a clutter of terrified men in the

first dug-out, and they all mentioned
" Kamerad."

Alfred bellowed
" A red-'eaded little swine, that 's 'oo I

want." He charged the crowd
; they scattered.

A voice, from the door of the next dug-out
said, in English

"
All right I am red-headed and little."

In the faint light Alfred saw the

sniper.
He advanced on the fellow.

" Put

up your tool. I 'm out to finish

you."
"

I 'm sorry," said the little Ginger.
''

I haven't a tool."
" Find one," snarled Alfred.

"
I

wanter kill you painful."
"It is not worth while-

"
said the

German ;

"
you see, I could not use

one." He held up his right arm.
There was no hand on the end of

his arm. There was fresh dressing
on it.

" Oh !

"
gulped Alfred.

" Ob !

"

" Come on," said the German ner-

vously.
"

Kill."

Alfred licked his lips.
" You shot my pal," he said

furiously, but not as furiously as

he thought; "shot him dead you
dirt !

"

"
It is my business to shoot,"

said the little man. " Come on please finish

quick." There was terror in the man's plucky
talk.

Alfred stopped, stared blankly, spluttered

THE THOROUGHGOING CAMPAIGN EQUIPMENT OF THE BELGIAN ARMY:
A GUN, SENT BACK TO A REPAIR DEPOT BEHIND THE LINES, BEING

RETURNED READY FOR SERVICE AGAIN.

IMgian Official Photograph.

them dug-outs to the second line," admonished
the Corporal, but without conviction. It is hard
to stand in the way of just retribution. How-
ever, his tone didn't matter, Alfred was already

plunging down the steps of the dug-out.

hoarsely and unintelligibly. Then,
"
you killed

my pal, Dicky, you low an" un'oly blighter 1

"

snarled Alfred. He gulped.
" You hugly dawg

come out on top, I '11 show you th' best way to get
to our Dressing-Post." W. DOUGLAS NEWTON.
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Hospitality in a Serbian Rut.

rr:-r'
REs GLEAM WARM m BRIGHT>>! ** - uT NEAR ^^

Hoepitality In S.rbU mint now be neceaaarlly of a very primitive
h.racter, but the bravt /wi( s who lure bn ftghting thtr. .o

appreciate and enjoy even mch humble conditions of rett and
warmth ai are suggested in our photogr.ph. Tlie Serbian people
therruelTei are a hardy race, unacnutomed to luicury or Mll-indul-
nce in any form, and the French loldiers a, our firt photopaph

are fortunate in finding .uch comfort at they are enjoying. So,
too, in the second photograph, the row of men sitting on a roughbench in front of the cheerful blaze evidently revel in the warmth
nd light, and enjoy the rest and hospitality offered by this roomy

farmhouse hearth in the hilly country around Monastir. ^Official
Frmeli PI/X~.*I. i
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personages of the mar: Characteristic facial

Field Marshal
Lord Trench

CONTRASTS: OUR HOME CHIEF; HINDENBURG'S "BRAIN"; AUSTRALIA'S PRIDE; LIEGE'S ASSAILANT.

We continue here and on the adjoining page sketch-portraits of

notable perjonagu in the war, comp riling contrasts of facial types,

British and German. No. I is Field-Marshal Lord French, who fa

responsible for the land defence of the British Isles. No. t is

General Ton Ludendorff, nominally Marshal Hindenburg's Chief of

the Staff. In Germany he is credited with originating and planning

all the Marshal's operations. No. 3 it the heroic Ansac commander
immortalised by his herois n at Gallipoli, General Sir William

BirdwooJ. No. 4 is the German General who opened the war by

attempting to it. -u Liege, General Emmich. He has been twice

reported dead, once by suicide in 1914, once from natural causes

last rear. He was said in 1914 to hare shot himself.
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; Characteristic facial

General

SirDouglastfaig.

field-Marsha)

von Hindenburg

=
or. the world-Von Kluck, led

- - om
of 0,, BnUrt Army on the Wtm Front, Sir DougU,

i , \ ^ M "hI ~n Hindenburg, Ctner^iwimo of
niei, nd DJcUtor orer the Germn Empire.
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On the Balkan front : TThc Regaining

OF THE VICTORS: THE COMMANDERS OF THE LEADING FRENCH AND RUSSIAN COLUMN!
ENTRY

In the upper illutrtlon column of Bulgarian prUontfi, captured

b th Alllee in the battle which resulted in the retaking of

Monaatir it aeen denling alng a ,uay bealde the tributary ot the

Ri, Chwna, on which the city tand, and croaaing a bridge n

the way to their d*ntion-camp cuttide. The total of priaoner*

taken hai not bean itated, but in addition to thow eaptuiad to

the frontal battle, a largo number of Bulgarian and German. we

cut ofl by one of the Allied flanking columna and lurrender

In the lower Illuttration the leader! of the ftrat two of the Allied

Army columm to enter the city, the French General L. Blou and

\he Ruaaian Central Didericka, ara aeen In a motor-car in which

they made their entry.
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On the Balhan front : The Regaining of Monastic

ENTRY OF THE VICTORS : THE SERBIAN CROWN PRINCE AND GENERAL SARRAIL IN THE CITY.

The entry of the rlctorioui Alllei Into Moiuutlr took place with

military ceremonial, i befitted 10 noteworthy a victory from both

the itrateglcal and political aipecta. The Crown Prince of Serbia,

who wai pertonally in command of the Serbian forces, participating

in the Tictory, drore through the street* of the city in company
with the Allied Generallifimo on the Balkan Front, General Sarr.il.

King George telegraphed congratulation* to the Crown Prince and

General Sarrall. To the Crown Prince, King George laid :
"

I cordially

congratulate your Royal Highneai and your brave Army, which ia

fighting ihoulder to shoulder with the Allied troopi, upon the

capture of Monaitlr on the lame day at that on which the city,

(our yeara ago, wai delivered from the Turk*."
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WOMEN AND THE WAR.

TF you want a thing done, get a woman to

do it, seems to be the new philosophy
bred by the war." It was Lord Peel who thus

crystallised in speech what a great many people
are thinking ; and, indeed, scarcely a week passes
without women being called into some fresh

sphere of activity. One of the most recent
"

calls
"

to women
concerned the medical

sisterhood. So far, the

vast majority ofthe gene-
ral hospitals in London
have not only stead-

fastly set their face

agairst the woman
student, but have also

declined to employ
women doctors on their

staff. This has lately
been changed. The
" house

"
staff of the

London was depleted by
the war, and the vacan-

cies were offered to

women. The number
rose from one or two

to seven in the course

of a few days. Last

week the sixth and
seventh women took up

While on the subject

their work, and it is

interesting to note that

two of the new doctors are Canadians holding

degrees of the Toronto University, as well as

high foreign qualifications,

of women
doctors, it is

rather curious

that this
further proof
of confidence

in their powers
should coin-

cide with the

jubilee of the

New Hospital
for Women in

Euston Road,
the institution

that first made
it possible for

women to

qualify for

holding res-

ponsiblemedi-

cal posts. Sir

Alfred Keogh,
Director-
General of the

Military Medi-

cal Service, who has the best of reasons for

appreciating at its true value the work done by
women doctors, the other day expressed, at a

A WAR NOVELTY: A FARMING SALE IN THE WEST END.

The war is responsible for many novel features, not the least of

which is such a m in urbe at that shown in our picture of typical

lady workers at the farm - produce stall opened in London last

Thursday by Lady Denman, in aid of the funds of the Women's

Farm and Garden Society. Lady Denman is greatly interested in

poultry keeping and home food production. [Photograph by L.N.A.]

WOMEN WORKERS IN GERMANY: DRIVING

The wholesale employment of women In various kinds of war work is spreading very

rapidly in Germany, and our photograph shows one of the latest developments, the

woman mail-driver. [Photograph by Feature Phnto. Service, N.Y.]

public meeting, the opinion that the work of

women physicians or surgeons was just as good
as that of men acting in the same capacity.

Sir John Bland Sutton was equally complimen-

tary. There really seems good reason for believ-

ing that the path of medical women in the

future will be less beset with prejudice and
criticism than hereto-

fore. The devil is

always supposed to

have used woman as

an instrument for

moulding the world

according to his own
ideals. In the case of

the woman doctor, at

any rate, one is in-

clined to think that the

devil, for once in a

way, has right on his

side.

The digestive wel-

fare of the nation is

commonly accepted as

being a matter with

which nature intended

women to deal. At the

moment of writing,
Lord Devonport hasn't

announced his inten-

tion of engaging a

female staff, but there are places in London
where women have tackled the problem (always
more than ordinarily difficult where the poor

are concerned)
with a success

the best evi-

dence ofwhich
is supplied by
healthy boys
and girls, who
have bene-
fited by their

efforts, and
women whose

regained vig-
our is due to

nourishing
food regularly

supplied.

One such

place is the

Childre n's

Feeding Centre

at i, Everett

Street, Nine
Elms Lane,

S.W., repre-

senting a part of the war work being carried

on by the Women's Freedom League, which
established a settlement in the district as early

t mttfitaf.

THE MAILS.

work is spreading
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IThe Church and the Hrmy at the front.

THE CONSOLATIONS OF RELIGION :

Throughout the war til the Churches have hown commendable
leal and derotion to duty, proffering the consolations of religion to

the much-enduring soldiers at the Front, the "padre
" neer sparing

himself when the call comes. The offices of the Church hare
been celebrated in the strangest conditions, not infrequently in

surroundings invoking grare personal risk. Our photograph shows

Mass being celebrated on the Sonune front, and, despite the

unwonted conditions, everything is being done "
decently and in

order." The priest is a striking and impressive figure, a true

soldier of the Church Militant, and on each side of him stands

an acolyte. The celebrant is Father Thillier de Poncheville.

[French Official Photograph.]
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as August 1914. These are hard times, but

at Nine Elms you can get halfpenny and

penny dinners of savoury vegetarian soup and

large slices of pudding at the feeding centre,

and the privilege is not restricted to children

alone, but can be enjoyed also by the mothers

who bring them, and the food so bought can

be taken home if the purchaser so desires.

is unique amongst all the public houses in

London, both because of its sociability and

for the fact that no intoxicating drinks are

served within its walls. Named after the founder,

Mrs. Despard, who is also head of the Women's
Freedom League, it represents another branch

of the war work carried on by that Society,
and so far its popularity is a direct refutation

No sooner, however, had the feed-

ing centre been placed on its feet

than other needs that called for

fulfilment presented themselves this

was no less than the need for a whole-

some supply of milk for nursing
mothers and delicate babies. So a

milk - depot was established, from
whence milk is retailed at a penny a

pint to those who want it. There
remained a third matter that of

housing the children of mothers tem-

porarily incapacitated. Guest House,
therefore, was provided for children

between the ages of two and ten,

where they can be received, when

necessary, for the period of their

mothers' illness. As the organisers are

very far indeed from desiring to

pauperise the people, a small charge
is made, but funds are needed to

supplement the little that is all the

parents are able to give. The in-

terested who care to see for them-
selves how things are done will be welcome at

any time. So will parcels of groceries, fruit,

vegetables or clothing, or donations in money,

SOLVING THE AGRICULTURAL LABOUR PROBLEM.

Two of th lady workers from Sir Walpole Grtenwell'i Farming School, In Surrey,

learning to work th tractor thre-furrow plouch. [Plioio. Sport and General.}

which should be sent to the Hon. Treasurer

at the address given above.

There is a public house in Hampstead Road,
known as the

"
Despard Arms" which, I believe.

SOLVING THE AGRICULTURAL LABOUR PROBLEM: MOTOR.

TRACTION PLOUGHING AT MARDEN PARK.

A lady worker learning to drivre the motor which hauls the furrow cutter.

Photograph by Spoil and General.

of the notion that a temperance public house

is doomed to failure. Within its hospitable
walls food can be had at any hour of the

day until seven o'clock, this early
hour being necessary owing to the fact

that the authorities, to the uncon-
cealed delight of the guests, have
billeted soldiers at the Hampstead
Road hostelry. Apart from the public

dining - room and a recreation - room,

open to both sexes, there is also a

rest-room for women a boon that is

greatly appreciated by tired workers
anxious to get half-an-hour's rest after

their midday meal.

Another unusual feature is the

provision of bedrooms for women
at work, though for the moment this

side of the work has, of necessity,
been curtailed for the last few weeks.

Food, a la carle, well cooked and

appetising, is always to hand ; and
while prices vary, it is possible to

get a good and nourishing meal for

sixpence. The undertaking being still

in its infancy, crockery and table

cutlery, linen and towels are amongst the

things urgently needed, for, though the work
was started as a war measure, it is in-

tended to continue it after the conclusion of

the war. CLAUDINB CLBVE.
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Russia's Contribution to ]Man-powcr in the C&est.

IN THE RUSSIAN TRENCHES ON THE FRENCH FRONT : AN EARNEST OF THE ALLIES' SOLIDARITY.

It must not be forgotten that Russia, besides shouldering the

immense burden of the war on the Eastern Front and in Asiatic

Turkey, has been able to send troops both to France and to

Salonika. Several Russian contingents landed in France during
the summer, and took up a position in Champagne, where it was
not long before they did good service in action against the

Germans. Russia thus not only made an important contribution

to the Allied forces in the West, but afforded an opportunity for

the men who are fighting the common battle of European liberty

to become known to each other. At Salonika
,

Russians are

serving alongside French, British, Italian, and Serbian troops. Russia

has also sent troops to aid Roumania. [French Official Photograph.]
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Olith the British forces in the Balhano

ROYAL ENGINEERS BRIDGE-BUILDING : A BRIDGE

Among the mountains on the Balkan Front all military bridging

for anything beyond temporary makeshift work has to be done

solidly. The mountain streams are liable to freshets, a sudden

rising of the waters, owing to heavy rainfall or sudden thaws at

the higher altitudes. The flood-water then sweeps down along

the river channel in spate, as a foaming and deep torrent which

COMPLETED
;

PILE-DRIVING IN THE RIVER BED.

carries away everything that has not been stoutly and firmly fixed.

A military bridge built to withstand such condiitons by some of our

British Royal Engineers with the Salonika Army is shown completed
in the upper illustration. At the time the river seen was flowing

in its ordinary state. In the lower, driving home one of the

upright supports of the roadway is seen. [Official Photographs.}
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Hfter the Capture of jMonastir Bulgarian prisoners.

THE WAY TO DETENTION: A COLUMN RESTING EN ROUTE j-BULGARIAN CONSCRIPT TYPES.
In the upper illustration some of the heavy haul of Bulgarian
prisoners taken at the capture of Monastir are seen resting by the
roadside near an Allied ambulance station at a camp outside the
city. One of the Serbian sentries stands on guard to the right.The second illustration shows a nearer view of men of the same
column of prisoners. It affords a study of facial types among

the soldiers of the Bulgarian Army, who are peasants for the most
part, called to the colours from the plough on mobilisation. As has
been stated, the Bulgarians, as a rule, surrender readily, having
now learned that personal reparation tor atrocities committed in
Serbia will, later on, be exacted from the leaders, not from the
rank and file at large. [Official Photographs.}
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frencb Spoils from the Somme Battlefields

TAKEN IN A RECENT ADVANCE : GERMAN GUNS,

The German guns seen here are spoils from the Somme battlefields,

specimens of captures the French have continuously been making

at every move forward. Some were found abandoned in the

German trenches after bombardment, the remains of former

batteries. Others were fought by the enemy to the last, and

were taken with bomb and bayonet. The group in the upper

FIELD AND HEAVY ; LIQUID-FIRE SQUIRT-PUMPS.

illustration are guns brought in for ordnance officers to decide on

their future disposition. Those hopelessly damaged are generally

taken to the reir for storage as trophies. The others are sent for

repair and prove useful for firing back at the enemy his own

captured ammunition. In the lower illustration, with the German guns

are shown liquid-fire squirting-engines. [French Official Photographs.]
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A SCOTSWOMAN IN THE SERBIAN ARMY, RECENTLY WOUNDED : SERGEANT FLORA SANDS.

Official Photograph i
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By W. DOUGLAS NEWTON.

IT
E-; h ml to sec the \var through the mist of

peat e proposal*. \\V have had peace sug-

gestions not only from ('.(-many, but from
I other angles of tlv eonipass. I'cace. o.f

course, ha- everything to

do \\itli war. Peace i-- that ^^^^^^^_
paradoxical tiling for which
wars arc fought, and this

most gigantic war has tor

its aim the most gigantic

peace, that man desires

that is. a peace which is

not an armed threat or a

period in which armies can

be accumulated for war.

But, curiously, though tin-

aim* of this war are peace,
the proposals have come
from quite other nations

than those who are fight-

ing for the ideal. Germany,
who spent forty years arm-

ing surely not for peace ~>

is yet asking that nego-
tiations will be entered

into. America and Swit-

zerland, and even Sweden,
who are not fighting, have
made pacifist suggestions.
The only peoples who do
not show any inclination

toward peace are those who
went deliberately into this

war to get it. That should be a home thought for

Germany. Germany valued peace so little that

she broke it.

The Allies
value it so

much that
they will fight

to the end
for it.

Where the

neutrals come
into this pro-
blem we do
not quite
know and,
in. Iced, the

som e w h a t

curious recep-
tion of neu-

tral fi

makes n

that, e v e n

now they ha\ e

been put for-

w a r d, w e

know 1 '

Tic i 1 1 e n t

Wilson's Note is a good example of this com-

plicating effect of good intent inns. The first im-

pact of his communique was to produce emotions

IN THE TRENCHES ON THE BALKAN FRONT :

BRITISH SOLDIERS LOADING A BOMB THROW-

ING GUN. ^Official Photograph.}

A USEFUL BRITISH CAPTURE ON THE WESTERN FRONT : ONE OF THE

LATEST TYPES OF GERMAN AEROPLANES, BROUGHT DOWN INTACT. AS SET

UP READY FOR INSPECTION.- '(I/final I'lmtogi apt: .}

of surprise and irritation, not merely among
ll e Allies, but among the Germans and among
his own people. It was said in America, France,

Britain. Italy, and Kussia that the Note was a

blunder, and it was also said

that the Germans had won
a point in influence. The
curious fact was that in

Germany exactly the same
tone was observed, though,

naturally, with the Germans
it was considered that Presi-

dent Wilson was playing
the hand of the British.

More curious things, how-

ever, were to follow in

singular Germany. Here,

while the public were speak-

ing their super-minds in acid

tones about the interfering

United States, the German
Government were hurriedly

issuing a genial message of

fraternity, and admitting
that America indeed had

come forward in the caiiM-

of humanity. This subtle

move, though, was not so

engaging as Germany hoped.
America also adopted the

slightly irritated air. America
had asked what were the

basic terms belligerents

would suggest, and Germany returned merely vague-
ness and hot air instead of facts. Though this

proved annoy-

^^^^^^_^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ ing, America
should not be

irritated.
A m e r i c a

should know
from her own
illimitable cor-

respondence
w i t h G e r-

many, and
from G e r-

many's gen-
eral attitude

towards things
written on

paper, that

vagueness is

Germany's
principal stock

in the diplo-
matic trade.

Vagueness in

words enables

a nation to

possess admirable scope in action in the future.

The one rather surprising and, I think, rather
incorrect attitude adopted towards President
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Wilsnn fs that o*
r

suspicion. Germany guewes
the President is playing the British game ;

the

Allies are rather over-inclined to be mesmerised

by the bogey
"
hyphenated." It it just as well,

since we should look at all sictes, to consider if

America has any reason <or interposing sug-

gestions. It is possible that she has. Neutrality
has been, to many Americans, a great strain in

the face rf German affronts and German piracy.

It has aho been, we must admit, not uncomplicated

by our blockade a blockade but vaguely under-

stood by some Americans. Because of these

things, America has suffered many war conditions

without being at war food conditions, palpably

stringent, being not the least of these. At the

same time, there are indications that Germany
threatens further violence in submarine warfare,

and so, it may be, the President will have a

a sense of turbulence about enemy affairs that

suggests otherwise. This sense of disturbance is

shown by the German .people the people them-

selves, not merely their Governors. There is a

tendency to blow cold after blowing hot ; the

song of invincibility is found, curiously, very

frequently in the same programme as the chant of

hunger and want. Again, there is a definite feeling

of dread in the army. The spring is feared by
Ihose who have with them the memories of the

Somme. All these things are undermining the

determination of the nation. That undermining
of stamina seems more palpable in Austria. In

the Dual Monarchy the national unrest has reached

up to the seat of Government, where Ministerial

changes of an anti-German natiire are apparently
the order of the day. Austria has suffered a great
deal from death and hunger, and Austria not a

BATTLEFIELD GROUND CONDITIONS ON THE WESTERN FRONT : A BRITISH TRENCH DETACHMENT RETURNING

TO FRONT-LINE DUTY AFTER A SPELL OF RELIEF. [Official Photograph]

difficult country to hold as time goes on. These

are suggestions. They may not Le the right ones.

They offer indications, however, that in a wide

survey we should not jump at conclusions about

the President's move. It is not necessarily

inspired by the Germans, just as it is not necessarily

inspired by ourselves. It is part of this war
which must be considered gravely. We have
weakened ourselves before by excitement and
heated observations ;

we will gain nothing by
excitement or heat here. We can be firm ;

there

is no need to be accusative.

The Allied attitude towards peace continues to

be Allied. It is not merely that we require that

Peace for which we have always fought, but we
make our attitude unanimous. Following the

declaration of the British, French, and Italian

Premiers, the Tsar has spoken in identical terms

for Russia. There is no weakening. With the

enemy, can we say the same ? There seems to be

nation, but a congregation of antagonistic in-

terests is not co-ordinated or fitted to bear great

suffering. Austria has always been the unstable

partner. She has been held together by the

German will: she may be held together to the

end, but the ferment caused by her presence in

the system of defence may, in time, prove the

culminating weakness of a resistance growing
feebler.

However, whatever the German and neutral

peace efforts, the Allied efforts are for war. The

plans show the old signs of deliberative purpose.

True, the weak spot, Roumania, has yet to give
us solid satisfaction ; but there are signs that the

defence may soon stiffen here. The Germans have

made very good advances, not only in Wallachia,

where they have driven on to Rimnic towards the

Sereth, but in the Dobrudja, where they have won

ground upward until they menace the Danube

port of Braila. The gains, however, may not be
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so impressive as (iermany would insist. The

defeat e may have planned to use as the best line

of resist, mi c the course of the Sereth ; and the

lighting, though it has been severe enough south

of Kimnic. may have been mainly of delaying

natme. That the ( iermans realise the value of

the Sereth is proved by their attempts to turn

the line bv forcing the lower Ihmube reaches

attempts that have not proved fruitful. For

SOME OF ITALY'S PRISONERS HALTED ON THE WAY TO AN INTERN-

MENT CAMP : AUSTRIAN LINESMEN PARADED FOR QUESTIONING AND

CHECKING IN A TOWN NEAR THE FRONT. [Photograph by Photopress.]

Russia herself, the Sereth line seems a necessary

point of defence. That the enemy should carry

their front round the Russian Bessarabian flank is

not compatible with the safety of the long Eastern

line. It seems obvious that Russia must fight a

determined battle here, and must give

and get all the help she can. How
much help this arena may receive

from the Monastir front remains to

be seen. The enemy has certainly

appreciated the connection, for re-

inforcements have been sent down
to face the Allied line pressing up-
ward toward Prilep, and a great part
of this reinforcement consisted of

heavy artillery. The fighting above

Monastir appears to be sporadic and

wintry just now.

Perhaps, too, Roumania may be

receiving help from the Oriental

theatres of the war. The fighting at

Kut, in the Sinai desert, and the

activity in the Caucasus are possibly

directed to the distraction of Turkish

troo'ps who might go as reinforce-

ments to Macedonia or Roumania.

Our advance on Kut a striking and

economic manoeuvre has already had

local reaction on the Turkish defence.

Not only is Kut itself ripe for fall,

but the enemy has had qualms about his base

at Shumran, six miles to the west of Kut, and has

removed it to Bargela, nineteen miles to the west.

In the larger scale, and if they value the Tigris

route, the Turks must stiffen the ranks in

Mesopotamia, and the stiffening must be at the

expense of Europe. The same may be said of

the brilliant little encounters in Sinai. By driving

the Turks first out of the strong post at '.-'A Arish,

and then out of the stronger at Maghaba (both

about ninety miles from the Suez Canal), we did

rather more than defeat the enemy, capture a

great number of prisoners, together with a great

amount of munitionments, and bar

- the northern desert track to

Egypt : we put the fear of threat

right up against the Turkish

border. It is possible that, having
cleared the most important of the

desert routes, we may be content

to rest and watch ;
but the Turks

cannot accept the possibility of

complete inaction. An armed
force will be on their frontier, and

they must be prepared to resist

it should it move. The frontier

defence must be stiffened, and to

stiffen it Europe must suffer.

The Caucasus will react in the

same way.
In the West, though the armies

have contented themselves with

raiding on land and above it, and
with gunnery work, the line is

also being prepared and stiffened

for more most active war. We
.have taken over yet another sector

of the French Somme front, and have thus not

only eased the strain on our splendid Ally, but

have added deeper armies to her armies in line.

The move will give us more power and the

French more power. It is a significant ans\\ or to

WITH THE " K.A.R. "
IN EAST AFRICA : RECRUITS OF THE KING'S

AFRICAN RIFLES AT PHYSICAL DRILL ON THE PARALLEL BARS IN

ONE OF OUR CAMPS. [Photograph by Illtutralirms Bureau.]

peace negotiations. The absorbing subject as I

write is the wonderfully inspiriting despatch of Sir

Douglas Haig upon the Somme Battle, a history-

making achievement indeed ! LONDON : JAN. i, 11917.
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British Mine-Sweepers' dork in Clearing the Sea.
...j

p~

A MINE DESTROYED BY A BULLET HITTING ONE OF ITS HORNS : THE EXPLOSION ; JUST AFTER.

Minei, when caught by the mine-iweeperi' cable or discovered

floating on the surface, are usually destroyed by rifle-fire, u the

readiest way. The crew blue away for their bullets either to make
holes in the metal casing and let in water until the mine sinks

;

or to blow it up by a hit on one of the studs or
" hornt " round

the case. That sets oft the detonating apparatus inside for igniting

the charge on a ship colliding with the mine. In the first illus-

tration a mine exploded by a bullet hitting one of the
" horns ' '

is

seen
'

at the moment of explosion. In the second we see the

smoke a few seconds later, hanging as a dark cloud. The peril

of mint-sweeping cannot be over-rated, and is not realised by those

who are not familiar with the technicalities. [Photos, by C.N.]

L...
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British Mine-Sweecers' OTorh in Clearing the Sea.

AT SEA : MINE-SWEEPERS WITH UNDER-WATER CABLE BETWEEN ; A SKIPPER AND HIS " HANDS.'

Mtae-twtpinf crft fo generally In pain. They work In a very

ordlnmry-lookinj way, and the ptoceii, if Uborloui and gradual,

I* thoroughgoing Thtj literally twp under the nirface a lew

(et with a cable extended between the reateli, which maintain the

lam* qxcd, keeping exactly on the tame courts at a ipeclded

distance apart. The cable loula the anchor chain holding the mine

to the bottom. The mint la then hauled to the nirface and dealt

with. Of courae, the risk of a aweeping-reuel bumping into and

being blown up by the hidden peril hat to be taken, and many
brare fellows have to loit their lirea. Two mlne-iwecperi at work

are seen in the upper illustration
;
and in the lower the crew of

one of them, [Photos, by C.N.]
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British JMinc-Sweepers' dork in Clearing the Sea.

ON DECK IN PORT : REPAIRING THE CABLE ;
A MEAL PROVIDED BY AN EXPLODED MINK.

In the upper illustration are Men men on board a mlne-tweeper

repairing the cable which each pair of mlne-tweepen uses, stretched

between to
"
creep

"
for mines. The men'* thick, blanket-like

"duffle" uit are the lame u are worn in the Nary for winter

night duty, in particular in destroyers and torpedo-craft. Mott

mine-iweepen' crew are the ordinary trawler "handi" of peace

time, supplemented in lome cases by Royal Naral Retem blue-

jacket, who hare done duty in the fleet. In many of the mlne-

tmeperi their former ikipperi remain in charge- '" th 1<" r

illustration are shown two fine fishes picked up floating on the

surface, after baring be-n killed by the concussion from the

explosion of a mine near by. [P*o(os. by CJVJ
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THE BEGINNINGS OF WAR - MACHINES : WAR-ROCKETS.

THE
use of the rocket as a weapon of offence

has been almost entirely abandoned in the

military operations of the present day except for

ground -illuminating purposes, but it is still

largely employed at sea for carrying life-lines to

shipwrecked crews, and to some extent for night

signalling at sea.

\ 'sed by the Chinese in the thirteenth century,

rockets appeared in Kurope first some two humlu'd

years later. They gradually increased in efficiency

and came into war use until the later part of the

nineteenth century, when their limitations <-f

accuracy and range caused them to give phio- to

the more effective projectiles thrown from cannon

of various kinds.

The rocket is the only projectile which carries

its own propelling

charge. The war-

rocket consists of

a hollow shell, or

case, carrying at

its forward end a
" war head "

in the

shape of a solid nose

or else an explosive
or incendiary shell.

At its after-end is a

stick-tail, or similar

device for keeping
it nose first in flight.

The case is filled

with a slow-burning

powder which,when

ignited, propels the

missile on its flight,

the gas produced
by its combustion

issuing continuously
from vent-holes in

the base, producing
a re - active force

against air resist-

ance, whilst the un-

balanced force in-

side the shell acts

in the same direc-

tion. A conical

chamber (see Fig. 7)

is formed in the

centre of the propelling powder in order that
a large burning surface may be available.

When an explosive head is used, a clay par-
tition is provided between the propelling, charge
and the bursting charge, and a fuse is carried

through this partition in such a manner as to take
fire from the propelling charge.

The rocket has certain advantages as com-

pared with other forms of artillery missiles. The
fact that it carries its own propelling charge and

requires no gun to throw it eliminates one diffi-

culty in mountain warfare. A 6-pounder gun in

itself weighs several hundred pounds ; whilst a
man can easily carry a number of 6-pounder
rockets and everything required to fire them.

Again, the size ol shot or shell available is limited

FIG. 14. MAINLY FOR SIEGE PURPOSES : A DOUBLE ROCKET
BOMBARDING FRAME FOR TWO ROCKETS.

(Model, Rotunda. Woolwich.)

by the possibilities of transport of a gun heavy
enough to fire it, whilst the size of a rocket is

not limited in that way. Missiles of this class

weighing 300 Ib. (Fig. 9) were used in the middle
of the last century. As the action of a rocket

involves no recoil, one of the most serious diffi-

culties facing the early gun-designer was absent

when it was used, and the rapidity of fire possible
with these weapons was far greater than that of

comparatively modern guns, although, of course,
inferior to the quick-firer of to day. There is also

something to be said for the moral effect of rocket
fire on cavalry and savage foes.

In spite of all these desirable qualities, the

impossibility of attaining any degree of accuracy
nf rocket fire and the rapid deterioration of the

propelling powder
under climatic con-

ditions finally re-

sul ted in its

eventual disappear-
ance as a weapon
of offence.

The first really
successful attempt
at the production
of a war-rocket was
made in England
by Sir William Con-

greve irt 1804, and
the

"
Congreve

"

rocket was used as

a standard weapon
in the British Ser-

vices for many
years. The case of

this rocket was of

wrought iron, lined

with paper, instead

of the case being
made of paper
throughout, as with
former practice.

Also, the stick was
attached to the

centre of the base,

in continuation of

the axial line of the

case, instead of

alongside the case as formerly. The latter of these

improvements produced greater accuracy of flight,

whilst the former allowed much heavier propelling

charges to be used. These alterations are said to

have increased the range from 600 to 2000 yards,
and to have added to the efficiency of the missile

to 'such an extent that a special Rocket Corps was
formed as a branch of the land forces. Successful

use was made of it at the attack on Boulogne in

1806, when that town was set on lire in several

places by
"
Congreve

"
rockets.

In 1864 General Boxer invented an improve-
ment on the

"
Congreve," but within three years,

when Male's rocket (Figs. 7 and 8) appeared, the

former weapon was definitely outclassed. In this

later type the stick was discarded altogether.
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TThe Beginnings of Cdar-Machincs : Cttar-Rochets.

CONGKEVE ROCKETS 19 1?
1 CEHTY.

8
HAUE'C

COMET SHELL,GERMAN
KOCKET

I9*CKNT* ROCKET TROUC.H
(ArrtK ArptrR'f TKAITS MIUTAIRES 1110)

HAUB"
ROCKET

TUBE
9

500-Pfi. CARCASS.
C01SGRETVE

FOR FIRING ROCKET;

S4-PR. HAUE ROCKET MACHINE
ON WHEELS (ROTUNDA, WOOLWICH)

ROCKET WAGGON
XIMBEFt

ROCKET TYPES AS USED AND DESIGNED FOR FORMER WARS : DEVELOPMENTS OF FOUR CENTURIES.

The missile was kept nose-first in flight by the action of its

escaping gas on a number of vanes Axed near the veht holes in

its base. This action caused the rocket to spin on its longer axis

as it travelled through the air in the aame manner as a bullet or

shell from a rifled gun. Rockets were Ared from troughs and

tubes, and even from the ground. A "ground volley" was Ared

by simultaneously igniting a number of rockets laid side by aide

on the ground, pointing towards the enemy's line*. Fig. I shows

a sixteenth-century gunner Aring a rocket from a primitively

constructed trough, by means of which some attempt at aiming

was made. Figs. 10 and n show more scientific contrivances for

the same end, whilst Fig. 12 illustrates a rocket tube on wheels.
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Olitb the frencb fIeet-7u8t In from Sea.

CLEARING A CRUISER'S MAGAZINES BEFORE DOCKfiJG :

II ii th. taTarlabl. practice and r.gulation with >U ntrln
th. marina in harbour brfor. a .hip gon tato ^

to prercnt accMU. Tht fettln-ou t of th ammunlUon, th.
icharfmf o( both powder and ahot-and, after th. repairi bar.ln Kuted, the getting on board again and rplacta of th.

anununition-i. on. at th. dttail. which tak. tim.. Brn.

A 305-MM. SHELL BEING LOWERED.
car. I. nKwaary, it atand. to ruton, in th. handling of nich
nuUrul. When.w a war-TMMl haa to go into dock, one of
th. prcautlon b.fore the m.g.iinei are opened ii th. extinguiahlng

th. fire, in th. cook.' gtllejn, itore., and itokehold furnace.
bIow. Th. c.reful lowing.down of a lo.ded th.ll from a Frnch

in harbour it mn h,.-(Frmcli Official Photograpk.}
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On the frencb front : H frencb Naval Contribution

STOCKED WITH TIERS OF METAL-CASED CARTRIDGES: IN A NAVAL GUN-BATTERY MAGAZINE.

Tht heavy naval gun are In wrvlce among the French on the

WMtern Front li no iecret. France maintained big retervei of

uch ordnance from long before the war. They hve proved of

Tltal Importance during the war. There hai been no need to

disarm battle-ihipi to cope with big-gun requirement! at the front

athore. Full luppliee of ammunition hare, In like manner, been

alwayi available for them without drawing on hlp' megailnet.

For the naral giuu In the fighting line, in particular, magfcw

with ahelU of every kind, ihrapnel and hlgh-explotire, in unlimited

quantitiei, itacked in tiert on tier*, occupy bomb-proof dug-outt

clote to the batteriei, excavated below the turface beyond the reach

of the heaviwt enemy projectile.. [.French Official
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:bm was Marked Hrtillcry Hction":

r
ACTION N'" '

more or !ess consunt on
comraumquS,. for e,camp,e, statement, such a, the-

of
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ebind the frcnch Infantry on the Sommc.
1

SHOWING A I20-MM. GUN JUST AFTER THE MOMENT OF FIRING

cor-

assferted
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ROMANCES OF THE REGIMENTS: XXX.-THE 42ND ONCE MORE.

ANOTHER BLACK WATCH GHOST STORY.

THE
Black Watch does not complete its tale

of ghost stories with the famous super-

natural adventure of Inverawe, already told in

this series of Romances. Here is another, the

narrative entitled by Captain Feldmann
" The

Ghost of Lieut. Hunter," and contained in those

amusing and pictur-

esque old memoirs

already laid under

contribution by the

present writer.

The scene of the

adventure was Cat-

land Bay, Gibraltar,

the year was 1807,

and Captain Feld-

mann, one fine sum-
mer morning before

breakfast, had gone
out on a quiet bot-

anical and mineralo-

gical excursion. The
weather was very
hot, but most agree-

able, the sky cloud-

A RUSSIAN IMPERIAL TRIBUTE TO BELGIAN GALLANTRY IN

ACTION : A RUSSIAN GENERAL DECORATING BELGIAN SOLDIERS

AT THEIR ARMY HEADQUARTERS WITH MEDALS SPECIALLY

AWARDED BY THE EMPEROR (Official Photograph,}

less, not a breath of

air stirring. The En-

gineer officer saun-

tered along, seeking

specimens ; he kept
his eyes on the

ground and had his hat drawn well down as

a screen against the almost horizontal rays of the

morning sun. Much absorbed in his quest, he

took little notice of anything but stones and

plants, and could not remember to have observed

any living thing on the broad sands of Catland

Bay. The stillness of the place was as profound

as its loneliness.

As he walked, the Captain was startled by a

voice calling his name in a broad Scottish accent.

The cry was followed by a heavy groan. Thinking

the sound had come from someone following him,

he jumped round,
but there was no

one in sight any-
where. He stood

wondering, when the

mysterious voice re-

peated the call. Still

believing that it

came from behind,

he looked in that

direction more care-

fully, and then every-
where, but without

seeing a living crea-

ture. He now
thought it might be

an echo, and that

the person calling

might be concealed

at the foot of the

cliffs, which began
to rise at a point
1000 feet above the

water-line. The cliffs,

in fact, were the

nearest possible hiding-place for anything even half

the size of a man. The beach itself gave no cover.

Yet the voice seemed to be no more than twenty

yards distant. The Captain stood midway across

the sands, close to the water's edge, and could

discover nothing lying about except weeds, chips,

THE BAVARIAN PRINCE MORTALLY
WOUNDED IN ROUMANIA: THE REMOVAL
OF THE REMAINS OF PRINCE HENRY OF

BAVARIA FROM MUNICH RAILWAY STATION

TO ST. CAJETAN'S CHURCH.

Th King of Bavaria IB shown in the background In the left centra, holding a Field-Marshal's baton and with X marked beneath.
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Cdith the British on the Sommc front.

INDIAN TROOPS ROAD-WIDENING: CUTTING DOWN THE BANK ;-WIDENING THE TRAFFIC-WAY.
Spade-work comet naturally to the men of our Indian regimenti,
natirei at they are of a .country in which agriculture 1* the
principal calling with the bulk of the population. In addition to
that, ai toldieri they are well trained while terring with the colour*
in the handling ol tpade and thorel aa entrenchlng-toola. Jutt
at their Brltith and Canadian comradei-ln-armt on the Wettera

Front take their turn at road-making and road-widening at we
hare Illuitrated in recent iatuet the Indian troopt In the Somme
battle-area find winter-time exercise and employment on the roadt,
in the intemla between the moret forward. A battalion It thown
at work abort men of one of the moet ttarwart of the fighting
racet of India. [FniKk O/fieial Photofrafki.]
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corks and fragments oi wreckage, the usual debris

of high-tide mark. The smooth surface of the

sea revealed no single object. Still wondering,
he continued to stare about him, when a hollow

groan again broke the silence, and the Caledonian

voice began in sepulchral tones
"
My dear fellow, it is the spirit of your late

friend. Hunter of the 4 2nd Regiment, who was

THE SERBIAN AMBULANCE MULE SERVICE ON THE MONASTIR FRONT:

HELPING A WOUNDED MAN INTO ONE OF THE PAIR OF SIDE SEATS

ON THE SADDLE (French Official Pkolograpk.}

last night murdered on these sands, and whose

body lies buried within a few yards of the spot
on which you stand, that now addresses you. I

want you to return without loss of time into the

garrison, and acquaint Colonel Stirling, my late

worthy Commanding Officer, with my fate, in

order that my corpse may be removed and in-

terred with military honours. During my whole
life I have always regarded that

last ceremony with pride in my
heart ; and now my spirit hankers

and craves after it more than you
can believe ; and it can never rest

until that mark of respect shall

have been manifested towards my
remains."

Feldmann confesses that this

solemn address aroused in him

feelings such as he had never be-

fore experienced. The voice was

beyond doubt that of Hunter,

Adjutant of the 42nd. The Captain
remained frozen to the spot, and
for several seconds could not com-
mand himself sufficiently to take

any action. Then he pulled him-
self together, and was about to

question the spirit, when the voice,

now grown plaintive, continued
"

If you have any doubt of the

fact, go on thirty yards further to

the south, where you sec that big-

gish stone. Behind it you will find my clothes,

and the spade which was used by the assassin

to dig my grave."

Hastening in the direction given, Captain
Feldmann, with emotions impossible to describe,

found the articles named. He wj.s no v seriously

alarmed, and was fast losing his scepticism as to

the return of departed spirits, when he saw an
officer's servant advancing at a distance of about

150 yards. He ran to meet him, whereupon the

newcomer also ran, and when the two met, Feld-

mann, to his further disquiet recognised none
other than Sandy, Lieut. Hunter's man ! It did

not allay the Captain's fears when

Sandy, without questions asked, at

once inquired whether his master
needed assistance.

" Where the devil is your
master ?

"
roared the unhappy

Feldmann.

Sandy laughed and replied :

"
Why, there, Sir." As he spoke

he pointed to the Captain's tracks

in the sand, and indicated the

point whence the supernatural
voice had come.

" What can all this be about ?
"

cried Feldmann ; "I cannot see

your master. Can you see him ?
"

Sandy's reply seemed to argue
that the servant possessed his na-

tive Highland gift of second sight.
"
Why, yes, Sir, I can ; he is just

under that bunch of seaweed you
may see yonder."

Sandy led the way to the very
spot where Feldmann had first heard the voice,
and lifting up a handful of seaweed, he uncovered

the broadly grinning face of Lieut. Hunter, who
at once directed his servant to dig him out. The
truth was that Hunter had been for some time a

martyr to rheumatism, and had been advised to

try sand baths. Every morning Sandy buried him
on the beach up to his ears in sand, and covered

THE SERBIAN AMBULANCE MULE SERVICE ON THE MONASTIR FRONT:
WOUNDED SOLDIERS BEING CONVEYED TO THE REAR BY MEANS OF

THE SIDE-SADDLE SEAT EQUIPMENT. {French Official Photograph.]

his face and head with a light sprinkling of sea-

weed, to keep off the sun. The Lieutenant, who
had been bent almost double, and was hardly able

to walk, persevered with his treatment, and in time
the uneasy ghost of rheumatism was exorci.ted.
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On the frcnch front: feeding the Troops,

FOR DIFFERENT RACES : A TRENCH SOUP-TRAIN TROLLEY ; ALGERIAN ARABS WITH GRAIN RATIONS.

Trench Soup-Trains are employed in places along the French front

where a light line of rails it available and can approach suf-

ficiently near the fire-trenches with safety. They save manual

labour, and economise men in regard to the work of orderlies, for

carrying heavy cauldrons and cans often over considerable distances

and rough ground along narrow communication-trenches. One of

the lorries used in the service, carrying dinners, is seen in the first

illustration. The second shows another French provision-department
detail Algerian Arab soldiers on the Somme front, wrapped up

against the cold, with donkeys carrying baskets of grain in the

native fashion for the camp supplies of their countrymen, just as at

home with the produce of their own fields. [French Official Photo';
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ftindenburg'8 Counterpart Behind the front in Germany.

TO ORGANISE MEN AND MUNITIONS RESOURCES
iMetly u the iuprem control Mid direction of .11 the armed

rce of Germ.ny in the field hu been placed fa, the hand, of
HMktl Hindanburg, the entire control of the national re.ourcw
a men and munition!, thtir wpply, and the maintenance and
attribution of all labour for war Industrie., i. |n th, handf of on.
man, Ceneril WUh.lm Grn.r. A Gwrnan dMcription of hta

OP THE GERMAN EMPIRE: GENERAL GR6NER.
qualification, .pok. Of G,.ral Crner a,,

" On. of the rieton to
i. rt battlw of traniport and or(aniution during the early

dayt of th. war, which hare enabled Germany to carry the cam-
pilfni through to their pre.ent favourable titu.tion." A speciali Mmutry department ha, been created for him, with unlimited
powfc Our portrait U reproduced from a German newspaper.
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-Che Right ]M*n in the Right place.

THE DIRECTOR-GENERAL OF NATIONAL SERVICE : MR. NEVILLE CHAMBERLAIN.

The dutiet ot the Brltlih Director-General of National Service art

of 10 multlfariout a natur* that an Important condition ii that

the holder of thit poiltion ihould be a mm of experience in butinett

mattert, and capable of deciding what particular kind of work a

man can do beet, and thui render the utmott eervice to hii country.

Mr. Nerille Chamberlain may be relied upon to put the right man

in the right-- place. The wcond ton of the late Mr. Joteph

Chamberlain, he it forty-ieren yean of age. He began buiineai Mfe

at manager of hi father'! Weil Indian wtatet ; later, in Birmingham,

he entered commerce and aaelited hit father in political affaire.

He declined to ttand for Parliament, kut wet twice elected Lord

Mayor of Birmingham. (Photo, by Elliott and Fry.]
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On Board a British Su

INSIDE: WHERE THE CREW LIVE AMIDST MACHINERY DAY AND NIGHT- A
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e at Sea while Submerged*

CHAMBER
; THE " SKIPPER " WATCHING THROUGH THE PERISCOPE TO ATTACK.

second photograph we are well forward, among the twin-torpedo discharging mechanism. In the third we see the Lieutenant in
mmand "

conning
"

the vessel through the lower lens of the periscope-tube, which, by means of mirrors in the tube, reproduces
everything above water all round, according to the height at which the upper lens of the periscope is exposed. {Offcial Ptolagraphs.]
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German Submarines Lost to the Gnemy-

A SECRET THE ADMIRALTIES KEEP : AT A DOCKYARD 01

It it unknown, even approximately, and likely to remain so until the end of the war, how many German submarines the Allied
navies have captured or otherwise disposed of. Nor do the Germani themselves know, even at the ports to which the submarines
belong ; at least, not the general public, Onlv the relatives of the crews of certain vessels and the port commanders are
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>e Qlbereabouts of One U-Boat at Least.

ALLIES ONE OF THE MANY CAPTURED U-BOATS.

are that the submarinei in queition have been long overdue and have not returned. Even they are unaware what the vesseli'

e has been : whether they are at the bottom with all on board or have been captured and are in an Allied port, ai in the

w of the iubmarine teen here, a formidable German craft whose powers for mischief are at an end. [.Photo, by C.N.]
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Mud the Hll-pervading enemy at the front.

Jan. 3. 1917

RESCUED PACK-ANIMAL.FIGHTING

Much has been said and written about th difficulties of cam-

paigning in 4 tea of mud, such at latterly overspread the Western
Front. What that mud is like it is hard to realise without seeing

it, but a Terjr good idea of it can he formed from the two photo-

graphs given on this page. In the upper one a group of British

to'.diert. whose spirits have evidently not been damped by the

prevailing conditions, are slanting almost up to their knees la

liquid mud, but protected against it by the waders they are

wearing. The lower photograph shows a tour-footed warrior
whether horse or mule we hesitate to say caked all over with
mud and looking like a rough plaster cast. He ha* just been
rescued from a muddy grave. (Official Photographs.}

i
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"Ice Makes Daggers" in the dinter Trenches*

AS IN A CAVERN OF STALACTITES : A WARMLY CLAD BRITISH SOLDIER AMONG ICICLES.

People comfortably housed at home1

hardly perhaps understand what

it means to the men at the front when, as the poet says : "Fiercely
flies The blast of North and East, and ice Makrs daggers at the

sharpen'd eaves.
' '

Fortunately our troops are well clothed.
' '

It

is certain," writes Mr. Philip Gibbs, "that the discomfort of our

own men in winter trenches is not a one-sided feature of the war,

but is surpassed in certain parts of the line most of all on the

Somme by what the enemy has to suffer. . . , The men suffer

intensely from cold and wet. Unlike our own soldiers, whom I

have seen to-day, and since the hard weather began, warmly pro-

tected in thr*ir
'

woollies,' the Germans have had no allowance for

leather, fur, or sheepskin coats." [Official rkofagroph.]
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FOOTNOTES TO ARMAGEDDON: XXI.- IRONY OR

BRODIE
had been poor all during a life which

he had hoped would have developed into
affluence. When the shell fragment caught him
he knew he was going to die poor, too

Brodie had spent an en*-jetic existence

quartering the
world in search of

a large and luscious

banking account.

From his boyhood
he had thought of

nothing else. In
his youth he had
been "

always on
the make," and
had not been as

popular as man
should be. That
didn't matter to

Brodie ; he pre-
ferred the milled

edge of currency
to the hypothetical

gold of friendship.
Before he was

twenty-one he had
started the emi-

grating habit, and
he had been chas-

WINTER WAR ABOVE THE SNOW-LINE IN SOUTH-EASTERN
EUROPE: AN AUSTRIAN SENTRY AT A WATCH-POSP BESIDE

A MOUNTAIN ROAD IN THE CARPATHIANS.
ing money all his

years until he was thirty
- three.

When he was thirty-three the war came
He was in one of the Colonies, and by some
unforeseen accident he enlisted. Perhaps it

was the pay
of the Colo-

nial private
which allured

him, for
Brodie was in

that financial

condition
when the pay
of a Colonial

private seemed

princely. It

might be said

that Brodie
was gener-
ally in that

condition.
Though he
chased money
so vehem-
ently, he never

caught much
of it. He
had had the

best of inten-

tions in the world all his life, but he had never
been able to cash them for more than a
weekly pay-envelope and he hadn't been able

to do that often. Somehow, perhaps, besides
that something which makes men take up arms
and_ fight, he had a faint feeling that in war
there might be pickings for a keen man named
Brodie. It is more than probable that this was

the case ... he

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ tried to pick his

comrades in arms.
Brodie didn't

develop popularity.
As usual, he was
on the make, and
in the beginning
he wasn't unsuc-
cessful ; but his

attitude towards
life was soon ap-
preciated. Besides

being called
"
Shy-

lock," he was left

severely alone.
His comparative
poverty continued;
and then, in the

advance, that
chunk of shell got
him; and, having
seen enough of

these things to

realise that his
number was up, he guessed his poverty would
continue to the end.

WINTER WAR ABOVE THE SNOW-LINE IN SOUTH-EASTERN EUROPE:
A GERMAN FIELD-HOSPITAL ABOVE ONE OF THE CARPATHIAN PASSES

IN BUKOVINA.

It happened during one of those surprising
little attacks that have carried with curious ease

so many of

Germany's
impregnable
positions.
The Colonials

got away right
on the tail of

the shelling,
and were
clean through
the first line,

the supports,
the second
line, and be-

yond Head-

quarters be-

fore the Ger-
mans realised

that invinci-

bility had
failed to click

somewhere.
Right towards
the end of

the rush
Brodie got his share, and he went down and
began to crawl.

Crawling is an instinct with wounded men;
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British Courtesv to Oriental potabilities

WITH THE NAVY IN THE MEDITERRANEAN: ORIENTAL CHIEFTAINS VISITING A BRITISH WAR-SHIP.

It b the custom of British representatives brod, nd particularly

of the Navy, which represents ut in ill the ieven seas, always to

treat friendly native rulera with courtesy and consideration. This

it one of the secrett of success in colonisation. An example of

it Is seen in the above photographs, which illustrate the visit of

ome Oriental chieftains to a British war-ship in the Mediterranean.

The same spirit has always been shown, agai.i, in dealings with the

native rulera of India, and the result has been seen In India'

magnificent response to the call of war. In this connection it may

be noted that the Secretary for India has asked the Viceroy (Lord

Chelmsford) to aend two .delegates to attend the coming ImperUl

War Conference. [Photos, by Sport ana General.}
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even with the men who know they are going
to die. They crawl to another place to die.

Brodie was like this. He had a firm conviction
that it would be bet: or to die in a dug-out, so he
crawled forward, found a trench, rolled into it,

and arrived at a dug-out.
It was rather an efficient sort of dug-

out not luxurious, but constructed for busi-

ness. Brodie took in the clipped papers,
the files and maps on the wall, and the tin

boxes and the folding type -writer, and he
muttered "

Orderly Room." He was, in fact,
in a German H.Q. dug-out. He crawled to
the bunk, climbed on it painfully, and sank
down.

"
An' I meant to be worth 10,000 at least, in

my day," he said bitterly,
" What 's been the

good of it ?
"

As he lay there thinking of his frustrated

hopes the Germans started putting shells

n cross. One burst just outside the dug-out,
filled the place with horror, and stunned Brodie
:i fresh.

When he came to, the first thing he saw was
a coin of gold two inches from his nose.

He thought this was a dream, or that he
had got to heaven already, but he put out his

hand, and the gold was real. Also, next to it

were five or six gold coins tumbled in a heap.

FRENCH AND BRITISH JOURNALISTS TO WHOSE
BRILLIANT DESCRIPTIVE WORK THE PUBLIC IN FRANCE
AND ENGLAND OWE MUCH : M. ALBERT LONDRES ( ..FT)

AND MR C. WARD PRICE (RIGHT) AT MONASTIR.

Official nntnsraph.

His heart began to beat and he opened
his ey<> wider. He lifted hi= hrad. A be-

si^ht the whole of the bunk was

strewn and scattered with gold, with gold and
notes in wads and singles. Gold and notes

hundreds of pounds of gold and notes. Brodie,

torturing himself, managed to sit up. As
he sat up a big shell hit somewhere. The
earth shook. As it shook, gold streamed down
upon his head like a fountain ; gold and notes,

gold and notes pouring lavishly from the top
of the world,
dribbled over
his head, over
his shoulders,
over his hands.

Brodie began to

laugh hysteric-

ally. He looked

up. Above his

head on a shelf

was a box, a

strong wooden
box with metal-

bound edges.
One end of the

box had been
blown away, and
from the inside

gold and notes

gushed out
richly.

Brodie laughed
more hysteric-

ally. With an
enormous effort

of will he stood

up, he thrust his

hands into the

money. The notes came on to his face in

a cascade ; as they came, Brodie collapsed
on the bunk.

Two men of Brodie's own regime i it found him.

They saw the money first, and then they saw
Brodie. One said,

" Gee ! that 's Shylock.
Shylock in a bower of dollars. Gee ! that
must be the Divisional pay-chest that exploded
over him."

The other man was one of those Colonials who
had been reared in an England of public school
and university. It was not the dramatic picture,
but the ironic tragedy of Brodie's death that

appealed to him.
" While that fellow was alive," he said," he went about scraping and huckstering

for money. He "d have given anything for

money his soul, perhaps. He never got any.
But the moment when money wasn't the

slightest good to him he found it, thousands
of pounds of it. Don't the gods laugh at

man ? While he wanted to be rich he was
poor ; when he couldn't be anything else but

poor he was rich."

I don't know so much about it 's being no
good to him," said the other.

" Kh ?
"

" Look at his face . . . Whatever his dis-

appointments in life, he died happy. P'raps
tlio gods ain't humourists perhaps they 're

kind." w. DOUGLAS NEWTON.

A REPRESENTATIVE OF OUR
FAR-EASTERN ALLY ON THE
WESTERN FRONT: THE JAPAN-

ESE COLONEL ATTACHED TO
THE HEADQUARTERS STAFF OF
THE ARMY ON THE SOMME.

Ftench Official Photograph.
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personages of the <Oar: Characteristic facial TTypes,

-3 in.
General

m

Britain
Vice A<i ....

S.rDavid Bcalty.

J*

CONTRASTS : BRITISH AND ENEMY CHIEFS OF THE STAFF ; BRITISH AND ENEMY NAVAL LEADERS.

No. I U General Sir William Robertson, Chief of the Imperial
General Staff, and thus Adviier-in-Chief to the War Office.

Previously he was Chief of the Staff at the front to VlKOunt
French. No. 2 is hii former German counterpart, General Falken-

hayn. who, u Chief of the German General Staff, engineered the

Verdun* attack. On its failure, he was tent to command a wing

of the army invading Roumanla. No. 3 it Vice-Admiral Sir David

Beatty, whose fine tactics won the battle of Heligoland Bight and

enabled Sir John Jellicoe to win the Battle of Jutland. He now
commands the Grand Fleet. No. 4, Admiral Tirpite, for nearly

two years of the war, was head of the German Nary. He virtually

directs the enemy's sea strategy and planned the U-boat campaigns.
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Chasseurs Htpins' Shi Squads on the Vosges front.

AT A SNOW-BOUND CAMP : PRACTISING

Skis hare been largely uaed during the war In the winter campaigns

on the French Eastern Front in the Votget, and yet more ex-

tensively in the Russo-Polish area of operations. There both the

Russians and the Germans make use of skis, especially for outpost

reconnaissance and skirmishing over the snow-covered ground. .In

the Voages skil have been on occasion of good service to the troops

WITH SKIS ;
A SKI SQUAD PARADED AT AN INSPECTION.

of the French Chasseurs Alpina battalions, whose apecial battl-

dittricts Ue among the mountains. The Norwegian Army tome

years ago introduced skis for wintry work along the Russian

frontier. Berlin took up the Idea and trained detachments of the

Konigsberg garrison in ski enercites. Chasseurs Alpins' tki-detachmentl

hare serred with efft in the Voage*. IP"<* Official Photographs.]
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New StrieJ Si

OTith the frcnch on the Sommc front,

The French Navy has done excellent work in the war on tand u
well as on sea. It* men have served on the Western Front koth u
Infantrymen and u hc.ry artillerymen. Ai regimented linesmen

ditplay by the manrellously heroic FuiiUert Marini at EXxmude
and Nieuport will nerer be forgotten. Ai artillerymen the French
n.T*l gunner., with th-ir bie battleship gun., more than matched

ONE COMPARED WITH THE MEN ; THE BREECH OPEN.
the enemy

1

! heaviest metal on the Sommc and eliewhere. The
i of their guru may be judged 'from that seen abore, and com-
paring its ponderous bulk with the figures of the men. In-
cidentally, the reader may note the helmet with hold and dent*
in It of the man on the right of the gun, which tells its own tale
of good work well and bravely done. ffrnic* Official Photos.]
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In Rear of the french front: Battlefield Rehearsals.

THE ART OF CLOSE-QUARTERS FIGHTING : BAYONET EXERCISE WITH STUFFED DUMMIES.
In these illustration! French loldiert, it a camp in rear of the
trench lines, are jeen goin^ through the realistic form of bayonet
practice adopted nowadays in place of formal bayonet drill. The
mn, it will be observed, are in "

heavy marching order
"

as it is

called
; wearing their battlefield kit exactly as they fight in action.

Thy are practising thrusts and guards, as taught during recruit

life on principlel which are the result of actual fighting experience*.
Straw-stuffed dummies, suspended from the shed roof in all postures,

overhead, on the lerel, below, represent the "
Boches," just as in

the "
real thing

"
they would find their antagonists. As gymnastic

training, in addition, the exercise is valuable for keeping the men
"fit." [French Official Photographs.}
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Hn Hmerican Slar-Rospital in Gngland.

WOUNDED SOLDIERS IDEALLY HOMED : A CHEERY SCENE AT OLDWAY, DEVONSHIRE.
The wounded soldiers ssen In our photograph enjoying a came at
cards on the terrace of Oldway, the palatial residence of Mr. Singer,
the well-known American aviator, are inmates of that beautiful

place, which he his generously given over for use as an American
War Hospital, at Paignton. It is admirably suited to its purpose,
with its hundreds of rooms and lovely grounds, and is one of the

finest and best equipped hospitals in the whole range of Red Cross
work. The chief surgeon is Dr. Penhallow

;
and over a hundred

and fifty nurses carry on the work under Colonel Cunning. The
spacious grounds make Oldway an ideal home for the wounded, who
deeply appreciate the generosity of the American ladies, friends of the

Allies, to whom it is due. -\Phi4n. by llndenmod and
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WOMEN AND THE WAR.

IT
was at first rather overlooked that the female

munition-worker is a woman as well as a

worker that is to sayt a very delicate piece of

machinery needing care and attention if it was
not to be thrown out of gear and its working
capacity retarded. Recognition that in the lowest

sense it does not pay
to neglect the happi-
ness and comfort of

the women workers

led to what is called

"welfare super-
vision

"
the ap-

pointment of women
superintendents, or

Welfare Supervisors,
whose duty it is to

keep a friendly eye
on the personal wel-

fare of the em-

ployees under their

charge, and thus in-

troduce a human-

ising element into

the otherwise soul-

less conditions of in-

dustrial life.

PLYING HOSE AND BROOM: CLEANING THE COURTYARD
OF A LONDON MILITARY HOSPITAL MANAGED ENTIRELY

BY WOMEN.

Pkototraph by Pkotopresi.

Strictly speaking,
the Lady Superin-
tendent is not a war

product. Before.

August 1914 she was employed in certain large
factories with the object of fostering and keeping
alive

"
those right relationships which are the

basis of a well-

ordered and m^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^
harmonious
community."
But the ex-

tension and

development
of the system,
as exemplified
in the huge
munition fac-

tories that
have sprung
up all over the

country, is a
direct result of

the present
conflict.

AT A LARGE LONDON MILITARY HOSPITAL ENTIRELY RUN BY WOMEN
"STRETCHER-BEARERS" WITH A PATIENT. {Photograph by Photoprtst.]

Not long
after the
women of
Great Britain

volunteered in their thousands to make munitions
of war, a Committee was appointed, with the
concurrence of the Home Secretary,

"
to consider

and advise on questions of industrial fatigue, hours
of labour, and other matters affecting the personal

health and physical efficiency of workers in munU
tion factories and workshops : and the duties

now undertaken by the Welfare Supervisor are

based on the memorandum presented, as the result

of inquiry, to Mr. Lloyd George by Sir George
Newman, Chairman of the Committee. At a first

glance, the duties

that fall to the

lot of a Welfare

Supervisor are so

varied and numerous
as to suggest that

no one person could

possibly possess all

the qualifications

requisite' for dealing
with the questions
she is called upon
to solve. Besides

being a buffer, as it

were, between em-

ployee and employer,
she investigates com-

plaints made by
workers, keeps an

eye on their housing
and on the con-

ditions in which they
work, has a say in

the appointment of

over - lookers and,
in short, performs

duties that would seem to demand the patience of

a Job and the tact of an accomplished diplomat.
There were four grounds on which Sir George

N ew man's
^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ m̂m committee

directed the

attention of

more enlight-
ened employ-
ers to the
question of

welfare super-

vision, on the

ground that

they directly
affected in-

dustrial effici-

ency ; they
were hous-

ing, transit,

canteen pro-
vision, and
the individual

welfare of the

employee. To
begin with,
the employ-

ment of hundreds of women in munition-
factories meant very often an influx of workers
into one particular district, with the result

that the housing accommodation was overtaxed
and the health of the worker thereby endangered.
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Hmcrican Sympathy with the British Cdotmdcd.

SPLENDID SERVICE, TO THE ALLIES : AT THE AMERICAN RED CROSS HOSPITAL IN DEVONSHIRE.
American women arc rendering generous and greatly appreciated

help to the wounded of the Allies' forres, at the American War
Hoipital at Palgnton. It la one of the finest and best-equipped
In the whole range of Red Croat undertakings. Mr. Singer, who la

well known aa a skilful aviator, has given over his palatial resi-

dence, Oldway, which, with its hundreds of rooms and spacious

and beautiful ground*, makes an Ideal home for the wounded,
Dr. Penhallow li chief surgeon, and a* staff of orer a hundred

and fifty nuriea carries on the work under Colonel Gunning.
Our first picture shorn the wot and north sides of Oldway ;

and our second, soldiers resting In the grounds near one of the

many statues. [Photos, by Underwood and Underwood.]
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As a result, workers had to travel by train to their

work, a proceeding that often involved delay, loss

of time, overcrowding in trains, and long waits

that from the point of view of health would have
been more profitably spent in rest. Meals were
another difficulty, especially for night workers ;

and, finally, the extraordinarily rapid growth of

munition-factories made it difficult for employers
to deal with problems that affected the efficiency
of labour or the personal welfare of each
individual employee.

Obviously, unless someone could tackle these

matters, friction and discontent, with a consequent
decrease in output, were bound to result, and the
"
tackling

"
falls on the broad shoulders of the

Welfare Supervisor, whom some managers regard
as the most important official on their staff, on

unnoticed, might be a cause of serious discontent.

The investigation of complaints made by workers
is another little duty that falls to her lot, and a

general supervision of the working conditions

ventilation, heating, cleanliness, etc. is included

in her lengthy list of duties. Canteens and

rest-rooms, now recognised as an integral part
of any well-run industrial establishment, have
claims on her attention ; and one of her most

important duties is the supervision of women
and girls working on the night shift. Beyond
the actual work and its conditions, the Lady
Superintendent is required to familiarise her-

self with the transit facilities provided for the

workers, and their housing arrangements.

To quote the official summary of her duties :

" The appointment of a Lady Superintendent

WOMEN AS "LUMBERMEN": SOLDIERS' WIVES ON LORD ONSLOW'S CLANDON ESTATE CARRYING ON THEIR
HUSBANDS' WORK OF TIMBER FELLING AND SAWING.

Photograph by Alftert.

which, by-the-bye, she occupies rather a unique
position, for her responsibility is to the general
manager, and she is therefore independent of all

subordinate officials. To begin with, she has a
direct share in the work of the factory, since it is

she who often interviews, in the first instance at

any rate, the candidates who offer themselves for

employment, and subsequently keeps records of

broken time, the causes of which it is her task to

remove. Human nature being prone to error, it

frequently happens that her intervention is of

assistance in preventing injustice due to hasty
action on the part of overlookers ; and, though the

responsibility of fixing wages is outside her pro-
vinr.fi, she is frequently the means of drawing the
attention of the management to loss of wages
as a result, say, of piece-workers being kept waiting
for work or other causes for complaint which, if

means in effect that the manager of a factory says,
'

I want to be satisfied that the women and girls

I employ are working under good conditions as

regards both themselves and business, but I myself
have no time to enter into every detail. I there-

fore appoint a Lady Superintendent or a staff of

superintendents, and I expect them to act for me
in trying to ensure a satisfactory state of things.
I wish them as a rufe to be guided by their own
tact and common-sense, but to come to me when
any defect cannot otherwise be remedied.'

'

Experience shows that, far from being an ex-

pensive luxury, the Lady Superintendent is

an economical and highly useful investment,
for, besides relieving the management of a large
mass of difficult detail, she increases the output
by promoting the health, happiness, and efficiency
of each individual worker. CLAUDINE CLEVE.
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<flar Contrasts : Instruments of Realing and Destruction,

HOSPITAL-BARGES AND HAND-GRENADES : PHASES OF WAR THAT FORM A STRIKING CONTRAST.

The contrast between the apparatus of healing used in war and
the apparatus of destruction has often been pointed out. It is

illustrated once more by these two photographs, one showing a
string of Italian barge-ambulances on the Isonzo, and the other
the powerful destructive effects of the explosion of a hand-grenade.
If so small a missile can produce such a result, it may be imagined

what devastation is caused by a big explosive shell. The equip-

ment of the Italian Army, on both the healing and the destructive

side, has been undergoing improvement ever since Italy entered

the war. Italy's resolve to entertain no overtures of peace except

in concert with the rest of the Allies was voiced emphatically by

Italy's Foreign Minister, Baron Sonnino. [Photos, by Topical.]
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On the Western frontier of Ggypt.

DESERT SERVICE: A MULE-WAGON WITH "GIRDLES" CROSSING SAND; AN ANZAC CAMELRY JOKE.
The animals most used for military work in Egypt are the mule
and the came). Its capabilities for draught work as well as

pack-carrying make the mule the more valuable. Its hardy
nature in standing extremes of temperature, and its capacity for

thriving on provender on which a horse would starve, are other

points. A mule-team and wagon loaded with kits crossing the

desert forms the upper subject. The flat slabs, or
"

girdles," on
the wheels lighten the pull by keeping the wheels from sinking
into the soft sand as "caterpillar wheels" serve for the mud of

Flanders. A "Camelry" trooper is shown posing his mount before

the camera in the lower illustration, and the stolid, immobile "features"

of the camel's face improve the portrait. -[Photos, by Photopress.]
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On the Cdestern frontier of Ggypt*

OFF DUTY : ONE OF OUR MEN HELPING A NATIVE FARMER
;

BRITISH AND INDIAN FRATERNISE.

Village cultivators and native farmers along the frontiers of Egypt
and everywhere in the neighbourhood of our camps like to see

our soldiers among them. For one thing, their coming means selling

their local produce for good cash, and usually at enhanced prices.

For another, it may also mean, in cases, getting a helping hand
in some way from men when off duty and glad of something to

occupy their leisure. In the upper illustration, a soldier is seen

while assisting a native corn-grower in reaping his fields and

getting in his crops. The primitive wooden reaping-sleigh with

its pair of oxen go together well. In the lower illustration one

of our men is seen fraternising with an Indian comrade in camp :

each trying to understand the other. [Photos, by Photopress.]
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"' Russian Troops in france fionour Their patron Saint.

ST. GEORGE'S DAY WITH THE RUSSIANS IN CHAMPAGNE: A REVIEW ;-GEN. GOURAUD'S ADIEU.
The Feast of St. George, the patron saint ofi the Russian Army,
was observed on December 9 throughout Russia, and wherever
Russian troops are serving. In Petrograd the Tsar attended a great
celebration at the People's Palace. The upper photograph shows a
Russian General reviewing on that day some of the Russian troops
In Champagne. The silver trumpets were the gift of a French

regiment. A French communiqu^ mentioned " a successful coup df

main " on December 9
"

in Champagne, against a German salient."

The lower photograph, also taken on St. George's Day, shows
Russian and French officers [taking farewell of General Gouraud on

leaving to succeed General Lyautey (the new War Minister) as Resident-

General in Morocco. {Photos, by Illustrations Bureau.]
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By W. DOUGLAS NEWTON.

ONK
of the few lemaining of the world's

ingenuous minds that is, one of the Pro-

testors wrote an article in a. German paper, and
the /'inn's reprinted it. It was an article which
told the Germans the things that everybody save

the Germans knew. It told the military meaning
of the German failure on the Marne, and the

political meaning of the German failure at Verdun ;

while it also had something to say about strategy'

generally. As an adventure into truth in a country
like Germany the article is striking, and shows

courage only that is not a point I wish to discuss.

The passages which seem to me to be worthy of

attention are those considering the question of

peace, and particularly the Professor's opinion

why the fight-

ing on the

Somme should

prove a direct

incentive to

peace. For
his opinion
arrives at a

conclusion
parallel to

ours, yet his

method of

reasoning is

entirely dif-

ferent. The

singular, and
to us rather

delightful,
point about

his logic is

that it is

based upon
the theory
that the as-

snwlt of the

Somme is

ended and
has failed ;

while our
opinion is based on the fact that the assault has

been a brilliant success, and it has only just begun.
We both think the Somme points to peace.

Resting his mind on the foundation of stale-

mate on the Somme, this Professor Professor

Friedrich Mienecke of Freiburg argues that the

battle teaches the Germans (and the world is all

German to Germany) that it is no longer possible

to gain decisions in
"
the full peace-compelling

"
Thus, by adopting the religion of Bloch

that prophet of trench-warfare and illimitable

stalcin. itc lie points to the locked lines West and

Kast, and insists that it is only reasonable to turn

to peace, since it will not be possible to develop

grave movements in future or to crush one's

enemies. The argument has something in it;

there is truth lurking far down beneath the reason-

CZECHS SERVING IN THE BRITISH ARMY : AN INTERESTING GROUP.

Our photograph shows a few of the Czechs who are serving in the British Army. Practically

all the Czechs of military age resident in Great Britain have volunteered for the Army, or

are engaged on war-work.

ing, but it is truth that is very far down. It

bases its appeal on facts that cannot be accepted
as proved. It is based, more than aught else, on
a German appreciation of the situation, an appre-
ciation of the fact that Germany cannot now hope
for a

"
peace-compelling

"
decision.

To discover the fallacy of this theory we have

only to read the glorious despatch sent to us by
our new Field-Marshal, Sir Douglas Haig, and to

read it in conjunction with arguments offered by
our professorial friend. In reading it thus, the

first thing that is indubitably apparent is that, in

comparing the assault on the Somme to the

German assaults at Verdun and in the East, and
the Allied assaults at Xeuve Chapelle, Loos, in

Champagne,
and even at

Lodz, the
Professor is

making a

false compari-
son. He in-

sists that this

Picardy ad-

vance is one
with the other

assaults, in-

asmuch as it

has run down
as the others

ran do w n,

whereas there

is absolutely
no indication

of similarity.

Indeed, the

one striking

divergence
between the

Somme and
the other
offensives is

this and it

is a most im-

portant point that whereas the others do in-

dicate that the defence did, in time, cause the

slackening of the offensive, at no time was the
defence able to hold the Somme advance. In
other words, other offensives slackened off in the
face of resistance, while the Somme offensive
never slackened off, it merely halted and halted
at the height of its power.

This may seem an equivocation in terms
;

it

is not. The whole of Sir Douglas Haig's despatch
shows clearly why it is not. That despatch makes
clear that the halt was deliberate. The state of
mud on the communication lines was part of the
reason for this, but there was something which
formed a more powerful reason, and this was that
our Commanders deliberately chose their place to

halt, in order to give their line the best of positions
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for the next assault. We cannot emphasise this

point too much. It means this : that for practically

the first time in this war, the Allies took the ground

they wanted for winter, rather than the ground
their enemies forced them to take. This, in itself,

is evidence enough that the movements in this

area are entirely at our disposition ; and, since it

is our disposition to go
forward when the ground
is in fit condition, the

Professor's plea that the

Somme corresponds with

other great offensives is

a false plea. Indeed,
this point is over-refuted

by fact. We learn from
the despatch that, even
when he had method-

ically fulfilled all that

the weather permitted
him to do between

Thiepval and Le Trans-

loy, the British Com-
mander, defying the

weather, then cleared

some of the most danger-
ous positions on his left

wing i.e., he stormed a
set of heights on the

Ancre, stronger than any
other set of heights he
had yet attempted. Indeed, far from the Somme
fighting proving that a peace cannot be com-

pelled by arms, it is more than likely that the
Somme has proved that arms have a

"
peace-

compelling sense
"

the weak spot, from Ger-

many's point of view, being that the peace-

is the nerve-centre of the war ; and we agree.
We would even go further than the Professor, and
make his "nerve" plural. All the evidence

points to our assumption that it is
"
nerves

"
that

are showing on the Somme, and not nerve. Our
armies on the Somme are not only supremely
strong, but they are supremely confident

; and

MORE MEN

SHATTERED BY FRENCH ARTILLERY : ENEMY SHELTERS WRECKED
ON THE WESTERN FRONT.

Photograph by C.N.

compulsion is on the wrong side. I have
suggested here before, that probably one of the

greatest German impulses towards peace arises

from Germany's appreciation of the real facts on
the Somme. The West, admits Prof. Mienecke,

FOR THE COLOURS : NEW RECRUITS READY

TO MARCH TO THE STATION.

Photograph by Topical.

Sir Douglas Haig's story of difficult work done
with ease, and done without a check, shows the

reason of that confidence. The German armies

on the Somme may be strong though the

evidence is not favourable but we know they are

far from confident ;
and again Sir Douglas Haig's

despatch shows why.
Thus we feel that the

truth about peace will

be found more in our
own Commander's writ-

ing than in the writing
of the Freiburg savant
and the truth of that

is that peace by arms
is not an improbability,
but a very likely possi-

bility.

It is worth noting,

too, how the whole of

the Allies are putting
their weight behind the

effort. While the Cen-

tral Powers are talking

peace, the peoples of the

Allies are finding out

the wonderful ways they
can help. Some of the

ways are wonderful, and

they range from grow-

ing potatoes in public

parks to paying larger fares for a smaller train

service. But, whatever the way, the intention

is there, and at no other period of the war
have the citizens of the Allies been so banded
into a coherent and concrete force for the down-
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fall of our enemies. In fact, it would seem that

this is the worst possible time for Germany to

otter the negotiating hand, since it is the time when
we are all taking oil our coats to smash her for

pood and all. In the circumstances, it is, perhaps,
not very interesting to discuss Germany's internal

condition. Germany's internal condition degener-
ates rather than improves,
and the Austrian condition

is even worse
; but, since

we have determined to be
"
peace - compelling

"
by

blows, all this, perhaps,
does not matter. It is

better that it should not.

There is really only one

end to aim at, and that

is victory by arms. When
that victory is attained

there will be no quibbling,
no intriguing, no theorising

by Professors, no wire-

pulling in negotiations. We
have gone into war with a

clean, clear-cut purpose ;

let us have a clean, clear-

cut peace.
The only theatre show-

ing activity during the past
week has been the Rouma-
nian theatre, and affairs

there appear to be develop-

ing to a stagnation or a

crisis. The enemy have been resolutely pressing
the defence back to the line of the Sereth, and
in the main they have now attained that end.

Mackensen has brought his forces up in contact

from the Danube to the region of Focsani ; while

the left wing,
with Falken-

hayn in com-

mand, is en-

deavouring to

swing forward

from that
point, is driv-

ing through
the Milcovu

country, and
is endeavour-

ing to get
round behind
the Allied line

through the

hilly country
below the
Oitoz Pass.

The fighting
is not all in

the enemy's
favour, for

the Russians

have counter-

attacked, and have thrust the advance back in

a number of local encounters, though, on the

whole, the German approach to the Sereth has

not been checked. In the Dobrudja the Bulgar-

CLAIMED BY THE ENEMY AS THEIR BEST

AIRMAN SINCE BOELCKE WAS KILLED :

LIEUT. WILHELM FRANKL.

EVERY MAN IN THIS STREET HAS JOINED THE BRITISH FORCES :

A STREET SOMEWHERE IN ENGLAND.

Photograph by Pholoprcss.

German force has at last cleared the country of

the Allies, and, by the capture of the Macin

bridgehead, has placed the resistance on the other

side of the Danube. Macin is the bridgehead of

the big granary town of Braila. Pressing forward

fro:n both sides of the J )annbe, the enemy, accord-

ing to the telegrams at the time of writing, have,
at least locally, proved too

strong, and Braila fell.

The interest in the defence

will lie in the Sereth line.

If the Germans force or

turn that, Moldavia and
Bessarabia would seem

open to them. This is a

circumstance that makes
the line critical, and it can
be taken for granted that

the defence will be critical

too there may be a big
battle here, or battling may
cease as the stagnation
of trench - warfare settles

down.
The West has seen very

little fighting beyond raid-

ing and a certain amount
of gunnery work ; it may
be assumed that mud and

preparations hold the field.

We shall see the meaning
of these before long there

is no doubt of that. Mace-

donia is occupied in considering the attitude

of Greece when confronted by Allied Notes
;

there has been a little fighting in Mesopotamia,
but rain is interfering here also. What news
is to hand fron there is, however, all to the

good, while
also very good
news has just
come from
another
quarter
from our
forces oper-

ating in Ger-

m an East
Africa. There
General
Smuts is

plainly
carrying out
his sweeping
operations in

the fi n a 1

stage of the

campaign
with well-

marked and
continu ou s

success. In

Europe, mean-
while, as has been said, owing to tne time of year
and other reasons all armies are quiet and the

peace-proposer has undisturbed opportunity. It is

as well we may not have time for him later.
LONDON : JAN. 8, 1917.
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Christmas Shopping on the Cttestern front.

r~
A TYPICAL BRITISH GROUP : MISTLETOE-WEARING SOLDIERS ; AND A CHICKEN FOR CHRISTMAS.

The Chriitmu tpirit hu not only prompted these cheery British

soldiers to go foraging in the nearest village for seasonable fare,

but to deck themselves with sprigs of mistletoe. All are evidently

in high good humour, and it is difficult, as we look at them, to

realise that they are fresh from the stress and struggle of war.

The cheerfulness of the group may well Induce a cheery mood in

their friends at home, and may also be accepted as pictorial

evidence that "all 's well "on the Western Front. It is a fact

upon which they, and we, may be congratulated, 'that the New
Year comes with promise of the end, if not figuratively bearing

the olive-branch of Peace and none know this better than GUI'

soldiers at the Front (British Official Phoiofrapk.]
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Our Men Keeping Christmas at the front.

A CONTRAST: DINNER IN A SHELL-HOLE BESIDE A GRAVE
; TOASTING "THE KING

Wherever they found themselves, whatever their surroundings at
the time, our soldiers on the Western Front contrived, in nine cases
out of ten, to

"
keep Christinas

"
seasonably with some kind of

special dinner. The illustrations show two contrasting dinner-

party scenes. In the upper illustration we have a soldier-party
in steel helmets and trench winter coats dining al fresco in picnic

IN BILLETS.

fashion on the extreme front. The diners are seen ensconced in
a large shell-hole-made apparently not very long before, as the

recently filled-in grave with its wooden cross suggests. In the
lower illustration others billeted in a furnished house are seen after

dinner at the moment of the time-honoured Service toast" Th
King God bless him I

"
{.Official Photographs.}
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Christmas Shopping on the Western front.

A SEASONABLE SUGGESTION OF " BLIGHTY "

The traditional customs of the
"

festive
"

season were not wholly

neglected in the war-areas, and f at Christmas drew near, little

group* of British troops could be teen, aa in our photograph, doing
their seasonable shopping in the market places of little French

towns and Tillages within sound, if not within range, of the guns.
Our photograph shows some of our men buying geese for their

BRITISH SOLDIERS BUYING GEESE IN FRANCE.

' Christmas dinner, and it does not call for great stress upon the

imagination to realise how imtlnctirely their thoughts would hare

turned homeward], and so lent a touch of poetry to their essentially

prosaic occupation. Some of the farourite reading-matter of the men

at the Front has been Dickens's very human stories, and the spirit

of them has been rery preralent [British Official Photograph.]
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Belgian ast Hfrican Campaign.
-A,

WATERPLANES FOR CROSSING LAKE TANGANYIKA : BEING PUT TOGETHER IN CAMP ;-READY TO FLY.
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Olar Charity in a Great City of India.

BOMBAY IN WAR-TIME : THE ADMIRAL'S HOUSE AS NURSES' CLUB ; AND A WAR SALE.

In the upper photograph is shown the residence of the Admiral
in command at Bombay, which has been converted into a

comfortable, palatial club for Army nurses. The lower photograph
shows distinguished visitors arriving at a great War Sale and. Fite
held in the Town Hall at Bombay. An interesting account of war
work in India wu given recently by Lady Chelmsford, wife of the

Viceroy. She showed that from the beginning of the war the

women of India, both British and native, had worked splendidly

to raise funds for providing comforts and medical requisites for

the troops. She mentioned Lady Willingdon's Fund and the War

Gifts Depot, which had received gifts in kind for Red Cross purposes

to the vahi of about 120,000. [Photos, by Meyer Bros.]
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THE BEGINNINGS OF WAR - MACHINES : OBSERVATION POSTS.

BEFORE
the invention of the balloon and

aeroplane, movements of an enemy's troops

and the position of his artillery were watched

when possible by trained observers from elevated

positions, natural or artificial. In Figs. 6, 7, and 8

we see examples of these. The first shown, con-

sisting of a central column of lashed spars held in

position by guy-ropes, raises its
"
crow's-nest

"
to

a height of 40 or 50 feet. The last of the three, a

much more substantial edifice, can be used safely

at an altitude of 120 feet. Such contrivances are

not altogether obsolete.

In early ages existing

conditions required con-

tinuous watch being kept

against possible enemies.

For this reason, the re-

mains of the earliest col-

lective dwellings are in

situations from which a

wide field of observation

could be secured hill tops
in hilly districts, or raised

mounds in the fens. Ruins
of watch-towers still stand

close to them in many
places. That such towers

were used as
"
observation

posts
"

is established by
the fact that we have
record of a local tax, called

a " ward - penny," being
levied on all living within

a certain distance, whose

safety was dependent on
the look - out from the

watch-tower.
Ancient towers known

as
"
Brochs "

(Fig. 3) have
been in existence in the
north of Scotland since the
ninth century. This type
of observation tower and
fortress consists of two con-

centric walls with an an-

nular space between, divided
into storeys or galleries by
intersecting floors ; commu-
nication being secured by
a spiral stairway. Except
for one door at the bottom,
no opening exists in the outer wall, light and
air being admitted through apertures opening
into the centre. Those inside were safe against

any assault possible at that period, and a
well sunk within the walls provided water for

a besieged garrison. The towers were about

50 feet high, and measured 60 feet in dia-

meter at the base. The walls were in some
cases 15 feet thick.

The Martello towers small circular forts along
the coast of Kent and Sussex were erected during
the Napoleonic wars to guard against surprise
invasion. Each had originally walls 5j feet thick.

FIG. 9.-A CELTIC " BROCH "
(EXTERIOR

AS FIG. 3) IN SECTION.

The upper diagram ihowi the galleries between con-

centric walls and ladder-like openings within. The
lower shews tiers

'

of floors with a communicating
stairway.

and contained a magazine in its base, with two
rooms above for the garrison. The flat roof,

forming an observation post and gun-platform,
was provided with an iron fire-basket for lighting
an alarm signal at night. Round towers with four

storeys and battlemented tops (Fig. i) were

erected by the Venetians on many points of the

Greek coast in the early Middle Ages. One of

them, on the isle of Chios, is still in good preserva-
tion. On the Scottish Border are ruins of a
number of square forts called

"
Pele Towers "

(Fig. 4), with turrets at

their angles. They were
used as watch-towers to

give notice of the approach
of marauding bands, and
to serve as refuges by the

local inhabitants in such
cases. The lower part of

the tower was usually
vaulted, and formed a
stable for cattle and horses.

The doorway by which en-

trance to the fort itself was

gained was generally placed
at some distance above the

ground, and was reached

by a ladder easily removed
on emergency. Fig. 2

shows a Roman watch-
tower (from the Trajan
column), surrounded by a

gallery to be patrolled by
a watchman or sentry.
The gallery is at such a
distance from the ground
as to give a good range
of observation and to enable
the look-out to signal to

the neighbouring observa-
tion post by torch or flag.

The construction of some
church towers, it may be

added, plainly shows that

they were intended to

serve as war observation

posts, and some even as

forts, according to S. O.

Addy in his
" Evolution

of the English House."
That of Bedale Church,

near Richmond, in Yorkshire, was actually pro-
vided with a portcullis, of the existence of which
no one had any knowledge until the tower was
struck by lightning. The portcullis was in that

way released and let down. Its fall effectually

stopped entrance to the tower, and no one could

get at the clock or bells until it was cut away.
Round towers, from 50 to 100 feet in height, are

in existence in many parts of Ireland. They were

probably used as watch-towers, for their upper
storeys are usually provided with openings facing
the cardinal points of the compass. Their door-

ways are at some height above the ground.
[Continued offotitt.
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the Beginnings of Olar-JVIacbines : Observation-posts.
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THE EARLIEST TIMES TO THE PRESENT WAR : LOOK-OUT POSTS, PERMANENT AND TEMPORARY.

The earliest of these were built in the sixth century. Belfries

have been used for the purpose of observation in the present war.

Originally the word "
belfry

"
did not denote a bell-tower, but

referred to the movable wooden towers used by besiegers in the

Middle Ages. (See
"

Illustrated War News," November i, 1916.)
Later, the word was applied to a watch-tower a church-tower.

Sometimes these church-towers, used as places of refuge, had no

door opening externally as we generally see now, but were entered

from the inside of the church. In certain instances, as with the

Round Towers of Ireland, the entrances were sometimes raised several

feet from the ground to prevent marauders rushing in a form of

defence found in buildings in various countries.
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On the <Kle8tern front: R Boi

OFTEN PRELIMINARY COVER TO A DAY-TIME ATTACK : A GERMAN "FOG

in

misty

ing everything
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\\cb Gives Off JVIashinq Clouds,

BURSTING, IN ORDER TO SHROUD THB VICINITY IN MIST.

fording cover for an attack, or moTtnunt of troopi, or tcreening a "target" from hostile artillery. In the above illui-m the foreground ai yet beyond reach of the
"
fog

" from the bomb seen exploding it clear ; the background is already
; enveloped in the

"
for."
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ROMANCES OF THE REGIMENTS: XXXI.-THE 33w> FOOT.

THE TAKING OF MAGDALA.

THROUGHOUT
the brilliant little campaign

known as the Abyssinian Expedition (a

mere microcosm of warfare judged by present

standards) the 33rd Regiment rendered most

signal service. During the whole of the toil-

some advance that regiment did the heaviest

part of the pioneer work, and consequently,

when the goal came in sight and the

storming of the rocky fortress of Magdala

alone remained to complete his task. Sir

Robert Napier gave orders that the 33rd

should lead

the final at- WMaPM
tack and have

the honour of

entering first

and planting

the British flag

on King Theo-

dore's con-

quered capital.

The ad-

vancing Brit-

ish force was

pretty well

informed as to

whatwas doing
in the Abys-
sinian lines.

As they
came within

sight of Mag-
dala, a rumour

went about
that Theodore

had escaped
and had
thrown himself

upon the pro-

tection of the

Queen of the Gallas ; while some said he had

committed suicide. Shortly afterwards, however,
the monarch was seen and recognised in the

midst of a group of about a dozen horsemen,
who rode furiously about, brandishing their

spears and firing their guns. The British force

was at this time not more than seven hundred

yards from Magdala, and Colonel Locke, however

much he might have desired to do so, could

not charge on the defiant monarch, as a suburb

of huts afforded the enemy excellent cover.

A few skirmishers, however, were advanced

a little way, and as these' did not impress

Theodore who continued to dash about wildly,

and seemed to be trying to effect a descent

into the valley by a winding path Colonel

Locke ordered half-a-dozen file of the 33rd

and several artillerymen to command the path

and open fire if anyone attempted to use it.

At the same time, a company of the 33rd was

sent to find out and command any other possible

place of descent, and this brought a volley from

Theodore's party of horsemen. The 33rd replied

with their

m

MESSENGERS WITH A TIMELY MESSAGE AN ANSWER FROM THE BRITISH

FRONT TO BERLIN " PEACE " TACTICS : A HEAVY-GUN SQUAD OF THE R.M.A.

AND THEIR "GUARANTEE FOR PEACE" THE ONLY PRACTICAL KIND.

Official Photograph.

Sniders, and

p.u.shed for-

ward for ahun-

dred yards,
where they
had the good
luck to dis-

cover twenty

pieces of artil-

lery, which
Theodore had

not been able

to move into

his fortress.

The small de-

tachment of

the 33rd which

thus captured

twentycannon
consisted of

six men, three

or fourofficers,

and a Press

correspondent,

together with

two artillery-

men. With
the guns was

their ammunition, and the pieces were at once

turned upon their late owners. A party of about

a hundred Abyssinian infantry which had just

appeared at the foot of the road leading up to

Magdala received these compliments, which they
returned sporadically.

The attack now took on somewhat of the

character of comic opera. Magdala was but 500

yards distant from the storming force, which was
now deploying with considerable pomp of war, but
was still unseen ; while here before the gates was
a handful of the 33rd at whom the Abyssinians

ICfutiKKttl cvcrlta/.
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$S?: Rustic" Camp Quarters at Salonika.

- j

BUILT OUT OF WASTE MATERIAL : AN OFFICER'S BUNGALOW i A " MODEL VILLAGE."
The adlrini.tr.UT. d .Uxiliy dp.rtn,enU o< th. Allied Army upper ilhutr.tion .how. an officer', bungalow, M .

^at ^^ ,- """VT;"
1 ' Sil0ni1"' " btin* ** *" ln "raP' built -W-*ri* - the Voi br officer

Tf

, T ,

* * """*' ""' '" th' m0t men' The lower hM" how the 'fiM" '""h"1 to h
th. front,er or beyond. The abon illu^ worktop unit hare mad. their camp into a "

model village." Bachhow tho.e rema-ni^ at Salonika h. settled down hou w designed by it. occupant and constructed by hlnuelf and
I made theu- camp ^rroundmg, more than habitable. Th. hi. batman, largely out of petrol and bUcuit bo*-[CWfciJ P*<*.}
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USING THE RANGE-FINDER ON RECONNAISSANCE WITH AN

INFANTRY PATROL: A GERMAN JAGER OF A RIFLE BATTALION

GETTING THE RANGE OF A HOSTILE PARTY JUST SIGHTED.

From a German Paptr\

were firing scattered volleys without the slightest

effect, for their pieces carried scarcely half the

distance. And all the time King Theodore and

his attendants, in blight-coloured robes, kept

dashing about, with much ostentation but no

useful purpose.

Theodore's gallantry aroused some admira-

tion, which was quickly extinguished when the

little party, advancing a little further, discovered

at the foot of a

precipice theputri-

fying bodies of 350

prisoners men,

women, and child-

ren whom the

wretched King had

murdered a few

days before.

Shortly after this

gruesome discov-

ery had been
made, the whole

British expedition

had come in sight

of the fortress and

the general attack

began. Heavy artillery preparation cleared the

way, and the Abyssinians were gradually driven

up the road into the fortress.

The main attack began at half-past three

in the afternoon. The 33rd, preceded by a

few Sappers, led the way. At a range of 300

yards they
formed line

and opened
fire at the

gateway and

the high
hedge which

fringed the

top of the

rock. Seven

hundred rifles

kept up a

fusilacle which

was in those

days c o n-

sidered ter-

r i fi c, but
which to those

accustomed
to magazine

weapons
would not
seem very

impressive

L

THE WINTER CAMPAIGN AMONG THE VOSGES : A MOTOR LORRY AND
WAGONS ABOUT TO START FOR THE FRONT LINE WITH A LOAD OF
SHEET -IRON MATSKIEL FOR TRENCH REVETMENTS AND HUTTING,

JUST ARRIVED BY RAIL.

French Offieial Pkotofnpli.

However, there was noise enough. his crimes.

for the old Snider had a loud voice, and

the reverberations from the rocky escarpments

in that rough hill country added to the dis-

turbance. A thunderstorm, raging overhead

during the action, is said to have been in-

audible.

Covered by this fire, the Engineers and the

leading company of the 33rd scrambled up the

path and reached the gate, suffering a casualty

or two. Then the Sappers fell back. They
had forgotten the powder to blow in the gate.

While they went

to fetch it, the

33rd discovered a

way by which

they could
scramble up on

the left, so as to

reach a weak spot
in the hedge. This

they carried,

passed through,

and from within

cleared away the

defenders of the

gate.

The greater

part of the regi-

ment now poured in through this gap, and

practically finished the business. They were

all well in before the main gate was broken in,

and even had they got in there at once they
would have made little progress, owing to

prepared obstacles. The stormers had only to

mount aM further scarp

of twenty-five

feet or so,

blow in an-

other gate,
and so take

full possession

of the place.

A hundred

yards further

on they
found the

body of Theo-

dore, pierced

by three
balls, one of

which, it was

said, he had

fired himself.

He would not

stay to answer

to Britain for

Magdala was taken at small cost.

There were no killed, and only a dozen or so
of men slightly wounded.
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On the Western front: In Bombarded Hrras,

THE CATHEDRAL UNDER SNOW : BATTERED WALLS ; AND A STAIRCASE.

Arras has been within the battle-zone since the German invasion

of France. The city ha> been subjected to bombardments by the

enemy ever since the Germans fell back after the Marne. Our
illustrations show what remains of the exterior of the cathedral

fabric, under the snow of this winter. The upper illustration

hows portions of the wrecked edifice standing up amid mounds of

debris and broken masonry. The lower illustration shows the

wrecked Cathedral and its immediate surroundings : houses, mostly
with windows blown in or the rafters of the roofs laid open. On
the right is seen, upstanding by itself, the gaunt skeleton of an

iron spiral stairway all that remains of a house. [Photos., by
S. nnd o.j
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france's Special Badge for fieroism in the

THE MANUFACTURE OF THE " CROIX DE GUERRE": DETAILS OF THE INITIAL PROCESSES.
At with our Military Crosi and Military Medal, France hu
adopted during the war a similar distinction for battlefield heroism,
the Crolx de Guerre, It was established last April, with a ribbon

resembling that of the historic Order of Saint Heltne, green and
red. As in an early issue we showed, from German sources, the

process of manufacturing the Iron Cross decoration, we here show

the making of the Croix de Guerre. Photograph No. I shows the
bronie disc to form the cross being put into the matrix ; Ho. a
is its removal, bearing the design in the rough ; No. 3 is the

cutting-out of the cross with a hand-saw ; No. 4 the final soldering
of the medallion bearing the effigy of the Republic on the centre
of the cross. (French Official Photographs.]
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france's Special Badge for Reroism in the 3dar.

THE MANUFACTURE OF THE " CROIX DE GUERRE".: DETAILS OF THE FINAL PROCESSES.
The first illustration shows the practically completed cross under-

going the last treatment the metal being polished with fine

and. The second shows the finished article. One cross seen has
its ribbon attached, a second is being fastened on the ribbon. The
ribbon of the former bears a star on it as an extra distinction,
for special service. Stais, laurel wreaths, palm branches, are

fixed on the ribbon for special exploits ; a palm branch being th*

highest possible distinction. It is awarded on the recipient's receiving
the exceptional honour of a "

Citation," '.., being named in the
" Ordre du Jour

"
issued to the Armies at large. The stars are of

Bronie (Regimental Mention in orders), Silver (Divisional Mention),
Gold (mention in Army Corps orders). {French Official Photographs.]
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ritisb Heeault on German Frenches on the Somme.

RACE "
: BRITISH TROOPS DRIVING GERMANS OUT OF THEIR TRENCHES ON THE SOMME FRONT.

o" our rmeLT-V '

\
M haV

,? h
d ne the!r

,
dUty n0bly ' Am ng a" the Ion8 ro of Tic "

selves worC <5 'to^ hi^h J
'" *

f

g
'"?,

f the endurance and resolution of our infantry. They have shown them-
rtny ot the highest traditions of our race." -[Drawn by A. Forestie, from Details supptitd.}
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Dramatic TTalent in the frcnch Hrtny at Verdun.

RECREATION FOR THE VICTORS OF VERDUN : A SOLDIERS' THEATRE, WITH HELMETED AUDIENCE.

The Frenchman carries his genius for the theatre with him when

campaigning, and loses no opportunity, during the intervals of

action, of organising dramatic entertainments. Our photograph
indicates that the French victories at Verdun have provided such

opportunities for the troops to obtain well-deserved recreation after

their hard fighting. The theatre has been established, it will be

seen, in a building that resembles a section of a tunnel, with an

arched roof of brick-work, in which case it is probably safe from

shell-fire, if German shells should still be able to reach the city.

The small stage has been duly supplied with scenery, and the

auditorium arranged with taste and comfort, decorated with the

Tricolour, and illuminated by electric lamps. [French Official Plato.]
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Celebrating Mass in Recaptured fort Vaux.

RELIGION AMONG THE VICTORS OF VERDUN: A FRENCH AUMONIER CELEBRATING MASS.
Fort Vaux, it will be remembered, was hastily abandoned by the
Germaiw soon after the first of the big French Tictories outside
Verdun. "

Strategically," writes a "
Time. "

correspondent with
the French Army, who visited it a few days later,

"
the capture of

Vaux was even more necessary to the French than that of
Douaumont. That is the feeling, no doubt, which makes the

present garrison so cheery and contented, in spite of the exposure
of their position. ... In the officers' mess, furnished only with
a deal table and four extremely hard sleeping bunks, there is a
continual va et -jient of messages for or from the commandant . . .

the aumonier (a very military chaplain), ... the chief medical
officer . . and the engineer-lieutenant." {Photo, by C.N.]
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t:hc Ingenuity of the poilu at the front.

MAKING ARTISTIC USE OF SHELL-CASES: FRENCH SOLDIERS AS CRAFTSMEN IN LEISURE HOURS.
The war hu bwn prolific In bringing about the unconventional,
in great things and in anull, nd our photographs illuitrate two

very interesting examples. In the fint is seen a French soldier

who hu applied hii ingenuity to the work ol (aihionln( violins

out of the metal ol "75" ihell-caio, with tatiafactory effect. In

our second picture another form of pursuing artistic industries

under difficulties U seen, the piiilus in this instance dealinf with
the same material, out of which they fashion shapely lamps and
flower-rases. With a nation like the French, the innate artistry
will find a way of expression even amid the unpropitious conditions
of attire service, and with, also, the least inviting of materials
upon which to work. [French Official Photograph.]
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On the frcnch Sommc front: Recaptured Villages.

K '

SCENES OF DESPERATE FIGHTING : AT THE ENTRANCE TO RANCOURT ; IN DESTROYED BOUCHAVESNES.

Rancourt, the ruins of which are teen in the upper illustration, h
a Tillage to the south-ea;t of Combles, on the Bapaume-P6ronne
road. With high ground all round, the village was an Important

port for the enemy in the Thiepral sector. The Germans held

the locality in force during the earlier months of the French cam-

paign on the Somme. The taking of Rancourt meant four days of

ferocious fighting, but it was finally stormed by the French and

the enemy forced from surrounding hills. Bouchareinei (second

illustration), also north of the Somme towards Pt'-ronnt, was the

scene of 'three successful German counter-attacks between its first

and final capture by the French. "The fighting was particularly

desperate in the region of Bouchavesnes.
"

[Photos, by C.N.]
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FOOTNOTES TO ARMAGEDDON: XXII.- PSYCHOLOGY.

IN RESERVE FOR THE SPRING CAMPAIGN AND MAKING GOOD

THE INEVITABLE WASTE OF WAR: A WHEEL- STORE DEPOT

FOR THE FIELD ARTILLERY, NEAR ONE OF THE FRONTS.

French Official Photograph.

I.

THE big crowd in the aerodrome became
breathless as it watched the swooping

machines.
"
Close finish," said the journalist to anybody

who wanted to listen ;

"
but Hoffnung will get it.

Eraser has plenty of grit and dash, but his 'bus is

several miles slower than the Munich man's.
1 '

"Eraser's
climbing," breath-

ed the crowd.

It watched the

stubby British
machine push up,

behind, but above
the plane of the

impertu rbable
German. The Ger-

man sat easy, and
let his superb

engine do all the

work for him. He
knew that all the

mechanical cer-

tainties were with

him, and, being of

his race, he was

highly pleased. Fraser was the better avion, but

Hoffnung had then a better factory behind him.

Under his odd black and yellow concussion-

helmet, th German could be seen (through good

glasses) sitting and smiling like a self-satisfied but

Teutonic
Buddha.

" Mechan-
ism i/. Brains,"
said the
journalist;
"and Mechan-
ism doesn't

give Brains

even a chance
of drawing
level."

The crowd
loosed its

breath in a

great shout.

The journalist

forgot what
was due to

his callous

heart, and
shouted.
Fraser was

IN READINESS FOR THE NEARING DAY WHEN THE ALLIED CAVALRY GET
THEIR CHANCE TO GO FORWARD: ONE OF THE SADDLERY AND LEATHER
EQUIPMENT RESERVE STORES NOT FAR FROM ONE OF THE FRENCH FRONTS.

French Official Photograph.

dropping. He had risen to 20,000 feet, and now
he was planing down with incredible daring. He
came skimming earthwards like a great flat

stone, but a stone that has direction and im-

pulse. He swooped and swung onward at an

amazing speed. He was dropping with the

smooth, uncanny celerity of a spider across the

sky.
'

The crowd breathed a deep
"
O-oh." The

journalist jigged about. The man beside the

journalist said exultantly
"
Brains v. Mechan-

ism this is Brains romping home."
"
No," said the journalist.

" No ; if Hoffnung

plays his hand well, keeps his head he 's still

got it in his grasp. Amazing bluff Fraser is

putting up, but Hoffnung still

Hoffnung real-

ised the tactics of

Fraser. He was,

abruptly, any-
thing but imper-
turbable. His solid

self-satisfaction
went to pieces. He
became, in an in-

stant, a wild-eyed
man of the air. It

was absurd ; the

victory was his to

take, but he began
to go all over the

shop. He tried to

do brilliant things
with his plane, and
did them, and they

were all wrong. Fraser came swooping at his

marvellous speed, ro>mded a pylon, banking in a

way that seemed fatal, righted, and went on at

his breakneck pace once more. Hoffnung he was
in no danger at all seemed to be doing idiot

things to save
his life ; his

vessel yawed,
fell right away.
He tried to

pick up pace,

b^u t only
seemed to
lumber vague-

ly. Fraser was
round the
aerodrome
once more.
In a minute
the crowd was

cheering.
Hoffnung, who
should have

won, was abad
second to
Fraser, who
should have
lost.

The journalist went up to Fraser and told him
that it was all brilliant, but daring ; that really
he should be writing out an obituary notice

instead of a victorious column. Fraser laughed.
"Oh, well, you know," he said, "I under-

stand Hoffnung. As steady as a rock, that

German
; but if you bustle him he sweats and

loses his nerve. Played up to that, you know."
[CoHttnitett merttaf.
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paying the prfcc of fiis StaM^ord's Hmbition,

A BROTHER'S FAREWELL : A GERMAN SOLDIER KNEELING BESIDE THE BODY OF HIS BROTHER.
The price of ambition has been of the highest throughout the history
of the world, and the burden thrust upon the German people by the

lust of power on the part of the Kaiser has proved hard to bear. It

spares none, high or low, as our picture, from a German paper,
illustrates. A German soldier is seen kneeling beneath a Calvary,

praying by the side of his brother, who has fallen in the war, and to

whose dead body he has brought an offering of flowers. The pathos

and the warning which are suggested by the picture are not limited

by nationality, for all "the world must deplore the terrible price of

unrestrained ambition of which it tells. It is not easy to think of

the
"

glories
"

of war in the face of such personal tragedies, and such

incidents are of daily and hourly occurrence.
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II.

Flight-Lieutenant Eraser turned from his de-

liberate squint at the distant mono, and yelled
to his Observer

"
I want all your wits, Henry. That 's a

Fokker. You '11 have to fight like blazes. I '11

mount while I can."

He began to lift his heavy observation machine
to the zo.ooo-foot mark. His Observer stood to

WINTER WORK WITH AN ANNAMITE BATTALION IN RESERVE
NEAR THE FRONT: A ROAD-MENDING PARTY WORKING IN
THEIR SECTION; AS OTHER OF THE ALLIED TROOPS ARE

BEING EMPLOYED ELSEWHERE JUST NOW.
French Official Photograph.

the Lewis gun. The Fokker came at them with
the swift yet leisurely gait of a hawk who knows
its prey is sure. The pilot of
the Fokker had all the facts on
his side. The slower British 'plane
had been caught alone by the
swifter German. If the journalist
had been there he would have
muttered again,

'

Mechanism versus

Brains, and Brains haven't a
chance."

The Fokker came close ; it

manoeuvred to strike. They could
see it well, see its pilot well.

Curious how painfully plain things
were in the fatal upper air. As
the enemy swung to them Flight-
Lieutenant Fraser gasped. The
sight of the pilot had startled him.
The German aviator was again
sitting and smiling like a self-

satisfied but Teutonic Buddha.
Round his concussion - hat were
twisted the black and yellow
ribbons Fraser knew so well.

He uttered a shout of delight.
He brought his machine round to

face the German. The enemy began to fire

from under. The bullets passed with the quick
and vicious spit of baffled death. Fraser

zigzagged, rose a little dropped.
He came down on the German at a tearing

swoop. He ignored the machine-gun and charged

right on top of his enemy. He fell in his

lyric dart all down the sky, and the Fokker
was apparently his target. The Observation

Officer gasped ; he felt that he was going
to die the death by charging a foeman in

the heavens. He heard a voice torn back
to him in the wind of the rush. It was
Fraser's voice. It seemed to say,

"
Ready . . .

machine . . . gun." The Observer wondered

why Fraser was such an ass. In a
minute he withdrew the wonder.

The Fokker that should have killed

them dead began to wobble. The

machine-gun that should have stopped
them in their tracks became erratic,

then ceased. The bland and Buddha-like

pilot who was steering the enemy
'bus showed signs of emotion ; he
became frantic, he yawed, and got
his 'plane out of line. In the Observer's

opinion, he went all askew when
he had no reason to do so. He tried

to pull clear. Fraser swooped down and

over, banked perilously round, began
to climb. He also howled,

"
Fire !

"

The Observer fired into a helpless,

nerveless, and doomed German. In a
fraction the Fokker was dropping like

a stone.
"

Brilliant, but risky," cried the

Observer, when they had got them-
selves to safety.

" We should have
been the fellers who dropped. If

that man "

"
Oh, no, you know," laughed Fraser.

"
I

understand that man met him before. His

FRANCE'S EMPLOYMENT IN EUROPE OF THE MAN-POWER OF HER
COLONIES: TONKINESE AND SAIGON NATIVES ENGAGED IN BUILDING

A POWDER -FACTORY IN THE RHONE DEPARTMENT.
French OffKial Photograph.

name was Hoffnung. As steady as a rock,
that German ; but if you bustle him he
sweats and loses his nerve. I played up to
that, you know."

Fraser laughed again. He remembered having
said that before. w. DOUGLAS NEWTON.
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dsing the Man-power of france's Colonies.

HELPING TO WIN THE WAR : AN INDO-CHINESE WORKMAN AT A MUNITION-FACTORY LATHE.
France lost no time, immediately the requirements of the situation

in regard to the maintenance of a superabundant supply of muni-
tions became apparent, in drawing on the labour reserves among
the coloured populations of her oversea possessions. Indo-China,
where the French colonies of Tonquin, Cochin, and Saigon are

situated, offered at once an immense recruiting field for war

purposes in this connection, and forthwith native labourers were

shipped over. The importation of Indo-Chinese coolies has proved

satisfactory. The men are indefatigable at their tasks, in which,

especially with machinery, many display aptitude. The illustration

shows an Indo-Chinaman working at a lathe in a munition-factory
in Central France. [French Official Photosrap^.]
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'Cbe Hrt of JVIashing Hrtillery positions frotr

J 1

FRENCH INGENUITY ON THE SOMME FRONT : NETTING DRAPED WD
The illustration shows one of the forms of ingenious and very effective devices made use of by way of concealment for their

gun-positions by French artillerymen on the Somme Front. As seen, the masking method adopted consists of a netting spread
over uprights .supported by ridge-poles, on top of which a layer of greenery and foliage evergreens at this time of year is
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be prying Byee of Reconnoitring enemy Hirtnen. J

GE TO FORM AN ANTI-AIRCRAFT SCREEN OVER A HEAVY GUN
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frencb Steel-foundries on A dar footing.

IN THE STEEL-FOUNDRIES OF TRIGNAC : WHERE AUSTRIAN PRISONERS OF WAR ARE EMPLOYED.

In France to-day practically all foundries and factories are being

put to war uses. Guns and munitions and other material required

(or the Army are being turned out in great quantities. These

particular photographs, which hare been issued officially by the

French Ministry of War, were taken at the steel - foundries of

Trignae. In the lower photograph, it is interesting to obserre,

may be seen some Austrian prisoners of war who are making
themselTes useful there. The French employ their prisoners in

agriculture, and on Tarious public works, such as road-making,

widening canals, or reclaiming marshes. Women munition-workers

are also seen, recalling the fact that thousands of French women are

at present engaged in such war-work. [ftench Official Pkotographs.l
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On the Cdestern front: Xn the french Battle Hrea.

SOMME AND MARNE ITEMS :
" FLYING PIGS " WAITING TILL WANTED ; A HARD-HITTER'S DEN.

The upper illustration shows a French trench-ammunition depot
within the Somme battle-area, where air-torpedoes are deposited
as they arrive from base or intermediate depots.

"
Flying Pigs

"

is one of the aptly descriptive names given to air-torpedoes among
the soldiers. As seen in the upper illustration, in addition to the

air-torpedoes, a supply of light shells, packed in wood-batten frames

for transport, is stored at the same depot. The lower illustration

shows a French long-range gun' in its underground emplacement
in an entrenched position within the Marne district. The protection

by sandbag revetments at either side, and a solid bomb-proof roof,

supported on horizontal iron girders, is interesting. Only a direct

frontal hit can possibly harm the gun. [Frmcli Official Photographs.]
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WOMEN AND THE WAR.

IN
our highly superior British way we are apt
at times to denounce "hustle" as so much

unnecessary waste of energy. The war has

taught us the value of prompt and organised
action, and there is at least one group of
"
hustlers

"
entitled to a high place in the

Women's Roll of Honour that will some day be

compiled in connection

with the present conflict.

Nearly two and a

half years ago, when
the war-cloud burst over

Europe, a number of

American women the

wives of Englishmen
took counsel together as

to how they could best

express their sympathy
for .Great Britain, and

help their adopted
country in its hour of

trial. A " humane and

enlightened
"

policy of

inactivity was, they felt

strongly, not enough.
Some sort of action was

imperative. There was
no unnecessary delay.
Consultation resulted in

the formation of the

American Women's War
Relief Fund, of which

Lady (Arthur) Paget was
Duchess of Marlborough
immediately,

A WAR INNOVATION IN THE NORTH: A GIRL
SIGNALMAN IN SCOTLAND.

Miss J. Buchan, who is seen signalling the
"
Right away," at

Crieff signal-box, in Perthshire, is discharging the duties of a
signalman

"
for the duration of the war," with complete success.

Photograph by Illustrations Bureau.

President

Chairman.
and the

Almost

three schemes
of work were
drawn up and
submitted to

the authori-

ties, who were
offered a hos-

pi tal for
wounded sol-

diers, an am-
bulance ship,
and a plan
for organising
economic re-

lief work.

An ambul-
ance ship was
not at the

moment re-

quired, but
motor-ambul-
ances were.

Lord Kitch-

ener wanted
six. In the shortest possible space of time half-

a-dozen up-to-date motor-ambulances the gift of

American women were working at the front. A

seventh, the money for which was subscribed by
"
Friends in Boston, U.S.A.," was later given

through the Fund to the War Office. There was
the war hospital. On Aug. 21, 1914, when the

war was not three weeks old, the American

Women's War Relief Fund, who had offered to

fully equip and maintain a surgical hospital for

200 patients at Oldway
House, Paignton, South

Devon, for the use of

wounded soldiers, heard

through the British Red
Cross Society that their

proffered gift would be

accepted by the author-

ities.

No time was wasted.

Mr. Paris Singer had

generously offered his

beautiful house for the

purpose, and the work
of turning a luxurious

private house into a

military hospital was

immediately put in

hand. Carpets, curtains,

pictures, and objets d'art

of all kinds were swept
aside, and replaced by
the austerely simple fur-

nishings appropriate to

the new character of the

building. All that modern medical science could

suggest as conducive to the welfare of the patients
was incorpor-

A WOMAN GUARD ON THE METROPOLITAN RAILWAY: "RIGHT AWAY I

"

The Metropolitan Railway Company has not been slow to recognise the quick intelligsnce
and reliability of women as guards, and similar officials, on their service, and our photograph

shows one of these unusual tmployas discharging her duties with ready intelligence.

Photograph by Topical.

ated as a mat-
ter of course.

It was not the

easiest thing
in the world
to adapt a

family resi-

dence to med-
ical purposes ;

but it was

done, and
done well, in

the space of

some five
weeks. How
the officers

concerned
contrived to

find space for

a first - class

operating the-

atre, radio-

graph studio,

pathological
laboratory,

and anaesthetising and sterilising rooms is a secret

best known to themselves. . A massage-room
for special treatment, a recreation-room, and a

(CattttHiKd overtem/.
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Poilu ; the puppy ; and the Red-Cross Cdorher,
*

.J
^

" LOVE ME ; LOVE MY DOG !

" A PRETTY
The meeting of troop-trains on their way to or from the war areas
i one of the pleasant phases which relieve the grim nd painful
incidents of wartime, a number of ladies making it a daily duty to be
upon the platforms to give the men a welcome or "

send-off,"
and proride them with comforts and refreshments. In the case
illustrated in our picture the steel-helmeted poilu Is dealing tenderly

L.

INCIDENT AT A STATION IN FRANCE.
with a tiny puppy, so young that he has to be tempted eren to drink
milk. A Red Cross ministrant to the troops as they come and go from
and to the Front looks on sympathetically. The whole scene sug-
gests that even war-time is not without its humanising incidents,
in which the women of France are always well to the fore.

[From a Drawing by L. Satatlier.]
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fumigation-room have since been added ; and the

capacity of the hospital, with the initiation of the

Somme offensive, was increased from 230 to 255
beds by utilising the isolation hut as a general
ward. The main thing, however, was that on Sept.

27, 1914, the institution was prepared and ready
for the first convoy of wounded 130 in number
allocated to it by the au-

thorities, and the American
Women's \Var Hospital began
work in sober and practical
earnest. The staff, originally

British, was reconstituted on

the arrival of two units de-

tailed by the American Red
Cross for work in this coun-

try ; and subsequently, the

War Office authorities being

agreeable, the medical and

surgical work was placed

entirely in American hands,
the members of the nursing
staff being composed of

women of British and Ameri-
can nationality.

Ever since the building

opened its doors for the re-

ception of patients the work
has gone steadily forward.

The recall of the American
Red Cross units from all

countries at war on Oct. i,

1915, necessitating as it did

several changes, led to no
diminution of activity, though the payment
of all salaries and expenses then fell upon the

Fund which, by - the -
bye, is supported by

American money, and accepts no allowance or

grant of any kind from the War Office.

It seems
almost super-
fluous to add
that nothing
which can
contribute to

the men's
comfort and
en

j oyment
during their

stay at Old-

way is denied

them. Billi-

ards, skittles,

and other re-

creations are

provided in

the hospital,
and numerous
friends have
never failed

to contribute

to the happi-
ness of the

men by pro-

viding motor

WOMEN AND THE CARS: A SCENE
IN FRANCE.

The driving of a tram-car is by no means an

easy or irresponsible task, but, as our photograph

shows, it is being undertaken cheerfully and capably

by the women of Bordeaux. [ P/iolngraph by C.N.]

CUPID'S COACHWOMAN: A NOVEL FEATURE OF A RECENT WAR-WEDDING.

Some years ago Londoners were charmed by a poetic play called "Cupid's Messenger."
It was left to war-time to give us

"
Cupid's Coachman," in feminine form. At the recent

wedding of Sergeant J. Adams and Miss Una Tree, at the Parish Church of Foots Cray,
the happy young couple were driven away after the ceremony, as seen In our photograph, by

lady-coachman, Miss Sheppard. [Photograph by Illustrations Burtau.]

and yachting trips and other entertainments for

their special benefit.

To complete the work begun at Paignton, a

London doctor and his wife have thrown open
the doors of their convalescent home in London
to such patients as require it for consultative or

special treatment purposes.

It is difficult to express
in words the gratitude felt

to the American women for

their generous and timely

help. Royal appreciation
was shown by the visit of

Queen Mary early in Novem-
ber 1914, followed by a

gracious letter to the Presi-

dent. What the patients
think is summarised in the

following lines written in

September 1915, and pub-
lished in the Paignton
Observer

The outside is majestic, the
inside spick and clean,

The nurses who attend you are

everything that 's serene ;

The doctors who visit you treat

you with great care,

For they seem to have an idea
of what it 's like

" Out
There."

The attendants who are ever at

your beck and call.

Are willing to do anything, no matter how small.

The food surpasses praise, for it 's Ai, and

unique ;

Ladies come and visit you, and kind words they
speak.

Besides all this, I 've mentioned, the place is a
heaven on
earth,

But it only
goes to add
to the hos-

p i t a 1
'

s

worth.
The patients

are c o n-

tented, and
agree with
all I *ve
wrote,

Wishing it sue-

cess for
ever, I

must now
conclude
my note !

The versifica-

tion may be a

little faulty,
but there 's

nothing wrong
with the sen-

timents. And
it is the senti-

ments which
matter.

CLAUDINE
CLKVE.
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fleet of JMercy" on Hctive Service.

ON BOARD A BRITISH HOSPITAL-SHIP : WOUNDED SOLDIERS RESTING
;
AND A WARD IN READINESS

An interesting account of the wonderful system by which our
wounded are cared for and brought home was given recently in
the "Times." Of hospital-ships the writer says: "When war
blazed out on the Continent, we had but few of these ships. .

So this fleet of mercy was formed. . . . They are part of a
marvellous organisation. . . . These ships were never meant to

carry one more sick than the usual Cross-Channel tripper, but the

brains and ingenuity of a wonderfully adaptable set of men have

transformed them into floating hospitals with all the comforts and

conveniences of an infirmary on land. The saloon has been

converted into a long ward. . . . One of these ships loaded 300

(cases) in 35 minutes one day." [Photos, by Plwtopress.]
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In draining to 'Join the Grand fleet.

PRELIMINARY INSTRUCTION ASHORE : BATTALION DRILL
; 12-POUNDER-GUN DRILL AS AFLOAT.

There has been no slackening in the flow of recruits for the

Navy in the war, and their training for service afloat goes on
continuously at our naval depots and instructional establishments.

Also, no falling off is permitted in the thoroughgoing nature of

the training recruits must undergo before being passed as qualified
to take their places on board ship. The training-depot instruction

follows much the same practical lines as before the war. The

upper illustration shows a drill-ground scene at Portsmouth Naval

Barracks, recruits practising the shore-service battalion movements
which modern seamen have to know. The lower illustration shows
a gunnery recruit class under instruction with light 12-pounders,
mounted as on board ship. [Official Phutographs.}
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In Training to 'Join the Grand fleet.
I

PRELIMINARY INSTRUCTION ASHORE : SHELLS FOR USE AT SEAEXTERIOR AND INTERIOR.

The present-day bluejacket has to know all about the projectiles
he uses as a seaman-gunner on board ship. During a portion of

his training ashore beforehand, he is instructed not only how to

handle his weapon to "fight his gun" according to old-style Navy
parlance but all about"* the projectiles themselves. That is part
of the course at the Navy's main gunnery training school estab-

lishment there are similar^ institutions at certain other naval ports

Whale Island, Portsmouth, where the above photographs, it is

stated, were taken. In the upper illustration, a class is seen having

various classes of projectiles explained to them, by means of model

shells. In the lower, a class is seen being shown shells in

section, disclosing their interior construction. [Official Photographs.]
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British Brines Oke part in Blockading Greece.

i

'SOLDIER AND SAILOR TOO "
: MARINES LANDED ON A GREEK ISLAND FOR THE BLOCKADE.

The Allies* blockade of Greece, as announced in the French

"Journal Officiel," was declared effective as from December 8.

" The blockade applies," said the official notice,
"

to the coasts

of Greece, including the islinds of Euboea, Zante, and Santa

Maura ... as well as the islands at present under the dependency
or occupation of the Greek Royalist authorities. Ships of Neutral

Powers in the blockaded ports may come out freely until December 12

at 8 o'clock in the morning. Orders have been given to the Com-

mander-in-Chief of the naval forces ... to inform the local authorities

of the present declaration.
' ' Greek islands attached to the

Venizelist cause are Crete, Samos, Lemnos, Imbros, Chios, Tenedos,

Mitylene (Lesbos), and Naxos. [Photos, by C.A'.]
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" A BIG LOAN HELPS TO ENSURE VICTORY "
: MR LLOYD GEORGE AT THE GUILDHALL.

Photograph by Sport and General.
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By W. DOUGLAS NEWTON.

IT
is obvious to anyone that the political, eco-

nomic, and financial forces of thj war arc now

developing a broad, deep, and extremely powerful
offensive. This strength is not entirely su .den of

development; but as at the

Somme we were able to per

ceive dramatically before HIM

tyes the result of two yeatV
hiililen and anonymous work.

so in the past few days have

we been able to perceive the

dramatic and effective re-

sults of the new plan of con-

centrated national eifort. As
in the early days of the war

every one spoke of the Big
Push that would come "

next

spring," so for many days of

the war everyone spoke of

the need for determined

control in food prices and
food production, in shipping,

finance, foreign affairs, and
the like. As the Somme
fulfilled the first of these

hopes, so the past few days
have seen the fulfilment of

the second. The question of

food prices is now being
handled determinedly, and

potatoes, wheat, and other

necessary commodities have
been tied down to fixed

prices. The question of food

production is receiving the

same genuine attention :

open spaces are being broken up industriously ;

the King, giving a lead, is turning his estates to

greater and still more great production ; and even

THE FAMOUS NAVAL AIRMAN IN COMMAND
OF THE SEAPLANE - CARRIER " BEN-MY-

CHREE "
: WING-COMMANDER SAMSON.

In the recent despatch announcing the loss of H.M.S.
"
Cornwallis," the Admiralty notified that

" H.M. Sea-

plane-carrier
'

Ben-my-Chree
'

(Wing-Commander C. R.

Samson, D.S.O.) was sunk by gun-fire in Kasteloryzo

harbour, Asia Minor, on January II, The only

casualties were one officer and four men wounded."

Official Photograph

the London park is to produce potatoes instead of

warnings to keep off the grass. Shipping, too, is

coming in for practical, economic reorganisation.
'I he .all to strengthen and make overpowering

our financial position is yet

ringing in our ears, and there

is every indication that this

appeal will meet with a

sweeping and a victorious

result ; while in the difficult

art of foreign affairs our new

vigour seems to me to be
shown not merely in the

handling of our various Peace

Notes, or in our dealings with
the mercurial Greek King, or

in the unifying aspect of

the Kome Conference, but
also in the attitudes of the

neutrals, which, it seems to

me, have become of late less

vaguely friendly towards a
cause they all knew was

right. Certainly the howit-

zers and the battalions of

national forces are being
massed, and it is obvious
that the blows of armies will

have behind them the full

and solid weight of nations.

Meanwhile, with this

political and economic pre-

paration there is also going
on the manoeuvres and pre-

paration of armies. Without
a hint and perhaps without

a possibility yet of great encounters, the whole
of the fronts of the war are volatile. The

point of greatest interest is, perhaps, the fighting

HAPPY AT GETTING OUT OF THE BATTLE-LINE : THE CHARACTERISTIC ASPECT OF MANY GERMAN PRISONERS

TAKEN RECENTLY, AS THEY BRISKLY MARCH AWAY FROM THE FIGHTING-AREA.-fWrotog/.* by C.N.]
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high up on the Russian front about Riga.
Here the Russians, as in last winter, have made
good use of their ability to fight under winter

conditions, and have thrust forward their line

in the region of the River Aa and the Tirul

.Marshes until at some points they have advanced
four miles. It will be remembered that in the

incidental fighting last year the Russians were

able to push forward between the Gulf of Riga
and Lake Babit, and also to the south of the lake,

clearing the country as far as the Aa. Lower

down, the marshes of Tirul presented a difficult

barrier, and a movement which seemed to threaten

the vital junction and depot of Mitau was held

up. Winter having frozen-over the marshes, the

Russians are going forward again ; and while they
show an ability to go forward, Mitau, which the

weakness before the Sereth lines which might lead

them to call a halt.

The week still shows movement of the enemy
against the Allied forces in Roumania, but still

movement that appears less flexible and sweeping.
With the fall of Focsani there arose a feeling that

the Sereth lines were turned, but there were

actually no indications that the Roumanians and
the Russians had resolved to make their main
stand anywhere else save behind the Sereth itself.

Indeed, there are many clues pointing to the fact

that the Allies are retiring through a series of

prepared positions towards the Sereth, and that at

each of those positions a brave rear-guard fight is

being put up, sometimes with no small amount of

local success. There is no suggestion of break-

through, and so far only the right wing of the

LOOKING LIKE A CRATER-PITTED SECTION OF THE MOON'S SURFACE, AS SEEN THROUGH A TELESCOPE :

THE SCARRED AND SHELL - HONEYCOMBED BATTLE-GROUND IN FRONT OF FORT DOUAUMONT, VERDUN, RECAPTURED

BY THE FRENCH [From a German Paper.]

enemy has been able to come into contact on the
Seretn ; the rest of the line is swinging on this

pivotal, and making a slow if definite advance
riverwards. Allied reports are still optimistic ;

but it will be best to incline neither way, merely
waiting on facts and watching for the result of the

clash of armies on the Sereth. The situation in this

zone has not been helped very much yet by the
attitude of Greece. The patience of the Allies

having disappeared before the Delphine procras-
tinations of the Greek King, the mode of diplomacy
took a peremptory turn. An ultimatum with

forty-eight hours' grace was presented, and at the

forty-seventh hour the Greek Royalists gave in.

There are some suggestions that the Greek King
was hoping for aid from the Germans, who have

lately strengthened their Monastir front. Whether
this is merely another rumour from the land
where rumours grow thick will be proved by the

. Germans cannot possibly afford to lose, is always
in danger. That the Germans recognise this

, elementary fact is shown by the earnestness of
their fighting in this district, and for the time the
battle is fierce, with an inclination in favour of

- our Ally, though major importance has yet to

develop from it. The fighting, too, is resolute
lower down, in the old, much-debated Jobstadt
sector, where the Russians have pushed ahead on
the Dvina just above Dvinsk, and have cleared
the Germans from the island of Glaudan, in

spite of a very healthy resistance. What this

battling might lead to how far it may help to

upset Hindenburg's plans, which are notoriously
aimed against Russia, and probably the Petrograd
route in Russia is yet to be shown. The fight-

ing may do something to draw off the strain from
the left wing of the long Eastern line, and thus

give Mackensen and Falkenhayn that sense of
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events (if any) on the Monastir front during the

next month or so.

The East lias given us two excellent little

\i.torie-.. to show that summer is there at

in the period under review. One of the

events was in Mesopotamia, the other in Sinai,

each, as it were. rc< ipro< ating the other. That on
the Tigris was the advance of

an Indian Division on the right BM^MMMBM
bank of the river north-east of

Kut, and the capture, in that

advance, of a thousand yards of

trenches and 162 prisoners. At
the same time, the Sanna-i-Vat

position on the left bank was

bombarded and raided. The

tight in which our Egyptian
force took part was larger and

greater in immediate result.

The stroke is one that followed

up the brilliant affairs of El

Arisli and Maghdaba, and is even

more brilliant. In it the Anzac
and the Camelry advanced thirty
miles north-east of El Arish,

broke through, and captured the

strong enemy position at Rafa.

Rafa is a town high up on the

Egypt - Palestine frontier, near

the coast, and, being important,
it was guarded by six lines

and a like number of redoubts,

as well as a keep. Moreover, not only was this

place entirely captured, but the Turkish relief

force advancing from Shalal (sixteen miles east of

Rafa) was located, met, and destroyed. Apart
from the gains of ground, position, prisoners, and
the like, the victory is excellent for reasons already

Rafa is right on the frontier and, more, it is no

more than a few miles removed from the main
Turkish base at Heersheba. The victory is likely

to cause the gravest disturbance in the hearts of

( )ttoman commanders ; better, it is likely to tie

down Turkish divisions that might go Europe-ward.
The West has seen considerable and most vivid

SOME OF LONDON'S NEWEST WOMEN WAR-WORKER* : BAKERLOO TUBE
RAILWAY WOMEN RECRUITS BEING INSTRUCTED IN THEIR DUTIES AT

A STATION. [Photograph by L.N.A.]

noted in these pages. When El Arish fell, I

pointed out how a force standing at that place
must hold numbers of Turkish reserves on the

Palestine frontier by the threat of their presence.

RED CROSS AND GREEN CROSS NURSES IN PARIS : THE STAFF AT LA

CHAPELLE STATION AT THE INAUGURATION OF SPECIAL IMPROVEMENTS

PROVIDED BY AMERICAN FRIENDS.- [French Official fliotograpli.]

activity lately. Much of it has been gunnery work
and trench-raiding, but some of the raids have been
of full purpose. An excellent raid near Arras, in

which our men went through three lines of enemy,
appears to have struck real fear into the defence.

Other raids have done more than that, and have

given us permanent possession
of posts and ground on the Ancre
and east of Beaumont Hamel.
The French have shown much
vivacity also ; and, in a mea-

sure, the Germans have not

been idle, though the string of

raids and rushes they have at-

tempted have proved unsuc-

cessful, and at times very
costly.

The Naval item of the week
is a melancholy one. It con-

cerns the sinking of the battle-

ship Cornwallis by submarine in

the Mediterranean. The Corn-

wallis was a I4,ooo-ton ship
launched in 1901, and already
before the war she had been

relegated to the Third Fleet, so

that her loss is, perhaps, not
of primary importance. Fortu-

nately, too, all her officers and
men, except thirteen, have been
saved. Another vessel, the sea-

plane-carrier Ben-my-Chree ,
an

old Isle of Man packet, has been sunk by
gun-fire in Kasteloryxo Harbour ; Commander
Samson, D.S.O., the pioneer of Navy flying, was
her commander. LONDON: JAN. 15. 1017.
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Brush and Bayonet: TTbe Salon dea Hrmtfes,

FROM THH FRONT TO THB TUILERIES : "A SENTRY," BY MONTAGNAC.

Apart from the fct that It la by a French toldler-artlat at the

Front, this rigorous and expreaelre work, with Iti itrong contratta

of lifht and shade suggestive of a Rembrandt etching, would

compel attention by Ita aheer torn and virility. Tht fijure of tht

tntrr at the entrance of a trench, boldly allbouetttd agalnit a

ttronf lljht, arratta attention, and tht effect of tht picture a* a

whole la conrlnclng aa a tranacrlpt of lift in tht war arta. Clerer

and Impressionistic, it shares with othtr pictures in the Salon

dea Armies the quality of carrying conviction, and of haying

nothing petty in either Ita conception or execution. The Exhibition

aa a whole la a remarkable and worthy outcome of the Great War.

.[French Official Photograph.]
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and Bayonet : "Che Salon dcs Hrmc'es.

FROM THE FRONT TO THE TUILERJES : WAR-PICTURES BY SOLDIER-ARTISTS, EXHIBITED
The tumult and terror of war an not able to kill or quell the
article eplrit Innate in our French Alliee, and the walli of the
Salon dei Armtei, in the Jeu de Paume, in the Tullerie. Gardeni,
hold lome three thouiind drawing! and painting! by men at the
Front. Pathoa and tragedy are pretent among the exhibit!,
but humour U not abient, and the Exhibition, ai a whole, ii a

IN PARIS.
reflex of the loldler'i life. Our firit photograph ii a reproduction
of Maurice Taquoy'. "The Prisoner!' Roll Ctll," ; our lecond,
"German Priioneri," by the lame arturt. In neither U any grot*,
ncai of caricature or bltterneu of humour, or contempt. The men
with shattered arm or bandaged head luggeit the lufferlng wounded,
and the picture ii faithful to life. [frow* Official Photographs.}
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Brush and Bayonet: TTbe Salon dea Hrmtfes.

FROM THE FRONT TO THB TUILERIES :

" SOLDIERS ON THEIR WAY TO RELIEVE THEIR COMRADES."

purposeful and expressive. The reflections in the stream and the

woodwoik of the bridge are treated with skill and vigour, and ban
a Whlstlerian effect, as well as being entirely In keeping with the

subject of th picture. The picture Is Impressive and suggestive in

the highest degree, and In every respect a clever piece of work and
* valuable souvenir of the war. [Frinch Official

Among thf itnnrkable collection of pictures, In all sorts of medii,

by men >t lh< Front, now being exhibited on the walli of the

Tuiluia -a veritable Salon d Armies -It the strong and im-

pressive drawing by Montagnac, which we reproduce. The loldieri

tn crowlrg a bridge are on their way to relieve their comrades,
and their steadfast rewire speaks in their sturdy gait, which is
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Shell-Shattered Churches; and a Strange Coincidence.

At- ; .

OH THE BRITISH FRONT IN FRANCE : WRECKED
Th* church*, of Franc* and Belgium har* mtered greitlr from
ombarrlmMit. Apart tr*m th* famoui cathedrals, tuch u thou

of Mheiuu, Soiiioni, Yprw, or Arrai, or Urge church** Ilk* thot*
at Albert or St. Hoi, numerous Tllltf* church*! har* been more
Of l*u wrecked br ihtll.flr*. Mr. M. 0. W*II|. in deicrhmg th*
mint of warfare u he law them during hi* rlilt to th* Weit.rn

CHURCHES; AND A CRUCIFIX THAT ESCAPED.
Front, hu i..d that ht wu mor Imprtiud with 4 >*,< ol
ooolition 07 the ii(ht of utttrljr obllt*r*tt4 Tilltgn th.i by th*
dmig doni to groat hlitoric monument! o( rcblclurt. OtU
photojrph .how oumpln of tho effect of iholl-nro on church.*.
Th* erucln* on th* right In th* lower on* ... untouched or tht
h.lU that itruck th* building.--(Official
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"Che Grim Rumour of : British Examples.

ON THE BRITISH FRONT IN FRANCE: AN " ADVERTISEMENT "i AND MEN JUST MISSED BY A SHELL.
War dtvelopt Hi own partleulir type of humour in mtn who llvt

faco to dc with doath and tpend tholr tlmt Inflicting aetth en
othtrt. N.turally, thii humour hu n fitment ol frlmntn. It

diKovert cauM (or lau|htr in objecti and tnnti which, In time.
o( prc. were more likely to evoke horror or pity. Not that Hie
Britith wlditr U ealloui or uniMllnj fir from It. Ho hi. merely

become aeeuitomtd to hit iurroundln|i and allow** hi* MHH 04

humour to pUy upon thlnp (amillw to him. Wt MO in Ihe

lower photO|raph (>howln| aomo mon juit mined by a thill) th.i

ho ii jutt u redy to roeolro a Gorman mlnllo with a (Ibo and *

j*t at ho It to nnd oror hit own to the onom In > ilmllar

tplrlt, u illuttratod In tho uppor tukjtet. [Of/letal
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ROMANCES OF THE REGIMENTS: XXXII.-THE 60TH RIFLES.

CRAUFORD AND THE CORPORAL.

ENERAL ROBERT CRAUFORD. himself of

the 75th Regiment, came much in contact
with the Rifles, and commanded that corps as

part of his brigade in the Peninsula. But the
association had begun in the ill-fated Buenos Ayres
Expedition, an incident

of which was recalled to

Crauford's memory in a

very curious way during
the war in Spain.

One day Crauford,
whose abrupt and strict

ways made him un-

popular with his subord-
inate officers, although he
was universally liked by
the rank and file, caught
a corporal and a private,
both riflemen, running out
of a house with some
bread which they had
stolen. After the thieves

ran a Spanish woman,
crying,

" Ladrone 1 Lad-
rone I

"
General Crauford

and his orderly gave chase
on horseback, caught the

offenders, returned the

bread, and sent the cul-

prits to the guard-room.
Next day a .Brigade

Court-Martial sat to try
the case. Both the accused were found guilty,
and the corporal was sentenced to be reduced to
the ranks and to receive one hundred and fifty
lashes, while the private was to receive two
hundred. The brigade was immediately formed

^

A WOMAN WAR-WORKER AT HER JOB IN A
GARAGE: FILLING UP THE PETROL -TANK OF

A SOLDIER'S MOTOR-CYCLE.

Photograph by C.N.

in hollow square beside a wood to witness

punishment. The Brigade-Major read out the

circumstances and the sentence, and thereupon
General Crauford favoured the men with a stiff

lecture on the enormity of pillaging the native

population. He gave the

Rifles the severest part of

the wigging, and said,

without exactitude, but
in the sweeping way usual

to him when he was ex-

cited, that that corps
committed more crimes

than all the rest of the
British Army.

" You
think," he said,

"
that

because you are riflemen,
and therefore more ex-

posed to the enemy's fire

than other regiments, that

you can rob the inhabit-

ants with impunity ; but,
while I command you,

you shall not." Then

turning to the unhappy
corporal, he roared

"
Strip,

Sir!"

Now, a hundred and

fifty with the cat, well laid

on, was something to re-

flect upon. To some men
it would be nearly a death

sentence, but in those tough old days men often

took more and survived. Miles, the corporal, pre-

pared for his ordeal without a word ; but, when he
had been tied to a tree, he craned round his neck
as far as he could and made one bid for mercy.

ON THE BRITISH FRONT IN EGYPT: "THE DESERT COLUMN" (OFFICIAL STYLE), WHICH RECENTLY TOOK
PART IN THE -CAPTURE OF EL ARISH, ON THE MARCH ALONG THE CENTURIES-OLD CAMEL ROAD FROM

EGYPT TO SYRIA (Photograph ky C.N.]
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Divine Service and German Hirmen: On a french front,

BTTItT WITH OPEN FRAMEWORK: AN "INVISIBLE" MILITARY CHAPEL.
A unique .tructura, iurely, j> this rnid-fore.t French military
chapel In Lorraine. It hu been epecitlly built u little mure than

Irinework, to prerent German airmen diacoreting it ai it nitle<
amldit the trert. Ai ihown here, the bell i> hunt in a flichtX tapling timber. Lookinj from oyerhead, .11 the enemy airman
would H* of the tpire would be the im.ll dark .pot of the bell

ltelf, and that, indeed, mi(ht Jrom t height pan (or a lug* neat.
The chancel li aimilarly framed and open on all tide., with ju.t .

lifht, thatched rocf orer chancel and altar. The pulpit, of limilar

make, U ieen to the left, near the exterior rails, with a loldler Mated
on it. rail. The oldier-con|re(ition would be in the open, In the
foreground of the Illuatration. [Frtnth Official Pkolograpk.]
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"
General Crauford," he laid,

"
I hope you will

forgive me."
"
No, Sir ; your crime is too great," Crauford

replied, and continued to pace up and down the

centre of the hollow square.
Meanwhile, the bugler on duty, having cleared

the tails of the cat, stood waiting for the bugle-

major's nod. It was delayed, how-

ever, for poor Miles spoke again to

the General
" Do you recollect, Sir, when you

and I were taken prisoners, when
under the command of General

Whitelocke, at Buenos Ayres ? We
were marched with a number of others

to a sort of pound surrounded by a

wall. There was a well in the centre,

out of which I drew water with my
mess-tin by means of canteen-straps
I collected from the men who were

prisoners like myself. You sat on my
knapsack ; I parted my last biscuit

with you. You then told me you
would never forget my kindness to

you. It is now in your power, Sir.

You know how short we have been
of rations for some time."

Miles spoke quietly and very

respectfully. Everyone, including
Crauford, was touched ; but the

General made no immediate reply.
At the moment he had turned his

head away from the culprit.

Seeing that the General gave no sign, the

bugle - major nodded to the bugler, who did
his duty. Down came the first lash on
Miles's shoulders. At the sound, Crauford

he saved the face of discipline, and his own,
rather neatly.

" What 's that ?
" he roared.

" What '

that ?

Who taught that bugler to flog ? Send him to

drill send him to drill 1 He cannot flog 1 Stop I

Stop !

"

The supposed inefficient tormentor being

*"*.*". -i*^

ON THE BRITISH FRONT ON THE SOMME : A ROYAL ENGINEER
"DUMP" BESIDE A BATTLEFIELD ROAD, WITH A STORE CONVOY
FROM THE REAR DISCHARGING A LOAD OF TRENCH AND CAMP

EQUIPAGE (Bn/u* ojficul

started and faced about. Then he broke into,
a characteristic torrent of apparent incoher-
ences not, however, without method. In fact,

ON THE BRITISH FRONT ON THE SOMME: A BATTALION WATER-

CART. AND SOLDIERS WITH WATER-BOTTLES DRAWING SUPPLIES

AT THE VILLAGE PUMP IN A DESTROYED VILLAGE.

British Official PMopapk.

relieved of his abominable duty, Crauford con-

veniently forgot to appoint another in his place.

Then, pointing to Miles, he cried,
" Take him

down I Take him down ! I remember it well

I remember it well."

Crauford still continued to pace

up and down the square, and added
some words which the bystanders
could not catch. At the same
time, he had hard work blowing
his nose and wiping his eyes, trying

thereby to .hide his emotion from
the brigade. It was, however,
obvious to the whole assembly, who
liked him all the better for it. While

they were untying the corporal, a
dead silence fell on the troops, and
the tense stillness lasted until Crau-
ford had recovered his composure
and his voice. Thereupon, in rather

broken tones, he turned to Miles

and remarked,
"
Why does a brave

soldier like you commit these

crimes ?
"

The General then beckoned to
his orderly to bring up his horse,

and, mounting, rode away. Miles

was taken back to the guard-room,
where he did not remain very long.
As soon as the needful official steps
could be taken, he was pardoned

and restored to his rank ; and his companion
in the peccadillo also found himself a free man
with whole shoulders.
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from the egyptian and M^sopotamian fronts.

CAMERA NOTES : THE FLOUR-TRAIN REACHING CAMP
;
-SECURING TURKISH PRISONERS.

Wherever our men may be stationed in Egypt, their provisioning

and loud-supply arrangements are, (ram all accounts, very efficiently

organised. Suppli s reach their destination! with notable regularity,

whether at the outposts in the Nile Delta, in garrison or camp in

Upper or Lower Egypt, or at desert stations, or along the

frontier, or while beyond the frontiers on campaign. The Egyptian

railway system helps the distribution at certain larger centres, and

the scene on the arrival of * train with flour is shown in the

upper illustration. The lower, from Mesopotamia, shows how

certain Turkish prisoners, before they start on the march through

our lines to their detention quarters, are blindfolded and hare their

wrists tied. [I'liotos. by fhotoprcss and Topical.]
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Belgian Deportation Horrors: Hs Outrageous

FORCIBLY DRAGGED FROM THEIR FAMILIES
;
HUSTLED THROUGH THE STREETS BY SOLDIERS

;
L0<

A further "slave-raid" en masse fresh deportations of Belgians is fixed for January 18, at Brussels, according to th
" Echo d Beige." Inhuman crueties are being inflicted on those already deported. Many of them are forced to labour or
the railways in the portions of Northern France occupied by the enemy, herded at night in camps surrounded with barbec
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Crime by Germans as the World's fiistorv Records.

INTO CATTLE-TRUCKS : A GERMAN " SLAVE-RAID " IN PROGRESS IN BELGIUM AT A RAILWAY STATION.

wire, forbidden fires in their hutments whatever the weather, starved or having to exist on camp offal, beaten and prodded by the

muskets of the sentries over them. They have been imprisoned, or even shot down, where any protested or refused to work. Men
of all classes are brutally hustled along to the station by soldiers with bayonets fixed, and locked into cattle-trucks. 'Drxam by L. Jonas.',
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he Hdvance of the HUCca on the JVfonastfr fvont.

SNAPSHOTS: A MACEDONIAN BRIDGE, WRECKED BY BULGARIANS ;" JOSEPH " ON ARMY WORK.

The broken-down bridge seen in itt wrecked condition in the upper

illustration if one that the Bulgarians partial); destroyed during

their retreat from Monastir, beyond which place the Allied advance

it being steadily carried out. The bridge is seen here as the

advanced-guard tioopi of the Allies found it, following the road

to the river which led acroii the bridge. From a military en-

gineering point of view, however, with its central piers left standing,
the damage done to the structure was not more than could be

tentatively repaired for the pusage of infantry, at any rate, in a short

time. In the lower illustntion, a Macedonian sheep, passing by the

name of "Joseph," annexed by our Allies, is seen as a war-worker
on the Monastir front.- [1'rencli UJfixal Photographs.]
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On the frcnch front: dscful and Ingenious.
"i r "i

COVER IN ALL WEATHERS : A FRENCH FIELD-TELEPHONE OPERATOR'S PORTABLE SHELTER.

For temporary purposes, where an hour or two's stay may be

expected, or for use in cold winds or wet weather, French ingenuity
ha* devised the efficient portable shelter for telephone-operators in

the field, at work in the open, seen here. It completely shelters

the man inside at the back and sides, and, when set up with the

back to the wind or wet, keeps him protected and dry. The appa-

ratus, in shape not unlike the Unit d'ubri of the French Array, is

collapsible, and, with the struts closed and the cross-battens dis-

connected, can be foldei and easily carried. The lower transverse

battens, as seen, offer - seat for the operator, who can keep his

message-block or note-i /ok hung up beside htm while at work,

comfortably settled inside. [Photo, by CJV.]
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OTtth the British fleet in the eastern Mediterranean.

f

RECEIVING RATIONS AT SEA : FLOUR-BAGS ON BOARD
;

DIVIDING THE FRESH-MEAT MESS PORTIONS.

Hardly realised at home in England, perhaps, where, when we
think of the Navy, the Grand Fleet come* almost exclusively into

people's minds, quite a large British fleet is taking part at tea

in the Eastern Mediterranean. Since the withdrawal horn the

Dardanelles, the Levant squadron* hare possibly been rather out of

the limelight, to to speak. But to them, in conjunction vith the

flf*t of France and Italy, we owe the fact that an Allied army
can be kept on the Balkan Front The silent, irresistible pressure
of the Greek coast blocks.de U entirely, of course, due to the

fleets. Our illustrations show a ship's company receiving at sea

its supplies of flour and fresh meat, kept i by means of auxiliary

crait continually going to and fro. -[Pkatoi. by S. and C.]
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England's Oldest HUy the field.

THE FIRST CONTINGENT OF THE PORTUGUESE ARMY IN FRANCE : OFFICERS FRATERNISING.
A* the daily Press has notified, the fir* cominfent of the Portu-

guese Expeditionary Force hu arrived in France. Our illustrations

show Portuguese officers fraternising with French officers. Which
is which, as shown abort, will be easily made clear by the fol-

lowing details from a correspondent who has seen the new arrivals.

The Portuguese war-uniform is similar in colour to the French,

"but with," as the correspondent notes, "a slight fluiire grey

tint in the blue-colour scheme. . . . Overcoats are ot the British

khaki pattern, and the cap is very similar to that worn by our

troops, except that it is blue. . . . The kit and whole equip-

ment of the Portuguese Expeditionary Force have been designed for

service requirements on the Western Front" [Plwtos. by C-tfJ
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On the CKestern Bgypt front : Tr

EXTREMES THE BIGGEST AND THE SMALLEST : A LADEN CAMEL-TRANSPORT COLUMN STARTIN(

Camels, mulei, and donkeys are in normal times the pack-carrying animals of Egypt and the East generally. They are no'

being made use of in the same capacity for transport work with our armies in that quarter of the war-area. Part of a camel

transport convoy, with the animals laden find tethered together in strings, as customary, to follow one another in single file, :



EWS, Jan. 17, 19 17.- [^15-3 21

rt Hnimals Used in Campaigning,

:ROSS THE DESERT; WITH, BY WAY OF CONTRAST, ONE OF OUR CAMP SERVICE DONKEYS.

en in the background above. In the foreground, we have a camp service donkey with two of our men beside it. The camel

mnts as facile princeps among the baggage-train beasts of burden for desert campaigning, because of the large load that it can

irry (between 300 Ib and 500 lb., according to the size of the camel) and its powers of endurance. [Photograph by not/tf>ress.l
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TTbe frencb front: Cbe field Munitions-Supply Service.

ON THE WAY TO THE GUNS : A LIGHT-RAILWAY TRAIN BRINGING UP SHELLS ;
A SHELL STORE.

Day and night, a continuom traffic of railway train* ii on the before the war, and hare been extensively added to. These last

more all orer Northern France, carrying munitioni to the battle. are largely employed in carrying reinforcements of men and big
area. Milts on miles of light railway track., radiating widely, guns. The light railways are told off to the munition and store,

hare been specially constructed for keeping up the supply of shot supply serrice. The upper illustration ihows a train waiting on the
and shell to the battle-line all along the front. They are worked line ; the lower a shell dept riear the front, with each dais of

for the most part independently of the main lines which existed shell stacked separately under cover. [Photos, by C.N.]
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Hfter the Cdar: H proposed Rational emblem for franee

'THE REPUBLIC OF VICTORY": A BUST DESIGNED TO REPLACE THE PRESENT REPUBLICAN EFFIGY.

It U stated, although whether xm official authority is not clear,

that the bust reproduced as an illustration here is, after the war,
to replace everywhere the present Republican effigies displayed on

French public buildings. The bint is styled
' ' The Republic of

Viet i,.," and it* sculptor is M. L. Drmer. The helmet bears as

crest the original national emblem of France, according to tradition,

the Gallic Cock. In all ages the Cock has been France's emblem.

Only the ipsc dixtt of Napoleon placed the Eagle on the standards

of the Grand Army instead of the Cock, as first proposed. "It

only suggests a farmyard," was Napoleon's scornful comment. Under

Louis Philippe the Cock topped the Army standards, and several

regimental flags so adorned are at the In^Met. [French Official Photo.}
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-Che British Officer at the front: H fine TType.

ON THE BRITISH FRONT IN FRANCE : A BRIGADIER GIVING ORDERS ; OFFICERS ARRANGING A RAID.

In his despatch on tlir Battle of the Sommr, Sir Douglas Haig
wrote in terras of the highest praise regarding the splendid results

accomplished by officers and men who, for the most part, had

had their first experience of war in that battle. In the upper

photograph on this page a British Brigadier-General is seen giving
his orders to a Colonel, in a street ot a French town. The lower

photograph shows three British officers (two of them also appear

above) engaged in conversation. They are planning a raid on the

German trenches which, we are informed, was very successful

Trench-raids hive Ueen very frequent o( late during the interval

between big actions enforced by winter weather. A notable

British raid took place recently near Arras. --[Ojfuial
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H Churchyard Bomb-Store; and a Mural Drawing.

ON THE BRITISH FRONT IN FRANCE : A DUG-OUT UNDER A CHURCHYARD ; AND A WORK OF ART.

There are many incongruous sights in a country which is the seat

of war. One example of such incongruity is seen in the upper
photograph, where the entrance to a dug-out constructed under-

neath a churchyard is labelled "Bomb Store" a resting-place for

the dead used to keep material for filling other graveyards ! In

the lower photograph are seen some men whose dug-out has been

excavated inside a shattered house. On the wall to the right is

a specimen of the British soldier's artistic powers. The subject

is a Orman officer who is apparently being propelled into action by
the Prussian jack-boot, or it may be that the boot represents the

Allies. In either case it is being applied to the German soldier

in the traditional manner.- -[Official Photographs.]
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FOOTNOTES TO ARMAGEDDON: XXIII. -THE OPTIMIST.

THE RUSSIAN ATTACK IN CALICIA TO

ENEMY ON INVADED ROUMANIA: AN

ACROSS THE SNOW

THE
bearers took him to the end of the third of

the lines outside the Field Post. As they put
him down he was able, by turning his head, to see

the size of the waiting crowd. He grinned pallidly.
" Where 's th' early door ? Don't mind paying

a tanner extra, reelly."
The bearers looked down upon him smiling ; the

elder bent and

straightened
out a wrinkle

in the canvas

cover over his

body.
" Shore

youwon't'ave
a tablet ?

" he

asked, pro-
ducing the
little canister

of morphia.
"Sheerwaste,"

grinned the

man on the

stretcher.
"'Sides, I

don't want to

go to sleep
not till I 'as

to, ennyhow.
Too early fer

me arternoon

syhesta."
"
Well, I like yer spirit," said the bearer, and

he went on his job.

A large
"
sitting-up

"
sniffed, as the bearer spoke.

"Oh, lor,

'ere 's a blink-

in' George
Robey come

erlong ... it 's

easy fer some
ter laugh."
The man on

the stretcher

switched his

head round, so

that he could

look up at the

sitting case.
"

'Ullo, chum,
wot are you so

gay about ?

Somebody bin

an' given yer

strorberry
jam instead

o' yer plum-
an'-apple ?

"

"Huh!"
muttered the

sitting-up. "It's easy fer some ter laugh."" Shore ?
"

asked the man on the ground."
Well, you try, matey. You '11 find you 're the

sort it 'urts."
" A eyeena," said the big man haughtily.

" A
larfin' eyeena, that 's wot 'e is. Thinks o' nothin'

RELIEVE THE PRESSURE OF THE

INFANTRY PLATOON ADVANCING

UNDER FIRE.

THE RUSSIAN ATTACK IN GALICIA TO RELIEVE THE PRESSURE OF THE
ENEMY ON INVADED ROUMANIA: A MASSED FIELD BATTERY IN ACTION

IN THE SNOW.

but larfin' eyeenishly. Don't think o' other folk, 'e

don't. Them wot 'as bad 'urts is to be larfed at."
"
Oh, is you 'urt ?

"
grinned the other.

"
I 'd

a idea you 'ad been sent erlong 'ere by the

Divisional C.O. just to cheer us up. You 'ave th' .

gay manner."
" Don't think o' other people in pain, 'e don't.

People suffer-

in' hagony an'

corment ..."
"
'Oo touched

you, an'
where ?

"

asked the
man on the

stretcher.
" Machine-

gun,"said the

silling up
loftily. "Ma-
chine-gun
wound, I am.
Got me in the

arm. Clean

through the

forearm. Most

painful place,
th' forearm.

'Urts 'urts

crool. You
don't seem ter

think o' wot it means to be really 'urt."
"

I ain't on a stretcher fer love," said the

cheery one.
"
Slight impediment in me walk, I

'as ... but

why worry, ole

son ? Think
o' Blighty."

" Huh !

"

snorted the

sitting - up.
"It 's orl

right fer the

cushy ones ter

giggle. Wot
'appens ter

me if I get

poisoning, eh?

Blood-poison-

ing I harsk

yer that ? I

dies . . . an'

it 's easy ter

die. From the

blinkin' pain
in me arm
forearm, mind

yer, right
through I

can feel the poison comin' . . ."

Shore you ain't dead already, ole son ?
"

asked the optimist.
" Yer do sound a bit

buried. I was goin' ter talk of the good time

yer were goin' ter 'ave in Blighty but that

might make yer miserable." :.** <*/*.<
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"Che Russian JMove to Roumania.

ARTILLERY FIGHTING IN SNOW : BATTERY-COMMUNICATION
Die Russian "push" in Southern Silesia, undertaken to assist the
Roumanians by creating a direriion which would affect the German
general offensive on the Danube, is being steadily proceeded with,

refardleu of the hard weather in that w>r-area. Mid-winter in

Eastern Europe i- al in other parts o( the Continent - the moat
difficult time of year lor military movements on a large scale.

BY SIGNAL-DISCS AND FIELD-TELEPHONE.

Snow block! the paises, and everywhere retards field operations,
even with hardy and experienced, winter-inured soldiers like the

Russians. In the upper illustration, a signaller of a Russian

field-artillery battery is seen signalling across the snow with parti-
coloured signal-discs. In the lower illustration, batfry fteld-teU-

phonisi-i are seen sending and taking in messages during an nun
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"
Easy fer a cushy case ter make light o' things.

When yer 've got it thro' the forearm, like me !

"

" You will be gay," cried wounded No. i.

" You will show this improper mirth, ole son.

Why don't yer think of serious an' 'oly things ?

Beds with sheets on, grub that

don't come out o' er tin, 'ors-

pital-ships where th' orderlies

bring yer fags and seegars and

long drinks as soon as yer
wink ? Why don't you think

miserably about th' girls wot '11

make eyes at yer, 'cos yer a

'ero ? The stinkin' ole streets ?

Gor', 'ow I ken smell 'em . . .

'ow I want ter 1 Why don't

yer be rash an' think of these

narsty things . . . 'stead of

dwellin' on yer gay flrin'-parties,

and yer giddy ashes - ter -

ashes ?
"

"
Indecent, that 's wot I

considers it. Some fellers 'as no
sense of wot is right an' wot
isn't right. Just because they
ain't in danger theirselves, they
'asn't a care no, nor a thort

fer their anxious an' suffering
feller 'utnanity. Mark rhe words,

young man, you '11 learn a bitter

lesson one day . . . when you get
it thro' th' arm same as me."

"
Cheery-o I You '11 soon be

'avin' a rotten time, with pretty
V.A.D.'s waitin' on yer 'and an'

foot, an' chicken, and calves'-

foot jelly, and Duchesses harskin'

if yer piller 's ter yer likin', or

will yer 'ave a sand-bag."

ONE OF RUSSIA'S BEST FRIENDS
AND AN INDISPENSABLE HELPER
OF THE ALLIED CAUSE AT PETRO-

CRAD: THE BRITISH AMBASSADOR
TO RUSSIA, SIR GEORGE BUCHANAN.
Sir George Buchanan has worked Indefatig-

able- In th cause 01 the Allies In Russia.

He was mainly instrumental In bringing

about the recent arrangement under which

Constantinople anJ the Dardanelles become

Russia's reward at the end of the war.

He has received the exceptional honour of

being elected, with the special assent of

the Emperor, to the Freedom of Moscow.

Photograph ov Rtisurt and FlifRf.

An M.O. was coming along the line. There

was a congestion here, and he was weeding out

the simple casualties. He came to the sitting-up.

He looked at his ann.
"
Nothing much the matter with you," he

said.
" That 's what I call a

comfortable and jolly little

wound. You 're in luck, my
man. No danger, not much
discomfort, and a comfortable

time in Blighty that 's what
that means."

He came to the man on the

stretcher. The man on the

stretcher grinned in a drawn
and sweating fashion.

" Needn't worry abart me
either, Sir. I 'm comfert'bly
fixed up too."

The M.O. looked at the

label, and took the canvas sheet

softly off the man. There was
a terrible wound from the knees

upward. The M.O. looked

keenly at. the sufferer.
"
Sheer waste o' good medi-

cine doing anything ter me, ain't

it. Sir ?
"
he laughed.

"
If yer "d

be so kind as to put me aside

where I can see things go by
while I can that 's all I want,
Sir."

As the M.O. stood up, he

found the man's hand and

pressed it. He said nothing.
But as he went away he blew his

nose, and he thought,
"
My God,

how game some of these fellows

die !

" W. DOUGLAS NEWTON.

INDIA AND THE BOY SCOUT MOVEMENT: AT A SPECIAL MUSTER OF THE FIRST TROOP OF BENGALI

BOY SCOUTS AT CALCUTTA.

The patriotic spirit of an Indian barrister, Mr. B. C. Mitter, has led to the raising of a corps of 80 Bengali Boy Scouts In Calcutta,

and other* are being organised. Another Indian barrister, Mr. J. M. Ghosh, is Scoutmaster of the First Troop. The movement is

influential!? supported by native gentlemen in Bengal, and application has been made for affiliation with the
"
B.P.

"
Scouts ol Great

Britain. [PltotofrapH 6y ZM.mi Ram.]
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from "Cwo fronts: Sgypt and Northern fran cc. e&s

WAR-EMERGENCY METHODS : AMBULANCES FITTED TO CROSS SOFT SAND ; A RAILHEAD " DUMP."
The upper Uluetrltion ie Irom the Weetern Igypt (rentier. The team*. The lower llluetratlon ihowi a reiUhead upply depot on
Red Croat ambulance tcrvlce lor the troopt tervlnf In that quarter the Wettern Front. The tralna arrive, unpack their van and

hat, from all account*, proved ittelt at tifiritnt in coplnf with all truckt, and go back lor the next load. Meanwhile the radiating
demutdi at our Red Creit service on the Bucoptan war-trontt. Unee of light railway, which concentrate at each main lyttora rail.

An ambulance convoy It teen crouing the deeert, the ambulance! head, pick up the dumped itorei and go off with them to the actual

being fitted with very broad, catec-ln wheelt, and drawn by mule- battle-lront. [Ptaito*. (i) Pholoprtu ; (t) British QffeM.}
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Behind the Battle-Line: french draining ]Metbod8.

AT AN INSTRUCTION CAMP : ARTILLERY " BARRAGE-FIRE " PRACTICE ; HAND-GRENADE PRACTICE.

French artillery recruits before going to the front are taught their

tnuintu thoroughly in instruction campe, where, also, whole bat-

terief trr trained. AM kinds of battlefield devices in artillery tiring

are practiced ;
in particular, Curtain Fire and Barrage Fire, which

bare proved of such deadly efficacy on the Somme and Ancra

front*. The enemy in their ttenchee are either overwhelmed by

a continuoui hail of shell*, which "
lifta

" and moves forward in

advance of the atU'-kmg infantry, or eUe are cut off by a barrier-

belt of thells in rear Equally thorough i* the training of hand-

grenade throwers. Af the second illustration show*, they practiae in

specially built enclosures with front parapet and traverm at either

aide. [FrK Official
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Bombing the Boche : In a french French*

ON THE FRENCH FRONT : WATCHING THE ENEMY'S TRENCH THROUGH A PERISCOPE BEFORE A THROW.

Bombing the Germtni in their trenches offers attractions between

battles of a kind that appeals to adventurous spirits among officers.

In the illustration, a party of French officers are seen in one of

the advanced Are-trenches, out to do a little bombing of the

enemy
" on their own.",

'

One of the officers the one nearest

the raider is watching the opposite trench through a trench-

periscope, to get the exact whereabout; of his i\u*rry IK- lore

launching his hand-grenade. In his right hand he holds his

bomb, ready for the fling. A little beyond, other officers are seen

with their bombs also ready, taking then time from the officer

with the periscope, and prepated to thiow their grenades at the

same moment. [Frcw-h Uffyinl i'ht>tgrapk.}
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"Cbc dar'9 Toll on the forest

SETTING UP A SAW-MILL STATION : BUILDING SAW-MILL SHEDS IN A CUU

All over the North-rn Himltphtrt, In many countries, ,thou*ndi of mtn are being employed in cutting down timber for co

reriion to the net of the armiei of tbt Alliet. Apart from what it being dons In more dUUnt land, in England

Scotland whole -r are being felled ; and much the ime it taking place in parti of France. Preliminary work in formii
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Surope : Onber-Ciitting in france.

J A LIGHT RAILWAY TO BRING UP TIMBER ; ADJUSTING A SAW.
of the wood-felling stations li illustrated abort. Th* first illustration howi tht itructura of law-mill shed? being put together
woodland clearing where the mill ii being built. The second ihows the timber-supply system being preparedlaying down a
railway track to the saw-mill. The third illustration shovs a circular saw being got ready. [Official Photographs.}
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WOMEN AND THE WAR.

FOR
months British people, and especially the

British women, have been spending money
and time sending out parcels of food and cloth-

ing in the hopes of lightening the dreary lot of

Tom or Dick or Harry condemned to pass his

days in the cheerless

surroundings of a Ger-

man camp for prisoners
of war. More than that,

generous - hearted ones

with neither Tom nor

Dick nor Harry to can:

for, have "
adopted

"

prisoners.

And now the Gov-
ernment has stepped in

and changed things, and
the Central (Prisoners
of War) Committee is

the best-abused institu-

tion in the United

Kingdom, because, in its

common - sense official

way, it sets more value
on the satisfaction of a

prisoner's physical ap-

petite than on the senti-

ment that inspires the

sending of a piece of
"

fat bacon because I

know Tom loves it," or
"
sticky gingerbread be-

cause Harry
likes it at

night." That,
at least, is the

attitude of

people who
view the whole
ol the recently
devised scheme
for providing
all our pris-
oners of war

(with the ex-

ception of

officers) with
food as merely
an arbitrary
act especially

designed to

deprive them
of the pleasure
of feeding ab-

sent friends.

PIGS IN CLOVER: A MOTOR PIONEER'S ASSISTANT.

Recognising the national Importance ol the food supply, Mr. S. F.

Edge, the well-known motor expert, is breeding prize pigs and

pigs for slaughter, at his beautiful home In Sussex. His stock of

eight hundred or more is chiefly made up of Black Berkshire!.

They are allowed to range through the woods instead of being

penned in sties, and the system is proving very successful. Our

photograph show* his assistant. Miss Martin, with a prize boar.

Photograph by L.N.A.

O f A PEERESS AND HER WOUNDED GUESTS: LADY ORMONDE "MARKS."
The Marchioness of Ormonde Is working assiduously as a nurse In her hospital for soldiers
with facial Injuries, In Upper Brook Stieet, and takes part in their recreations, as seen
In our photograph, where the Marchioness Is

"
marking

"
while some of th Inmates are

playing billiaro>. [ Photograph by fica-spaper Illustrations.]

\ That,
course, is very
far indeed
from being the

truth. Man
cannot live on affection alone, and there 's no
doubt that the thought that prompted the sending

of a parcel, and the note announcing its despatch,
was in many cases the only evidence the prisoner
received of bulky packages ol food stuffs chosen

by affectionate friends at home. Generally the

tragedy was not due to Hun greed, but to the

want of foresight dis-

played by the senders,
whose imagination was

unequal to the effort of

visualising the condi-

tions of transit, and
who were often led by
carelessness or enthusi-

asm to include
"
pro-

hibited
"

articles.

There were other

considerations. Human
nature being frail, it

happened that some of

the
"
lonely

"
ones

managed to "corner"
sufficient sympathy to

secure fifty or sixty

parcels a week for them-

selves, the contents of

which they sold to

their less fortunate

comrades who, whether
from modesty or a lack

of friends, never had

any parcels at all.

Finally, even the Hun
was shocked,
and declined

to deliver any
parcels except
to prisoners

bearing the

name of the

sender. Then,
too, national

interests had
to be c o n-

sidered. The

haphazard
sending of par-
cels to pris-
oners of war
over a thou-
sand associa-

tions existed

for the pur-

pose opened
a way for

abuses, which

quickly crept
in. Alien spies
and enemies
used the par-
cels to pris-
oners as a

method of conveying information to the cricmy.
Finally, the Central Committee, of which Sir

tn-c'tfof.
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H Royal JSiirsc and Some of fier patients.

WITH INMATES AND MEMBERS OF HER WARD : QUEEN AUGUSTA VICTORIA OF PORTUGAL.

Queen August! VictorU of Pottugal, who, with the young King
and his mother, Queen Amelia, has displayed the most anxious

care and sympathetic consideration for the wounded during the

war, has now taken .up duties in the Orthopoedic Hospital,

Shepherd's Bush, and, like to many other royal and noble

ladies, is helping in the beneficent work of mitigating the sufferings

of men wounded in the Great War. Our first photograph shows

the young Queen, who Is a Lady of the Order of St. Elizabeth,

In her ward in the hospital, wearing the uniform cf the Red

Cross, and surrounded by inmates and members of the ward.

Photograph No. 2 shows her Majesty pra>
"

-ing bandaging ; and in

No. 3 the Queen is again seen. [Photos, liv AV.rs Illustrations.]
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Starr Jameson is Chairman, was formed, with its

offices at 4, Thurloe Place, London, S.W., with

the object of co-ordinating and centralising the

business of feeding our hungry men in Germany.
It is true that the system adopted does, to some

extent, eliminate the personal note, but it also

ensures that food is despatched to every single

passed, and transferred to the vans en route for

Germany.

Under the new scheme each man
30 Ib. of food per fortnight, packed in three

parcels, together with 14 Ib. of bread sent from

Berne or Copenhagen. Private generosity can

step in to the extent of sending

through the Central Committee, the

Regimental Care Committee, and cer-

tain recognised associations,
"
luxury"

parcels, provided the amount received

by any one man does not exceed 60 Ib.

a fortnight. The personal element is

not altogether eliminated, for in-

dividuals may
"
adopt

"
prisoners a

bureau exists for the purpose at

Thurloe Place and will be given a

post-card to be sent to the prisoner

adopted, telling him to expect the

parcel subscribed. This
"
adoption

"

costs t 38. 6d. a month, though no

one is obliged to
"
adopt

"
a man

entirely. There is another point.

Special invalid parcels can be sent

to prisoners in Turkey, with food

specially adapted to climatic con-

ditions.

ONE MORE VOCATION FOR WOMEN : THE WOMAN BAKER AT WORK.

The
"
bakereaaet

"
are n In our photograph carrying a batch to the shop.

Photograph fry Alfitri,

man, each of whom would, I fancy, vote for a

parcel of eatables properly packed and scien-

tifically selected that arrived regularly, in prefer-

ence to spasmodic, sentimentally in-

spired ones, any hungry day of the

week.

In the organisation at Thurloe

Place, women play an immensely im-

portant, if not the most important

part. The packing of the parcels on

which the life and health of our men

depend lies in their hands. Every
day some three hundred of them
devote many hours to the business

of sorting the items, and packing and

labelling them ready for despatch.
Some work the addressograph that

stencils the address on the specially

designed labels ; others sit at the long
tables in the packing-rooms packing
box after box with the foods selected

by a War Office and American expert.
At another the workers tuck the ad-

dress label into the side of the parcel,

and insert a card with printed ques-
tions asking the prisoner whether the

parcels arrive regularly, and whether a

change of contents is desired. When the food-

packers have done their job, others check the

contents, settle them into position and tie them

up neatly. Each worker who finally fastens the

box marks it with her number, so that in case of

defects the parcel is returned to her by the final

chocking department. Lastly, the boxes are sent

down a slide to the despatch-room, overhauled.

One other point needs emphasising.
In the sense that it is recognised by

the Government, and is a sort of branch of the

Censor's Department, the Central Committee is an

official institution. But the entire expenses of the

WOMEN BAKERS : DRAWING A BATCH OF BREAD FROM THE OVEN.

Mr. W. J. Barton, of Foreat Gate, ti well content with hit experiment of replaclnf

Ml male etaff, with the exception of two, by women. [Photograph by Alfliri.}

undertaking are borne by the British Red Cross

Society and the Regimental Care Committee,

except where "
adopters

"
defray the amount.

Any visitor who saw the pitiful remnant* of

private parcels that come to Thurloe Place to be

repacked and censored would be convinced of tlm

necessity of the new scheme. CLAUDINR VLKVB.
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London's enthusiasm for the Great Star Loan*

WAR LOAN SCENES : THE QUEUE FOR THE GUILDHALL ; EARLY APPLICANTS WITH PROSPECTUSES.

The Guildhall was crowded at the historic meeting on January n
when Mr. Bonar Law, as Chancellor of the Exchequer, announced
the terms of the new War Loan, and Mr. Lloyd George made his

first public speech as Premier. The queue of waiting people, six

deep, stretched a!on^ Gresham Street to Basinghall Street. Cold

and drizzling rain failed to damp their enthusiasm. Some 500

did not obtain admission, but standing room was found for men
in khaki and some women. The lower photograph shows the

doors ot the Bank of England War Loan offices next morning,
and eaily applicants leaving with their prospectuses. So many
were waiting at the Bank's new temporary offices that the doors

were opened early. [Photos, by Spori and General and Topical.]
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On the frcnch front in "Cwo Sectors.

A GUN LYING IN WAIT " SOMEWHERE "
; A

Not yet, as the enemy will learn before long, has France brought
into action her entire artillery effective strength all the big guns
that are available and are ready in the battle-area. Numerous

trump cards, so to speak, are still being kept in hand. One of

these is shown in the upper illustration, in the form of a big gun
of long-range and hard-hitting capacity which is in position

SOLDIER'S CHAPEL AND CRUCIFIX IN THE VOSGES.

"somewhere" at the front, in waiting for events yet to come

and its own allotted part. There are others also waiting. The

improvised forest chapel seen in the lower illustration is on the

Vosges front, and was built by the soldiers. The crucifix seen set

up in front was brought from the Church of Amfersbach, a small

place not far from Miinster. [French Official Photographs.]
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Managed and Run by Cdomcn : practical

MISS BORTHWICK'S SCHOOL FOR MOTORISTS : STARTING THE WORKSHOP ENGINES ;
A STIFF JOB.

The management of a motoring school for women, run entirely

by a staff of women experts, and dealing with everything to do

with motor-cars, etc., is a useful and practical form of war-work

which the Hon. Gabrielle Borthwick, daughter of the sixteenth

Baron Borthwick, has undertaken. The tuition is very thorough,

and all matcers connected with motoring come within the training,

which includes lectures on motoring to the students. In the

upper illustration Miss Borthwick is seen on arrival at the school

starting up the workshop oil-engines herself, a detail suggestive

of the personal attention paid to business. In the lower illus-

tration the Pincipal is consulting with some cf the staff and

pupils as to a difficult repairing job. [Photos, by Photopress.]
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WAM..
By W. DOUGLAS NEWTON.

npHF. final obituary notices of Germany's first

1 public attempt at peace have been pub-
lished during this week, and those obituary
IK it ires, in their several ways, have been curiously
characteristic. As the Allied attitude throughout
II.IN been determined, judicial, and specific, and

the German attitude has been vague, sentimental,

and rhetorical, so the two panegyrics of the dead

negotiations have suited the closure of the matter.

The German Kmperor signals his failure in a

cloud of misty words, and turns back to the war
he no longer wants "

burning with wrath and holy

indignation." The Allies, speaking with Mr.

Balfour, go
on as they yamt*mmia^mam*mEK:?Xfrrammm
had meant to

go on, deter-

mined to re-

move those

forces which
" make war
certain and
make it bru-

tal." One at-

titude means
fur y, t h e

other firm-

ness. There
is to be found

no better in-

dication as to

which side the

powers of
determination

incline than
in those two

pronounce-
ments. That
the Germans
have reason

for a fury that

is akin to fear

at the failure

of their at-

temp t , I

have already tried to show in these pages, yet
with the very echo of the Kaiser's words there

comes further evidence of Germany's anxiety for

peace. This evidence lies not so much in the

conditions of armies and arms, but in the con-

dition of the people. Following almost imme-

diately upon the German Emperor's rage and the

promise of more bitter war, the Finance Minister

of the Prussian Diet, in introducing a Budget
which "

balanced in appearance only," was forced

by circumstance to speak of the heavy burden
and the suffering by lack of food put upon the

Germans by our blockade. He was forced also

to tell of the heavy months of sacrifice which were

coming to the Central Powers. It is true the
statement is but part of a speech breathing enmity
against the Allies while endeavouring to prove
that, even with the weapon of the blockade in our

AN OBJECT-LESSON ON THE ROYAL DEMESNE FOR FARMERS AND LAND-

OWNERS : IN RICHMOND PARK TURNING UP VIRGIN SOIL WITH A THREE-

FURROW MOTOR-PLOUGH TO GROW FOOD FOR THE NATION.

Photograph by Topii'ul.

hands, we cannot beat unconquerable Germany ;

but an admission from Prussia is a grave enough
thing. It is a proof, among many proofs, of the

Mradv degeneration of morale. Compare such a-;

utterance with Prussian utterances of two ye;i ..->,

or even a year, ago, and it is easy to see how much
nearer that weakness which means the desire for

peace our enemies have come.

As I have before said, this internal weakness is

not so inch our business as the weakness caused

by battles. The internal condition will react on

armies, but it will be in the breaking of armies

that we will gain our aims. Of the fruition of

that ideal we
__ have yet no

very great
signs, though
we have a
number of

fairly definite

indications.

Among these

can be ranked
the results of

our raiding
and our fight-

ing in the

\Yest. These

episodes, of

course, make
not very con-

spicuous vic-

tories
; but

the dash, the

spirit, and
success which
mark our ac-

tions, and the

lack of drive

and the sense

of failure
about the Ger-

man counter-

raids, or even

coups, seem
to suggest that really we have the mastery of

this arena ; and that against an enemy not

broken yet, but no longer as nimble and alert

as he was, we can slip in and strike and gain our

points, while his more laboured efforts are easily
checked. There are quite a number of brisk little

encounters to show the excellence and confidence

of our men on the Western lines. The major of

these was a very good raid at Loos, early in the

week, followed by others of brilliance in the Lens
area. Again, there was a striking and rather

larger attack north of the Ancre in which our men,
in great fashion, went over the winter ground and
carried 600 yards of German works north of Beau-

court. This was not merely a raid, but a practical

attempt to improve our position in this area.

And the object was attained, for the scope of our
observation a matter vital enough when larger
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attacks are planned has been considerably

increased. The Germans have attempted some

counters they have even initiated certain dashes

into our own and the French lines, the frozen

condition of the ground probably giving oppor-
tunities for fighting : none of these attempts have

been of any great value.

It is possible that the Germans are slow to

venture in the West because of happenings else-

UTII.ISING THE NATURAL RESOURCES OF

A CART-LOAD OF DATE-PALM STALKS TO

BEDS, MATTING AND BASKETS,

where. The East, not merely in Roumania or on

the Riga front, but in Macedonia, suggests that

Germany has uses for her reserves elsewhere than

in Western raids. In Russia proper there seems

to be a certain amount of massed German effort.

This has been directed

partly at those points
where the Russians set

themselves to attain (and
did fully attain) certain

objectives in the country
of the Aa, and partly at

the Smorgon line of this

theatre. The fighting
from the German side

has been heavy, but as

yet details of enemy suc-

cesses are not disclosed

and probably will not

be, for the Russians

affirm they were fully

able to cope with the

Germanic assault.

In Roumania too, the

Germans, though they
speak of the treasonable

enmity of the weather,
are probably now feeling the full we

'

c of the

deployed Russian reinforcements. The momentum
of Mackensen's advance has lost way during the

time under note and, indeed, at one or two

points it seems to be swinging back. An
ambiguous enemy report earlier in the week

suggested that south of Galatz the Bulgar-Turco-
German armies had forced their way right up to

the Sereth, and had by implication cleared

these reaches of the river of defenders. This

report proved made for Berlin, for quite quickly

the enemy had to state that Russian and

Roumanian troops were attacking heavily, and

testing the German front. Even now the thought
of victory could not be relinquished, for in the

Berlin communiques at least the Russians were

driven back. Facts of the case revealed that this

driving back of the Rus-

sians yet gave the Rus-

sians the whole of the

village of Vadeni, which

is two miles south of the

Sereth, and had been

in German hands since

Jan. 7. The victory is

very satisfactory, for the

Turks (who first captured

Vadeni) fought desper-

ately enough to keep it,

so that our Allies must
have been able to exert

a satisfactory amount of

power in order to make
their win. The success

may be merely local ;

but, on the other hand,
it may just as well show
that the scheme of de-

fence laid down by the

Allies is now at a stage
when it can be developed powerfully ; and it

may mean too that, after its habit, the Ger-

man will to win has run down, and that force

and men are lacking to carry the German drive

^forward. On the other wing of the Roumanian

EGYPT FOR THE WAR : BRINGING IN

BE MADE INTO CAMP AND HOSPITAL

ETC. [Photograph by Topical.}

IN A BRITISH CAMP IN EGYPT A COMMISSARIAT DEPARTMENT N.C.O. CHECKING

THE DELIVERY OF FIREWOOD AS BROUGHT IN BY THE NATIVES. [Photograph by Topical.']

line our Allies have also done well. Here the

Germans, under von Gerok, are attempting to

force their way along the Trotus Valley to gain
control of the railway running through the Gyimes
Pass direct to Hungarian centres of supply; and
not only have they failed to make progress, but

they have been held up by a string of checks.

Here, about twelve miles from the railway, and
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aiming the high ranges over the River Casin, the

Roumanians have driven back the Germans on

several occasions, and at some points to the

extent of a mile. South-west of Pralea they were

able to handle a portion of the enemy force with

admirable vigour, and to break up their front

with ease. The Germans complain of the bad
weather amid the hills

; but, whatever the state

of the climate, the Rouma-
nians appear to be doing
well in it, and have re-

gistered excellent gains

against their foes. Weather
is said to be inhospitable in

another zone of this Balkan

area that of Macedonia.

At the same time, there are

indications of enemy activity
before the Allies on the

Monastir line, and in front

of the Italians in Southern

Albania. The news from
this direction is the usual

admixture of fact and fancy.
There is talk of a mystical

gentleman who is con-

sidered to be von Falken-

hayn, but might be the

German Attache at Athens,
von Falkenhausen being

present with the King of

Greece, and of the move-
ment of Greek troops north-

ward, presumably as a threat

to our line. At the same

time, the Greeks are said to

have accepted the Allied

terms in their entirety, and to have already
entered upon acts of compliance. It is truly a

wise man who can gauge the aims and inten-

tions of the Greeks.

Two extra-Armageddon facts can be noted

with satisfaction this week one concerns General

Smuts and East Africa, the other the movements
of our forces at Kut. The news from Kut tells

FIERCE FIGHTERS OF WHOSE BAYONETS THE

GERMANS HAD EXPERIENCE AT VERDUN :

TYPICAL FRENCH MOROCCAN TIRAILLEURS IN

A FIRE-TRENCH. [Photograph by Pltotcpress.}

of more of the small and eminently satisfactory

actions undertaken by the forces there. On

Jan. 1 1 the cavalry working along the Shatt-el-Hai

continued their progress, capturing Hai town and

a certain amount of munitions. Simultaneously
the troops on the 'right bank of the Tigris made
further ground east and west of Kut, and by the

1 3th the whole of the right bank east of the Shatt-

el llai, with the exception
of a strip of the river north-

east of Kut, had been cleared

of the enemy. The news

concerning General Smuts
relates both to himself and
Mast Africa. The announce-
ment that he is to attend

as the representative of

South Africa the special
War Conference of Empire
is not merely a satisfactory

thing in an Imperial sense,

but satisfactory in the sense

that it proves the campaign
in German East Africa to

be a matter almost ended.

Indeed, in his very stirring

despatch, General Smuts
himself shows how com-

pletely the vague remnants
of resistance have been cor-

nered into an "
unimpor-

tant corner of the south

and south-east of the once

great colony." Here,
"
with-

out a single town, railway,
or seaport," the ashes of

Germany's colonial empire
are expiring. How fine was the planning of the

East African campaign, how true to the spirit

of the race was the fighting of the men who
took part in it, we can see in the despatch. The

fighting of brilliant Van Deventer's fatigued,
fever -wrung, and badly fed 3000 that gave
us the victory at Kondoa Irangi is a little

epic in itself.
. LONDON: JAN. 22, 1917.

ON THE WESTERN FRONT. REPAIRING ARMS DAMAGED ON SERVICE : AN INSPECTION IN PROGRESS IN A CANADIAN
MACHINE-GUN SHOP. [Photograph by Underwood and Underwood.]
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from the Macedonian front in the British Sector.

LAYING A TRENCH-BOMB GUN : CHECKING RANGE AND ADJUSTING ELEVATING GEAR.

on the Tertical pole fixed In the ground beside the piece. He call*

out the figures and marked point* s he reads them off, and hit

companion, teen kneeling in front, makes the necessary adjustment!

of the elevating or depressing mechanism In the gun-mounting.

For the moment the latter Is attending to some detail of the in-

terior gear of the derating mechanism. [French Official Photograph.]

This photograph throws, incidentally, an Interesting light for the

general reader on the way in which trench-bomb guns are laid

for action. It comes from the Macedonian front, and shows two
British soldiers in the act of getting a trench-bomb gun, or mmtn-

wafer,
" on "

to its target The man standing Is reading off the

marks on the graduated scale for eleration arid range, as noted
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(flomen CQarN&lorher pupils on the Land: Ou

CHfctKfULLY DOING MEN'S JOBS, WITH SNOW ON THE GROUND : TAKING HAY TO THE CAT!

Hard winter weather, with snow lying 0,1 the ground, is faced without flinching by our younger women workers on the land,who have offered to perform farm-work and free the usual male "hands" for service before the enemy. Of that we gain some
idea from the subjects of the illustrations here. They show girl-pupils under the auspices of the Notts Education Committee in
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!M>oor farm Occupations in January Qleatber

THE FIELDS GOING ROUND WITH A FARM-CART TO SPREAD MANURE FEEDING THE PIGS.

heir serviceable, workmanlike garb, engaged on out-of-door agricultural and farm-work amid typical January surroundings, cheerfully

loing regular field and farm labourers' tasks ; also, if one may think so from appearances, as satisfactorily as the men customarily

employed on such kinds of toil do it. The locale is in Nottinghamshire, at Colston Bassett. [Photos, try CJf.]
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Distinguished Neutrals: Che Spanish Officers'
Mission

;

WITH THE BRITISH : THE PRINCIPAL OFFICERS ; INSPECTING BREAD AT A BAKERY IN FRANCE.

Throufhout the war, Spain hu displayed a conception of the

dutin ol neutral State which has been absolutely correct. King
Alfonio himself, by hi> beneficent activities on behalf of the wounded

( the belligerents and prisoners, has personally gained universal

esteem. Meanwhile Spanish military officers are vUitinz; tho

(nmts. as Impartial observers. Our upper Illustration shows thre

heads of one party. Reading from left to right they are : General

Aranez (in long overcoat), Brlgdier-General Martinez Anido (with

open orercoat and wetring aiguilettes on his tunic), and Divisional

General Primo de Rivera (in frojged and furred coat). The lower

illustration shows General Prlmo de Rivera at a large military

bakery in Prance, inspecting British bread rations. [Official Pketos.}
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Oiatfnguiahcd Neutrals: "Che Spanish Officers' JMtssion.

WITH THE BRITISH : WATCHING A HORSE HAVE A MEDICINAL BATH ; WATCHING A BOMBARDMENT.
Th members of th Spanish office

1

party Tititinf u neutrals Spnlih officeri, Central Primo do RiTer, is shown amone the

the operations of the war, are being freely and willintljr ihown group of other officeri looking on at a horse under medical
round everywhere by the Allies on the Western Front, who are treatment, being passed through a medicated bath. In the lower

lully cogniiant and appreciative of the itrictly neutral and well. flluitration, two Spanish officers, General! Aranes and AnMo, are

disposed attitude that the Spanish nation has evinced impartially seen watching from a trench while shelling U going am [Official
trer since the war began. In the upper Illustration, one of the Photographs.}
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THE BEGINNINGS OF WAR - MACHINES : RAILROADS PERMANENT AND LIGHT.

THE
advantages to be derived from smooth,

hard wheel tracks in economising haulage

power were fully recognised by the Romans, who
used stone blocks for the purpose, and so initiated

the principle of the modern railway. Longitudinal
timbers placed end to end were used as wheel-

tracks in the colliery districts as early as the year
1 600, these timbers beint; in some cases provided
with wooden curbs or flanges to keep the wheels

which were flat-tyred like those of the modern

farm-cart from leaving the

track. The year 1767 saw
timbers superseded by cast-

iron plates (Fig. 2) in some
instances. It may be re-

marked that the men em-

ployed to lay or attend to

the upkeep of the rails are

still called
"
plate-layers."

The flanged wheel now in use

was introduced before the

cast-iron plates. Vehicles

fitted with these were used on

wooden tramways as eaily as

1676, when we hear of wagons
cairied on "

four rowlets fit-

ting the rails
"
of a tramway constructed from rec-

tangular oak beams spiked to transverse sleepers

(Fig. i a). A second layer of beams was fixed on

the top of the first when the lattei became worn

(Fig. i 6). A' primitive switch from an old plate-

way in Leicestershire is shown in Fig. 3. In that

a wrought-iron tongue swivell-

ing on a vertical pin serves to

guide the wheel of the vehicle

into the desired track. The

plates of this tramway, which
was constructed in 1799, were

of cast-iron, 3$ inches wide on

the tread, and had a raised

flange on the inside of each,

2j inches high.
The first narrow metal rail

designed to carry vehicles on

flanged wheels was employed

by William Jessop on a railway
constructed in Leicestershire in

1789, the rails being of cast-

iron (Fig. 4), and provided with

feet by means of which they
were fixed to the sleepers. The
first wrought-iron girder rail,

which was of a rectangular

section, appeared in 1805. It

was followed by the lighter

T-section fifteen years later.

The double-headed rail, de-

signed for use reVersed when

one surface became too much

worn, was introduced in 1835. It held the field

for thirty years, after which it was superseded

by the present
"

bi 11-headed
"

section. Su-el

rails, which came into use about 1870, give

approximately fifteen times the service of

FIG. 13 : A BOGIE - TRUCK FOR USE

ON A MILITARY LIGHT RAILWAY.

FIG. l< : PROCEDURE IN SHUNTING WITH
TWO MILITARY LIGHT-RAILWAY BOGIE-

TRUCKS.

T. Turn-Tble ; U.O. Bofie-Truck (u in

Fi(. 13) i
/- Line representing a long load

(M in fit. lo| ;
R.R. Rail Tracks R.T.

Table RaiU. The arrows denote the direction

of morement.

wrought-iron rails, and are much lighter for a

corresponding strength.

Railways constructed for military purposes are

of two classes light railways of a more or less

temporary nature, which are rapidly laid and as

rapidly removed (Figs. 10, n, and 1.2) ; and sup-

ply railways of a permanent character, used for

bringing up troops, supplies, etc., from the base,

and removing wounded to base hospitals. In

order to facilitate the rapid construction of a light

railway, it is usual to fix each

pair of rails permanently to

the sleepers, so that the sec-

tion can be taken up and re-

laid in one piece. Tree-trunks

and similar lengthy materials

(Fig. 10) can be carried on a

light railway if the ends of

the load are supported by
trolleys the platforms of which
swivel on vertical' centre-pins

(Fig. 13). If loaded in this

way, quite sharp curves can

be negotiated. The whole

train, indeed, can be turned

on to a line at right angles to

its original track by means of a turn-table, each

trolley being taken separately by the- turn-table

(Fig. "14).

The Blenkinsop rail (Fig. 6) is a curious

instance of an attempt to overcome a difficulty

which did not exist. The inventor, and many
other people at that time (1813),
held the opinion that a loco-

motive would get no grip with
smooth wheels on a smooth
rail. To overcome this fancied

difficulty, a cogged rail was
laid parallel with the smooth
rails, and the engine exerted its

power by means of a cog-wheel
engaging with the rail.

The first purely military

railway was that constructed

in the Crimea, in 1855, to im-

prove the lamentable state of

communication existing be-

tween the allied forces besieg-

ing Sebastopol and their base
at Balaclava. The line, seven
miles long, was a single tiack,

worked for the first two miles

from Balaclava by locomotives.

A fixed engine at the top of

an incline continued the trac-

tion, and for the rest of the
distance horses were used. Ex-
cellent service was rendered

by the line, supplies weigh-
ing some 700 tons being handled daily.

In the American Civil War the railways were
taken over by the Federal Government, and the
ultimate victory of the Northern forces was largely
due to the rapid transport afforded by them.

IC'fltliHHlJ Off^Sitt.
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Che Beginnings of OTar-JVlacbtnes : Railroads.

LATER, RENEWED
WITH SECOND L.AYER

ORIG1NAL.
RAIL

3T11.L.
L.ATER,

'., IRON BARS
WERE ADDED
TO INCREASE
DURABILITY OF
3ECOND LAYER

17^ CENTURY
WOODEM RAILS PEGGED DOWN
TO WOODEN SLEEPKRS

CA3T IRON PLATES
ON EX13TING WOODEN RAILS. 1767.

EAR.L.V \VQQDJEN RAli-WAVS.
PANNIERS
SU5PEMDED ON
RAISED RAIL. BV
METAN1S OF-
CENTRAL. WHEELS

DIAGRAM OF
HADDEN'3
PROPOSED
MILITARY
R.AJSED TRAMWAY. -=JO CUBIC FEET
Of MATERIAL. (8O TONS) TO THE M1L.E .

LATC IQl'-CENTURY

IO.

NARROW GAUGE PORTABLE RAILWAY.

==*'
FASTEN

GRE1CS PORTABLE NARROW GAUGE

DETA, 1L

12
L.EGRPAMD
PORTABLE
RAILS .

MILITARY
L.IGHT

RA 1 L.WAVS

SWITCH TONGUE

ETARLY PLATE RAIL. AND PRIMITIVE 3W1TCH

THE FIRST NARROV/ EDGE RA.1L.. 1783.

CAST-IRON EDCE RAIL.. CARR.1 ED OIS
STONE BLOCKS..

BLENKlNSOf
RAIL AND DRIVING WHEEL I8J3

EARLY
EVOLUTION

OF
PERMANENT
WAY:

CHAIRS
LIVERPOOL- MANCHESTfR

RLY 1829-1853. CARRIED ON
VS/OODEN SLEEPERS ,OR ON STONE
BLOCKS. THE FAMOUS "ROCKET"
RAN OVER THIS TYPE OF RAIL

THE EVOLUTION OF RAILROADS IN THREE CENTURIES : TRACKS AND LAYING METHODS.
CffHttHtlff. ]

In 1867-68 a railway was construct rd to assist our Abyssinian

Expedition, but it was not completed in time to be of nut- h

service Two railways, were laid down by the Germans in 1870

during their operations against the French. One of t ie (-^ extended

from Remit)? to Pont-.m-Mousson, a distance of 22 milrg. It

occupied 4000 men for 50 days, and was so badly built that only

rry light traffic could pass over it. A much better performance

was that of the Russian-- in 1877, when they constructed 180 mile*

of railway in 58 w<>- long days while engaged in thru war with

the Turks. The lotal weight of this permanent way amounted to

204 tons per mile. There were over 200 bridges, giving a total

span of nearly 8000 feet, and about 90 culverts (50^0 fecO.
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H Destroyer of German Frenches on the french front.

SHIFTING POSITIONS BY ROAD : A HOWITZER'S GEAR AND MOUNTING; THE HOWITZER ON ITS LORRY.

Independently of the Ufht-rUlway tracks which, among other uses,

art employed in shifting between firing points within the Somme
battle-area the bigger French guns and howitzers, many ol then

weapons are moTed about on the high roads, or, where they art

not arailable, on some of the newly made military roads. In

the** last-mentioned cases, the giant pieces of ordnance are taken

about bj motor-traction on specially constructed lorries carrying

the fun and Its mounting, and |ear separately. In the upper

illustration is seen such a conreyance with the (ear and appliances

and solid-steel mounting or fun-carriage (to the right) of 4 "170
"

howiUer. The lower illustration shows the howitzer on Hi lorry,

by itself. [Fret** Official Photograph*.]
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france's Illimitable Supply of the Biggest Shells.

STACKED READY CLOSE TO THE BATTLB-FRONT : A HEAVY-GUN FIELD-SUPPLY DEPOT.

Betore the war, that giant projectiles such as re Men here were

likely to be used in land warfare was beyond "practical politic!
"

with even the moat advanced ordnance-expert*. Only certain

Krupp departmental officials and the Austrian Skoda Works'

howitzer constructional staff, whose secret preparations with huge

guns and howiuera had been in progress since 1911, as is now

known, had made calculations for the employment of such enor-

mous projectiles. Since the war began, however, the Allies have

more than caught up the enemy In thia respect, and their munition-

workers hare turned out still bigger guns and shells than those of

the enemy. Of these France now produces an almost illimitable

supply. [Photo, by Topical.}
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ROMANCES OF THE REGIMENTS: XXXIII.-THE ROYAL SCOTS FUSILIERS.

AN INVOLUNTARY POET.

WHEN
the 2ist was at Messina in 1808, a

rather grim spell of duty was enlivened

by at least one comic episode, in which the

martinet commander of the regiment, Colonel

Adam, was the leading actor. The Colonel was

rather a terror, for he used to visit the guard

posts at the most unexpected moments. He had

several regiments, as garrison of Messina, under

his immediate command, and one day it fell to

one of these the name of which is doubtful to

supply the main guard. It had not been mounted

for many
hours when up
came Colonel

Adam. Not a

single com-
missioned
officer was
about, and

although the

senior ser-

geant had
sent a drum-
mer in hot

haste to look

for them, the

Colonel was
too quick, and
had to inspect
the guard
with only the

sergeant in

command.
At this he

was very much
annoyed ; but,

as he believed

the sergeant's

plea that the

Captain was

visiting the

sentries, the

chief passed
on, leaving a

severe admonition and warning to the officers

never to be absent again.
The sergeant an old hand took the message,

and thereupon said to the rank and file
"
Now, men, I advise you to look out. He '11

be in upon us again, sooner or later, and woe
be to us if he doesn't find everything in the

nicest order."

Never were matters arranged more punctili-

ously than they were during the rest of that

day, and at nightfall no slackening was per-
mitted. The officers retired to their own apart-

ment, which was screened off from the rest of

the guard-room by a glass partition ;
but the

.sergeant, knowing what they had to e.\;

bade his men not lie down until Grand Hounds
11 Id have passed. They therefore kept on

IN A BRITISH FIRST-LINE TRENCH ON THE WESTERN FRONT: MEN
CLEANING A LEWIS GUN, WITH (JUST BESIDE THEM) THE TRENCH

GAS-ALARM HOOTER.- [Official notog,a/>h.]

the move in front of the guard-house until after

eleven o'clock.

About a quarter-past eleven, the flare of a

lantern announced the approach of the Grand
Hounds. The usual challenges and replies passed.
"

\\'ho goes there ?
" " Rounds." " What

Hounds ?
" " Grand Rounds." "

Guard, turn

out !

"

Then ensued a hitch. The next part of the

ritual is
''

Advance, Grand Hounds, and give the

countersign." But not an officer had showed '

himself when
the guard

V turned out.

The ser-

geant.exceed-

ingly "put
about at being
thus caught
as before
with no officer

in attendance,
rushed to the

glass door
and knocked

furiously
without re-

sult.

Then from

without came
the voice of

ColonelAdam:
"Holloa there

why don't

you form your
line, Sir?
Why don't

you desire me
to advance? "

Reluctant-

ly the s e r-

grant wont
outside and
directed the

Grand Rounds to advance. On this, Colon-:!

Adam fell upon him :

" What 's the meaning <*

this delay ?
"

The sergeant explained that he was calling ids

officers. He had called twice, but there \v no

reply. It annoyed him exceedingly to have, to

say the same thing for the second time in twenty-
four hours.

"Very well, Sir," said Adam. "Do your
duty and dress your guard yonr line is a very
had one."

" nrummer Short and Sergeant Slack," said
the serge-ant, "dress back; Long and Jup,
dress up."

The line straightened out accordingly, and the
sergeant hoped against hope for a h,'

but Adam staggered him with a nor
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H Blessing of the Colour Ceremony at Salonika.
IT..- .

L

;' ."*.>

1

I !

HONOUR FOR GENERAL CHRISTODOULOS'S DIVISION : BLESSING THE FLAG
;
AND PRESENTING IT.

These photographs illustrate an interesting ceremony at Salonika
the blessing of the colours of the division commanded by General

(formerly Colon*-!) Christodoulos, who last autumn gallantly defended

Serfs against the Bulgarians, and later headed a Nationalist force

when a Greek Army Corps at Kavala went over to the Germans.
The upper illustration shows the scene of the actual blessing, with

a dignitary of the Greek Church ready to perform the ceremony.
The lower photograph shows the presentation of the Hag to the

troops after it had been blessed. In this connection it may be

noted that a Te Deum was sung at the Greek Church, Paris, in honour

of M Venizelos, and M. Diomedes, Special Envoy of the Greek Pro-

visional Government at Salonika, was present {Frettck Officia

rrj
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" What
insult me ?

the devil ! Do you mean to

Consider yourself under arrest, and

go and call your officers."

Greatly mystified, for he could not for the life

of him guess how his conduct had been wanting

in proper respect, the much-tried sergeant re-

entered the guard-house and attempted once

KEEPING THE BATTERIES IN THE FIRING-LINE SUPPLIED FROM HOUR TO HOUR:

FRENCH ARTILLERY TUMBRILS BRINGING UP FRESH SUPPLIES OF AMMUNITION

ALONG A BATTLEFIELD ROAD. [Photograph by C.N.]

more to summon his officers. But no response
came to his knocks and kicks. At last he

burst the dpor open, and found the Captain
and the two subalterns stretched on their

sofas insensible. All three were black in the

face. A burning pan of charcoal which stood

between them was sufficient explanation.
The officers were dragged into the open air,

and very soon recovered ; but it was a near

thing. A few minutes

more, and they would

have been beyond human
aid. The sergeant passed
the remainder of the

night under arrest.

Next morning his own
Colonel sent for him.

In the room he found

Colonel Adam. The ser

geant's own Colonel now
asked for an explana-
tion of his conduct, and

seemed surprised that so

good a soldier should

have somehow got into

a scrape.
The accused could

throw no light at all

on the matter. He had

tried to do his duty, he

pleaded ;
how he had

offended Colonel Adam
he had no notion.

" Did

the Colonel," he asked,
"
find anything .irregular

about the guard ?
"

"
I have .nothing to lay to your charge

in that respect," said Colonel Adam. "
All

was in order ; but do you think that I will

allow you or any other man to make songs

upon me ?
"

"
Songs, Sir !

"
said the accused.

"
I never

thought of such a thing !

"

" No ?
"

cried Colonel Adam. " Didn't you

say, when I desired you to dress your line-

Short and Slack,

Dress back

Long and Jup,
Dress up I

"

As Adam drawled

out the rhyme in the

queerest tone imagin-

able, the other Colonel

almost fell off his chair,

and the prisoner, too,

could not restrain his

laughter.
"
Now," continued

Adam,
"

will you say

you didn't mean to

insult me ?
"

"To be sure I will, Sir.

Short and Slack, Long
and Jup, all belong to

my company ;
and I refer

you to the Colonel to say
whether it is not so."

The sergeant's own Colonel, almost apoplec-

tic with mirth, gave the required assurance,

and went off into further fits. Colonel Adam

joined in the general chorus of hilarity, and

then, bidding the ex-prisoner return to his

duty, gave him two dollars and the best

glass of Hollands he had tasted since he

left England. Thereafter Adam was the ser-

geant's steady friend.

WAR-ECONOMY ON THE BATTLEFIELD: LOADING A WAGON WITH USED FRENCH

"75" SHELL CARTRIDGE-CASES AT A "DUMP," FOR REFILLING AT ARSENALS

IN REAR. {Photograph by CJV.]

Years later, in Chelsea Hospital, the ser-

geant used to tell the story, and add,
"
Now,

that 's what I got for standing up to one of

your smart officers."
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practical protection in Darkened Streets.

LESSENING DANGER IN LEICESTER : LOCAL LADIES HELP BY WHITEWASHING KERBS AND STEPS.

The ladies of Leicester, recognising the real personal danger*
which mutt inevitably attend the darkening of the streets for the

safety ol property end pedestrU . In wu-conditlon>, are lending

very practical and valuable help to the local authorities, and their

fellow-townspeople, by voluntarily undertaking the work of white-

washing kerb-stones, projecting corners, dooriteps, and other danger-

spots and obstacles in the public thoroughfare*. These very useful

workers are members of the Leicester Women's Volunteer Reserve,

and our first photograph shows some of them en rouU to their

work, while in our second picture they are seen carefully white-

washing a projecting step which would otherwise be a source ol

danger. {Photos, by Topical.}
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Macedonian Refugees at Salonika*

WHERE REFUGEES FROM THE BALKANS ARE HOUSED ; A CHURCH AND COURTYARD AT SALONIKA.

the district of Agia Pareskevt, the interior of which is shown in

the upper photograph reproduced en this page. The floor behind

the lectern in the foregiound is seen stiewn with bundles, while

clothes may be noted hanging from the further wall. The lower

photograph shows a picturesque group ot refugee women in a

courtyard at Salonika. [French Official Photographs.]

Ah in ' '. Montenegro, and Poland. BO in Macedonia,

nun'"- t
i

' .isant folk have been driven from their villages by

the ..nronnn< tide of war. The Bulgarian invasion caused many
t>; ((rv homeless people to trek southward in order to find safety

and temporary shelter within the Allied line*. At Salonika

accommodation for some of them has been found in a church in
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H Salonika Church as a Rome for Refugees.

QUARTERED IN THE NAVE AND A WOODEN GALLERY : REFUGEES IN A CHURCH AT SALONIKA.
As mentioned on the opposite page, some of the refugees who it will be noted,
ma.le their way to Salonika from the invaded districts of Mace- other refugees hav
dimia hive been quartered in a church at Agia Paresltevi. Suine which was taken
have placed their household goods, including boxes and bedding, meal. Behind th
on the floor ot the nave at the foot of a row of handsome pillars, observed the orna
as shown in the upper photograph. In the aisle behind the pillars, in the upper illui

wooden gallery has been constructed, and here

taken up their abode. The lower photograph,
n the gallery, shows a family party at their

of the gallery, may bem, above the

Ij carved capi'aU -; the pillars which are seen

ition. ^French Official

rdJ
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atintou9 Outrage on CQomen and Children.

KAK "
: USING THE SEARCHLIGHT TO GLOAT OVER THE SURVIVORS' SUFFERINGS.

"the *wat.?
g
*rt,"

T'M*1 ' ^ K"
V:"^" M the $urvivors to!d . on at Ien8^ b*ins rescued, ju,t as thtlr ship hd disappeared

m,V
th n my U-boat before submergmg, turned her learchlight on the

"
Karnate'.

"
boat* and topt it on them

-i minutes while v.stchms; the boati, which were picked with women and children-[O. by A.
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frencb Care for the Religious Needs of Moslems.

A MOSQUE FOR MOSLEM TROOPS AND MUNITIONERS IN NORTHERN FRANCE : A MUFTI'S ADDRESS.

Unlike the German!, whose scheme! lor the suppfj-ion of IsUm

in Africa weie' revelled by the diovi-.y ol certain otfici.il docu-

menu in a caplured town, the French nd British authorities show

the utiiMut consideration lor the religious beliels ol (he Moslems

under their rule or protection. A case in point is illustrated by

our two photographs, taken at the inauguration ol a new mosque

at & powder-factory in the North ol France, for the benefit of

munition-wot kers employed there ajid of French African troop-.

quartered in the vicinity. The upper photograph shows the turii.i rt ii

employees at the factory listening to an address by the Muttt 1

Mokrain
; and in the lower one he is seen speaking to n.t-n of the

Senegalese Fusiliers. \Frmck Ofliruil P*o(;a/>*s. |
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On the JVIonasttr front: Linking the Columns.

NATURE PROVIDES A TELEGRAPH-POST : A SERBIAN TELEGRAPH-LINESMAN USING A TALL TREE.

L

It would b* hard almost impossible, perhaps to name anything,
whatever ;> kind, whether natural or artificial, which cannot be

turned to useful account in war, and made to serve some practical

purpobc. rilUer as a makeshift or permanent)?. An example is

given :!. me above illustration of a very common, rough-and-ready
use thai is made oi trees within a battle-area, or on the field lines

of communication, especially in out - of - the - way districts in a

country where the people are in a more or less primitive state of

civilisation. The illustration shows a Serbian Army telegraph-

linesman on the Monastir front fixing up, or adjusting, telegraph-

wire insulators on a tall poplar, for the running of a telegia(h

line as the troops move forward. [French Official Photograph.':
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tlbc Mobility of frcncb Hea^y Hrtillery: H Big

BOWLING ALONG BEHIND A POWERFUL TRACTOR AMID A CLOUD OF DUST : ON!

Big gum nd motor-traction both play an immensely important part in the war, so much so that it is sometimes spoken of
Mft * artillery, sometimes as a war of petrol. Motor-power is, of course, used to an enormous extent, not only for the

of guns, but for many other purposss, including chiefly transport, ambulances, officers' cars, despatch-cyclitU. aeroplanes.
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3un (abirled to the front by JMotor-'Cractor.

THE FRENCH ARMY'S NUMEROUS HEAVY GUNS ON ITS WAY TO THE FRONT.

fro^'thT^
th"

?rm
f

oure
1

-1

car
^_

W'th h*ay guns, the French Army is well provided. A "Times" correspondent, writing- Somme front, said : The roar of the explosions was going on incessantly over an area about as large at a guess'** In some Plces, for hundreds of yards, the guns were almost touching each other," {Photo. t>y C.JV.]
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FOOTNOTES TO ARMAGEDDON: XXIV. -OLE DICK.

'

T^Ol'R days !

"
said the bearer. He looked

i outside the dug-out, to note if the day
was somewhere nc.ir that darkness which would
en.ibie them to get the wounded m.ln back to the

dressing - station.
"

l-'our days wonder you
\\a-u t done in ?

"

1 should 'a bin." said the man on the
stretcher.

"
I felt in the beginning 1 'adn't a

dorg's chance."
"
Beginning an' end too you should 'ave felt

that, / should say,"
said the other bearer

from the back of the

dug-out.
" 'Ow you

got through well,

it 's a marvel to

me! "

The wounded man
slutted weakly on the

stretcher.
"
Oh, I don't

know," he .said.
"

I

felt meself that it

would be all right
arter ole Dick 'ad

come out to set me
up."

"
'Oo ?

"
said both

bearers with an ex-

{iluMN e simultaneity." You know,"
said the wounded
m.in peevishly." You know, Dick 'im wot was one o' the

Company Bearers, same as you."
The two hearers remained furtively silent ;

then the man at the back of the dug-out said

slowly, as though determined not to commit the
I'.imsh l-iinpire to a definite statement

"
Oh, so ole Dick, 'e come out to you just

about when was that ?
"

The wounded man thought.

ON THE WESTERN FRONT - DESTROYED BY A FRENCH
SHELL AND LEFT DERELICT ON A BOMBARDED RAIL-
WAY LINE: THE SHATTERED AND BLOWN-UP REMAINS

OF A GERMAN AMMUNITION TRAIN VAN.

J'htilntrapli by < .\.

an
the

" A little time arter it was all over. Perhaps
a "our. or two no, I can't really well remember
the time. Not the exact time. I remember I felt

that the day for putting me under the daisies 'ad

come this time all right all right ; but not arter

Dick came. When I got me clout on the leg, I

found the nearest shell-'ole and rolled into it. I

remember thinking then that there was a good
time comin' pretty soon. I was comfy there, you
see, and I guessed that direckly we 'ad got that

'Un trench, and con-

solidated, you chaps
would come out and

pick me up p'raps
ole Dick would come
out and pick me up
an' give me a ride to

Blighty. Oh, I felt

comfy. A little pain,
but that was all in

the bizness.
" When I saw

our chaps coming
back I saw them
running low, parst
the shell-'ole I be-

gan to feel bad. I

guessed the rush
'adn't clicked. Then
th' 'l"n s'arap. came
over, an' 1 'card

their machine-guns
goin' like billy-o,

I knew that things 'ad gone wrong. I knew
attack 'ad been beaten off, I knew there

wouldn't be no bearers fullering up I knew I

was marked down for going West. . . .

"
Xarstv feelin' that. So bloomin' lonely.

Makes ycr feel the 'urt more, too. Makes yer
mout'i dry. too. Makes yer feel bad all through.
I just lay there feeling bad, and feeling me le<;

'urt like 'ell, and arskin' 'eaven to send me a
[Continued ovtrteaj.

W.TH A TREE BLAZONED W.TH UNION JACK AND RED CROSS BADGE: A WESTERN FRONT BATTLEFIELD
ROAD FROM A BRITISH DRESSING - STATION.-[0//;
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TThc Divided Skirt in a french JYTunttion- factory.

A FRENCH WOMAN MUNITION-MAKER'S SENSIBLE COSTUME : A BECOMING DIVIDED' SKIRT.

The problem o{ ']\e most suitable attire for women engaged in

war-work whnr skirts would be inconvenient. i( not actually

dajty.i :<>tf lias been solved differently in different places. Serious

accident- ii.ight ensue from skirts becoming entangled in machinery.

Many wumeti have adopted masculine dress, and wear trousers,

ru>< wiily In munition-factories, but for dock work, agriculture,

window-cleaning, and to on. At one shipyard in Sc '..rfC-i '.'here

it was decided recently that the girls employed should alt wear
**
breeks," a few objected. The majoiity, howtvr; *u>^ the

comman-svnse ol the practice. Another plan is n * -^v,.ied skirts.

and our photograph sh-jw^ \ t/ecoiniu>r form OI ihu c-.'^ui 4Mt', worn

by a woman workei in a J-iench, fsctviy. [French OJji*'-ai Photo.}
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reservoir to drink dry. ... It got worse an'

worse an' worse. . . . And when it got night-

time it wasn't no better.
" Worst o' arternoon stunts night comes too

dam quick.
"
Well, I lies there feeling like 'ell. But some

time arter dark I thinks I 'ear someone moving in

the shell-'ole. I calls out soft, an' ole Dick comes

along and squats down beside me.
"
Lummy, wasn't 1 glad to see "im I

'E gave me a swig from his bottle, and

'e 'ad a look at me leg, an' 'e tole me
not to worry, because I 'd get along all

right, an' it was no more nor Blighty
for me. I arsked 'im when I was to

be fetched in, an' 'e told me 'ow the

'Un 'ad got the wind up properly just

about now, an' 'ow they let off like

blazes if any workin' party tried to

poke a "ead above our bags. 'E said

the stretcher party couldn't come out

yet, because they would just be mowed
down by them 'Uns

"

" That 's true, anyway," interrupted
the man near the door.

"
I didn't disbelieve," said the

wounded man haughtily.
"

I knew ole

Dick knew wot 'e was torkin' about.

Any'ow, 'e took the worry off me mind.

'E tole me I was just to lay there an'

wait, an' as soon as it could a party
would come out an' bring me in.

"
Well, arter that I didn't seem to mind. I

felt better for the drink, you see, an' wot ole Dick
'ad done to me leg. I just lay there. I lay there

all night. Just by morning ole Dick came along

night. I seemed to sleep an' wake up, and sleep

again, and night come again, an' ole Dick come

too. An' arter 'aving a look at me, an' givin' me
a swig, 'e tole me the same thing about your not

being able to get to us. But I didn't mind wait-

ing then Dick 'ad put me up to it, it 'd be all

right. 'E came again, next night. An' larst

night 'e came along to tell me that it was all right

ON THE ALERT IN THE TRENCHES WHILE WATCHING ACROSS
" NO MAN'S LAND "

: A BRITISH SENTRY KEEPING AN EYE ON
CERTAIN SUSPICIOUS SIGNS JUST BEYOND THE BRITISH BARBED-

WIRE ENTANGLEMENT IN FRONT. -(Official PluOagrafk.]

again, an' said you chaps couldn't get out, but

you would at the first chance. 'E gave me a

tablet, an' o' course I went to sleep."
"
Great one on morphia, ole Dick," said one of

the bearers.
" Did 'e come to you again ?

"

"
O' course, that night I suppose it was that

WINTER CONDITIONS IN THE TRENCHES AT SOME PLACES ON

THE WESTERN FRONT: WADING NEARLY KNEE-DEEP ALONG ONE

OF THE BRITISH COMMUNICATION -TRENCHES. [Official Pliotograp/i.}

now, you was coming out, an' it was England,

'Ome, an' Blighty for me. Then, o' course, you
came along a little arter. An' 'ere I am. If it

'adn't been for ole Dick, lummy, I 'd 'a tried to

kill myself."
The two bearers were silent.

Then the one at the back of the dug-
out got up and walked towards the

door. He said casually
" Good ole Dick ! I suppose 'e

was the same like as ever not a

bit excited like ?
"

"
I didn't notice anythin'," said

the wounded man indifferently.

The bearer took the other out-

side the dug-out. They said that

they were going to see if there was

any chance of a move. Ten yards

along the trench they stopped and
stared at each other.

"
'E don't seem mad," said the

first of the bearers.
"
'E ain't mad," said the other.

" You can see that. 'E thinks every
word o' wot 'e says is Gorspel."

" But lummy I saw ole Dick

pipped meself. Right beside me, 'e

was, when the shell smashed 'im up.
An' 'e never 'ad a chance to get on
to the bags, let alone over 'em."

"
I know," said the other.

Both stared at the ground.
"
D'yer think we ort to tell 'im ?

"

"
I think we ortn't

"
the bearer hesitated

"
I tlunk we ortn't. I don't some'ow think ole

Dick would like it." W. DOUGLAS NBWTON.
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The Latest Call-dp of Men for the front.

FINE POLICE RECRUITS : STARTING AS LONDON SCOTS ; GREETING A FORMER COMRADE ; A 7-FOOTER.

There if no lack of recruits at the present time, men of the best

type in physique and all other military qualities. Among them,
of those most recently enrolled, are members of the Metropolitan
Police. They hare hitherto been officially held back owing to the

requirements of the Police Force, but are now, in accordance with

military arrangements, being released in order to join the Colours.

The majority are men of six feet and upwards in height. A
considerable number hare entered for the universally popular

London Scottish. Members of a draft are shown here tearing

London for their training camp. In the third illustration ii seen

a Westminster constable, seven feet tall, and well kncwn to Members

of Parliament. (Photos, by Alfitri.]
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Ht Verdun in the Vicinity of fort Oouaumont.

SHELL-HOLE PITS AND PONDS : TWO VIEWS OF THE BOMBARDED APPROACHES TO FORT DOUAUMONT.

These two illustrations suggest in a remarkably realistic fashion

the terrific nature ol the bombardment to which the French

positions nt Verdun were subjected in particular in the region of

Fort Douaumon*. where the photographs were taken. In that

region, indeed, both jidw bombarded the vicinity of the fort in

turn -the Germans for weeks before thy captured Douaumont

last June ;
the French, as the preliminary to their great assault

and recapture of the ell-important key-position last October. They

kept up an incessant hail of shells on the surrounding terrain and

German defence works for some days. Incidentally, it may be

obserred that the lower illustration might well serve for a high-

relief map of part of Switierland. [French Official Photographs.]
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Hrras Still Cinder Long-Range Bombardment.

SHELL-EFFECTS AT THE HIGH SCHOOL, THE LYCfiE : TWO VIEWS IN THE CHEMISTRY CLASS-ROOM.
Soissous, like Rheims and Arras, has been repeatedly bombarded. tr.tion of the chemist: y cla^-room it will be nol.ced Out ,hile

be,nj fired at from long range, the Cathedral bemg the
,

the inner boafd,nc ( the walls in one part of lh - room ha, fn
ullVeye." ao to peak, aimed at, with the result that shells smashed away and the masonry laid bare at Mle s,d, ,,,M!

sho;t or over fail on tlie tnw.i and its public buildings, including gM-fronted cupboard and if. contents hae it .pptir ,. j'oed
, Lycr, one of the olas>-rooms in the d.m.ged buildinis of e,,ii,ely. Such are the curious inconsistencies of the fortune of

which forms th subjn-t ol these illustration*. In the upper illus- war, f French Official Photvrabh
''
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OTith the frencb Hrmfes on the destcrn front.

WINTER EQUIPMENT : FIELD-ARTILLERY SUPPLY-DEPOT ; MACHINE-GUN SECTION MULE AND TEAM.

The upper Illustration affords a satisfactory tight for friends of the Irom thiir unit* to fill up and return to the battle-ground. The

AlUee. It lira evidence o! how completely supplied and organised orderly and workmanlike style In which the munitions are arranged

u to artillery munitions the French Army is. The depot seen is beside the road used by the transport tells its own tale. The

one of many established in rear of the fighting lines to maintain lower Illustration shows one of the mule* of a machine-gun section

a constant forwarding. f shot and shell to the batteries in action. carrying the gun with Its mounting, with the soldier In charge

Gun-Umbers and wagon* < r m thc" *" * l' hown
. jo** arrlred beside It [Photos, by C.N.]
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On the frcncb front in the OTest. m

r

WAR MECHANICS: A "SAUSAGE" BALLOON'S MOTOR-WAGON ; FRENCH TURRET SEGMENTS.

Observation-balloons, or "
iaufige," according to the French

fotiu'x expressive name lor them, e!dom remain Tery long above
one spot. To shift them about, the French employ a specially

equipped l/pe of motor-wagon, one of which is shown in the upper
illustration. In the centre of the vehicle appears the big engine-
driven reel-drum, on which the "sausages'

"
tawing, or anchoring,

cable ia colled. Its machinery pays out or reels in cable as

required, either while the car is morlng or stationary. Th lower
illustration shows a reserve store of portable circular segments of

a French trench-turret at a field depot. The turrets are built of

steel armour, for setting-up at sharp bends in the lines, or point* of

vantage, with quick-firing or machine-guns inside. (Photos, by C.Jd.\
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WOMEN AND THE WAR.

THE
Prime Minister's complimentary remarks

in his
"
Victory Loan "

speech at the

Guildhall about women's share in the war, and

the fact that the recent Honours Lists included

the names of not a few

women, are reminders of

the great and growing

part being played by the

sex ill the greatest war

the world has known.

Even more striking,

perhaps, than the work

accomplished by the

women is the sympathetic

comradeship that exists

between themselves and
the men with whom,
under the pressure of war

necessity, they often work
shoulder to shoulder on

equal or almost equal
terms. So far from dis-

playing antagonism, the

men have, on the whole,
shown themselves per-

fectly friendly towards the

war-working women, who,
on their side, are not

backward in appreciating
the kindly assistance

which their masculine fel-

low-workers never hesitate to offer when occasion

for it arises. The war has dispelled many illusions

amongst
them the bad
old theory
that men and
women could

never work
amicably to-

gether.

If at the

time, now
nearly two
years ago,
when women
were

"
agitat-

ing
"
to be al-

lowed to help
their country
in her hour of

need, anyone
had ventured

to prophesy
that women in

official khaki

would be

drawing Gov-
ernment pay

A DAUGHTER OF THE KING'S TRAINER MANAGES
HER HUSBAND'S STABLES: MRS. S. H. DARLING.

The well-known Newmarket trainer, Mr. S. H. Darling,

having been granter a commission in the 16th Hussars, has

left his stables in me care of hs wit'e, who is a daughter

of Mr. Richard Marsh, the Kind's trainer, and herself regu-

larly exercises the horses. \Piiolifsrnpk by Sport anct General.]

THE KING'S TRAINER'S DAUGHTER: MRS. S. H. DARLING AND HER HEAD
LAD IN THE STABLE - YARD.

Mrs. Dan.r,. well understands the management of horses and herself takes them out for

walking or cantering exercise. Mr. S H Darling is the son of the veteran trainer, Mr. Sam
Darling, of Beckhampton. Alt the lads in Mrs. Darling's yard are under military age.

Photograph by Sport and Gctitral.

for doing Government work under conditions of official chauffeuses now
military discipline, he would have been considered Majesty's War Department to drive flying-men
a fit candidate for the nearest lunatic asylum. where business or duty calls.

Women, of course, had their ambitions, but for

the moment were more anxious to get the
"
right

to help
"

principle established than to stipulate

exactly the forms that help should take. But
all that was long ago. We
hear nothing these days
of the old parrot cry that

such - and - such work is
"
unsuited

"
to women.

More than that, the War
Office has been pleased
to recognise women as a
branch a subordinate

branch, it is true, but still

a branch of the King's

Army.

Some of the activities

of the Women's Legion
have already been de-

scribed in these columns,
and it is to the efforts of

this organisation, of which
the Marcliioness of Lon-

donderry is the head, that

women owe their inclusion

as motor-drivers in the

ranks of the Army Service

Corps and the Royal Fly-

ing Corps. There is a
small waiting - room at

Adastral House (once De
Keyser's Hotel) in which, if you look in at almost

any hour of the day, you will see sitting a trim

figure in
khaki, with a

military over-

coat lying be-

side her a

real military
overcoat, not
a bad imita-

tion of one

waiting the

signal that
tells her that

her services
are required
to take some
ornament of

the R.F.C. to

Hendon or
elsewhere, in
"
BC67," the

Government
car entrusted

to her care.

For the trim

figure is no-

other than
one of the

employed by his
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Hn Aircraft exhibition at the Grosvcnor Gallery.

-.'-.v

A N OBJECT-LESSON IN AERONAUTICS: THE COUNTESS OF DROGHEDA AMONGST THE EXHIBITS.
The Grosvenor Cillery has. >' many exhibitions since its "greenery
yallM /

>-

diys, but none of more interest than that organised by the

Counters of Drojherb, illustr.ititu; the rise and progress of the science
of aircraft. Lady Drogheda .has nude it very comprehensive, and it

forms a valuable object-lesson, including relics cf a wrecked Zeppelin,

standing Amongst which Lady Oiogheda is seen in our first photo-

L.

graph. The second shows the Countess arranging a model aero-

plane. There are also Zeppelin relics lent by the Roy;il Flying

Corps and the Royal Naval Air Service, and official r -.T,nphs

by the Admiralty and the War Office. The pror-rd'. ,.-
: '.,- Jrvoted

to the Flying Services and the Irish H":.I>IU'.-, Si'.j.^'v U-jpots,

working under the Red Cross Society. [Photographs liyL.N.A.'
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Don't run away with the notion that because

she happens to be a woman the Army chauffeuse

has a
"

soft
"

job, and spends her time driving a

car for pleasure, enjoying a flirtation with the

inmate in the intervals. Her day begins at eight

o'clock on inspection days the hour is half-past

unduly. On the contrary, the apostles of gloom
who foresaw nervous collapse as the least of the

evils likely to descend upon the military chauffeuse

have been grievously disappointed. The officers

are more than ready to help the women in every

possible way, whether it be in the matter of rinding

a road or starting a refractory car ;

and, since both are working, there

is none of that constraint that in

ordinary circumstances a man might
feel if he had to keep a woman wait-

ing for an hour or more.

Still, as I said before. Army motor-

driving is no joke, and no billet for

the young woman on the look-out for

a "
lark." Hard work and plenty of

it, long hours, monotonous
"
waits,"

and a half-holiday once a fortnight,

are what those who aspire to the

job have to expect. That they do it,

and do it well, on a salary of 358.

a week is something that entitles

them to the respect of every man
and woman.

THE WOMAN WORKER IN FRANCE: A DRIVER OF AN ELECTRIC

CAR IN A FACTORY.

Our photoeraph how the driver of an electric er (in * shrapnel taetoryX by

which the output It transported to the various departments.

French Official Photograph.

seven and it closes at any time that the car

comes back to the garage ; and the interval

dividing these two events may be anything from

twelve to fourteen hours, with long waits in any-

kind of weather and we all know
what our climate can produce when
it likes in between, and hasty
meals snatched when and where

the opportunity offers. It is true

that the arduous work of engine-

cleaning does not fall to her lot.

On the other hand, it is her task

to see that everything in the way
of a well-filled petrol-tank and a

complete set of appliances is in

readiness for the morning start, so

that no unnecessary time may be

lost during working hours.

The A.S.C., like the R.F.C., em-

ploys women chauffeuses, who act as

superintendents, head drivers and

squad leaders, "mechanic drivers and

probation drivers ; and the chauffeuse driving a

car belonging to the Ministry of Munitions or a

motor-ambulance wagon is by this time far too

common an occurrence to arouse comment. The

There is another point. It is

not an uncommon occurrence for

the chauffeuse to be ordered to

steer her car through the Cimmerian

gloom that broods over London's

streets at night, and taking a heavy
car over slippery roads, to say no-

thing of negotiating tram - lines,

needs not a little
"
nerve," especi-

ally when time is valuable and

your cargo have speed-permits which they are

more than willing to use.

It would, however, be a mistake to imagine
that the officers are apt to

"
press

"
their drivers

THE WOMAN WORKER IN FRANCE: A TYPICAL " MUNITIONETTE."

French Official Photograph.

old idea that men must work and women
must weep has been displaced by the sterner

one that women must work while men go
to fight, and just how well the women are

working is something which hardly needs to' be

emphasised. CLAUDINB CLBVB.
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TThc Romantic and the pastoral r:ouch in Cdar.

jr* .

RECALLING THE SARACENS AND THE PATRIARCHS : SPAHIS IN FRANCE
;

POII.I SHEPHERD.
The picturesque Algerian cavalrymen who are seen in the upper
photograph on this page, watering their horses in a river "some-
where "

in France, recall the type of warriors who fought for

Saladin against Richard Coeur-de-Lion and his Crusaders, such as

appear, for example, in illustrations to " The Talisman.
' ' The

lower subject is reminiscent somehow of patriarchal times, though,

indeed, men have shepherded great flocks before and since Abraham's
time. In connection with the first photograph it may be noted

thaj the French forces in Algeria belong to the French National

Army, and not the Colonial. The native troops include three

regiments of Spahis, each consisting of five squadrons. The officers and
some of the non-commissioned officers are French. 'Ph<>t<^. by C.AY:
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On the frcnch front in the Hrgonne.

^DINNER-TIME IN A CORNER OF A FIRE-TRENCH : FRENCH SOLDIERS HAVING THEIR MEAL IN QUIET.
Poilu in the trenches never has to wait for meals. The clockwork
regularity of the French culinary arrangements at the front, and
the food-supply system to the troops in the battlefield region have
>een repeatedly remarked on as a wonder of French war organisa-

t has been said, indeed, that, during the German attacks
at Verdun, the French cooks, by keeping the men in the trenches

supplied to time with hot meals, saved the situation. We have
previously published illustrations of French cooks making their way
to the trenches with steaming camp-kettles of soup. Here we see

soldiers eating a meal on its arrival, out of their panni tin-canteens
in a corner of a trench. The Napoleonic dictum is evident!/ r>
mimber:d and acted upon. [French Official Photograph.]
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-Cbc telephone in CCUr: Hn exchange

LIKE THE ENTRANCE TO ALADDIN'S CAVE : A

Without the telephone the conduct of modern warfare would be very

different from what it is. Even the telegraph and wireless would

hardly take its place, since they do not aflord the same scope for

amplifying information and exchanging remarks. It is largely the

leohone that enables a Commander-in-Chief to control various

operitions at a distance, remaining himself outside the turmoil of

FRENCH DUG-OUT TELEPHONE POST, WITH WIRES.

I battle. By this means he can also remain in close personal touch

with the Government authorities in the capital. Telephones are

equally invaluable, of course, on the actual field of operations, for

communications between observing posts and artillery batteries, or

between one point and another of the front, or between front and

base and along the line of communications. 'I'lmlo. I'V C.K.]
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PRINCESS PATRICIA IN A WAR HOSPITAL : TEACHING WOUNDED CANADIANS FANCY NEEDLEWORK
Drawn by S. Bsze.
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IMPORTANT NOTICE; "THE ILLUSTRATED WAR NEWS."

Beginning with the issue dated February 7th, the price of
" The Illustrated War News

"
will be raised one penny ; that is, to

Seoenpenct. In the same way our contemporaries will raise their price. This has been made necessary by the great

increase in the cost of paper and of all other materials used, in the cost of labour and of transport We feel sure that

our readers will support us as before, realising that we should not raise the price of our Paper unless such action were

really necessary. It should be added, furlher^and the point seems hardly to call for emphasis that the Paper will be fcpj

at its present high standard of illustrations and letterpress. The normal price of sixpence will be resumed as soon as possible.

By W. DOUGLAS NEWTON.

WE are passing through a period conspicu-

ously reticent in maji,r events, though

extremely vigorous in episodes of a small but

dashing kind. It is a period in which the military

note writer can feel almost grateful for Mr.

\Yilson and his habitual air of negotiation. All

the same, though I am not going to refei to the

American President's speech, the period and the

trend of the period are interesting ; for it is a

period of finesse, of feinting, and feeling for and

testing the enemy's strength. It is also a period

which shows
that winter ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^i^
does help war,

under certain

c o nd i t i o n s ,

rather than re-

tard it.

If winter

prevents big

actions, it cer-

tainly gives op-

portunities for

small ones ;

and this wel-

come frost, al-

though it may
not remain ice-

ha rd long
enough for big

ventures, yet
allows much

raiding, a great
deal of aerial

observation,
and a resump-
tion of the

gunnery woik on the alert fronts. The finger of

the frost can be >ead in the many reports of raids

in the West ; and. more thin that, we can see

how frost developed a war of something more

than raiding over amis that, even in summer, are

usually impossible for war. The swampy districts

have become battlefields, and there is fighting both

at Riga and at the Panube delta by kind permis

sion of a thermometer below freezing point.

On the Riga fiont the effort ar.ns the fro/en

ma ,
A Inch the Russians lately gained good

ground, to the detriment of the Mitau defences,

ha.s brought about a big counter-effort from the

German side. Attacking at points twenty miles

apart, and over a period of several days, the

ALGERIAN COOKERY ON THE WESTERN FRONT : SPAHIS (LIGHT CAVALRY)

ROASTING A LAMB FOR A RITUAL FEAST. [Photograph by C.N.]

(Germans appear to have had the best of the

exchanges so far, although the battle is not yet
ended. Though the fighting extended to a

point south of Riga, the chief power seems to

have been brought to bear on the front taken In-

General Dimitrieff's troops -that is, the front < n
the Aa and the Tirul Marsh. Here some of the

captured ground has been won back by the

Germans, though not all the Ri ssian gains have
been retaken, while at points the Rv ssians show
an ability to make local movements of importance.

The meaning
of the fighting
heie is not

quite clear, un-

less Mitau is

the point of

contention. It

is all to the

benefit of Rus-
sia to endanger
and capture
this pivotal
town, which is

also the most
considei able

centre of rein-

forcement and

supply in the

district ; and,

by contrast, it

is therefore all

to the benefit

of the Gerinai s

to safeguard
Mitau. Mean-
while, the fight-

ing is satisfactory enough from the Allies' point
of view. The more reserves the enemy throws
on to the Riga front, the less he has for the
Roumanian and other fronts.

The theories we have to consider with regard
to Mackensen's movements in Roumania aie :

whether his big drive has run out of energy ;

whether he now considers the Sereth line too

strong for him; or whether his piesent pause is

merely a recuperative halt in which he is collect-

ing his strength in order to farce the river. To
support the first theory, we have evidence which
seems to prove that the German progress has
shown definite signs of slackening in the past few
weeks

; while, on the other hand, the Allies have
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received heavy reinforcements, and have been able

to apply the weight of these new masses success-

lully at certain points. The theory that the

Sereth line is too strong is based upon this new

strength in leinforcement, and also on the fact

that, although the enemy has been able to drive

the Russians back from
Nanesti ard capture the

Sereth bridgehead at

Fundini, he has shown
no very great hurry to

develop a victory which

gives him a good tactical

hold on the river, a cer-

tain benefit of position,
and might open a line

that would bring him

directly to Galatz. The
failure of the Bulgars to

make good their crossing
below Tultcha, on the

southern arm of the

Danube Delta, is an argu-
ment in favour of this

theory also : but, at the

same time, all these

things might be offered

in favour of the sugges-
tion that Mackensen is

holding back until he is

able to deal a smashing
blow. In this respect the

conditions on the Delta

at present offer advan-

tages which they offer at

no other time. Between
the southern and
northern arm of

the Delta there

is nothing but a

morass, impass-
able at most

seasons, but pos-

sibly passable
under winter

conditions. The
river defence, by
monitor, is ren-

dered difficult

by ice, so that

the chances of a
difficult task are

favourable. The

forcing of the

passage hero
would widen the

front of attack

too, and the

Germans would
be able to exert

a greater lever-

age of power
than possible if

driving at the
one narrow cross-

ing at Fundini.

That the Bul-

gars muffed the

THE NEW RUSSIAN AMBASSADOR TO GREAT BRITAIN :

M. SAZONOFF.

M. Sergi Dimitrievitch Sazcnoff has long been known for ha

strong friendship for England. He was at the Russian Embassy
in London as Second Secretary from 1893 to 1894, and as

Councillor from 1904 to 1906. At Petrograd since then he

has been President of the Russo-British Chamber of Commerce.
M. Sazonoff was Foreign Minister at Petrograd from 1910 to

last July.

AN ARTIST WHOSE WORK OFTEN APPEARS IN THE "ILLUSTRATED

LONDON NEWS "
: M. LUCIEN JONAS SKETCHING A GERMAN PRISONER

AT A VERDUN DETENTION CAMP. [Photograph by C..V.]

attempt on the present occasion is certain, for, after

gaining their ground under cover of fog, they weie

caught and rather badly beaten by the Russians,

about four hundred being captured and the few

that remained forced back over the stream. The

attempt did not seem a powerful one, and may
have been a test, or a
feint attack ; so that the

theory that holds Mac-
kensen to be waiting for

an accumulated power is

still among the possibili-

ties. It may be that the

next few weeks will see

one of the three theories

made a decisive fact.

Meanwhile, Mackensen
stands with only the

Sereth defences between
him and Bessarabia, with
Odessa said to be the

Holy City of Hinden-

burg's mind but 120

miles away.
The frost, by the way,

has not gone altogether
to the side of the enemy,
or even to the side of

armies. It seems a fact

that it was the condition

of frost that drove the

Zeebrugge destroyer flo-

tilla out into the North
Sea on a run for home ;

and, if that is the case,

the British Fleet has to

thark the cli-

mate for one of

their rai e oppor-
tunities of strik-

ing at the Ger-

man Navy. The
German Admir-

alty report
speaks of an
"
enterprise

" on
the part of the

flotilla, and one
of the two en-

gagements on
the night of

the 23rd may
well have been

that. The Ger-

man communi-
cation, however,
besides omitting
a fight that the

British Admir-

alty reported, is

so full of the

now well-known

strategy of omis-

sion that we
have grounds for

doubt and for

believing the
stories told by
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the seamen of the destroyer that took refuge in

tin- I Mitch harbour of Ymuiden. Acco.'dmg to

these, ili' German flotilla, having broken out of

iggv in feat that the ice might imprison
them there, \\ere steaming to a C.erman home
]>ort when they were surprised by a section of the

Hritish fleet otf the Hutch coast. The snddenn ss

of the attack seems to have been complete.
for, alter being \cry badly hammered, the

Cierman flotilla stampeded. What hap-
pened to the flotilla is lost in the mists of

the German Admiralty archives. The
flotilla leader, I" (><>, was so badly knocked
.ilv ml that she could only limp off under
cover of the night, and make Ymniden in

a badly damaged state. The tale of her

losses is made interesting and unveracions

by its variety of detail ; but it seems cer-

tain that the Division Commander, as well

as other officers, was killed. Another de-

stroyer was seen by Dutchmen to be steam-

ing north as hard as it could. The official

British version of this fight is that our light
forces in the North Sea encountered this

squadron, and, after a shoit engagement,
in which considerable punishment was
dealt out, the enemy scatteied, having
certainly lost one destroyer sunk ; the

night interfered with a full observation of

results. This report agrees rather with
the story of the V 6q crew than with the
Berlin account. From the crew we learn

that the British did possess all the benefits

of surprise, that the British gunnery was

painfully accurate, and that the German ships
did scatter because of the bad hammering they
received. It is obviously true that the German

sank one ship and sent another home in sinking
condition. We can understand the German
method of

"
reporting

"
better when we see that

this communique compares closely with the
I'.ritish news of a second fight. This fight was a
short and sharp engagement between the rival

forces off the Schomveu Bank on the same night.

On January 25,

landers placed

HIGHLANDERS

the

IN LONDON :

of theanniversary of the famous poefs birthday, some Seaforth High-
wreath at the base of the statue of the Scottish national poet, in

the Emb:nkment Gardens. \l'hnt '::ruf>li ly /...V..l.|

official account is false. The Germans state that
their

"
enterprising fleet

"
was met by a Hritish

force, but not only did their vessels (with the

exception of V do) escape unhurt, but that they

BIRMINGHAM POINTS THE WAY : WHITE-COATED POLICEMEN
FIXING ELECTRIC GLOBES TO THEIR HELMETS.

Birmingham may well be accepted as a pioneer in solving the problem of

the darkened streets. Police and public in that progressive city are protected

by the equipment of the police at night with white coats and with electric

globes in their helmets. For point duty the idea is well worth imitating.

Photograph by L.N.A.

In that encounter one of our destroyers was
struck by a torpedo and so damaged that she had
to be sunk by our own hands later. There were no

other casualties in either fight.

Thus, by a judicious public-
ation of an account of one- fight

only, fuller facts of losse- \\ere

obscured. On the night of

January 25 a German war-ship
shelled the coast of Suffolk,

causing PO casualties, and doing
very slight damage.

The land fighting on the
West has been brisk in raids,
aviation work, and in gunnery,
thanks to the clearer and more
frosty days. A good many of

these raids have occurred be-
tween Ypres and Arras. The
enemy entered our trenches on
one or two occasions, but in the
main he shows no paiticular
faculty for this kind of work, and
his efforts are frequently stopped
at the very outset. Ir the air

there has been a great amount of

individual lighting of which the
Allies have nothing to com-
plain ; and there has been at
least one big and admirable
sixteen British naval 'planes,
the coal and iron district of

A TRIBUTE TO ROBERT BURNS.

raid that of

which attacked
the Saar, and dropped big bombs on the blast-
furnaces of Burbach. LONDON: JAN. 2,1, 10,7.
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OTith the Roumanian Hrmy in the field.

ON THE MARCH AND READY FOR BATTLE : A COI UMN OF THE REORGANISED ROUMANIAN FORCES.

The Roumanian Army, in spite of It* severe reverses and the rough

handling that it has undergone during the past MX months, hi

making its stubborn resistance to the horde of Germans, Austrian*,

and Bulgarians brought against it by Marshal von Mackensen and

General von Falkenhayn, has yet preserved its integrity * * lighting

force. It is still an army
"

in being," and one capable -.,
'

good/' Wi'Ii its cadres refilled, and supported by Kn*v.. rein-

torcements, it has again taken the field in force and re^,u^^H

& general offensive. One of the Roumanian columns Is _;hown in

the above illustration, while on the move. The soMirrs are seen

in heavy marching order. They have their packs on and their

stretcher-bearers are near at hand. [Photo, by Illustration tureau.\
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Glar-'Cime Snow Scenes on the Western front.

FEEDING MEN IN TRENCHES : A MOTOR-WAGON RATIONS CONVOY ; A TRENCH-ROAD COFFEE-STALL.
1' "Ing ,'anuary. the pip of winter fastened on all fronts all over

Lurope with intense severity. Heavy snow wu reported from all

.'he various sectors, causing a temporary lull in infantry operationa
-.vwhere, on any large scale. Meanwhile, of course,

camp life went on at usual men and horses must be fed. As
to that, there wu no slackening, everything went on regularly and

satisfactorily. In these two winter-campaign scenes on the Western
Front we see how our men in the trenches were looked alter.

The upper illustration shows a motor-wagon convoy with i.itlons

on the road. The lower shows one of the highly jpi.i<-, in-l .Mite-

stalls, ilfkrally organised, to he lound at mat<.v .**-/ >&> for men
coming from, or going to. the tienrhev [tljjiiial PI
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dar-TTimc Snow Scenes on the Western front.

WINTER WAR : TAKING TRANSPORT HORSES FOR WATERING ; WATCHING FROM A TRENCH.

The nature surrounding* in the upper Illustration present quite an

English countryside winter's day appearance : the tree-fringed, snow-

covered road and, in the background, the anew-man tied roofs of

villoO
1

cottages with the low steeple of the village church standing

up m their midst. The li/cala is actually close behind the British

battle-front in the West, and transport horses are s*en being taken

down to a stream near for watering cnr of the regular routine

duties of service in peace and war. The lower illustration will

appeal to all with friends in the tranches in the snowy January
weather of this year. It shows hew wtich fur evety enemy muve

in the open has to be kept at the extreme front a waul) made all

the more trying in such untoward conditions. (Ojfl+ial i'n.-t- t\ruf>kx._.
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on the Battlefield af

ARTILLERYMEN SALVING THE REMAINS OF A SHATTERBI

Modern battlefields are
"
gleaned

"
by the ordnance and equipment departments after every engagement as systematical!;

any rural harvest-field in autumn is Rone over by village folk. A regulated scrutiny of the ground is made and war mat

of all kinds, however damaged, is collected and removed to the rear. There it is sorted and sent away to be dealt
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Battle on the (flestcrn front.
.j

-W---.^T"W .

1 *fc'W

RING TO HAUL AWAY THE DEBRIS WITH A LIMBER-TEAM,
f possible rendered again serviceable at repairing workshops and munition-factories mamtained specially for such work. Guns,

s 6f fallen soldiers, are all brought in for further disposal. In the illustration, Frencl, artillery*,-., w tl, .,

i limber are seen removmg the apparently hopelessly smashed remains of a gun.-f/'fcxa i>> C
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THE BEGINNINGS OF WAR - MACHINES : TRAIN SERVICES.

THE
earliest railway locomotive was the tram-

way engine designed by Richard Trevethick

in 1803 for hauling minerals (Fig. i). Its wheels,

driven through a series of gears by a horizontal

cylinder at its forward end, were provided with

cross grooves on the tyre-treads, as the inventor

anticipated that smooth wheels would not get
a grip on smooth rails. Experiments by Mr.

Blackett, of Wylam Colliery, with the help of his

assistant, William Hedley, resulted in the adoption
of smooth wheels in their engine,

"
Puffing Billy

"

(Fig. 2), produced in 1813, the first to use the

system now universal.

At this period George Stephenson, the designer
and builder of the first really successful locomotive,

turned his attention to this subject. In his first

engine, built in 1814, the exhaust-steam, escaping

through a contracted nozzle into the chimney,
was first used to

induce a draught
through the fire.

This device is em-

ployed in all loco-

motives to-day. Its

influence on the

generation of steam
is such that the

success of the early
locomotive was due

markedly to its

adoption. The
"Rocket" (Fig. 3),

built by George
Stephenson for the

Liverpool and Man-
chester Railway in

1830, drew a train

weighing thirteen

tons on its trial

trip at an average speed of twenty -nine miles

an hour. It made such an impression that the

directors of the railway decided to employ loco-

motives for their trains instead of fixed wind-

ing engines as suggested by many leading

engineers of the day.
The value of the railway in the transport of

troops was recognised at an early date in its

development, a British regiment being conveyed
a distance of thirty-four miles in two hours on the

above-mentioned Liverpool and Manchester line

in the year 1830. As the journey would have

required two days if accomplished on foot, the

military advantage to be obtained from this new
means of transport made a great impression. The
first occasion on which large bodies of troops were
carried by rail was in the transfer of 30,000
Russians from Poland to join the Austrians in the

Hungarian War of 1849. In the Italian cam-

paign, ten years later, the French conveyed
115,000 men, 25,000 horses, with carriages and
ammunition, by the same means. The first

extensive and systematic use of railways for

FIG. 11: THE "EXPERIMENT,"
PASSENGER '

military purposes, however, really occurred in the

American CivilWar of 1861-65, when the existing

railways were taken over by the Federal Army
and others constructed where necessary. The
administration and organisation of the railway
branch of the Federal service was remarkably
efficient, considering the difficulties it had to face,

and some astonishing feats were accomplished.
To mention one case, 23,000 men, with horses,

artillery, and transport, were carried over a

distance of 1192 miles in seven days.
The value of military railways was recognised

in Germany as early as 1833. Nine years later, a

scheme was evolved for covering that country
with a system of strategical lines which could be

used for commercial purposes in peace time, but

which were so laid out that they would facilitate

simultaneous military operations on the eastern

and western fron-

tiers. When the

Franco -German
War broke out in

1870 these railways

amply justified
their existence,

456,000 men,
135,000 horses, and

14,000 guns and

carriages being
rapidly concentra-

ted on the French
frontier.

Whilst the value,

of rail transport
in the concentra-

tion of troops can

scarcely be ex-

aggerated, its

assistance in the

removal and distribution of the wounded is of

equal importance. By its means it is possible
to convey large numbers of patients in a very
short time to a distance from the scene of

operations and distribute them over a large

area, so avoiding the high rate of mortality
inevitable with overcrowding in these circum-

stances. The military railway between Balaclava

and Sebastopol, in the Crimea (1854), was the first

line used for conveyance of wounded, but no

special vehicles were employed, the -wagons carry-

ing stores to the front being used to convey the

wounded on the return journey. In the Italian

War of 1859 the wounded of both Italian and
French armies were removed in ordinary railway-

trucks, the bottoms of which were covered with

straw. In 1859 experiments were made in Germany
as to the practical value of hammocks suspended
from hooks in the roofs of goods-wagons for the

conveyance of wounded, but no satisfactory
results were obtained. In the American Civil

War the question of scientific ambulance work
on the railway was first regularly considered.

THE FIRST RAILWAY TRAIN

COACH "1825.
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Beginnings of Cttar-Machines : Hmbulance-Crains.

PUFFING BILLY"

THE EARLIEST TRAMWAY LOCOMOTIVE,
BY TREV1THICK. I8O3.

THE ROCKET.

INTERIOR OF AMERICAN
AIL. I AMBULANCE CAR, 1S6-4.

SPIRAL SPRINGS
FOR SUSPENDING
COTS FROM THE
ROOF OF CAR.

SWINGING COTS
ATTACHED TO
ROPK AND POLE
COMBINATION.

COTS SUSPENDED WITH
LEATHER STRAPS FROM
SIDE OF CAR.

COTS
ATTACHED TO

3TWONC RUBBER SWINGING. COTS
EARLY RAILWAY AMBULANCE

AMBULANCE-CARRIAGES.

In the earl> part of the campaign, large freight-cars were used

as ambulanre-cars, some of these having large window spaces cut

for ventilation. -l'h patients were laid on matlresses resting on

straw or pine boughs. In 1864 a special ambulance-car (Fig. 4),

carrying several tiers of stretchers, was put into commission. The

stretcher - handles were supported by rubber rings (Fig. 5), looped

over pegs on upright posts fixed between the floor and the roof of

the car. Figs. 6, ; , and 8 show other adaptations of the same

idea. The Federal authorities went further, tnd constructed am-

bulance-trains similar to those in use to-day, consisting of specially

designed cars a kitchen, dispensary, store-room, and staff quarters

being provided. [Drawn by W. B.
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Hfrican T>oop8 on the Western front.

WITH THE SENEGALESE : PRACTISING THE NEW BAYONET ATTACK , CARRYING AERIAL TORPEDOES.
The battalion of French Senegalese troop* mn here it shown at

fi'lii ving a biTi.net attack ..:.,. an enemy's ttench-

nn Ihe plan o) the new Fc nch tactical battlefield-

adTance formation. l.nat was intioduced durinf the past year,
and put tnt* practire in actmn on th Somme and at Verdun, with

remarkably satiifactory roulta, both u a fi(htm( method and ai

a prerentire of unnecessary casualties. As hand-to-hand lighten,
the Senegalese have on many occasions crossed bayonets with tht

Germans, and the enemy had good reason to rememb*" "-r ttm>ious

onaet ol the "Black Demons," aa they call the SentjalfSf A
Senegalese detachment bringing up a supply ot aerial tuipedues to

the benches U shown in Ihe lower illustration. /';.
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H "find" in a Captured enemy Oench.

THE CAPTORS DIGGING OUT THEIRA GERMAN HOWITZER SMOTHERED IN ITS POSITION t

The ov*i whrl.v.tng tflecl ot inc bombardment of a German trench-

Ime. pnhminary to attack by iniantry, is tellingly brought out in

' tc illustration of a completely overthrown enemy gun
It shrv** .1 (janLdn dowitr being dug out from under

IT* .'itlftn artli ,iy i -ni.it soldiers atter the capture of the

enemy * ii*ifj Practically the German trench-line hav been erased

out of all semblance to its former shape by the hail of shells on

it. The howitzer in seen embedded below the surface, with in

muzzle and recoil-cylinders protruding from underneath a hcapvd-up
mound ot suil that the explosion of a big shell tii-r,illv sh; .

oer it, smothering it at the breech - end, where IT ihc mom-tni

the German gunners' detachmenf would *i*.~-[7Vim<>. fr\
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ROMANCES OF THE REGIMENTS: XXXIV.-THE 57ra FOOT.

THE BOXED SENTRY.

IN
1798, when Pitt raised the Supplementary
Forces, one of his promising rec.ruits was

drafted into the old 57th, or West Middlesex

Regiment, now the tst Duke of Cambridge's Own
(Middlesex), and was sent to Gosport to guard
French prisoners of

war. Some two
thousand of these

were confined in a

temporary building,

known as Fortune

n, a notoriously
insecure place, from

which escapes were

frequent. At a dis-

tance of twelve feet

from the wall of the

main building a pali-

sade surrounded the

whole structure, and
outside this palisade

thirty sentries kept

guard night and day.

Every man had his

box and every box
was numbered. Every
quarter of an hour
each sentry in order

called his number,

adding
"

All 's well."

If there was any omission of a particular
number, the patrol at once hurried to that

spot to see what was wrong.
As soon as our militiaman, William Parsons,

had got through his recruit drill, he was detailed

AT A DEPOT OF THE SOLDIERS OF OUR OLDEST
COLONY - A WRESTLING BOUT BETWEEN TWO NEW-

FOUNDLANDERS.

PltolozrnpH by h'tuspaper

opposite the mouth of a blind alley, and the

palisade came at this point so near the wall of

a yard belonging to the Blue Boar public-house
that the sentry had only a narrow lane in which
to walk up and down. At every other post

lanterns were hung
up on the palisade ;

but here no lights
were permitted, as

the point faced the

sea. The sentry
therefore had to do
his best in a dark,

confined space, where
he might easily be
set upon unawares.

Private Parsons
liked his job less when
the veterans among
his comrades decreed

that, although he was
not derailed to No. 1 1

Box, there he si" mid

go. If anyone was
to be killed, better

that it should be one
of Billy Pitt's Tear-

droppers, than an old

soldier. William took

it quietly, but when
the night closed in amid a terrific storm of

wind and rain, he felt so uncomfortable that he

appealed to the Sergeant for permission to take

his proper post.
" You should have complained sooner,'.' said

NEWFOUNDLANDERS PREPARING TO FIGHT FOR THE EMPIRE: BAYONET FENCING PRACTICE
AT A REGIMENTAL DEPOT. [Photograph by Newspaper Illustrations.}

for night duty at the prison. He did not relish the N.C.O. "
I 'm not going to alter the whole

it, for there had been several casualties, parti- arrangement of the guard to please a nincompoop
cularly at Post No. i -vhere a sentry or two had like you."

< assassinated. The spot was well suited Parsons, in no enviable frame of mind, fell in
for dark deeds. The sentry-box stood almost with the relief at nine o'clock, and trudged oil t-j
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Honouring the Brave on the Slestern front.

A PRESENTATION OF MEDALS : A STIRRING INCIDENT BEHIND THE BRITISH LINES.

The courage aud endurance of our troops in the great European
War are beyond all praise, and the high motives with which they

entered into the struggle and promptly answered the call of the

Empire are universally recognised. And, even in the stress of

war-time on the actual fields of battle, there are incidents, such

as that shown in our photographs, which come as welcome recog-

nitions of their patriotism. Our first picture shows the march-past
at a presentation of medals : in the second is seen the band.

The long white country road, the soft light in the sky, the great

sense of space, are very characteristic of French landscape, and

our stalwart troops and distinguished officer taking the salute form

a notable picture. [British Official Photographs.}
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I'l In-:

mind ' l''oi

understood

to hru nih prisoner,-, pa.-..- :
In

.- \\;i-

Of t!

'.irk, the wind, blowing
nil

!own in

pn:-; parting a;

ug in lu-
" Mind you 1;

<>rt of night
h u

r I'lintshire man
no lantern, you

inn,

and talc

ear your
.ill."

"
Moiistniii'.

"
thought William,

as he looked m-i'.le his box !

II occupants In

'.tkin.s had no re;j

ird-coats

had to do duty for men of all ..ml

sizes. The garnn hold ol

was mf>re than twice too bit; : -'ves

hung down far over his hands, the skirts

trailed in the mud. It was no use ; best

Keep his freedom of action and be soaked.

Ankle-deep in mire, he did his
"
sentry go"

in the narrow lane, and kept his ears so sharply

open for untoward sounds that even the storm

in front of hi- box was Hooded. k< but
. ^helter. A< In

within, the b la
nil toppl,

' ith

William inside,
"

auv old London i.'har'"

He was quite help!' p m water

THE EGYPTIAN CAMPAIGN IN THE SINAI DESERT:
MOUNTED AUSTRALIAN TROOPERS BRINGING IN BLIND-

FOLDED TURKISH PRlSONERi-

would hardly have pp .;, . Qg ;lny-
So he paced his round uml gave

'" although tlie mud (,'rcw

.nid

ver-bath. 'I '!.

LAMB AS MASCOT: "MAZER," OF THE R.A

IN EGYPT, AND ITS DA!

growing every moment dei -,.,
r. l;\- i ranii;;.

his head, he eould just m
but not for long. To shout or kn k

useli

l!ut, luckily for William, he fd

at the quarter of the hour. The
from post to in ist: "No. i, All's well.

No. i, All 's well
"

and so on. 'I

no shout from No. 11. The. patrol .

up at the double, and poor I 'arson*

released. The officer on duty carried him
off to his own room, gave him mulled elder

wine and brandy, made the sufferer strip
and go to sleep in warm blank'

1'arsons had jumped better than he.

knew. That stormy mp/ht had, ind

chosen by the, prisoners tor . pt at

escape. I in months they had been tunnel-

ling a way out of prison a< ross the lane

and intt> the v.ml <>t tl.e Hlue Boar. Their

tunnel, as it happened, passed right beneath
the sontrv-box. When l'arsoii> jumped, he

drove in the roof of the .nbterraiu-an

sage, and st'ipp'-d it u]>, thus | ;

tin- majority of the i.iptives' effort. A few,
who had aln-;id\ L;ot clear awav to se.i, were

IU rei-.iptured by the Q pol 'I lit

militiaman, therefore h,ul 'he satisi.n tiou of

knoumg that h< had done Jus dulv in th.e

most thorough ami efficient nianiier b\

sticking tc, his post through thick and thin.

It u.e- Idem e th.it on the day
when the' esi aped men, who had \><

liroiight back. Parsons was

again on guard it Fortune Prison.
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Rescuers of doundect ; and a British Band in franee*

REGIMENTAL DOGS ON FRENCH
IF of trained dogs for use in finding and rescuing wounded
on the field ot battle is as widely recognised as that of the

if th<-
"
pious monks of St. Bernard," which they use to

track <!'.* and save unfortunate travellers trom catastrophes in

the s,. -.*. Our first photograph sh<nvs some trained regimental

marching with the French troops to & battlefield, where their

instinct and their training make them of real service in scenting
out the wounded and so aiding other helpers in the good work of

rescue. Our second photograph shows a group of French soldiers

listening to the playing of a British military band in the open air

in a town on the Somme. Players and audience makr u;- a character-

istic scene of war-time on the Somme. -(Fntuk Of/umi rtiotwnph*.}
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Che frcnch front on the Marne.

VILLAGE FORTIFICATION : DEFENCE WORKS IS AX ENTRENCHED POSITION ON THE OUTSKIRTS.

In the region of the Upper Marne, In the Haute Marn* department,
cross tb- tract of country lying south and we&i of Verdun, Metz,

Nancy, and the V<ngfs, the French reserve armies on that tront

stand strongly entrenched, exactly as though the enemy were
'

H-mg them with only a strip cf
" No Man's Land "

between. The great battle of September 1914, the "Battle of the

Mime "
so called, was fought further westward, along the Centra!

region ot the river's course and nearer Paris where the Mame
fcin* the Seine. A locality in one of the French entrenched tiues,

"Mrnding across the Upper Marne country, is shown in the above

illustration, at a certain point on the outskirts ol a viMsge. AH
is kept as against an immediate attack. [French Offat*. I
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Si -I .

New Scriesj- '

The frencb front on the

ALERT AND READY : A MACHINE-GUN POST IN [A MASONRY SHELL-GAP
; ON SENTRY.

At places along tht extensive French Marne front, salients in the
line of entrenched positions stretch out, in following the lie" of
the land, until close to the more advanced German positions. At
such points the sharpest watch is kept by the French day and
night. The soldiers are on the alert at all hours, with, so to

speak, finger on trigger every moment. Buildings within the

lines in these localities are kept prepared for defence. frtrv ire

garrisoned by troops well provided with machine-guns, tf., while
sentries and snipers keep watch from every point of Tanue, as
seen in our illustrations here. The upper illw*raiimi show* a

machine-gun at a jap in a shell-damaged wall ; the lower, a

sentry posted on a half-destroyed building. IFmt.'* D;,..-:W ;',w/o*.J
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preparing a "
Sausage

'

for an Hecent ;

A DEFLATED FRENCH KITE-BALLOON BEING GOT READY TO MAKE AN AS

Foi obvious reasons, it is impossible to go into particulars in regard to the modus oferandi and up-to-date processes connected wil

the war arrangements for the management of
"

kite
"

or
"
observation "

balloons. They have, however, been brought to a wonderful!

practical mate of efficiency, both by ourselves and the French. As is generally known, kite-balloons, like other air-machines for militll



iWS, Jn. 31, 1911. [*",&]-

litninaries at a Kite -Balloon Station,

.DIERS REGULATING THE FOLDS OF THE ENVELOPE
poses behind the lines, have their own depots. According to the exigencies of the hour they are kept there either partially inflated,
entirely deflated and stowed on platforms on the ground surface. One in the latter condition is seen above, being filled with gas,
ich as ordinary spherical balloons are filled^while soldiers attend to the folds of the fabric as the gas spreads within. [Pkou. by t:.\ i
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Slitb the frcnch in the dest: Hir Warfare*

AT A KITE-BALLOON CAMP :
" SAUSAGES '

At the fibril each kind of aircraft has its own camp or field-depot.
Our i:;u .ti..'i"t", fth<jw two views at a French kite-balloon camp.
Each 01 the .*usrge," which are en a* partially deflated on

landing, r. resting, it will be noticed, upon a "
bed," a flat,

smooth, artificial surface, which prevents the material of the

envelope coming in contact with damp ground. Each alto is kept

ON THEIR " BEDS " AND PARTIALLY DE7LATED.

teady and held down by sand-bag weights affixed alongside from
front to rear. Several French kite-balloons, as correspondents
have remarked, are striped, zebra-fashion. That pattern of

marking is, it is stated, found to have certain advantage^ in making
it more difficult for enemy gunners tc "spot" the ballouru ui the

air at long range. [French Offtrial Photographs.}
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dith the frencb on the SIcstem front.

A FRENCH PRIEST IN THE LINES : A CURS TAKING A PEEP THROUGH A TRENCH-PERISCOPE.

French priests of all ages are to be found everywhere among the

soldiers at the front. The younger ones, those within the limits

of military age, are, of course, serving as soldiers under the law
of universal raascription. Some are doing duty in the ranks, or

in other ca*^s as promoted officers of their respective units. Many
of the elder priests, who mostly hail from half-destroyed Tillages

within the battle-area in the neighbourhood of the S^nmi and

Ancre, where, before the war, they were cit>
;

s, are also constantly

to be found in and near the trenches. There they go about either

ministering to the men and holding services, or as friendly com-

panions. Our illustration shows a cur? looking at the enemy's line*

through a trench-periscope. [Plioto. by Wyndkatn.]
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FOOTNOTES TO ARMAGEDDON: XXV. - PRECAUTIONS.

/""* II.IA\ was a nap-hand at taking precautions.

VJT IU- could pre,
'

any moment of

nit Prevention being better than Cure.

It i< said th.it. when "Grub Orderly" in the

'.- t!u- pi . of washing the

!th Samtas t'nr tlu- benefit of the Mess

L. . . . That will give you an i'lea of his'

mind.
When Gill,'

battalion was
memoed to provide
drafts to be ready
to go to the front at

..to indefinitely

defined, Giliny be-

gan taking and lay-

ing in precautions
after a pantechnicon
manner. He took

for his text the

line
" Man must be

ready to meet all

things, from those

small items that

bite to those large
items thai eliminate

one with the sound

of
'

i r rump.'
" He

M to haunt the

All f..r Al. stores,

and to study all

advertisements which offered articles

guaranteed to check vigorous vermin ami ->p'-nt

shrapnel. Ami he began to buy.
Hi bought a l!:itish \\aim. and a British

Warmer ; trench socks, oiled -silk trench over

socks socks'. He bought trench-boots of the kind

MEN FROM M. VEN1ZELOS' NATIVE ISLAND COME TO JOIN

THE GREEK NATIONALIST FORCES: CRETAN GENDARMES

ARRIVING AT SALONIKA.- (Official Photograph.}

splinter-proof 'breeches. His arsenal of trench-

ni. i. > might have made a museum proud, and he

had tunics from the steel-stiffened variety to the

apoplexy-mitigating kin'! m disguised alpaca. 1

cannot go into the full details of his military

trousseau -there is not space ; but he had

thing complicated and life-saving on the tv.

and some of it had
to be done up with

spanners.
In the medical

line, in addition to

the whole Drug
Department of Har-

riges, he had
kinds of body ords,

certified to

slop the rush of

one of r

main insect ile

of ' \, e Cen 1 1 al

Powers,

had everything that

'thai am;

tating to bug-
their brother

paste and powder
and squirting va-

pour.--. A

hart a cholera belt,

and an iuth

belt, a mumps-pad, and a next to the skn

Browne that was considered to be most final with

lumbago, that-tired-feeling, and German me
He ha.d a complete set of patent spliiii

patent that he never sun m rinding
what limbs they were intended to support.

GERMAN PRISONERS UNDER FRENCH ESCORT IN FRANCE: MARCHING THROUGH A VILLAGE,

HEADED BY SOME OF THEIR OWN OFFICERS.- [PMottrjfl, by C.N.]

\\ill allow nothing to penetrate into their

inti ' even a I gum boots to go
Aivd waders to go over the

: boots that go over tieneh-boots. He also

ting pants, and

In armour, he had a head-cap (Best Tiiple

chilled, Honndsdit(h Steel), a body belt that

would resist anything up to i2o-mm. (H.I-..), but

which also, and most accommodatingly, cantei

and bound up the wound automatically if it failed
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HerCal torpedoes and a TTrencb-Mortar.

AERIAL-TORPEDO WARFARE; A TORPEDO-SUPPLY CONVOY ON THE ROAD; A TRENCH MORTAR.
In the trenches on occasion they use aerial torpedoes almost as

last perhaps, indeed, quite as fast, and on as txttn-.iv.* a scale

AS the largei kinds of artillery use their own sorts M shells. The
lavish expenditure so constantly going on n- -y;it*t*s the keeping up
of A continuous supply of fresh > tit- -,-: horn roadside dumps and

turthet in rear. A continuous stream of transport columns

bringing up reserve aerial torpedoes has eonwqumM* to" b

tained. A French* column, consisting of a truio of one f>ut.;f li,'h

carts, specially built with iron wheels, is v< ^ - thr upprf illustra-

tion. The lower illustration shows a trench-m i>- ** ^ .;-;..- quarters.

Its ingenious mechanical details and points, the elevating and travrrs-

ing g**i, and mounting, ore seen to advantag*. (/-..--
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to resist anything up to I2o-mm. (H.E.) ; and

under these he wore, in action, a mail shirt of

i8-carat proof and a vest of asbestos well, that

was the idea he gave, anyhow.
When he had collected all these things, he said

that he felt quite certain he would do extremely

well in the trenches in fact, he had a fond hope

of bringing to his regiment some of the prestige

of the Tank.

Indeed, Gillay was looking forward with

infinite pleasure to the testing of all these patent

things
"
over there

"
;

he was keen to go. His

desire was only slightly mitigated by the sudden

discovery that, in order to get
"
over there," a

certain amount of water had to be crossed, that

that water was notably unstable, and that he had

neglected to provide antidotes. This discovery

Not even an uncharted reef somewhere off the

French port rose up and struck the ship ; he

landed without a waistcoat having been put to

the test.

But he recovered his happiness. He thought,
"
Well, the trenches will be my vindication ! I

have not forgotten one thing that will render

bullets harmless, or insects hopeless, or sickness-

germs homeless. I am ready, enormously ready
for the trenches."

He put on as many belts and cords and body-
armour as the human frame would support, and

stood by the rest piled in mass. He was in a sort

of 'ecstasy as he stood there, picturing his careful

and superb immunity in the firing line.

A Brass Hat wandered anxiously among the

draft. The Brass Hat was asking plaintively if

AN OPEN-AIR THEATRE BEHIND THE FRENCH FRONT IN THE SOMME : THE

WITH SOME WOMEN IN THE " STALLS." [Pkotograpk fry C.AT.)

AUDITORIUM,"

was only momentarily alarming. After the

moment he discovered a new zest. He filled his

final fortv'-eight hours in buying all the safety
waistcoats (that save, warm, and have pockets for

a three-course lunch in one), the neck-collars, the

automatic life-belts, and the pocket portable rafts

he could trace.

He came up to the draft-train beaming. You
knew that the whole proceedings hereafter were

to be triumphal vindications of the great white

spirit of precaution.
He was rather fearful that the train would be

derailed he remembered, too late, that he had

not bought anything to check the impact of a

railway-carriage or two . . . The sight of the

boat re-stimulated him. He laughed at the sea.

He had everything that would settle any watery
nonsense it might attempt.

He sat up all night, a Colossus of cork and

pneumatics, waiting for the ship to strike a rock,

or a torpedo to strike the ship. The deplorable
British efficiency rather marred his satisfaction.

Heaven had sent over anything that understood

the conduct and supervision of architectural and

surveyor's drawing. In a moment of absent mind

Gillay admitted he had all the qualifications.

Eighteen months later, an officer of Gillay 's

battalion returned to this French port after

satisfying the Medical Board that his second

wound was nothing to speak of. In a curious

moment he looked into an architectural orderly
room a beautiful place, dirtless, free from

chills, as comfortable as a London club and

there was Gillay. Gillay was still working there

doggedly, in a spot where neither vermin nor

trench - mud nor spent shrapnel could reach

him. In a corner of Gillay 's billet was a massy
pile of preventive kit slowly mouldering to ruin.

Gillay said
" Would you like any of that kit ? I '11 never

need it. But I say, do you happen to know of

anything that will save a man from getting
writer's cramp ?

"
W. DOUGLAS NBWTOX.
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TThc Hcrial TTorpcdo in French fcttarfare.

USED ALTERNATIVELY WITH BOMBS : AN AERIAL TORPEDO IN A TRENCH-MORTAR.

A French trench-mortar, similar to the German Minenwrfer, is

<*hown in the above illustration loaded with an aerial torpedo,
".n

1

. i' lire. As seen, the torpedo is placed in position in the

gun hv ii rani of a rear spindle, or tail, which is inserted into

t hr f -
,i

-
,
and goes down the barrel until its butt rests on the

powtiet charge or propvllant cartridge. The steadying ranes or

tail-planet from which additions, as a fact, the missile takes Its

name of
* '

torpedo,
' '

as resembling in that feature thr tn&t in*

torpedo clear the barrel on the outside. The big spherical bombs

which the trench-mortar also fires are held in position for firing

by means of a similar spindle inserted into the barrel and handled

by the gunners in thf same way. [Photo, by C.N.]
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it a Great Italian OTar-JVIunitiona factory-

THE WORKSHOPS : AN "ERECTING" SHOP AND "MEDIUM HOWITZER; A STEEL-CASTING SHOP.

war-munitions establishment, Tiewrs at which we
and the Adjoining p*<?. i* largely occupied in the

; ic'uic of Httillcjy of all fixe*. It turn* out guns and

. i| -,-, and piac'
' ito'i ahowi part of an tc>> medium and

finished p*rl> &r- n-ted to^ethfr coro-

pleting the weapon. A medium-sized howitzer is Ken in lite Jie-

ground with id ca'ttage on girdle-plate or
"

caterpiil.v
"

*u*cl..

practically ready to leave the works. The upper ill

a "ladle" oi rroHen metal etosre to the

*bore thr mouth of the ladle comes from '.ii* icv

-\rh4to'.. by
'
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,4t a Great Italian Olar-JVlunitione factory.

INSIDE THE WORKSHOPS: A "LADLE" FOR TRANSPORTING MOLTEN METAL; A CASTING SHIFTED.

showing an enormous "ladle ".for molten metal, a monster bucket,
or vat, in shape. It is shifted from furnace to mould a* required

The munition-works to which the illustrations on this page and
that facing refer, are among the largest establishments in the

world. They form the leading arsenal and foundry establishment

in It*ly and in size and completeness go far towards rivalling the

French Creusot Works and our own Elswick. In the upper illus-

tration we get a glimpse inside one of the btee 1-foundry workshops,

on an oveihead travelling-crane, and works on a hinged pivot, by
means of which it tilts to empty its contents. The sfco;id illus-

hation .HUOWS a giant casting, fresh from its mould, suspended
while being moved to undergo the next piocess. {Photo*, b; C..\.\
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"Hn exchange of powers and
J^Jties

"
: fren

THE EXTENSION OF THE BRITISH LINE IN FRANCE : FRENCH TROOPS W

It became known a few weeks ago that the British Army in France had taken over a further section of the French front in tl

region of the Somme, though the precise situation and limits of our new line were, naturally, not stated. The movement i

announced by the special correspondent of the Paris "Journal" at British Headquarters, M. Andre Tudesq. "While the guar<
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poops Replaced by British on the Somme,

OF THE SOMME FRONT WAS RECENTLY TAKEN OVER BY OUR MEN.

and duties between *. two

in
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H Reminiscence of the Tanganyifci expedition.

..
.

OXEN HAULING A BRITISH ARMED MOTOR-BOAT IN AFRICA : THE CLIMB TO THE MANICA PLATEAU.

with photographs, in our itsue of May 17 last. The tor-c

Commander G. B. Spicer-Simson, left the Thames in

and landed at Cape Town. An advance party, with native wood-

cutters, was sent on ahead to cut through tropical forest* a route

along which thr u action-engines hauling the wagons raiiymp lit*

motor-boats could UAS, and where water could be pion<r?o. The

i' it long sine* the armed motor-boat expedition to Lake

was brought to a successful issue, the intere^tm*

cK- tder ol the photographs on this and the opposite page, which

h-v* oMx ju rearhfd u*. makes it unnecessary to apologise for

tern ii".- ty thr su*-je< I. Our readers may be reminded that we

gave a d<Uiled account of this wonderful cross-country expedition,
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"MimtV Overland Crek to Lake Tanganyika

A TRACTION-ENGINE DRAWING THE ARMED MOTOR-BOAT "MIMI" IN AFRICA: CROSSING A BRIDGE.

picturesque team of oxen along one of the many roads that *ere

constructed, with cuttings and bridges, through tratls "I vn^'rj

forest. The photograph on the right-hand page was taken during

a trek across the plains, and shows a traction-engine drawing

the "Mimi" on a wagon across a bridge. No fewer thnii 17

such brtdget, about go ft. long, were built by the Biitith force.

tup. luion reached Lake Tanganyika about the following Christmas.

Wilhui a few days the two British boats,
" Mimi " and "Tou-tou,"

had sought out and defeated the German naval forcw, and obtained

the nmniiai.d of the lake. The left-hand photograph illustrates

the chmii up the hills to the Manica Plateau, which lies 6400 ft.

abo th MIL. The wagon carrying the (run is being diawn bjr
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WOMEN AND THE WAR.
"I > EFORE the war most people perhaps it

J ) would be more correct to say most men
seemed tacitly agreed that battlefield bravery was

essentially a masculine monopoly. Women who
showed great physical courage were regarded as

out - of - the - way and
rather unfeminine crea-

tions by a race of men
who, evidence to the

contrary notwithstand-

ing, still clung to the

idea that woman's prin-

cipal and most suitable

role was that of play-

thing and dependent,
someone who liked to
" make believe

"
at be-

ing useful, but who in

reality was made to be
sheltered and cared for.

It was a pretty, if

very silly and grotesque,

superstition, and one
that has been completely
dissipated by the stern

realities of -the European
war. Not so very many
months after August
1914 the nation woke

up to the fact that the

women were "
indispen-

sable
"

in the literal

sense of that

now elastic

term, and real-

ised that Lord

Derby's words
" Women are

now part and

parcel of our

great army.
Without them
it would not
be possible to

make great
progress. With
them I believe

victory can be

assured," con-

tained no ex-

aggeration.
When victory
is won, and

peace that the
Kaiser is long-

ing for comes
at last, it will

be the direct

outcome of

women's la-

WAR-WORK FOR A PRINCESS: PRINCESS GALITZINE
MAKING SURGICAL APPLIANCES.

Princess Galitzlne has devoted herself energetically to war-work,
and ta seen in our photograph making waterproof papier tnaclit

splints at the Headquarters of the Surgical Appliance Associa-

tion in Chelsea. [Ptiolograpk by Sport and General.}

A LADY SHOEMAKER: LADY LAWRENCE DEMONSTRATING IN HER CLASS.
Lady Lawrence has a class, at Purley where ladies are taught to make shoes for wounded

lit of pieces of oilcloth and carpet, and is seen in our photograph demonstrating
i finishing of a pair. Lady Lawrence is the wife of Sir Joseph Lawrence, J.P., of

Oakland*, Kenley. (Photofrapk by Pkotapress.]

bours both in the munition field and other spheres.
Women's war work, however, has not been con-
fined to hospital labours, or 10 industrial,

commercial, social, and philanthropic activities at

home. Not a few of them have faced danger and
death in the battle area, and, though they are not

asked to "man "
the trenches, there are members

who know what it feels like to be under shell-fire.

Amongst those who
have faced the actual

realities of modern war
are the members of the

First Aid Nursing Yeo-

manry Corps, an organ-
isation the members of

which have been on ac-

tive service since Sep-
tember 1914. Long be-

fore the war clouds had

gathered on the horizon

in 1909, to be precise
the F.A.N.Y. Corps was

organised with a view to

helping the Royal Army
Medical Corps in the

event of this country .

becoming involved in

hostilities. The idea was
to train a body of women
able, if circumstances

demanded, to take over
wounded from the
R.A.M.C. units at clear-

ing hospitals or dressing-

stations, and convey
them to base

hospitals or

the railhead.

For such
work to be suc-

cessfully ac-

complished
training wa^,
of course, ne-

cessary, and

members, un-

der R.A.M.C.

instructors,
worked hard to

learn to move,
feed, and look

after patients
in a skilled

fashion, and
became adepts
in the art of

erecting rest-

station: . and

preparing
tents, she'Is,

and other un-

likely build -

They received, inmgs as temporary hospitals.
addition, a thorough grounding in stretcher-drill,

moving helpless patients, improvising and applying
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poilu "Shopping"; and packing a German Hcroplane.

FROM TWO FRENCH FRONTS : A SOLDIERS' SHOP ON WHEELS ; A CAPTURED ENEMY AEROPLANE.

The upper photograph, taken on the French front, shows a travelling

chop, known as a ca:nu>n bazar militaire, halted in A village and

doing business with men off duty. A system of co-operative
torn*, run by soldiers lor soldiers, has been successfully organised

by the French, for enabling men in remote places to provide
themselves with various articles that they require. Whether the

motor-wagon shown in our photograph is associated with this

scheme, our information floes not state. In the lower photograph

some French air-mechanics are seen packing up the parts of a

German aeroplane brought down on the Eastern Front. The dis-

tinguishing German mark, resembling the Iron Cross, may b

observed. [Photos, by Newspaper Illustrations.]
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sj, lints and bandaging ; they cooked, took First

Aid and Horn-- Nursing certificates, and acquired

in Addition .1 bri--i experience of actual hospital

work Riding and the care of horses were other

subjects taught hut, inasmuch as the present war

practically abolished mounted work, the corps

hst it n ted a motor service in its stead.

The month after war was declared found the

F.A.N.V. hard at work for the stricken Belgians

in Antwerp, where members .lid motor ambulance

and hospital work, and, later, at Ghent and at

a \< the last-nnmed town, whither a

> hini-nt ot six trained nurses and i mts

sent in October 101.4, the Helgian Military

Mi-.lual Service entrusted the Corps with '.he

nursing in the Lamarck Military Hospital an

institution with about a hundred beds, where

work was carried on until October iyif>, when the

hospital was closed.

Hospital work apart, the Corps has a fleet of

motor ambulances which for many months

ked on behalf of our Ally, going to and from

the front carrying clothing and comforts for the

soldiers, as well as transporting wounded from

advanced dressing-stations to the nearest hos-

pitals. Several members, too, worked at: regimental
aid -posts behind the first line of trenches on the

V.ser. helping the battalion doctors to cope with

rushes of wounded. Others were in charge of a

ON THE BAKERLOO TUBE : A GATE OPERATOR
AT WORK.

Women are now employed on th Bakerloo Tube Railway, and

one Is seen in our photograph, at work on rhc tram. They have

alrea : 'able care in the diich^r,

their duties. Iff L.N.A.\

i -bath at an aviation ground near the front ;

.ithcrs still were responsible for a motor-kitchen

providing soup .1111! cotfeo- for the wounded.

Since Jan. i, raid, the First Airt Nui

Yeomanry Corps has been accepted by the

British military authorities, the Hritiih Red fro,?

Societv, and the Order of St. John .rs niotor-

ambulance drivers and mechanics for convoy work

in Calais for British wounded. It :>> just over a

year since the men drivers of the B.R.C.S. at

.is were replaced by the Corps drivers, who

ENTER-THE GIRL ON THE TAXI : THE LATEST

INNOVATION.

The woman taxi-driver has been licensed in Bi'rminrhArn in the

person of Mrs. Butcher, who is in the employ of thr Prc .

Motor Company, and is here seen carefully wounded

soldiers to enter hei -..it.. rr*e*..

have since been entin-.v responsible for this work,

and are not a little, proud of the f-u.t that their

organisation was the first women's corps to lie

officially entrusted with the convi'vins; "f British

wounded in the zone of armies, and. that

approximate number carried during t

amounts to 18,081 stretcher and 4(1,021 sir

t, not to mention the 30,000 carried in

sisters' and convalescent car.

Successfully to meet the increasing dem.md'-

for its services the Corps needs more recruits for

convoy work, who must be twenty-three years <'(

age, and are required to serve a four months

probation before they are considered eligible, for

permanent membership of a convoy. They must

provide their own uniform, be experienced drivers

capable of doing their own running repairs, and

pass the driving test imposed by the British Red
( ross Society. While on active service the

convoy have their own camp, and free first

cla>s tickets are supplied to and from England
and France to convoy members. Those who
want any further information on the subject
should write to Miss Janette Lean, First Aid

Yeomanry Headquarters. i<.)>, Farl's Court ]<<>aij

S \\ . CLAUDIME CLBVK
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H Snowball " Battle" on the British front.

AN ANTI-AIRCRAFT MOTOR BATTERY IN THE SNOW : GUNNERS SNOWBALLING; AWAITING ORDERS.

The automobile anti-aircraft batteries of light rapid-firing guns,

which are on service with tie armies all along the Western Front,

have, however severe the weather, to be "out and about" at all

hours and on watch at their appointed stations. Many of these

are in the open and in very exposed localities at road junctions

and places selected as being open all round and affording wide

circles of view. However deep the snow, anti-aircraft guns may be

wanted anywhere and at any time. Also, on occasion, the batteries

have to go off
" on their own,

' * The upper illustration shows

an anti-aircraft battery in the snow, and its gunners snowballing

while awaiting orders
;
the lower illustration shows the battery at

its exposed post. [Official Photographs,"\
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Cdintcr Lir rime on the Olestern front

IN THE SNOW : A WORKING PARTY BRINGING UP STOVE - PIPES ;
A CAMP OF NISSEN HUTS.

in most years. Soldiers to-day kee,> in the firing-line ready for

battle, winter or no winter, and make shilt at sheltering themselves

as best can be managed. The upper illustration shows a working

party bringing up stove-pipes in the snow and passing a big gun.

The lower shows a range of Nissen huts under snow, a short way
in rear of the battle-line. [0/ftfiitl Photographs.]

In these times there is no thought of an army going into winter

quarters in the manner which was the invariable rule in the old

days. In former wars, with the coming on of the winter months

at the end of October usually all armies prepared, as it were, to

hibernate as a matter of course : sheltering in cantonments near

large towns until time for the spring campaign to open - in April,
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'Cbe Snow Carpet on the British front.

I

THE WINTER WAR : SCOTTISH TROOPS HALTED IN THE SNOW
;
AND TWO LARGE DUG-OUTS.

on their roofs, 'strafed
1

but not destroyed by shell-fire, and the

black slag-heaps the Double Grassier are crested with snow. . . .

The attack was in the daylight last Thursday morning. The men

themselves preferred the light. It had been snowing all night,

and there were four inches of snow. The Canadians liked that

also, as it gave them a 'homely' feeling." [Official Photographs.]

A fall of snow recently carpeted the ground on the British front,

lending an unwonted touch of picturesqueness to what are usually
scenes of desolation. Snow, however, did not put an end to

fighting, as we learn, for example, from Mr. Philip Gibbs' account

of the Canadian raid near Calonne. "Behind the German lines,"

he writes,
"
these (miners') cottages can be clearly seen with snow
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JL. In a German prisoners' Detention Camp.

WHEN THE DAILY COUNT TAKES PLACE : ON PARADE BEFORE DINNER ; GERMAN PRISONER ,TYPES.

one special parade being held on the men mustering for meals.

Prisoners at a detention camp, fallen in by squads beforo their

mid-day dinner, are shown in the upper illustration. Some of the

Germans have their soup-basins and tin canteens in hand, ready

to file past the cook-house and receive their portions. The second

illustration shows typical German prisoners. [Photos, by CJV.]

The German prisoners in France, while being treated with every
humane consideration for their well-being, are at the same time

kept, as a matter of course, under strict military discipline in all

that has to do with the normal service routine. Given work to

occupy themselves with daily, at stated hours they are paraded
and their numbers carefully checked to detect and prevent escapes,
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STEEL HELMETS AND ALL ! BRITISH TROOPS TRAINING IN ENGLAND, EQUIPPED DE PIED EN CAP.

Photograph by L.N.A.
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IMPORTANT NOTICE: "THE ILLUSTRATED WAR NEWS."

Beginning with the present issue of the Paper, the price of
" The Illustrated War News

"
will be raised one penny ; that is, to

Seoenpencr. In the same way our contemporaries will raise their price. This has been made necessary by the great

increase in the cost of paper and of all other materials used, in the cost of labour and of transport We feel sure that

our readers will support us as before, realising that we should not raise the price of our Paper unless such action were

really necessary. It should be added, further and the point seems hardly to call for emphasis that the Paper will be kept

at its present high standard of illustrations and letterpress. The normal price of sixpence will be resumed as soon as possible.

By W. DOUGLAS NEWTON.

THE
mimetic quality of the German has always

been a source of amusement to those people
not suffering from the serious strain of being

Herman, and in the affairs of the sea this quality

ha- been (apart from its moral ugliness) supremely

a new mine-field in the North Sea he is imitating

again. He proclaims a new edition of sink-all-

thiugs frightfulness in the home seas, in which
"
unrestricted

"
naval warfare will be carried out,

all neutrals sunk, and even hospital-ships using the

LOOKING AT FIRST SIGHT LIKE AN AMERICAN .TROTTING MATCH ! ONE - HORSE SHELL - CARTS HASTENING BACK
FROM THE BATTERIES ON THE SOMME FRONT FOR FRESH SUPPLIES. [Photograph by C.X.]

amusing. On the sea the German has always
imitated the British with an automatic strenuosity.
r.'-lore the war he imitated as well as his Secret

Si-rvice would let him (but not very well, as we
know now), and since the war he has rather

exceeded himself. It will be remembered that,
in the beginning of the war, no sooner had we
blockaded the German coast with our ships than
tin' German must have his blockade too, and he
drew a rigid cordon round the British Isles by
ppiclamation. Since then he has imitated a great
deal. Let us hammer his destroyers, and across

In- i ome* and goi-s one better by bombarding that
notable ;>nd

"
heavily fortified town "

Southwold.
I hope somebody else besides myself knows
Southwold if so, they will appreciate that heavily
fortified joke.) Now that we have proclaimed

waters between Flamborough Head and the I.izard,

torpedoed at sight.

To the word "
unrestricted

"
our own Navy

will undoubtedly provide an annotation
;

and
there may be a neutral or two to express opinion
if unrestrained torpedoing continues. In the

matter of hospital-ships our own Government has

already proposed a counter likely to cause the

enemy some discomfort : it proposes to exact

reprisals for all such ships sunk. The policy of

reprisal is one entirely foreign to the nature of the

British ; in the early days of the war I heard even

Ally officers express surprise at what they con-

sidered our extreme reluctance to
" do likewise

"

under particularly evil provocation. But, foreign
as is this trait to us, there comes a point when to

hold to our ideal becomes dangerous morality. If
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by using, or threatening to use, the weapon of

reprisal we can save unarmed and innocent life,

then it seems it is our bounden duty to use it.

This is our attitude in the face of the German
threat, and \ve have been forced to adopt that

attitude against the grain, merely because it

seems the only wav of saving wounded men and

WINTER WEAR FOR WOMEN OUT-OF-DOOR CIVIL-LIFE WORKERS :

LORD RAYLEIGH'S DAIRY - SUPPLY GIRLS IN GAITERS AND TROUSERS,

ARMY CAPS, AND WATERPROOF OVERCOATS. [Photograph by C.JV.]

non-combatant helpers. That the German talk

about our Red Cross ships being used for munition-

ment and other things is merely an excuse for

themselves is proved, first, by the denial of the

Foreign Office, and, secondly, by the habits of the

Germans themselves. The Germans
have so grounded themselves in the

method of condemning others for

crimes they are themselves project-

ing witness their reports of Allied
"
gas attacks," issued while they

were busily preparing their own
trenches for this

" new "
weapon

that no thoughtful man can now
give their protestations a moment's
serious credence. Indeed, when the

truth becomes known, it will pro-

bably be found that the threat is

merely a ruse to cover a desire to

strike wildly and with a more com-

plete immunity at a time when the

chances of such immunity have
been sedulously cut down by the

action of the Allies.

This is obvious to those who
recognise that whatever Notes,

Threats, Proclamations, or other

rhetorical efforts may suggest war
in practice is as practical as busi-

ness carried on by limited liability

companies. The Germans, after

their first submarine failures, con-

centrated on this tool of warfare, bettered their

methods, and have turned out, or are turning out,
a number of large and improved vessels. That

these vessels have been able to cause losses in our

carrying fleets is something that need not be said.

That it is necessary for us, as an island nation, to

take this problem in hand if we are to continue

reasonably well fed is also a fact that needs no

arguing. The conference of the Allies' naval

leaders, the setting of new mine-fields, and the

reorganisation in effectives may be

considered the counter to German
submarine activity. It is because

the submarines have been countered

and their zones of malignancy re-

stricted that the Germans have

adopted this ruthless and reckless

sink-on-sight measure.
"

I Ve got
to shoot," says the German. "And,
by Himmel, I have to shoot in the

fluster of hurry. If I hit you, don't

blame me
;

blame these infernal

British who chase me so." It is not,

perhaps, entirely illogical to read

the German threat as a protest of

impotence, and also as a tribute

though an ugly one to the efficiency

of the Fleet. Coupled with this

sense of impotence, too, is the feel-

ing that unless the chief enemy
Britain is reduced the situation

for Germany is entirely hopeless.

Our blockade has pinched Germany
until the breath of life has become
difficult. It is by attacking us that

they hope to ease the strain, and the only means
of attacking us is by starving us. To starve us,

however, they must get the neutrals to acquiesce
in their reckless procedure. We have found the

neutrals none too easy to handle, though our

IN A CAPTURED GERMAN DUG-OUT ON THE SOMME FRONT, TWELVE

METRES UNDERGROUND : BARRACK-ROOM QUARTERS WITH SHIP-CABIN-

LIKE BUNKS. [Photograph by C.X.]

method was bloodless. The enemy are learning

already how America and the other non-belligerents

accept high-handed dictation from Germany. From
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the tone <rf the neutrals (as 1 write) it would seem

that the new move is viewed with the greatest

gravity. Germany may find that she has brought
down more than the anger of Britain on her head

by her new frightfulness.

The land war i ontinues in its state of frosty

preparation. General Sir John Rawlinson and

i 't hers have emphasised the excellence

of our preparation for any event. The
French express themselves with the same

candid optimism, and consider themselves

equally ready for instant defence or in-

stant attack. There is no doubt at all

alxmt the power behind the Allies in the

West. Whether the Germans will attack

can be debated, but hardly proved until

such an assault develops. They have cer-

tainly shown a great deal of activity on

the fronts from Ypres to the east, their

energy being curiously notable in the

Kparges area of the Champagne, and along

the Alsace-Lorraine line. Those who have

had their minds intrigued by the reports
of great massings of German forces near

Belfort and the Swiss frontier may see

some significance in the last-mentioned

spheres of German activity. It is possible
that a stroke by Belfort to roll up the

flank of France is contemplated by Hin-

denburg, who, whate\ er his favlts, has

usually shown himself capable of large and

simple (if generally ineffective) plans. At
the same time, the French and the British

are not playing second-fiddle in the matter of

readiness and raiding. The latter especially have
done well at Le Transloy, where useful positions
for another move were won, in the Butte of \Var-

lencourt area, and east of Souchez. The Germans
endeavoured to gain ground at the important
Ancre angle of Beaucourt, but the rush was quite
unsuccessful.

In the Kast, between the Aa and the Tirul

repulses than victories. On the left flank ol the

Russian front (as apart from the Roumanian)
our Ally has scored a success. At a point
where the Transylvanian, Russian, and Rou-
manian frontiers meet, the enemy has been
attacked over a 3000 yards line, has been driven

out of his first hold on the Mestecanesci heights,

PICKED

FRONT :

SUCH AS THE " FIGHTING BISHOPS " WERE ARMED WITH

AGES : A SPIKED CLUB USED BY THE AUSTRIANS IN THE

{Italian Official I'lmlograph.]

Marsh, the Germans are hammering away with
a great deal of power, and though they have

registered local successes, they have had heavier

UP IN THE AUSTRIAN TRENCHES ON THE CARSO

A METAL CYLINDER-HEADED TRUNCHEON-CLUB STUDDED

WITH NAILS. [Italian Official I'l.ntngrapk.]

and thrust back along the Kimpolung-Jakobeny
road to some distance, a fair haul of prisoners

being made. The attack here is being made
against a delicate point, and, though the winter

conditions may hold up any serious advance, the

movement of the Russians must be such as to

cause the Austro-German defence some qualms.
A break through at this knuckle might mean

danger to the communications which support the

German lines in Konmania.

Along the Roumanian front

^T- there is no movement. Rus-
sian reports mentioned the

withdrawal of German units

from this front.

The round-up in F.ast Africa

is ccntinuing. and the pressure
towards Knt goes on. This

offensive at Knt. which started

on Dec. 13, is progressing ex-

cellently. Although the Turks
have fought desperately, and
have on occasion taken back
sections of line we have won,
we have yet continued to push
forward. Thanks to this, we
have gained 4300 yards of the

first and second line south-

west of Knt, on the right
bank of the Tigris, and have
driven a wedge of 600 yards
into the third and fourth

lines. The Turks have suffered heavily both in

pasualties and prisoners taken.

LONDON : FFH. 5, 1017.

IN THE MIDDLE

CARSO TRENCHES.
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Che British Soldiers' french Railway-Station ^darning.

MOUTHS SHUT ! THE WISE OLD OWL'S WAY RECOMMENDED ON A NOTICE-BOARD.
The Kent uf the illustration on this page is * French railway
nation largely used by both British and French soldiers, as the

pretence there on duty of a British and a French R.T.O. on the

platform shows. Above the platform, as the illustration displays

plainly, is a notice-board, fixed up where all must see it, con-

veying a warning to our men not to talk of things they may hare

information about in connection with military operations. The

warning is expressed in the lines of the quaintly rhyming ancient-

time verse describing the way of the wise old owl, with the last

line adapted to the special purpose of the notice-board. All over

France similar warnings that "
enemy ears may br listening

"
are

posted up in public thoroughfares, etc. [Official Photograph.]
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H Somme Bombardment photographed from

WITH A LINE OF FRENCH SHELLS BURSTING ALONG THE DISTANT RIDGE OF M
a district in the eel

The illustration shows th, country towards Mont St. Quentin, beyond the Albert-PSronne road,

region of the Somme battle-area. The photograph was taken from an aeroplane flymg low and the general land ipe

reproduces the desolation of war.
i

The photograp was aen rom
To the left are seen the gaunt ruins of a bombarded village, w>th the bare, splifl
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Mont St. Quentin,

= AN AIRMAN'S VIEW OF THE TERIN BETWEEN
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On the Sommc front during the Cdinter Lull.

EVERYDAY INCIDENTS : A FATIGUE-PARTY FOR THE TRENCHES ; OFFICERS ON THEIR DUG-OUT.

Thes are two ereryday-Hfe glimpses, to to speak, among our

troopi at the Front in the West during the winter campaign in

the S'jnunr district. In the upper illuitration, a British fatigue

party, detailed for fetching-and.carrying work, ii shown on it*

way to the trenches along a track across the snow among the

ruined houses of a bombarded Tillage. They are seen making their

way in file, which, also, is a usual way in which troops cross

dangerous areas within reach of the enemy when going to or

coming from the trenches. The lower illustration shows a group

of British officers on trench duty during a temporary lull in the

enemy's artillery fire, getting fresh air on the snow-corered root

of their dug-out quarters. [Official Photographs.}
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On the Somme front during the Cdinter Lull.

EVERYDAY INCIDENTS : A SENTRY'S POST IN A
The upper illustration shows a corner in one of the villages at the
extreme front in the Somme area, captured during the fighting
towards the closr of last year. It is now held by British troops.
Part of one of imr deep communication-trenches, which run

through the vUlagf or what hat been left of it, is seen in the

photograph, passing underneath the light timber foot-bridge on

BATTLEFIELD VILLAGE ; SAWING FIREWOOD LOGS.

which a sentry it posted. Owing to the proximity of the place
to the enemy's lines, cover from view through the gateway is

provided by meant of a scieen, so that persons passm^ Uong by
the bridge miy not be observed and sniped. A wuikuig party

cutting up a tree-trunk in the snow for firewood logs it seen in

the lower illustration. [Official Photographs.]
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THE BEGINNINGS OF WAR - MACHINES : AMBULANCES.

'"THE sick and wounded in ancient times

1 received but scant attention from their

comrades when on active service. The convey-

ance of wounded in litters and wagons by the

Romans is the first record we have of any
ambulance work, but no particular attention

seems to have been paid to this important branch

of war service from that time until the sixteenth

century. Then certain writers pointed out the

need for it. The term " ambulance
"

signifies in

this country a vehicle fitted up for the transport

of sick and wounded. Its Continental meaning is

a field-hospital : French hopital ambulant, from

the Latin ambulate, to walk. The first real horse-

ambulance (Fig. 2) was the invention of Baron

Larrey, the principal surgeon of Napoleon's
Grand Army. It was employed in the war

against Austria at the end of the eighteenth cen-

tury. The vehicle accommodated two stretcher-

patients, and was drawn by a pair of horses, one

of which carried a surgeon and the other his

assistant. Baron Percy, another of the pro-

minent medical officers of Napoleon's service,

organised the first company of stretcher-bearers.

The equipment of each man included a pole about

eight feet long, with a detachable spear-head, .by

means of which the pole could, in emergency, be

converted into a weapon of defence. A "
traverse,"

or stretcher cross-member, was carried on the top
of the knapsack, and a piece of stout cloth was

carried also, wrapped round the waist. The

patient was
borne by two
of the men
(who were
called "bran-
cardiers ") on
a stretcher,
constructed by
passing"! two

poles through
hojes in the

two " trav-

erses." The
whole formed
a rectangular
f r a m"e, the
centre of which
was filled in

by the two
pieces of cloth

laced together
and fastened

to the frame
members.
Fig. i shows
one of these

men in marching order, and two others carry-

ing a patient. A stretcher could be quickly
constructed by any two of the men, as all the
articles comprising their stretcher - equipment
were interchangeable. Companies of

"
bran-

cardiers
"

became a recognised part of the

PIC. 8. ONE OF THE PAIR OP SEATS

OP A FRENCH CACOLBT.

The wounded man ilts facing la tht

direction of th. mute's head.

FIG. 9. IMPROVISED METHOD FOR

CARRYING WOUNDED IN COUNTRY

CARTS
;
USED IN EMERGENCY DURING

THE WAR OF 1870-71.

Four spiral springs (one shown here) sus-

pended th* ends of the stretcher poles.

French armies in. 1813, and thus for the first*

time the management of the wounded was

placed in the hands of an organised body of

non-combatants. In that way, in fact, the

present ambulance system was inaugurated.
In 1790, Baron Percy designed a light wagon
to be drawn by six horses for the purpose of

conveying sur-

geons and
their assistants

rapidly from

place to place.
The body of

this
"
Char-a-

Chirurgie," as

it was called,

consisted of a

long narrow
box astride of

which sat eight

surgeons. At
the front and
rear were two
smaller boxes,
on each of
which two at-

tendants rode.

The horses
carried four

more. Instru-

ments and
dressings for about 1200 wounded were con-

tained in the boxes, and a number of

stretchers were kept slung beneath the vehicle.

In the year 1800 these wagons were used by
the French northern army with very good
results.

In the Peninsular War, commencing in 1808,
no special ambulance corps was employed by
the British Forces. The wounded were carried

from the battlefield by the bandsmen of the

various regiments on stretchers consisting of

two poles, or pike-shafts, with a canvas sling

between them. Spring-wagons and ox-wagons
were used 'as ambulances in the Peninsular

War, but they were not adapted in any special

way for the purpose. Our ambulance arrange-
ments in the Crimea in 1854-55 left much
to be desired, although some attempts were
made to deal with the question. Guthrie's cart

(Fig. 3), an ambulance vehicle designed by
Dr. Guthrie, President of the Royal College of

Surgeons, was intended to carry two stretcher-

patients and five
"
sitting-up

"
cases. The

backboard was let down so as to form an

operating table, and a chest for instruments and

dressings was slung underneath. Figs. 8 and 4
show the French "

Cacolet," also used in the

Crimea, consisting of two arm-chairs placed back
to back and fixed to a saddle. By means of this

device two sitting patients could be carried on the

back of a horse or strong type of mule for

moderate distances. \,CKIUCI affonu.
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"Che Beginnings of Cdar-JMachincs : field Hmbulancea.

QAROIS L.ARREY'3

BARON PERCY'S STRETCHER BEARERS.
THE FIGURE, MARKED (A). SHOWS A BEARER
IN MARCHING ORDER, WITH L.1TTER PO1-E
7TEET LONG, WHICH ALSO SERVED A3 AWEARON OF DEFENCE .c!799.

GUTHR1ES AMBULANCE CART (BRITISH) 1854

,-. __ . **.
fS^ ^^"-Co_; *.:

MOSLEY"
CRATE FDR

SITTING UP
CASES, CAMEJ- DOO0.1E C.I64O

<-'.*S.
THE TRAVO13

FROM NAPOLEON'S DAY TO THE PRESENT WAR: AMBULANCE TYPES AND METHODS.

The accounts of the fearful lufferinfi endured by the wounded at

Solferino in 1859, in consequence of inadequate ambulance accom-

modation, led to the establishment of the most beneficent wr-
orfaniiation of modern times. The statement* resulted in the

meeting of a Committee at Genera to consider the best means of

dealing with the question. An International Conference followed

in 1(63, which erentuated in the formulation of a code of rules

as to the treatment of wounded. So came about the historic

Genera Convention, which was, in the end, officially recognised by
all civilised nations, and made possible the working in war of the

Red Cross Society and other kindred institutions. The organisation
of the Ambulance Service to-day is marvellously complete and effective.
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British Soldiers Rebuilding Bridges in Cbcssaly.

ROYAL ENGINEERS " DRIVE THE ROAD AND BRIDGE

The Bi itih front in the Balkans, It may be recalled, was recently

extends < that it became longer than our line in Prance. The

upprr photograph la entitled "
Rebuilding bridges in Thessaly in

lew of potential operations," and the lower one shows a squad

bringing up a timber treatle. The fact that this work is being
done in Thessaly is of interest in riew of occurrences in Greece,

THE FORD" IN THESSALY : BUILDING A BRIDGE.

and the enforced transfer of Greek troops from Thessaly and

elsewhere in Northern Greece into the Peloponnesus. In his

despatch from Salonika published in December, General Milne said :

" The peculiar conditions . . . have called from the Royal Engineers

work of an arduous and important kind. . . . Road construction and

road maintenance have been continuous." [Official
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The "picnic" Side of Balkan Campaigning,

A TEA-PARTY AND AN AL FRESCO MEAL ON A HILL-SIDE : SCOTTISH SOLDIERS IN THE BALKANS.
It must not be supposed that the campaign in Macedonia is a
"
picnic," in the satirical sense. The expression is used merely

as applicable to these particular photographs ; indeed, the open-air
meals of soldiers on active service do generally resemble a picnic

in their external features and the cheerful spirit that accompanies

them, though the conditions may really be those of discomfort

and danger. A British officer, writing home from Macedonia, in

a letter published the other day, said :

" The whole hillside opposite

the camp is a mass of heather bloom, and the scent i very sweet

and gives one nostalgia for
'

the lowlands and the highlands of

the unforgotten islands.'
"

Recently it was reported that there had

been a heavy snowfall on the Balkan Front. [Official Photographs.]
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ROMANCES OF THE REGIMENTS: XXXV.-THE 15ra HUSSARS.

SINGING FOR THEIR SUPPER.

THE
retreat to Conmna was in its last terrible

stage, and SL~ John Moore's division had

reached Lugos, with supplies all but exhausted

and the men worn out. Despite their distress,

however, the troops were still in good fighting

spirit, and the enemy's constant

pressure determined Moore to offer

battle. During the previous days,
it is true, there had been grave

departures from discipline ; the

wine vaults of Bembibre had been

plundered, with disastrous results ;

and a sum of ^25,000 in 'gold had
been deliberately rolled down a

mountain side by a careless officer.

But Moore issued a severe general

order, which for a time put the

soldiers in better trim, and the

leader hoped he might yet engage
with success. Two whole days

passed, however, during which the

enemy refused to take up the

challenge, and at length Moore
saw that an engagement was im-

possible. There was not bread

enough at Lugos for another day's

supply, the weather was frightful,

and the threat of still sorer priva-
tions than those lately endured
was sapping the recovered moral of the army.
Sir John therefore prepared to decamp in the

night ;
he ordered the fires to be kept bright,

and exhorted the troops to make a great

Lugos and Valmeda. The shelter was welcome

enough, but their great desire was for bread,
which they had not tasted for some time back.

.Knowing that the Spanish peasants usually kept
some loaves in store, the men hailed the sight of

THE LORD LIEUTENANT AND THE IRISH CANADIAN RANGERS:
LORD WIMBORNE INSPECTING THE RANKS.

Official

YOUNG IRELAND INTERESTED IN THE CANADIAN IRISH RANGERS
SMALL BOYS MARCHING WITH THE BAND IN DUBLIN.

Official Photograph.

exertion, which he trusted would be the last

required of them.
Late one evening, during that period of stress,

a party of the 15th Hussars, weary and famishing,
arrived at a solitary house midway between

the lonely house with joy, and prepared to help
themselves, if hospitality were denied. Bread

they meant to have, by hook or crook.

They obtained or took permission to enter,
and immediately made their de-

mand. But the padrone and his

wife, by their own account, had
no bread to offer. A close search

was instituted without result. To
men in such a condition, no place
was sacred ; still less did they
regard the stern orders against

pillage. It was not likely that the

doings of an isolated party of

stragglers would ever come to

official ears. Fatigue and misery,
chilled bodies, soaked clothes, and
the urgent claims of the inner man
effectually silenced any scruples, if

such existed ; and as for punish-
ment, in the remote event of de-

tection, that might take care of

itself. The house, therefore, was
ransacked in all likely corners.

Not a single crust was forth-

coming.
But, if they had no food to

offer, the peasant and his wife

made no objection to the stragglers taking what
comfort they could at the kitchen fire, which
was blazing cheerfully. About the hearth they
gathered, and tried to dry their clothes and
infuse some warmth into their shivering limbs.

[Ctttin*t(t evertta/.
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Our principal fSfoval.HUy in the Mediterranean.

A FRENCH WAR-SHIP ON HER GUNNERY-PRACTICE DAY : J.EAVING PORT
;
RETURNING TO MOORINGS.

Two views of A French war-ship at one of the principal French

naval ports on her gunnery-practice day are shown on this page.

Evrn if the information had not been given with the photographs, the

vessel's nationality would be recognisable from the characteristically

French design of high freeboard hull and the familiar twin

grouping of the funnels. In the upper illustration, the ship is

seen going out of port to the selected firing-ground in the offing,

towed by a tug, and not moving under her own steam, in deference

to port standing orders. The same applies to the lower illus-

tration, which shows the war-ship about to bring-to on return

from firing, off a dockyard wharf with the tug still keeping the

vessel in charge. [French Official Photographs.}
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The British soldier seldom :oses heart, but the

survivor of this unhappy company, telling the

story long afterwards, confessed that on this

occasion the spirits of his comrades had gone
down to zero. Wet, weary, cold, dissatisfied,

anil out of humour, they huddled in a glum
semicircle with never a joke handy. But their

depression did not seem to have any repellent
effect upon the master of the house, who,
with his spouse, occupied a warm corner near

the fireplace. They had seated themselves on
a large chest, which they seemed unwilling
to leave.

Now the British soldier may occasionally come

very near despair, but even at the worst he is

marvellously resilient. A touch, and he is up
again. So it proved at this pinch, for with the

Hussars was a straggler of the Horse Artillery,

who, as his body thawed, recovered his elasticity

of wit. He became interested in the chest whereon
sat his host and hostess. He remarked, further,

their reluctance, on entreaty, to leave that precious

piece of furniture. Various stratagems failed to

dislodge the pair. Then, satisfied in his own mind
that what had occurred to him was correct, he
cried

"
I '11 be shot if the old rascal's store of bread

isn't in that chest, and hang me if I don't get at

it in spite of him I

"

A laugh, the first for many hours, went round

THE SALONIKA NEWSBOY VERY LIKE HIS LONDON

CONFRERE: A BRITISH N.C.O. BUYING THE

"BALKAN HEWS." -[Official P/iotograpk.)

the group, and the artilleryman's chance comrades
aiktl how he intended to proceed.

Thereupon the gunner proved that his

campaigns in the Peninsula had not found
him unobservant of the native manners and
customs.

"
Oh," said he to a now thoroughly alert and

interested audience,
"

I '11 tell you how to proceed.
The Spaniards, you know, are a mighty pious

people
"

" What 's that got to do with it ? Really

pious folks would have given us summat to eat,"

objected one grumbler.
" You hold your tongue and listen to me,

Amos Pritchard. Yes, they 're mighty pious,
and we must humour them. Let 's sing a

A SERBIAN COMMANDER ADDRESSING BRITISH

TROOPS IN ENGLISH: GENERAL VASSITCH MAKING

A SPEECH OF THANKS. -[Official Photograph.]

hymn on our knees, and, when they see us

in that attitude, chances are much against us

if they don't kneel too. Come, then, strike up
a hymn."

" A hymn ! What hymn ? What do we
know about hymns ? We ain't passons," and so

forth came from various members of the hungry
band.

"
Nay," replied the gunner,

"
I daresay you 're

all pretty wretched hands at psalmody, like

myself ; but surely we all know ' God Save
the King.' So here goes, boys down with

you on your marrow-bones, and up with the
stave !

"

Down the party knelt, with faces of suitable

gravity, and began to chant the National Anthem.
The Spaniards stared. By signs one of the
Hussars made them understand the sacred
character of the exercise in progress, and in-

dicated further that the hymn was in praise
of the Virgin. Thereupon the man and his wife

slid to their knees, folded their hands, and re-

mained in that devout posture until the anthem
closed. Meanwhile the gunner, unobserved,

quietly lifted the lid of the chest, took out half-

a-dozen loaves, and slipped them into a nose-

bag. The Hussars supped well that night on
the proceeds of their pious fraud.
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for police Duty at Munition-factories*

NOW MEMBERS OF "THE FORCE "
: UNIFORM OF WOMEN CONSTABLES A TELL-TALE DETAIL,

To fill the placf-s of policemen who have recently joined the Army,

and, in pniticular, to relieve the numerically weakened arsenal

polio** staff, an official call has bern issued for qualified women to

enrol n: th* newly constituted Women's Police Force. Hundred*

of women of some education are required for the special duties in

view. Those already accepted are being clad at Government

expense, in the uniform shown in the above illustrations. From

the upper illustration of a line of uniformed policewomen, our

readers will get a good Idea of their general turn-out, when about

to go on duty. The lower suggests a familiar feminine touch,

the everyday anxious question with every woman 'Mi my hat

straight ? "{Photos, by L.N.A.]
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the Centuries JVIeet in QJar-One : Railway Sngin

"COMING EVENTS CAST THEIR SHADOWS BEFORE": AN ARMY TRANSPORT - BARGE FREI

The whereabouts or purpose of the barge -load of railway engine! een here being transported by steamer up the Tigris is

a matter with which for the time the public may not concern themselves. Excellent highway for transport purposes as th

Tutris has proved, the "
iron road "

is better as a line of communications. The presence of railway engines in that quarta
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here the patriarchs pastured their Herds.

.ILWAY ENGINES BEING TOWED UP THE TIGRIS BY ONE OF THE RIVER STEAMERS.

timely reminder, coupled with the successful forward movement in the Kut-el-Amara district, news of which we are

ing almost daily just now, that the Mesopotamian campaign may lead to bigger operations. Accordii
orkish lines at Kut are being systematically attacked by flanking movements on both banks <

ccording to official telegrams
of the Tigris. (Photo, by C.N.]
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Hn Hitman's View of the Second Great frencb

CONCENTRATED ARTILLERY FIRE AS SEEN FROM THE AIR : THE FINAL FRENCH BOMBARDMENT
This remarkable photograph was taken from a French aeroplane five minutes before the French launched the infantry attack

which made them masters of the village. The action was part of the second of the great French victories near Verdun. Bad
weather and fog had greatly hampered the work of the aeroplanes. Finally, at seven o'clock on the appointed day, the French
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>n at Verdun : O>e Bombardment of Vacberauville.

GERMAN LINES AT VACHERAUVILLE, JUST BEFORE THE FRENCH INFANTRY WENT FORWARD.
try redoubled its efforts and, assisted by trench-mortars, concentrated a terrific fire on the German positions. The above

was taken at 9.55 a.m., and at 10 o'clock precisely, the French troops bounded forward with one accord along the
e of some six miles, from Pepper Hill to Douaumont and the Vaux ravine.--Mw( Photographic Stwice of tie frtuck Army.}
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Ht the Outpoete on the egryptian frontier.

DESERT CAMPAIGNING: A CANVAS -TANK WATERING STATION; A SIGNALLER'S CAMP BREAKING UP.

Marching roads la certain ttrattflcal point! IrartrM the dewrt

border* of Egypt, along which troop* are constantly moring. For

the nistenance of men and animal* crossing the desert, completely

equipped watering stations hare been built at conrenient points.

Tanks of canras, covered with canvas sheeting, as seen in the

upper illustiation, art set up at the stations, with hose-pipes, etc.,

for filling the metal vessels in which the water is distributed. Rowc

of these are seen on the ground to the left. In the lower illus-

tration the camp of a signalling squadron is seen being broken up.

The folded tentl and gear are removed on camels. On the

occasion shown the tents were going back to the base, while the

signalling squadron went forward "light."
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Ht the Outposts on the egyptian frontier.

'

CAMPAIGNIHG : A SIGNALUNG SQUADRON BIVOUAC; THE
th. upper of the photograph, of incidental, of dert ,.
gmng W on the EgyptUn frontiw U ,hown proyuion.1

h.ltmg.puce occupied . birouac br on, of our sign.il",.quadron. .,Uchl ,o the Army in Egypt Reed, Md bZZ
brought from the b^k, of the N..e, ,h, only pUc. near ,h.

are. wh regeUtion tuitable for the purpow U to be

'MIXED MAIL TRAIN" STARTING.
found, built up into Kreened-off hut. and shelters, comprise the
rouac quarters, a. seen. In the second illustration we see the

d mail" train, laden with mail-bags, pwceb, and Armyore. of all .orts, leaving a railway station to proceed to rail-head
ence the content, of the truck, and vans are forwarded to the

desert camp, by other means of conveyance.
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TTbe fly-dcight Boxing Champion in Kbahi.

JIMMY WILDE'S FIRST EXPERIENCES IN THE ARMY: INSTRUCTION IN PHYSICAL EXERCISES.

Jimmy Wildr ' - famou boxer, and holder of the Fly-Weight
Chan ntly joined the colours, and has been attached

to th<- Arniv Gymnastic Staff at Aldershot. In the photographs

repi -itluced on these twu pages he is seen undergoing his first drill,

which i<>ok the form of instruction in the physical exercises that

are a part of the training of every British soldier. Private Wilde

would no doubt prove himself an apt pupil in tlm toanch of his

new work, for aa a boxer he is, of course, famous for hi* supple-
ness and lightning rapidity of movement both with arm i>U foot.

A few weeks ago it was stated that he had been passed (or military
service in Class B i, which meant garrison or provisional duty
abroad

;
but application was being made foi spf< i*\ permission to
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private Jimmy OWde's first Drill at Hldcrsbot

***

THE FLY-WEIGHT BOXING CHAMPION IN PHYSICAL EXERCISES : JIMMY WILDE AS A. SOLDIER.
.

post him to an instructional staff at the bate. It should be

mentioned that he had on two previous occasions offered himself

for military service, and had been rejected, the first time on

account of an injury to the leg due to a colliery accident, and

the second time owing to his being below the standard weight.

Private Wilde has had other interesting experiences besides those

of the ring and the barrack-yard. After one of his boxing vic-

tories last summer he appeared for a short time in revue,

in a humorous boxing encounter with Mile. Yvonne Granville. He

is also a good golfer, and has been round thr Mid-Surrey course

with J. H. Taylor, the golf champion, and is in the fullest sense

an all-round sportsman. [Photos, by C.N.]
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FOOTNOTES TO ARMAGEDDON: XXVI.-" I MUST GO."

WHEN
the brothers of Rozanof had been

away two months fighting on the Polish

front, Rozanof, for no real reason, threw up his

medical practice and offered himself to the Sani-

taire. He was a little over military age, for he

was the eldest of the three brothers, and it was

pointed out that conditions would probably be

very hard for him. A quiet man, he yet insisted,

and he was taken. They said that he had better

go to Warsaw (Warsaw was not captured then),

for, though the work was hard there, the conditions

were better and there was more chance of comfort.

Rozanof said at once
"

If it please you I would rather go to the

Iwangorod district."

This was surprising, for the amenities of war
in that area were rather few and the trials very
hard ones. The Commander who was giving

Rozanof very quietly packed his kit, and, with

his servant, set out for Iwangorod. In Iwangorod
he heard that his brothers could not be traced at

all.

At Iwangorod they were glad to get him.

There had been heavy fighting toward the

Pilica, and the hospitals were full. The local

Commander pounced on him, took him to a

school that had now become a clearing station,

and told him to set to work. Rozanof stood

quietly, he said
"

I do not wish to stay here. I wish to go
on. I have not

" He stopped, drew in his

mind, and finished,
"

I wish to go on."

The Commander was a determined fellow. He
said, quite emphatically, that Rozanof was here

to obey orders, and that the order was to stay.
At first it seemed that Rozanof would be angry

A "HAIR-CUT" FOR GERMAN PRISONERS AT VERDUN: A CAPTURED SOLDIER - BARBER AT WORK.

Photograph by CJV.

Rozanof his post, and who was also his friend,
tried to dissuade him. The doctor was courteous,
but quite firm.

" But why the Iwangorod sector why that,
of all others ?

"
asked the perplexed Commander ;

and, after a moment's thought, Rozanof said

frankly he did not know only he must go there.

A day before Rozanof started for the front

he received a letter fiom the Headquarters at

Warsaw, saying his two brothers had been

reported missing. The letter could not say where

they had last been seen. They might have been

fighting before Warsaw, or even higher up on the

Prussian bordei. It could not say whether the

brothers were dead, or prisoners, wounded, or

even if they had been or were in danger. There
had been a little muddle, several regiments had
become mixed with others, and the men lost for

the time being. Rozanof 's biothers and a detach-

ment of twenty men had become lost in the

jumble, in this way. The writer, a friend, hoped
to send definite news later.

and refuse, but after a moment he bowed, and,
without another word, prepared to undertake the
work in- the clearing station. After a time the

fighting lessened by the Pilica, and fewer wounded
men came over the snow. Directly that was

apparent, Rozanof went to the Commander and
said he wished to go on. The Commander
said there was only one who gave orders, and
that was himself. He sent Rozanof back to his

work. In a day Rozanof was back again, as quiet
and as determined as ever, and he was back on
the day after. On the fourth day the Com-
mander's patience was beginning to wear thin ;

his mind was angry, but it was weaker also. He
asked,

" What is this nonsense ? Where is it you
want to go ?

"

Rozanof thought a little
; then he answered,

" Towards Tomaszow, please."
The Commander was quite angry.

"
Why

Tomaszow ? What is your reason ?
"

The doctor said he had no reason at all, only
he must go on towards Tomaszow.-cc.,,<rto,
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Hn Hlgfcrian Cavalry Camp on the Sommc.
JlL

IN A SPAHI CAMP : ALGERIAN LIGHT CAVALRY TROOPERS OFF DUTY ; AT A RITUAL FEAST.

The Sphis, or French Algerian Light Horse, are recruited largely

from the Kabyle clans of the Interior of Algeria. They are a

hardy race, and continue to do duty in camps near the front in

apite of the winter cold of Northern France. The familiar name
of the corps la of Turkish origin. The Turkish "

Spahla
" were

the irregular caralry of the old-time Sultana* armies in the days of

the Janissaries. Readers of Byron will remember the lines :

"Where once the Spahi's hoof haa trod, The rerdure flies th*

bloody sod." The upper illustration shows some ot the French

Spahis off duty in camp. The lower shows others at a ritual

feast, of which we showed pait ot the ceremonial the roasting of

a lamb in last week's issue. {Phoios. by C.N.]
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"
I think you must be a madman," growled the

angry Commander. " The conditions are very
bad, and many of the roads mus{ be under snow.

Also, I do not know whether they want doctors
at Tomaszow. Although I disapprove, I will do
this much I will write to Headquarters asking
if they need a doctor at Tomaszow . . ."

But Rozanof said he could not wait. In a
burst of rage the Commander said that, as far as

he was concerned, Rozanof could go to Tomaszow

GAS-MASKS IN ACTUAL USE: FRENCH TROOPS READY
FOR APPROACHING POISON - FUMES. [Pliologr.tpk by C.N.]

and be buried under German shells. He had no
use for a madman.

It was found that some Cossacks were going
in the right direction ; the doctpr and his servant

joined the party, and set out riding. For a greater
portion of the way these two rode in the body of
the party, leaving the leadership
to the Cossacks, who had travelled

this route before. After some
time, however, Rozanof prejsed^
forward, and he, with his servant
behind him, took the lead.

Nobody questioned him, fo 1"

he seemed quite sure of himself,
and the party went on carelessly.
At one point, however, a Cossack
rode up to the leaders and asked
if they were certain they were

going right should they not
have travelled north-west a little

more ? The doctor answered

steadily that this was the way they
must go. He was certain. The
Cossack, reassured, dropped back
and joined again in the intermin-
able conversations of the Slav.

In time, however, not only this

man, but others became uneasy.
They looked about, and told

and more forbidding to their eyes, their alarm
went beyond easy acceptance. They began to

think the doctor had gone astray either through
confident ignorance or deliberately. They began
to look darkly at him. The officer of the detach-

ment spurred up to him, and asked him if he was
sure they were going right. On receiving the

inevitable answer that they must go this way, he
fell back, baffled. They began to look at Rozanof

suspiciously, but with a suspicion that was

tempered with fear because of the

curious and awing determination of

the doctor's unfaltering movement.
While they were debating among

themselves what they should do, the

doctor's manner became stranger.
He suddenly swung off the track,
rode across the plain, and down
into a hollow. They rode after him,
and found him dismounting at the
door of a battered house. The

ground about the house presented
an unexpected sight. Many un-
known Russians and Germans lay
there in the snow, dead for many
months. There was every sign
that there had been a terrible but
isolated and unheard-of fight in

this place. The loneliness and
silence gave a sense of unnatural

tragedy to the spot.

They followed the doctor and his servant
into the house. At the door of one room
the servant stopped them. In answer to their

questions, the servant said that his master had
not known there had been a fight here in

fact, he did not know this part of Russia at

THE MULE AS MACHINE-GUN CARRIER FOR THE "BLUE DEVILS":
FRENCH CHASSEURS ALPINS HALTED FOR ROADSIDE REFRESHMENTS.

Phjtograph by C.ff.

each other that this land was new and strange to
them. They became disturbed, and glanced at the
doctor, who was going forward at an almost fixed

pace, glancing neither one way nor the other.

They were a little comforted by his fixed attitude;
they thought that perhaps he knew a shorter route,
an> I was If-ading them along it. But as he went on,
and the '

aicl became more stiange, more empty.

all. The amazed Cossacks asked why he had
come then, and how he had come. . . . The
servant bade them look into the room. They
saw the doctor kneeling on the floor beside the
bodies of two men. He was making the sign
of the cross, and praying." He has found his two dead brothers,"
explained the servant. W. DOUGLAS NEWTOW
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TThc Maintenance of transport efficiency at the front.

A MQTOR-VEHICLE REPAIRING WORKSHOP : A HEAVY JOB IN HAND
; ATTENDING TO MINOR FITTINGS.

In the same manner that damaged guns and rifles are taken in
hand for repair at specially established workshop-stations within
a short distance of the actual battle-line, transport motor-vehicles
of all kinds have their own special machinery-repairing workshops
and depdts close behind the front. These are auxiliary to the large
repairing establishments set up at central points at certain dis-

tances apart along the main routes between the bases and the
front. Every sort of repair, except absolutely hopeless case? of

breakdown, can usually be dealt with by the local staff, owing to
the complete equipment of the depdts with machinery appliances,
and stores in which a stock of duplicate gear-fittmgs and parts
most likely to go wrong is kept at hand. {Official Photographs.}
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On Campaign with the Salonika Hrmy.

AT THE MACEDONIAN FRONT : A ROAD-MAKING MACHINE ; VENIZEUST SOLDIERS WITH THE ALLIES.

la previous imiet we have given illustration! of various up-to-date before the enemy * road-maker's Hone-crushing machine, for

mechanical appliance! with which the Allied Armies on the Balkan breaking up stones into road metaL Part of a military road in

Front are equipped ; such as, for instance, steam-driven rock-drills process of formation, and supported by layers of boulders, is seen

(or well-boring, motor-tractors, and so forth. In the upper illus- towards the background on the left. The lower illustration shows

tration here, we show yet another sort of machine, and one that men of a regiment of Veninlist Greeks righting with the Allies,

ptrhaps not everybody would associate with war-work In the field at the bread-ration distribution. [French Official Photograph!,.]
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Our Balkan Hrmy's Beast-of-HU-SIorh.

AT A COMMISSARIAT CAMP: MULES PICKETED IN THE LINES; LOADING UP FOR
The mule is proving itself a beast-ol^all-work in Macedonia at
indeed, it the cue in other quarter! of the war-area, both East
and West. In Macedonia, mules are being found indispensable
for everyday campaigning service, thanks not only to their naturally
hardy constitution and capacity for standing the variabilities ot
climate satisfactorily, but also to their endurance and sure-

A MARCH.
footedness. Greet muleteers are largely employed in the transport
and commissariat departments, some of whom are seen in the
above two illustrations. The upper illustration shows the mule-
lines at a camp in Macedonia, with the animals picketed in- rows.
In the lower, a mule-train convoy is seen being loaded up for a
move on (French Official Photographs.]
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Off-Duty Recreation in Salonika Garrison,

TWO HOCKEY MATCHES : OFFICERS R.N. V. GURKHAS
;
A

Lltr in cantonments at Salonika, thanki to the completeness of the

jcj.r.., i.iiaiuuuun of duties by the Allied Headquarter Staffs, for

the ii..v.ii AMI! military forces holding the base of operations in that

<juilfr i'l -hr war-area, hat settled down in many ways into

regu'.ai i>m.ii> routine form. The work o( the day done, it is

always possible to proiide some form of active recreation for those

NURSING STAFF INTER-HOSPITAL MATCH.

stationed there. A very usual form of sport and exercise i-ombined,
for those off duty in their leisure interval, is hockey, (or which
there are excellent facilities in the way of a level playing field.

Two matches in progress are shown in the illusttMions above. In

the upper, the Gurkhas are in the foreground, and have their

backs to the reader. (Official Photograph*.}
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On the Line of JVIarcb in Macedonia.

NATIVE BUSINESS ENTERPRISE : A BALKAN TRADESMAN AND HIS SHOP NOTICE TO ALLIED SOLDIERS.

The modern Greek of the trading classes, whether in town or village,

is as wideawake and enterprising a man of business as exists.

Indeed, unkind things are sometimes heard about that among
officers 'and men on the Balkan Front

;
much like what one used

to hear from tourists in the Near East about the "smartness" of

the Levantine Greeks, who form the bulk of the shopkeepers in

South-Eastern Europe. We have published in previous issues

illustrations of advertising methods adopted at Salonika and else-

where, showing how quick Greek tradesmen are in their endeavours

to attract the custom of members of the Allied Forces. Here we

give a Balkan village shopkeeper's effort, in his best English, with

the tradesman standing outside. [Official Photograph.]
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WOMEN AND THE WAR.

THE
activities of women in munition-factories

would cover much paper were they described

in detail, for the term " munitions of war "
is so

catholic a one. To the general public
" muni-

tions
" means shells and guns, nothing more

although, perhaps, in the back of their minds

people are aware that

aeroplanes, rigid air-

ships, and balloons

also come under the

heading.

Women have for

some time past been

employed in our air-

ship factories. The
work which devolves

on them there is of a

most interesting char-

acter, and there is a

picturesque side to the

business of producing
a "

gas-bag
" which is

worth noting, and

which, by the way,
has been depicted by
Mr. Herbert Finn in

his water-colours.

is

it

CANADIAN

SENSIBLE

Gas-bags, dirigibles,

and rigid airships of all descriptions are composed
of canvas which is specially treated in order to

make it perfectly weatherproof. A "
gas-bag

"

has a considerable amount of rigging attachments

in order that

the car in , .

which its crew
travel can be

slung securely
from it. Girls

are employed
on the work
of lacing and

eyelet
- holing

all these at-

tachments,
and the work
has to be most

accuratelyand

precisely done,
as everything
is measured
out exactly.

WOMEN WAR -WORKERS IN A NEAT

DRESS: PAINTING IN THE C.P.R.

SHOPS. [.Photograph by Topical.}

AND

CAR

MASCULINE ATTIRE FOR FEMININE WAR-WORKERS IN CANADA: WOMEN
IN TROUSERS IN THE C.P.R. CAR SHOPS. [Pkotapaph by Topical.]

To visit an

airship factory
is a strange ex-

perience, and
the half - in-

flated monsters of the sky lie sprawling about on
the floor of the vast halls where the work is done
in a curiously helpless-looking fashion. The first

part of the work is tackled when the ship is in a
flat state, and looks like some large patchwork

quilt spread out on the ground. Rubber solution

is painted over all joints and patches, such as

the rip-panel, which is a strip of material that can

be torn down if the airship is forced to make a

hxmied descent. The girls are all dressed in

trousers, and one wonders why their hair

"bobbed "
is

merely some freak of

aping men which in-

duces them to adopt
this costume ?

It is not, as the
next stage of the work
will show. The air-

ship is half-inflated at

a certain period of its

construction that is

to say, the inner enve-

lope is filled with air,

and the outer cover

(which will eventually
contain the ballonets,
or little sausage-like
additions which add
to its security and

buoyancy) is left loose.

Our trousered girls lift

up this outer flap, as

one lifts up the flap
of a tent, and they crawl into the stuffy darkness
within and grope till they find a manhole through
which they crawl to the central chamber. If their

hair were not short it would constantly shed hair-

pins and come
down over the

ears and eyes
of theworkers.

The inte-

rior part of

the ship is

suffused with

light, as its

canvas roof is

tightly drawn.

In this en-

closed space,
which reeks of

rubber solu-

tion and naph-
tha, the girls

work until

every part of

the ship is se-

cure and neat.

It is then
treated with a

special solu-

tion, or
"
dope," which makes it a soft silver-

grey in colour, and renders it impervious to

wind and wet. This dope is poisonous, and the

work of applying it is done by men ; but often the

girls have to work on a doped airship for repairing
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Sport and Sculpture in a Salonika Camp.

RECREATIONS IN THE FRENCH CAMP AT ZEITINLIK : SOLDIERS' SPORTS ;
AND A SOLDIER-ARTIST.

Zeitinllk Camp lies about four milet from the landing-stage at

Salonika, on a plateau that was bare and desolate before the

French troops occupied it in October 1915. Since that time the

scene has undergone a change. The above photograph! were

taken recently in the camp. In the upper one, showing a pick-a-

back race, mar be noted two Serbian soldiers in their Glengarry-

like caps. In the lower one is a soldier-sculptor engaged making

busts and statuettes and pottery of classic design. His work, It

will be seen, shows the artistic skill possessed by so many French-

men, as eridenced by the Salon des Armees in Paris, containing

3000 works of art by French soldiers on active service. Some

examples are glren on another page. [F* Official Photographs.]
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purposes, etc., so they are not immune from the

deadly fumes, which smell like pear-drops, but
whi.Ji are most injurious in their effects.

It is Mimetimes depressing for women to con-

template these Amazonian activities of their

sisters ; but those who cannot work strenuously
in a factory should bear in mind the manifold

employment which women
can find if they desire seden-

tary work, or if they can offer

their time without seeking any
monetary reward in return.

One of the most remark-
able organisations which is

entirely run by voluntary
workers, the majority of

whom are women, is the In-

quiry Department of the
British Red Cross Society.
This department was started

early in the war, and began in

a small way at 20, Arlington
Street. It endeavoured to

keep a complete record of all

men posted as
" wounded and

missing
"

or
"
missing," and

to convey to their relatives

any information which they
could obtain. After a certain

time the War Office officially recognised the
invaluable work of this department, and be-

gan to work in with it in the closest possible

way. The offices have now moved to 18, Carlton
.House Terrace, the residence of Lord Astor and
Captain John Astor, and, vast as is the accommo-
dation theie. it is none too large. Over 150

routine find it quite simple to grasp ; and, slmuM
they make a mistake, they find that their error

returns to them automatically. It takes some
thirty minutes to look through the different initials

of men named " Smith "
in the card index !

The organisation is undei Lord Lucan, in whose
name letters are sent out. The work is not all

YOUNG WAR-WORKERS ASSISTING A WOMAN CARPENTER:

OF AMMUNITION-BOXES. -(Photograph by Topical.]

THE MAKING

WOMEN CARPENTERS ENGAGED FOR HUT-BUILDING IN FRANCE:
JOINING DOVE-TAILED PIECES TO MAKE BOXES.-[P*o<ora>* by Topical.]

workers come each day in order to index and file

the cases, to write letters of inquiry, to telephone
to the War Office, to send out lists to the Red
Cross Searchers abroad, and to interview relatives.
In tlie whole building there are only about a dozen
paid typists, and the system of filing is so perfect

women who have no knowledge of office

plain sailing. No inquiries can be answered
if the inquirer has no title or right to know the

whereabouts of the man. Young women aie

referred to the War Office, for soldiers still love

and ride away ; and, alas ! there are sometimes
cases of wives who think there must have been a

casualty because their man has not written for

months. Then there are the

comic inquirers, who have no
idea that it is necessary to

inform the department of

their son or husband's regi-
ment or regimental number.
One woman wrote "

Dear
Miss, If you find my son,

you will know him by his

feet, for the little toe comes
where, the second toe ought
to be." Another optimist in-

dited the following :

" Can

you please find my husband ?

He deserted me twelve years
ago, and I hear he has joined
the Army under an assumed
name, but he is John Smith."

Fortunately, there are laughter
and comedy to be found every-
where ; and so much of the
work at 18, Carlton House
Terrace is tragic that one is

glad that the workers can smile at times. Some-
times, too, they can rejoice with them that do

rejoice, for they may be the bearers of ?!ail

tidings that a son or a husband has been restored

from the dead and that is surely sufficient

reward for the wearisome drudgery of many a

day. CLAODINE CLEVK.
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In the extended British Line on the Somme.

FORMERLY FRENCH; NOW BRITISH: A BADLY BATTERED TRENCH; AND ONE IN WORKING ORDER.
These illustrations together may be taken as showing samples, so
to speak, of the trench positions in the Somme area, the holding
of which the British Army on the Western Front has recently
taken on itself from the French. Until not many weeks ago
our Allies occupied the ground, which they had held since the

"push" opened last July. Owing to the ever-increasing strength

of the forces under Sir Douglas Haig, our men are able now to
relieve their French comrades throughout the sector, freeing a
considerable body of French troops for General Nivelle's purposes
elsewhere. In the upper illustration a battered section, the trench
resembling a scooped-out furrow, is seen ; in the lower, the trench-
length is practically intact. [Photos, by C. N.]
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The Lir as pictured by Cdarriors.
* s

REALISM: "A SURPRISE ATTACK," BY ROBLIN
; AND "THE FIRST PIECE TO FIRE," BY A. HAUCHAR.

Drawn with a pencil dipped in "inspissated gloom," these pictures
at the Salon des Armves are typical of many of the grim scenes
and experiences of the troops on active service. "A Surprise
Attack," by Roblin, with ill dark, slowly moving figures standing
out in silhouetted clearness of outline against the light in the

diltint sky, speaks eloquentl> of the incidents which must be part

of the everyday life ot the brave men at the Front. " The first

piece to fire
"

is another realistic impression, by A. Hauchar, the

effect of the big gun dimly seen in the shadow of the avenue of

trees being of real artistic value, and powerfully suggestive of the

scenes of terror in which it was in due time to play its deadly

part. (French Official I'ltotograp'i*.]
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TThe CClar as pictured by CClarriors.

"THE FUSE," BY HOFFBAUER : A SKETCH IN THE SALON DES ARMEES IN THE TUILERIES.
Not even the greatest war in the world can kill the artistic

instincts of the French, and their brave soldiers find innumerable
subjects for their pencil at the Front, and a large collection of
their works is attracting many visitors to the Tuileries, where, in
the Salon des Armces, they are displayed. Needless to say, the

subjects are surprisingly varied, ranging, despite the conditions

under which they were produced,
" from grave to gay, from lively

to severe." "The Fuse," by Hoffbauer, shows cleverly something
of the terror of war, the crouching men in the trenches, the

gaunt, bare trees, against a sky glaring with the explosion, make
up a picture as grim as it is impressive and as realistic as it is

pirn. [French Official PlmtJgrapl:.]
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- H Great Paris "Cerminus in CHar-'Cime.
' **t"

A PARISIAN " CHARING CROSS " OR " VICTORIA "
: TYPICAL SCENES AT THE GARE DE L'EST.

The Care de I'Est is the scene of many incidents as human and

as interesting as Frith's famous "
Railway Station." and often as

crowded with soldiers and their friends as wa his huge canvas

with typical figures. For the Gare de 1'Est is the station whence

the largest number of troops leave Paris for the Front. Our first

picture shows one of the wards which have been organised for

their accommodation, where they can rest, within the precincts of

the stition, after arriving or while waiting for the train which is

to take them to join their comrades at the Front. The second

picture shows some of them enjoying a meal in the refectory

with a zest due to the novelty of eating their food in comfortable

surroundings.- {French Official Photo^aph^.}
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WINTER ON THE BRITISH WESTERN FRONT : A WARMLY CLAD TOMMY.
Rri'isli Official Ptiatoerap'' .
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IMPORTANT NOTICE: "THE ILLUSTRATED WAR NEWS."

Our Readers u)ill nofe thai the price of
"
The Illustrated War News

"
has teen raised by one penny ; thai is, to

Seoenpence. In the same way our contemporaries will raise their price. This has been made necessary ky the great

increase in the cost of paper and of all other materials used, in the cost of labour and of transport We feel sure that

our readers will support us as before, realising that we should not raise the price of our Paper unless such action were

really necessary. It should be added, further and the point seems hardly to call for emphasis that the Paper will be ep(

at its present high standard of illustrations and letterpress. The normal price of sixpence will be resumed as soon as possible.

By W. DOUGLAS NEWTON.

THE
end of last week found the world in

a mist of neutral conjecture. Germany's
declaration of war on all the world's shipping had

had the nati ral reaction ; patient America had

broken with Germany, and various other countries

were in a violent state of protest. Germany
herself was

playing her

double and
habitual role

that is, she

was,officially,

wailing at the

sad mistake

America had
made about

her method,

while, semi-

officially and

journalistic-

ally, she was

braying her

determination

with her
usual trucu-

lence. Also,

by way of an

index to
facts, a sub-

marine had

carefully sunk

an American

vessel, the
// .'itsatonir.

Out of tins

turbulen t

condition

things no
very great <.ider h;'s developed durinp, the week,

though the situation has hardened. America

has stiffened in hei intention, and is, in a

wise manner, putting her hoi se in order for any
eventuaht'. . She is lowing a very acute per-

ception of the conditions that will make her a

fonmdable lot- to Germans both inside and oi.t-

H'le her Uirder if war comes. Her severance of

diplomatic conne< tion has not brought the neutrals

into coalition ag'iinst the enemy, as had at first

been anticipai'-d iat least in \meiica), for though
Brazil, Spain, Scandinavia, and Holland have

enteied strong prote-,1- .'g.iiiisf Gennaiiv's sea

warfare, the matter has remained there and

HIDDEN TREASURE IN

When
France buried their

of the Germans. Since

permission, the inhabitants have returned to the sites of their

hidden wealth, with satisfactory results. '.Ilritisli Official Photograph.}

relationships have not been cut off. This fact

gives America a position of isolation that may,
eventually, force the American hand.

The practical effect of America's stern action

cannot, of course, be fully appreciated yet, fince

conditions are still in a considerable state of flux
;

but in certain

other respe'- ^s

the change of

status is of

enormous im-

po:tance. It

means that

Germany, in

her series of

crimes, has at

last commis-
sioned a crime

so grave that

it has shat-

t e r e d the
most deter-

mined neu-

trality that

war has
known. This

is not said

offensively. In

these notes I

have always
endeavoured
to point out
the extremely
difficult pro-
blems both
internal and
international

President
Wilson has had to face. And I have tried

to point out too that the President often

adopted what seemed to us a rigid attitude,
not because America \\as hostile, but because
America was so intensely on our side. It is not

easy to be implacably neutral when the balance
of one's favour is all on one side, and America's

apparent rigidity was more often than not
America's endeavour to be fair to Germany. In
actual weight, little can be said of the Allies 'gain
unless America takes up arms against the
Germans a condition of things that Germany
seems anxious to force upon America. But, if

that should happen, we shall have a great influx

THE WAR-ZONE : A LADY ABOUT TO SEARCH
FOR BURIED WEALTH.

became necessary to vacate their homes, a number of dwellers in the war-zone in

money and other treasures, that they might not fall
'

into the hands
that time, many of the villages have been retaken and, by special

homes and dug for their
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of power that will give us a reasonably efficient

addition to our Naval forces and a new reserve

of manhood assessable at ninety millions. As an

American friend said,
" We may have a small

army now, but don't forget that we could have

a million men in the field in a year's time. In

the second year we could have another million.

And we could go on." Meanwhile, there is the

concentration of American munition plant and

SOLDIER

ENLISTED

AND SNAKE - CHARMER TOO : AN AFGHAN SNAKE - CHARMER, WHO

THE WAR, GIVING A DISPLAY OF HIS FORMER TRICKS AT A

BOMBAY GARRISON CHRISTMAS GARDEN-PARTY.

transport ready to hand, as well as the knowledge
that enormous resources in material, monej', and
moral must now be placed to the support of the

Allies. This, as well as such minor matters as

the American holding of German ships and the

like, are all in our favour.

Meanwhile,
"
unrestricted German sea war-

fare
"

has its debit side, and we must not turn

away from its gravity. For
the neutrals it is bringing
about, and will further cause,

many unpleasant disabilities
;

for not only is trade menaced,
but the food problem in

countries like Holland, for

instance is bound to grow
supremely difficult. It will

not make our own food pro-
blems easiei, and we would
not be fair to ourselves if we
pretended otherwise. How-
ever, as I held last week, the

Navy is not altogether un-

connected with this matter
of submarine warfare, and
we have reason to feel that

adequate measures are being
taken to meet the position.
This fact has been emphasised
by Mr. Bonar Law, Lord

Curzon, Lord Milner (in

Petrograd), and others
;

all

the resources of invention behind them, merchant-

ships will be convoyed when imperative, and
what is, perhaps, the greatest promise of safety

merchant-ships will be armed. Moreover, in

addition to the greater impetus given to the

building of merchant-ships, we have initiated a

scheme for the insurance of neutral vcrsels carry-

ing cargoes to this country both very powerful

weapons for the defeat of the German plan.
The attack, too, can be,

and is being, fought from in-

side Britain as well as on the

seas. We are now in the

throes of three great efforts

of concentration that should

help as much as war-ships
and cargo-bottoms, men and
munitions and guns, to defeat

the enemy. The three great
efforts are, of course, the

War Loan, Rationing, and
National Service. The three

are actually combined in their

effort and purpose, for each

is a call in its own direction

for every man to make the

supreme effort for the defeat

of enemy forces. Each is as

imperative as the enlistment

of the able-bodied. The War
Loan, which some regard as

an investment, is not truly an

investment, since it should

be regarded as a duty. In essence it should be a

sacrifice, ? sacrifice made on rather beneficial

terms that gives us our opportunity of coming
nearer in unselfishness to the man that fights.

As the War Loan will give us the sinews of war to

defeat Germany, so the enormously important
matter of rationing will enable us to spoil Ger-

many's plans, since it is obvious that the less we

insist that there is
"
absolutely no chance

"
of

Germany's winning the war by starving Britain.

The Naval measures to meet the attack have all

THE IMPERIAL ESCORT AT THE STATE OPENING OF PARLIAMENT : INDIAN

OFFICERS, SELECTED TO FORM PART OF THE KING'S BODYGUARD, WATCHING

A REHEARSAL OF THE MILITARY PROCESSION IN THE SNOW.

Photograph bv S/>w[ tint! ticnciul.

eat the fewer cargoes we will need. The National

Service scheme answers the same purpose. It is

a plan to make both our armies more powerful (by
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releasing the able-bodied through the processes of

substitution) ;>.ud our condition of resistance more
absolute. A!! these things are vital ami essential

to the war ; they go to make the nation more
concentrated, more self-supporting, more compact,
and more powerful. \Ve have, as it were, (hiring
this week '

egun to mass and marshal all our

WITH THE MESOPOTAMIA EXPEDITIONARY FORCE: WHERE A " ROAD "

COLLAPSED BENEATH A MOTOR-LORRY.
The Mesopotamia!! roads were not made (or heavy traffic, and often it has been
found that they have been built over pits and cellars ! [Pliotograpli by Topical Press.]

strength for the great impact of military and
material forces that is soon to decide the war.

The fighting this week in the West has not
been of great scope, but it has been fruitful and
important. It has brought to the
British front a very creditable success.
This success is the result of a number
of well-planned and steadily organised
advances on the Ancre sector which
ended in the successful capture of
Grandcourt. It is true that the Ger-
mans appear to have evacuated Grand-
court of their own accord ; but it is

more to the point to realise that it

was the pressure of the British which
forced them to do it. As a gun posi-
tion Grandcourt was a thorn in the
side of the Somme assault, since its

position on our flank overhung our
communications unpleasantly. Now
we hold a front almost without
salient from Beaumont Hamel to
c.ueudecourt a front, by the way,
that runs along all the crests. Our
capture of the Sailly Hill, at the
throat of the ( ambrai plain, makes an
item of some importance. The ac-

tivity on the French front, it might
l>e worth noting, is again to the

Hast, the Germans along the Alsace-
Lorraine sector showing considerable, if unsuc-
cessful, energy.

On the Russian front there has been some
fighting in the Riga zone, t.iongh the greatest
pressure hen- Mema to ha\e degenerated, the net

result of the encounters being in favour of the

Russians, for they still hold much of the ground
their pressure towards the Aa gained them. On
the Roumanian line there has been a little fighting,
but it would seem of patrol calibre only. The
Germans made the movement in this sphere,

flinging some forces across the frozen Sereth near
Focsani. The Russian defence was

quite adequate, and the enemy was

flung back across the stream. On the

.Macedonian front there appears to be
a state of preparation, but no more
than aerial activity. From Kut there

has come again welcome news. The
force engaged here has now cleared

the whole of the south bank of the

Tigris, east of the junction of the Hai
and Tigris, and the cavalry have even
been at work raiding and reconnoi-

tring the enemy territory well beyond
Kut itself, and well towards the Turk-
ish base at Shumran. The whole plan
of the fighting here seems to be de-

liberate and good, for not only have
the Turks suffered considerable losses

in their various encounters, but the
British actions themselves have every
sign of being backed by adequate
power and means.

If -the war develops here, as it

might well do, the enemy will have
a task infinitely more problematic

than that brilliant but unfortunate dash that

took General Townshend to within sight of

Bagdad. It will call for more Turkish forces

and more concentrated means of resistance and

TRAFALGAR SQUARE AS A NATIONAL ADVERTISING STATION : PUBLICITY

FOR THE WAR LOAN AT THE FOOT OF THE NELSON COLUMN.

Photograph by lllii^trutiotis litireau.

it will make that call at a time when Turkey
will find it difficult to concentrate, and woefully
hard to send men. What the future holds in

store in Mesopotamia is likely to be of peculiar
interest. LONDON: FKB. 12, 1017.
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One of france's fleet of Super-Dreadnoughts.

FOR END-ON, CONCENTRATED FIRING : THE TWIN-GUN SUPERIMPOSED, OR DOUBLE, TURRETS.

All modern-type bttle-hipj of recent construction In all navies

mount their heavy upper-deck ordnance nowadays in double, of

"superimposed," turret*, as two tiers of guns, the upper turret

(urn firing over the roof of the lower turret. The method has been

in general employment for the put ten years, and all super-Dread-

noughts, British and foreign, o carry their main battery. Earlier

Dreadnoughts were gunned on the single-turret system. The

American and French navies were the first to mount guns on

board ship in that manner, more or less experimentally. Some

super-Dreadnoughts carry their turret guns in threes, A fore-and-aft

upper-deck view of a French battle-ship with twin guns in super-

imposed turrets, is shown above. [French Official I'hotografh.]
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The "eastern Ggrypt force's" Victory at JMagbdaba.

7

AFTER ACTION : AN2ACS HANDING TURKISH PRISONERS OVER TO INFANTRY
;

SORTING PRISONERS.

The atUck by the Desert Column of the
"
Eastern Egypt Force

"
on

the entrenched Turkish position at Maghdaba, twenty miles south-

east of the frontier coast town, El Arish. followed immediately on

the evacuation of El Arlsh by the enemy. The Turk*, contrary

to expectation, gave up El Arish without fighting, whereupon the

Anne Mounted Brigade and Camel Corps pressed on agimt

MAghdaba. In spite of the Turkish artillery and/redoubts, the enemy
were routed, with a loss of 1350 prisoners and heavy casualties in

dead. The prisoners were rounded up by the Anrac&, who, as

shown in the upper illustration, handed them ever to the infantry.

The classifying of the prisoners took place at El Arish, as seen in

the second illustration. [Official photographs.]
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TTbe "eastern egypt force's'' Victory at JMagbdaba,

AFTER ACTION : CLASSIFYING PRISONERS ; BRITISH RED CROSS MEN TENDING ENEMY WOUNDED.

Among the 1350 Turkish prisoners taken at the action of Maghdaba
were the Turkish Commander-in-Chief, Khabr Bey, and the German

second-in-command, Von Kress. The German leader, Von Krtssen-

stein, it was stated by prisoners, not expecting an attack, had left

the camp at three that morning in a motor car for Jerusalem, six

hours before the Srttish attack opened. The unwounded prisoners,

most of whom were Syrians, were marched off in a long column

to El Arish. There they were halted outside the stone-walled

fort and sorted out according to their battalions. The process is

shown, while taking place, in the upper illustration. The lower

shows Turkish wounded after their surrender on the battlefield

being attended to at a British ambulance station. [Offu'tnl Photos.]
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Cdcetcrn front OUntxr Campaign Scenes.

BRI1ISH SECTOR: ROYAL ENGINEERS BACK FROM TRENCHES; A DRINK FROM THE ENGINE-HOSE.

In the uppei illustration * detachment, R.B., is seen coming back

from trench duty. They are tramping acrou the now In the

drawn-out linfte Ale, IOOM formation adopted lor precautionary
reason! by units on the way tn or returning from the trenches.

This procedure is followed more especially when the ground is an

open, white, exposed surface of snow, on which any movements

of men in fours, or ordinary marching order, makes a dark patch,

and a target for German shells. The [shell-crater
in the foreground,

filled with coiled barbed wire to prerent a sniper using it, is a

battlefield reminder of the past. The lower illustration show! a

railway engine supply-tank, of "potable" water as marked, being

uwd for drinking purposes. {Official Photogruphs.\
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Qleatcrn front CHinter Campaign Incidents.
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'

-

3 TO. ANIMALS

OHORSES-1AMED
ii

..

WITH-NAILS UFT i.V

MILS

CAMERA ITEMS : IDENTIFYING WHERE HE CROSSED THE GERMAN WIRE NEAR OVILLERS.

The soldier on the right in the upper Illustration, while crossing

the snow which lies deep over the battlefields of the
"
Great Push "

of last autumn, with two comrades, has suddenly come upon the

spot at which he had to get through remains of a German barbed-

wire entanglement in the attack on Drillers. He is showing it

to the other two men, and relating his experience. It was at

Ovillers, as may be remembered, that we were confronted by the

exceptionally stubborn defence of the Third Division of the Prussian

Guard. The notice-board seen in the second illustration is a

warning against heedleunes*. It reminds us of th- humane efforts

the authorities do their best to make for the well-being of our

Army horns, [Official Photographs.}
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CLTcstem front Suppty-T>ain OlorM in the Snow.
r"WW.

"FEEDING "THE BATTERIES AND TRENCHES: TRANSPORTING BIG SHELLS; A TRAIN-LOAD EN ROVTE,

The illustrations on this and the adjoining page show details of

one of the vital factors which make for tuccess during the present

stage of the winter war the light-railway system across our lately

re-won French territory. As the official communiques have stated,

owing to weather conditions, the general infantry advance is tem-

porarily held up, but tht activity of the heavy artillery continues

unabated. In the -upper illustration a train of truck-bodies, fitted

on light-railway bogies, carrying big shells and giving a lift to a

number of soldiers, is seen temporarily stopping. In the lower

illustration, a train-load with trench dug-out gear and hut-making

materials is seen rounding t curve near its destination in rear of

a line of parapet dug-outs in a trench section. {Official Photographs.]
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Qlestern front Supply-T>ain dork in the Snow.

CROSSING RECAPTURED TERRITORY : A CHEERY GREETING EN ROUTE ; ALL HANDS HELPING.

these pages radiate all over the newly won ground, to
" feed

"

the trench-lines and batteries. They have been necessarily laid

in improvised fashion, and difficulties are at times experienced in

traversing
" bad

''

places. Then the soldier-passengers must get

out and push, to prevent the trucks overbalancing ;
as seen in the

lower illustration. [Official Photographs .]

A light-railway engine, drawing a train of trucks with trench and

winter-hut equipment, is seen in the upper illustration, while

crossing recaptured territory. The soldiers, who are being carried

all over the train, seated on the engine and on the truck-loads,

are passing friends or returned villagers, and waving a cheery

greeting to them as the train travels. The -light lines shown on
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'H Complete pantomime Given by a

.

"BABES IN THE WOOD" AT "NO. 3 HOSPITAL, BIRMINGHAM "THE FIRST COMPLETE PERFC

Our illustration records an interesting event. It shows the performers, orchestra, and audience in the stalls, at 1

Hospital, Birmingham Hollymoor when for the first time in England, as it is stated, soldier-patients were givei

Opportunity of witnessing a complete pantomime by a regular company, within the walls of their own hospital.
" Bab
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>mpany to patients at a Soldiers' Hospital.

N IN ENGLAND AT A WAR HOSPITAL : PLAYERS
; ORCHESTRA

;
AND COT CASES AS STALLS AUDIENCE.

I Wood " was the play, and the company came from the Alexandra Theatre, Birmingham. The performance was specially
ranged in consequence of the fact that from the nature of their injuries the men at the hospital were unable to go out.
mdred witnessed the piece, including fifty cot cases. These were given the front places. [Photograph by C.N.]
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ROMANCES OF THE REGIMENTS: XXXVI.-THE 8ra FOOT.
THE UNLUCKY GUINEA.

THE story of the unlucky guinea was taken

down more than eighty years ago from the

lips of a Chelsea pensioner by a chronicler who,
after the discreet but tantalising fashion of his

time, suppressed the name of the regiment in

question. He gave, however, a single clue, which

yielded to research a curious confirmation of one

vital circumstance, and left little, if any, doubt
that the corps was the

old 8th Foot, now the

Liverpool Regiment.
At the same time, it

raised several minor
difficulties as to place
and time ; but it may
be that the aged nar-

rator had become
somewhat confused as

to details during the

lapse of years. The

story itself does not,

however, depend for

its point upon locality
or period.

Serving with the

regiment in Holland

during the war of the

French Revolution
was a Militiaman
called Joe Jowler, a

queer-looking clod of

a fellow, who came in

for a great deal of the chaff with which the Regu-
lars favoured the supernumerary troops. A cer-
tain Lieutenant Fitzmorrice, a merry, gallant
Irishman whom everybody liked, used in par-
ticular to make good-humoured fun of the Militia,

comparing them and their unwieldy tall caps to a
bundle of top-heavy nine-pins which the first high

WITH THE ALLIED FLEET IN THE EASTERN MEDITER-
RANEAN: A FLOATING DOCK IN HARBOUR AT SALONIKA.
A the Allied armies on the Balkan Front are supplied with all

up-to-date mechanical appliances (or land operations, the Allied fleets

in the /Egean have all necessary docking equipment.

Frmck Official Photograph.

wind would blow away or leave them bare-headed.

Jowler was smart at back-answers to comrades
of his own rank, and, although he dared not hit

back with his mouth at the Lieutenant, he de-

termined to vindicate by deeds the cause of the

clodhoppers.

During a sharp engagement the Militiamen had
to extend in skirmishing order, amid the laughter

of the old soldiers and
considerable merri-

ment among them-
selves. In spite of

their heaviness and

oddity, they did well,

and none better than

Joe, who worked for-

ward with great sys-
tem and judgment.
He took excellently
chosen cover in a

bean-field,and crawled

forward like a snake

through the standing
stalks until he reached

a partwhere the beans
had been cut and were
set up in shocks.

Behind one of these

he ensconced himself

and began to -give a

good account of the

enemy's sharp-
shooters. Every time Joe brought down his

man his comrades gave him a cheer. But

suddenly from behind another shock rushed

three strapping French Grenadiers, who tried to

take the Militiaman prisoner. Joe, in face of

numbers, kept perfectly cool. Fortunately, he had

just reloaded, so he shot one Grenadier dead,
[Coiili'iueit evrtea/.

IN THE FRENCH LINES ON THE WESTERN FRONT-A JEST POINTED BY EXPERIENCE' "LOVING RAT
VILLA" (VILLA DU RAT AMOUREUX), A W.NTER HUT IN REAR OF THE TRENCHES.-[P*o 6y CJJ
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TTbe Oversea Russian Contingents on HUied fronts.

TRANSPORT : BEASTS QUARTERED ON THE VESSEL'S

In lhi illustration we arc given a view of part of the upper deck,

amidships, on board one of the Russian troop-ships white on service

in certain parts of the war-area. For supplying the men on board

UPPER DECK.

the transports during their voyage with milk, or for the fresh-meat

rationing of the troops, a number of cattle are carried in the ships.

Some of the beasts are sera on board the vessel shown here. All

the world knows now about the oversea movements of Russian

detachments that contingents of Russian soldiers in various

numbers have crossed the seas and, without apparently a single

mishap to any of the transports, been landed, some In France
;

others at Salonika, for service with General Sarrall's army.

(French Official Photograph.]
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bayonetted the second, and then, clubbing his

musket, dashed out the brains of the third.

Thereupon he put his big hairy cap on the point
of his bayonet, turned round, and cried :

" What
do you think of the beggarly Militiamen now ?

"

Lieutenant Fitzmorrice, who was close behind

A PROVERB ON FOUR LEGS: TRAINING A MULE IN MACEDONIA.
Th* much-maligned mule has his qualities as well as his defects, of which Utter,

stubbornness has had the doubtful honour of passing into a proverb. But In more
than one of our war-areas, his plodding qualities and his strength have outweighed
his innate habit, and he has been found most useful. Our picture shows an
"
unmanageable

"
being trained st the Zeltenlik Camp, on the Macedonian Front.

Fmtck Official Photograph. .

told

and had seen the whole affair, replied,
"
That they

are as fine fellows as ever served the King and
you are the bravest of the brave." He shook
hands with Joe, gave him a guinea, and
him he should have another on

every anniversary of the day.
Further reward Jowler had none.

Promotion he did not desire. He
could neither read nor write, and
non-commissioned rank would have
been no use to him. But he had a

position in the regiment from that

day forward which was as good to
him as a step would have been.
And on the anniversary of his exploit
he had his guinea, which he spent
freely, and the authorities agreed
to wink at any consequences which
on other days might have meant
the guard-room or the triangles.

But, unluckily, there arose a
Pharaoh which knew not Joseph.
On one festive occasion Fitzmorrice
was away on leave, but he had left

the usual guinea to be paid to the

hero on the auspicious morning.
Joe went gallantly to the work of

liquidation, and before noon he
was in a high state of hilarity.
It had never occurred to his simple

understanding that the new Colonel

might not see eye to eye with
the old. Such, unfortunately, was the fact.

The C.O. somehow got wind of Jowler's con-

dition, and had him arrested. The upshot

was a court-martial and a sentence of
"
claws

for breakfast."

Two days later the regiment was formed in

hollow square, the triangles were rigged, and just
as the Colonel ordered poor Joe to strip, Fitz-

morrice, newly returned from leave, appeared on

parade. He was terribly upset, and,

stepping out of the ranks, explained
the circumstances and begged the

Colonel to be merciful. But the

martinet would not listen.
" That 's

nothing to me, Sir," he replied.

Flogged Joe was accordingly. As
the horrid scene began, Mr. Fitzmor-

rice put up his sword and left the

parade-ground and the regiment.
So much for the story, as the

pensioner told it. Dryasdust, seek-

ing to trace the corps, took down
the

"
Army Lists

"
of the late eight-

eenth century. Within the period
named there was in the Army no
officer called Fitzmorrice. But there

was in the 8th Foot a Lieutenant

John Fitzmaurice, the only Fitz-

maurice in the Service. Here was a

clue. He served with the 8th from

1796 to 1799. In t8oo he mysteri-

ously disappears. The "
Army List

"

of 1 80 1 knows him not. But in 1802

a John Fitzmaurice is posted as

Lieutenant in the Royal American

Regiment. To clear all doubt,

his date of seniority is precisely that of Fitz-

maurice of the 8th Foot namely, Dec. 21, 1796.

So here, in the dry pages of the
"
Army List," is

the record of a little romance within a romance a

A PROVERB ON FOUR LEGS : FORMING THE CHARACTER
OF AN OBSTINATE MULE.

As referred to in regard to our other picture, the mule is being found of no small

value In war-work upon various fronts but, he has his drawbacks, the worst being
shared by humanltv II it were honest enough to own it. Here is a somewhat
extreme case of

"
forming the character

"
of an obstinate mule at Zeltenlik Camp,

on the Macedonian Fron:. [Frcttck Official Photograpk.}

story of an exchange effected by a warm-hearted
Irishman out of loyalty to a humble subordinate
whom he had unwittingly got into a scrape.
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Winter War-Life on the Western front.

EVERYDAY DETAILS : RESTING IN THE SNOW EN ROUTE FOR TRENCH-DUTY ;
FIREWOOD-CHOPPING.

ThM are two everjday-life pictures, so to speak, with our men

on the Weitern Front,
" somewhere " within the Somme battle'

area during the winter campaign. Both are battlefield scenes, on

village sites the Tillages themselves have been destroyed as habi-

tation* during the fighting now close behind the British front.

In the upper illustration, a trench-relief party is seen resting on

the mow a cheery, confident, well-fed, warmly clad group. In

the lower illustration, others, equally contented-looking and well

clad, are seen chopping firewood for the fires that warm thr dug-

outs. Tree-trunks are mostly sought for. At much as possible

of the houss timber in the wrecked Tillage dwellings is left for

the poor folk to use when they return. (Official Photographs.]
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the fiorse Obsolete in CQarfare? H pict<

tVIDENCE AGAINST THE THEORY THAT THE DAY OF THE HORSE

Many hold that, with the development of mechanical science, the days of the horse as a military animal are over.

Mr. H. G. Wells wrote recently after visiting the Western Front :
"

Several of the French leaders with whom I talked :

to b* convinced that the hor is absolutely done with in modern warfare. There is nothing, they declared, that cavalr
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Comment from the British front in the Balkans,

5 OVER : THE BRITISH ARMY'S HORSE CAMP ON THE MACEDONIAN FRONT.
did that cannot now be done better by aeroplane. ... It may be argued that horses can go over country that is impossible for
automobiles. That is to ignore altogether whit has been done in this war by recent devices. . . . Except, perhaps as a parent

( transport mules, I see no further part for the horse to play.
"

[French Official Plu>toKrap>i.}
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Captain R.R.f). the prince of GLilce at the

A STRIKING SCENE AT THE FRONT : THE RETURN OF THE PRINCE OF WALE!
From the earliest day. of the war, Captain H.R.H. the Prince of Wale, ha, been eager in the discharge of his duti<
old.er, and keenly interested in every development of the great struggle. His Royal Highness has devoted himself auiduo

his duties, and never allowed con.iderat.ons of personal safety to weigh. The Prince joined the Grenadier Guards on August I
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: F)i9 Royal Rigbncee (Hatching a JYlarcb - paet.

E WESTERN WAR-AREA THE MARCH-PAST OF A BRITISH REGIMENT, IN THE SNOW.

and in November left for the Front as A.D.C. to Sir John French. In March 1916 H.R.H. arrived in Egypt as Staff Captain on
the Staff of the Mediterranean Expeditionary Force. In Sir John French's despatch of April 1915, the Prince was mentioned for

good work as Liaison Officer. In October 1916, he was appointed to Headquarters Staff. [Official I'holosmph.]
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frencb Colonial Troops on the JVIonastir from

JEING RELIEVED BY THE ITALIAN CONTINGENT : A SPLENDID BODY OF FRENi
News from the Allied front in the Balkans has been meagre of l.te. Some time ago bad weather and mud began to hamper
operat.ons as m the West, but there has been * certain amount of patrol fighting, and artillery activity has continued. At themoment of writing, the latest news appeared to come from the enemy's side, in the form of a Bulgarian communique issued
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H Column on the JVlarcb Back to Tbcir Base*

COLONIAL TROOPS ON THEIR WAY TO THE BASE FOR A WELL-DESERVED REST.

at Sofia on February 4. Regarding the Macedonian front, it said :
"
North-west of Monastir there were frequent storms of enemy

artillery fire. Between the Vardar and Lake Doiran there was artillery activity ; along the rest of the front slight firing. There
was infrequent artillery activity at the foot of the Belasitza. In the plain of Seres patrol encounters took place. "{Frtnck Official Photo.]
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dater and Gas on the OTcstcm front.

r

FRONT-LINE INCIDENTS ; LOADING-UP A WATER-CART FOR THE TRENCHES ; A GAS-GONG.

Maintaining the drinking-water supply in hard, winter weather

meant stiff work for all on watering duty between supply stations

and the trenches. Everything is frozen hard, and thawing diffi-

culties hare to be lurmounted, white snow makes the hauling of

;he wafur-carts difficult for the horse*. The upper illustration

thows a cart loading up for the trenches with water-cans filled in

the open. The sentry in the second illustration is watching for

the rising cloud of greenish-yellow Tupour ,

which betokens a

coming German gas-attack. With the wind from north or north-

east, gas-attacks are always to be expected. The sentry strikes

the bar of iron suspended aa seen, and the clang warns a!' in

the neighbourhood to put on gas-masks. [Qfjkial Phoiogrtt{>)>..}
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German Crain-Orgets and British Bull's-Bye Rita.

GOOD PRACTICE : TRANSPORT-TRUCKS UPSET BY SHELL-FIRE ; A BADLY HAMMERED ENGINE.

Before the battles of the "Great Push" opened, the tract of

country since regained by the Allies in Northern France was, in

parts, intersected by numerous light-railway lines, laid down during
the preceding months and used by the Germans for reinforcing and

supplying their positions at various places. These railway lines

have, from time -to time, come under fire from our long-range

guns, and have been as completely destroyed at important points

as the enemy's trenches themselves. By aid of our airmen, also,

on occasion, trains while moving along the line were "spotted
"

and reported to the batteries as targets with results as seen above

in most cases. The wreckage here shown was come upon by our

men as they swept the enemy back [Official Photographs.}
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FOOTNOTES TO ARMAGEDDON: XXVII. -IMPERVIOUS.

SHAPE
and his company were at the canal

during Mons, and they were quite infernally
hammered. There were men who so new were

they to modern shell-fire thought that troops
could not come out of that business with reason

intact. Shape came out all right. Shape was
not a talker ; but, in any case, he was not at all

inclined to moan about his experiences. He
mentioned that the shelling had been " bad-

dish," and he

promptly went
from Mons to

Le Cateau,
where his lot

had an experi-
ence which
made the Mons

shelling seem
anaemic. Shape
said,

"
Yes, if

anything, I do
think it was
worse than the

canal." And
he went im-

perturbably on.

to the Marne.
The Marne

was a bit of a hurry, and not so very exact-

ing ; but his battalion stepped into a pretty
full packet on the Aisne. The solid and semi-
official records note the fact that this bat-
talion was caught by gun-fire, and that in a
blaze of minutes the regiment ceased to exist.

Several men staggered out of the whirlwind with
the thickness of shell-shock mumbling their lips.
One man at least went mad with the horror of it.

They took the poor fellow away, and he called all

WITH THE " EASTERN EGYPT FORCE " DURING THE ADVANCE
ON EL ARISH : LOADING - UP STRETCHERS AT A DESERT STATION

IN SINAI.

Shape came out from the middle of that

experience, groggy, but quite all right. The M.O.
saw him and suggested he should

"
go down "

for

a spell ; but Shape only answered
"
Oh, there 's no need. You "re looking at my

hand it shakes a bit, of course, but it isn't

because of that. I was next Timmy X when

they got him. . . ."

Shape was not being heroic. He really saw
no need. He
said,

"
Yes, the

shelling was
rather bad the

Johnsons aren't

pleasant. But
it 'sin the day's
work. . . ."

When the

Colonel pointed
out that he

might go home
and help the

new battalions

along, Shape
said he would
rather stay if

there were any
men left to

stay with. If not, could he transfer ? As it

happened, he didn't have to transfer, and he
went soberly along to Ypres.

He had a hottish time upon the La Bass6e-

Neuve Chapelle line. In his opinion, the shell-

ing, though worse than anything he had met
up to this, wasn't a patch on the gruelling
the line got when his lot were flung north
to stop the gaps in the salient. When little

Z's brain gave under the strain, he admitted

-* -- *.J.M...

il iimttbtrir rrJim in i ni

WITH THE "EASTERN EGYPT FORCE" DURING THE ADVANCE ON EL ARISH:

REMOVING THE WOUNDED SENT IN FROM THE MAGHDABA FIGHT.

through his journey home,
"

I Ve been to Hell !

I "ve been to Hell ! The parson 's a liar he 's

made it too easy 1

"

" Of course, a lot of people couldn't possibly
stand it. It jolts and flusters one makes one

forget which point of the compass is which. Bad
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Hir Cactice in which the HUies are

I

AEROPLANE v. KITE-BALLOON: AN ALLIED BIPLANE SWOOPING TO DESTROY A GERMAN "SAUSAGE.'

German kite-balloon destroying is a form of aerial warfare in

which the Allies on the Western Front are masters. They employ
a type oi projectile which is discharged from an attacking aeroplane

with immediately destructive effect on any kite-balloon. So a

French air serrice officer declared recently to an English corre-

spondent. It was originally tested before the first French counter-

attack at Verdun, and every one of the German kite-balloons up

in front of the French lines were "sent bluing to the ground,"

the enemy being rendered "blind" at the critical moment. In

the illustration, an Allied biplane is seen swooping from high up
to get into position above the German "

sausage," Keen towards

the lower right-hand corner. [French Official rMoRraptt .}
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for the nerves, I should say." In answer to his

Colonel, he said,
"

I 'm not comfortable ; but

don't worry about me, Sir."

When shrap. got him just at the end of the

Hades that made the first days of November, they
couldn't get him away at once, because of the

barrage (they were
"
shrapnel curtains

"
in those

days). The M.O. was anxious so many good
men had suffered from shock and exposure in this

worst thing in shelling Fritz could send over with-

out a quiver. It was not that he advertised him-
self he wasn't the sort

; only it was accepted as a
fixed truth that, whatever other people felt when
hate was breaking records, Shape was impervious.

People grew to regard him with awe and admira-
tion. He was the one rock upon which the terrors

of shell-shock split. All through the campaign he

justified the awe. Both Loos and the Somme
found him unassum-

ing, steady, and en-

tirely imperturbable.
After the Somme

he took to himself a

ten-days' leave. He
went home to his

wife in London. On
the second day of

leave he went shop-

ping with his wife.

He seemed as calm
as ever. He was, in

fact, as calm as ever.

However, in Ken-

sington High Street

a very ordinary de-

livery automobile en-

countered something
derogatory, and the

tyre went. It burst with a loud and a sharp

explosion and Shape jumped wildly in the air,

turned, bolted for a doorway, stood crouching
there for a moment, and then collapsed.

He collapsed and lay still, and his wife, very
frightened, called help and found a doctor. The
ambulance came up, and they took him off to a

hospital, where, after being put to bed, he came
to and began to talk incoherently. They fetched
the house-surgeon, and he stood over Shape.

1

WITH THE "EASTERN EGYPT FORCE" DURING THE ADVANCE ON EL ARISH :

CHRISTMAS DAY DIVISIONAL SPORTS THE TUG - OF WAR FOR CAMP FOLLOWERS
AND NATIVES.

way. Shape reassured him. Shape was quite all

right. Shape didn't like the shelling, but he
could put up with it.

"
Don't you feel the strain ?

"
asked the M.O.

"
I don't think so anyhow, not enough to

make you anxious."

When the Medical Board had passed him fit

once more, he went back to the salient. There
were those who wondered if this might not prove
too exacting for him. He had been through a

good deal, and had
had a soft time in

which to think and

prepare for reaction.

Shape found his lot

busy in the neigh-
bourhood of Ypres,
at that precise and

unpleasant timewhen
the Germans had
resolved to remove
the town from the

map with H.E.
" A bit hot," said

one of the mess

nervously, in spite of

the fact he had suf-

fered this experience
through weeks.

"
They don't seem

to have changed
much," said Shape.

WITH THE "EASTERN EGYPT FORCE" DURING THE ADVANCE ON EL ARISH:
CHRISTMAS DAY DIVISIONAL CAMP SPORTS-THE TENT-PITCHING COMPETITION.

The competition wu won by the R.A.M.C.

A trifle heavier, perhaps ;

but still the old earnestm

Shape's not indifference, but equanimity, under
shelling soon became one of those minor legends
which are the property of battalions. He became

of peison of amiable distinction In time
ie to be understood that Shape was rather

rrmaikable among men, and could stand quite the

examining ; and, when he had examined, he
siuiK-'.l a ' hit that would see to Sh.-ipu's removal
to a hospital more fitted a military hospital.

Shape's wife asked why n iless.
" Your husband," said the surgeon.

"
isn't an

ordinary street casualty. He wants special ti

ment He is suffering rather badly from fhell-

s tk." w. DOUGLAS NEWTON.
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frcnch Munitions Output for the dcstcm front.

SAMPLES : AN ASSORTMENT OF HAND-GRENADES AND ROCKETS ; MAKING CASES FOR ROCKETS.

The upper illustration shows a number of simple of hand-grenades
and rockets, etc, turned out at one of the French munition-factories.

Some factories make all kinds of munitions ;
"(hers are set apart

for certain kind*. Munitions comprising every &on ot war nuUSml,
from big-gun cartridges and projectiles to Mgh-explosive shells and

shrapnel, howiteer, field-gun, trench-mortar bombs, and air-torpedoes,

are being turned out in an endless stream. We have previously

shown munition-workshop interiors in issues of in*
' '

Illustrated

London News " and of this paper. The French mun;i ion-works a"
to be found in practically every town. The lower illustration shows

a corner of a workshop with a machine-hand making cardboard

cylinders for holding rocket composition. TF*M Official
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Organised in Defence of the flag of f)umi

MR. NEVILLE CHAMBERLAIN'S " PLAIN TALE," AND THE PRIME MINISTER'S " APPEAL "
:

On Tuesday, February 6, Mr. Neville Chamberlain, in a most lucid speech at the Central Hall, Westminster, unfolded his scheme
of National Service, pointing out the necessity and explaining how best it could be obtained. Both Mr. Chamberlain's and the
Prime Minister's speeches were dignified and detailed, politic, patriotic, and practical. Mr. Chamberlain pointed out that the
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Civilisation ": JVlr, Lloyd George on " Service for Hll'

LLOYD GEORGE SPEAKING ON NATIONAL SERVICE, AT THE CENTRAL HALL, WESTMINSTER.

recent action of Germany is interpreted as a sign that she finds herself in a desperate situation, but that there is only one answer
to her threat :

" a blow straight between the eyes," and that "
National Service can deal that blow." Mr. Lloyd George was, as

always, eloquent and convincing.
" You must organise civilisation to meet an organised barbarism," he said. [/>*lo. Sport ati<i Otnenl.}
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OTitb the HUied Navies off Greece.

BOARD A FRENCH WAR-SHIP : BUM-BOAT HAWKERS BARGAINING WITH THE SAILORS ON BOARD.
Whenever a man-of-war come* into a foreign port anywhere, all

over the world, the ship s company become a centre of special
inleieit to all the imall fry of the local trading community, who
at once establish relations with an eye to business.

" Bum-boaU "

surround the veaael to chaffer with the sailors. Fresh vegetables
and fruit, mineral waters, and cheap stationery, trinkets, and

hosiery, form the staple of the wares usually dealt in. If the
man-of-war nukes any prolonged stay at a port, the tradinf folk

usually get passes to come on board at certain hours and hold a
species of deck-market among the men. Scenes on such an occasion
on board a French war-ship at anchor off Athens are shown on
this pa(e. [*,* Official
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CCUtb the HUied Navies off Greece.
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THE GREEK ATTACK ON THE ALLIES AT ATHENS : DECORATING FRENCH SEAMEN FOR BRAVERY.

In the upper illustration the French Commander-m-Chief of the

squadron in th Eastern Mediterranean is seen coming on board

a ship with his* luite, to distribute decorations awarded to French

bluejackets for good serrice on the occasion of the attack on the

Allied naval brigade ashore at Athens, on December I. The guard
of honour is shown presenting arms on the quarter-deck. In the

second illustration the French commander ist pinning a decoration

on the uniform of a seaman. As will be remembered,"a small

force of French, British, and Italian seamen landed to occupy tem-

porarily certain points in Athens. They were treacherously attacked

by Greek regulars, as reparation for which the Allied flags hare since

been officially saluted by the Greek Army. [French Official Photo.
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WOMEN AND THE WAR.

THE
creation of a public department a real,

genuine, Government one to deal with the

problems concerning the substitution of women
for men in work of all kinds and, indeed, the

organisation of the woman-power of the country
in general is the latest war triumph of the sex.

More than that, the new department known as

the Women's Department of National Service is

to be
" run

"
by women. Mrs. H. J. Tennant is

to be the Director, Miss Violet Markham the

Assistant Director ; and, as both have had a

considerable amount of experience of women's

work, an interested world waits, at the moment of

Meantime, the nation, as well as the Govern-

ment, are to be given an opportunity of showing
their appreciation of the war-time efforts of

women workers. Tuesday, Feb. 27, is to be

observed as
" Women's Day

"
in Greater London,

when hundreds of thousands of souvenirs will be

sold for the benefit of the Y.W.C.A., which is

doing so much to help secure the comfort and

physical and moral well-being of women engaged
in work for the nation.

Scarcely had the influx of women into new and
unusual forms of industrial and commercial

A GIRL FIRE-ENGINE DRIVER IN HANTS: MISS 1SOBEL SILVER.

On an outbreak of fire occurring at Blentworth Hall, near Horn Dean, Miss Isobel Silver, no man being available, volunteered to drive the

local steam file-engine from Emsworth to the scene of the outbreak, seven miles distant. [Photograph by .

writing, for the announcement of a reasonable

and well-thought-out scheme for the utilisation of

the nation's woman-power in the way likely to be
most profitable to the country. At any rate, the

new department gives no sign of favouring the
" more haste less speed" policy, and through its

chiefs has expressed its intention of finding out
where and in what way women can be most useful

before issuing an indiscriminate call for volunteers.

It is a wise decision, and one that will prevent

any amount of the disappointment which has
fallen to the lot of enthusiastic volunteers ever

since the war began. Mrs. Tennant and Miss

Markham very wisely ask for time in which to

formulate some definite scheme. Here 's the best

of luck to them, anyway I

activity begun, with all the moral and social

problems that followed as a consequence, than the

Y.W.C.A., realising its responsibilities towards the

girls who volunteered to help the country at a

critical time, set to work to help them in every

possible way. The entry of large numbers of girls

into the huge factories for munitions of war that

sprang up one after another all over the country,
resulted very often in a dearth of lodging accom-
modation. The Association immediately set to

work to build hostels where, for a moderate weekly
sum, the girls could obtain comfortable lodgings
and the good food necessary if their healfh was to

be maintained. Canteens, too, were started, and
at the moment of writing about 80,000 meals per
week are provided in the canteens and hostels

\Gtntinnr.i mtrltaf.
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Cttoman's CKorh at a pharmaceutical School in france.

IMPLEMENTS USED IN THE TREATMENT OF WOUNDED SOLDIERS : GIRL WORKERS IN THE CATGUT-ROOM.

The French, it is well known, have a peculiarly valuable gift in

many directions in connection with the various kinds of work,
often of a very delicate nature, calling for both care and skill, in

branches of pharmacy, chemistry, and the like. Photograph No. x

shows a number of implements made at a Pharmaceutical School

in France, which have been used in the treatment of wounded

soldiers with the beneficent object of restoring them to health, and

to some, at least, of the pursuits of active life. In the second

photograph are seen a number of young girls whose nimble fingers

are busily employed upon work in the catgut-room of the Pharma-

ceutical School, where their deft manipulation of their material is

of real valut. [French Official Photographs.}
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run !>v tlie Association, the work being carried on

bv about 1500 voluntary helpers, who are con-

stantly at work.

It would be a mistake to think, however, that

the Government have altogether neglected their

responsibility in the matter. They, as well as

employers, have given the sub-

ject very careful thought. The

Ministry of Munitions is put-

ting up canteens. It is not

prepared, for the time, at any
rate, to undertake the erection

of recreation centres. How-
ever, the proverb that all work
and no play makes Jill a dull

girl holds good in munition

work just as much as in any
other field of labour ; and to

provide recreation and canteen

huts where hot meals can be

bought, where sympathetic
workers help to create an air

of friendship and kindliness,

and where workers can rest be-

fore returning to work, is one

of the principal duties under-

taken by the Association since

the war. Already about fifty

huts have been built, equipped,
and are running in munition

areas, and some eighty clubs are being con-

ducted in military centres.

Now and again the girls regard the work done

on their behalf with a certain amount of suspicion,

which lasts just so long as it takes them to cross

honeymoon." And as the demand for more
women workers continues the Munitions Depart-
ment want somewhere about half-a-million, th

Board of Agriculture wants recruits for the land,

the War Office want more women workers the

necessity of caring for the girls becomes daily
more urgent. The capacity shown by women for

IN A PHARMACEUTICAL SCHOOL IN PARIS

In this photograph are seen a number of women and girls at work

of the Pharmaceutical School in Paris, where they devote their time

war-purposes. [French Official Photograph.]

WOMEN AT WAR-WORK.

in the catgut -room

to special work for

IN A PHARMACEUTICAL SCHOOL IN PARIS:

Many of the pupils in this school are women or girls.

them busy in the cutting and stitching class. [Frenck Official PkolograpH.}

the threshold. Perhaps their impression and

appreciation are best summed up in the words of

a worker who came in dead tired and sank into

one of the cosy easy -chairs that invariably form

part of the recreation-room furniture.
"

I thought
I was coming to a blooming workhouse," she

remarked ;

"
but I feels as though I was on me

doing unaccustomed work has been a revelation.

It is up to the nation to see that they are properly

housed and fed while they are doing it.

For neither the workers nor employers regard

the matter in anything but a perfectly serious

light.
" But for the work

which women are doing," said

Lord Lytton the other day,
" we could not be carrying on

this war at all." Not only
could men not be spared, if

the women hung back, but

there would be nothing for

them to fight with. But re-

cognition, not praise, is what
the women want, and one of

the best ways in which to re-

cognise and reward their efforts

is by providing them with

bodily comforts in the shape of

nourishing food at a moderate

price, and a place for rest and

amusement. To help towards

the achievement of this end

the Y.W.C.A. wants 20,000 to

expend on behalf of munition-

workers this year, and on

Women's Day the public will

have a chance of helping them

to get it. For the first time in the history of the

country women have played a direct part in war.

The risks attending the work were cruelly em-

phasised in East London not long ago, and any
scheme that aims at making their few leisure hours

brighter and more cheerful deserves whole-hearted

support and sympathy. CLAUDINE C.I.EVE.

WOMEN AT WAR-WORK.

Our photograph shows some of
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H CCttnter Hrtillery Battle on the eastern front.

"ACTION FRONT ! RUSSIAN GUNNERS IN DEEP SNOW
; OBSERVATION OFFICERS RANGE-CHECKING.

garrison exercises all over the Empire. The only difference between

what happened formerly and what is happening now is the differ-

ence in scale of the operations. In the upper illustration a Russian

field battery, at a certain part of the Eastern Front, is seen in

action in knee-deep snow. In the lower, its observation officers are

seen checking the firing. [Photos, by Shoubski-Korsakoff.}

Russian soldiers are inured to winter war conditions from similar

experience in peace time. Fighting when deep snow lies on the

ground is what they are trained to. In the field, severe frost is

welcomed, as hardening the ground and making stretches of water

passable affording thick ice for troops of all arms to move safely

over. For years past winter campaigning has been practised as
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part of Italy'9 ]Saval Osk : Hun tin

A DANGEROUS LOCALITY IN SUBMARINE-INFESTED WATERS : WIN

The Italian destroyer, part of the crew of which is seen on deck at a quick-firing-gun, is out on patrol duty in the Northern
Adriatic, engaged in hunting down Austrian or German submarines. In the Adriatic, particularly in its northern waters, the weather
in winter can be piercingly cold and stormy, with icy blasts sweeping the sea as they come down in fierce gusts from across
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>own Snemy CUBoats in the Hdriatic,

WATCHING ALL READY TO OPEN FIRE AT SIGHT OF A PERISCOPE.

ths glaciers and snow-covered uplands of the Alps. This winter, there as elsewhere all over Europe, the weather in the Adriatic
has been exceptionally bitter. The Italian destroyer's men, shown above by the gun, are wearing knitted caps, and one a lined
oilskin sou'-wester. All on board such ships, while in submarine-infested waters, wear life-belts, to be prepared for misadventure.
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Qlintcr Sport for the Cdounded.

SNOW SCENES IN A LONDON SUBURB: A SNOWBALL MATCH IN SOUTHGATE "TRENCHES."

The snowstorms with which London has been visited did not fail,

despite the fact that it is war-time, to bring that curious sense of

jollity which is pictorially and proverbially associated with them,
and the grounds of the various hospitals which are dotted with such

pathetic prominence all over the map of the City and County of

London, were, perhaps almost without exception, the scenes of

genial snowball tournaments, in which the cheery combatants were

wounded Tommies and their white-clad nurses. Our photographs

show just such a frolic in a northern suburb. In the first, nurses

are seen taking refuge in the " trenches
"

at
"
Grovelands,"

Southgate Auxiliary V.A.D. Hospital. In the second, the wounded

defend themselves from their nurses. [P/;o'os. by Sport ami General,I
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